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housands of Electrical experts are needed to help rebuild the world. Come to Chicago
great shops of Coyne and let us train you quickly by our sure, practical way, backed
by twenty years of success. Hundreds of our graduates have become experts in less than four
months. You can do the same. Now is your big opportunity. Come no previous education
1

to the

—

necessary.

A

Earn $125.00 to $350.00

Month

In the Electrical business. Come here where you will be trained in these great $100,000
shops. Experts show you everything and you learn right on
the actual apparatus. You work on everything from
the simple bell to the mighty motors, genI

3TTT™

erators,

electric

switchboards,

locomotives,
dynamos,
power plants, everything

make you

to

have

\\ e

a master electrician.
thousands of suc-

BE A COYNE

cessful graduates.
Just as
soon as you have finished
we assist you to a
good position.

Trained Expert. Our Graduates
are given the Preference. They are
in demand Everywhere at big Salaries.

We

now have more
positions than

we can

Our graduates are in demand because Coyne is known for its
splendid practical training.
are continually receiving letters,
telegrams and telephone calls from contractors, manufacturing firms,
often have
etc., seeking our graduates to fill responsible positions.
man\ more positions than we can fill and the demand is steadily growing.

till

We

Think
of

it.

We

We Make You an Expert in Less Than 4 Months
No need of taking from 1 to 4 years to
become an expert, we have proved this in
thousands of cases. The Coyne method of
practical training eliminates all books, useless
theory and other non-essentials and trains you
just
expert.
in

what you need

Day

to

know

to

become an

or Evening Courses

Don't worry ahout the money. Anyone with ambition
can learn here. Our tuition is low with small easy payments if desired.
All tools and equipment is furnished
free.
Our students live in comfortable homes in the best
section in

Many

Chicago— on

the lake.

LEARN DRAFTING
Skilled Draftsmen are always in demand. Our courses
are thorough short practical, preparing a man fully
to hold a position of responsibility.
have more
positions than wc can fill.
also have thorough
practical courses in Plumbing and Heating and Motion
Picture Operating.

—

—

We

We

Send Today

for

Book
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EARN YOUR WAY

I

Write today, now, Eoi the hook.
COYNE TRADE AND
It
tells what Coyne graduates
ENGINEERING SCHOOLS
have done. What you can do.
Bennett W. Cooke. Director
Fill
in the coupon, check
Dept. 23, 39-51 E. Illinois St.
the trade you are most inChicago, III.
terested in or send a
postal card, do it now.
Please send at once your big Free

students earn a large part of their living expenses by doing a
little work in their spare time.
Our employment dept. furnishes
toese positions without charge.
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EXAMINATION

FREE

\ McGraw-Hill Book
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Co., Inc.

239 West 39th Street ,

New York
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Please send me the Library of
(shipping charges preElectricity
Practical
paid) for 10 days" free examination. If satisfactory, I will send $2 in ten days and $2
If not
.
per month until $16 has been paid.
> wanted I will write you for return shipping instructions.

Gentlemen:

CROFTS RECTRICITY

k

\

\

Get at the
^ n*
N
first-hand
N
facts about \
taken

electricity,

from work

i

|

|

|
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\

N

itself.

»
the year of big things in elecx Your Position
Don't waste any time in getting
^
v
ready for the big pay that awaits the elecDon't depend upon
-trically trained man
x
amateurish or theoretical books or courses to
\ ^jar.
give you the necessary knowledge. Books writ^ 19
ten from practice by practical men are easiest
\
mastered, and when you do master them, you are
\
an expert, ready to demand the salary of an expert.
\

This

is

tricity.

KNOW

ELECTRICITY
AS EXPERTS KNOW IT
You can now say to yourself "If others are earning $5,000 per
year and up in electrical practice, I can also do it, because Croft's
Library contains the same information that these men possess."

READ THIS

—

Electricity, from the simplest principles, to complete
and economical operation of

a central station
Motors, generators, armatranscommutators,
tures,
circuits,
currents,
formers,
distribution
switchboards,
systems.
Electrical

machinery

of

every type, installation, oper-

and power.
mechanically
perfect, in accordance with
the National Electrical Code.

Wiring for
to

Wiring

do

of

Not one of the thousands of men who own the
Croft Library has said he could not understand
the books.
They are as clear as the elementary
readers and arithmetic you studied in school. And
yet they are thorough, and do not leave off until
you are an expert. They are just as valuable to the
beginner as to the highest paid specialist, because
they are all practice.
V
No one interested in any branch of electricity, or who V^
expects to take up the work, can afford to be without

^M

\m

ation and repair.

How

Croft's Library does contain just the information you need to reach the big position.
It contains all the information you need in electrical
practice. Nothing is left out. You are told of every
detail in plain language and illustration.

light

finished

build-

and
Underwriters'
municipal requirements. How
to do the complete job, from
estimating it, to completion.

8 Beautiful flexibly -bound volumes,
pocket size, 3000 pages, 2100 illustrations

ings.

Illumination in
phase. The latest

every
and most
its

improved methods of lighting.
Lamps and lighting effects.

A complete
mathematics as

course

in

applied

to

work.
A course which refreshes your mind, and gives
you mastery of all the shortcuts in figuring.
Electrical practice complete.
Electrical practice as experts
Electrical practice
it.
by experts.

know

These eight handy, compact volumes are a work of art. Careindexed for quick reference and for study. Every one of the

fully

subjects are literally at the finger's end.

No

turning of pages for

what you want.

Not one cent in advance. Merely return the coupon
above.
Small monthly payments if you are satisfied.
Don't wait another day
to

know

if

electricity as experts

you want

know

it.

We

the coupon now.
will ship
the eight volumes charges paid for ten
days' examination.
Return them at our
expense if they are not entirely satisfactory.
Pay only $2 per month for
eight months if you are pleased
Fill
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LSEWHERE

in this issue is disclosed in
for the first time what U. S.
Navy officials term as the greatest American
War Invention: "Underground and Subsea Wireless."
Last month we hinted editorially on the
theoretical
aspect of
the
problem this
month we are face to face with the accomplisht fact. The
war has revolutionized not only peoples, nations and the
whole world, but many hitherto unshakable scientific institutions as well.
For over twenty years the wireless
aerial
the elevated aerial wire system was synonymous
with the wireless art. The great radio station, the transatlantic liner, could not well he imagined without its
ubiquitous stretch of elevated wires. The greatest pride
of the radio amateur, the aerial on top of his house,
which lo him was symbolic of the young art, is doomed.
This change has been brought about over night by the
magic wand of science and her servant Mr. James Harris
Rogers, American, of Hyattsville, Md.
The aerial wires, down for the duration of the war,
will never go up, at least as far as amateurs and private
stations are concerned.
As for the commercial stations,
their towers too are doomed shortly for the scrap-heap.
During the war Mr. Rogers developed underground and
sub-sea wireless for receiving at least to a heretofore undreamt of state of perfection.
His receiving
station at Hyattsville never mist a word transmitted
from French, English, Italian as well as German high
power stations. //(• received his messages from Europe
when a thunderstorm, accompanied by terrific lightning,
•was going on directly above his head.
Recently, too, he

detail

full

—

—

—

—

—

—

away entirely with static.
the big station at Arlington, near Washington,
of
touch with Europe, due to static disturbances.
was out
Mr. Rogers wont right on receiving over his buried
has done

When

underground wires, just as if static never existed. Indeed the Rogers invention knows no static. Static being
an atmospheric condition, a ground antenna naturally
will not be affected by
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Mr. Rogers, however,
a totally submerged submarine.
goes right ahead and does it, not only in fresh water
Indeed he establisht wirebut thru salt water as well.
less communication with a submarine -whose aerial wires
were 25 feet below the surface of the ocean!
Altho Mr. Rogers, during the war, gave most of his
attention toward receiving messages, he has made considerable progress in underground radio transmission
His experiments prove conclusively that, while
as well.
underground radio receiving is here to stay, underground
sending too will soon be practical enough, even for high
power stations. It is merely a question of good insulation at present, and the end of this year, we are quite
The
confident, will bring the solution of the problem.
Navy Department has just succeeded in transmitting
a distance of 50 miles with the underground system.
At first it would seem reasonable that only long wave
But this
lengths could be used with the Rogers system.
Underground Radio-telephone messages,
is not the case.
seven miles distant, come in just as clear on 300 meters
wave length as does the Nauen (Germany) station with
12,600 meters wave length. This indeed is good news for
our amateurs.
But in the meanwhile, all of our pet theories on wireFor we do not know as
less are thrown in a sad chaos.
We can now expect
yet how the Rogers system works.
a war to the knife between our wave-propagation theorMr.
ists and the new school of ground-impulse savants.
Rogers himself takes the view and he is seconded by
Tesla that the transoceanic messages which he receives
over his underground system are not Hertzian waves
pure or even converted but merely high frequency
ground impulses.
The future may tell us which school is right.
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But the most spectacular feature of Mr. Rogers' revolutionizing invention probably is his "Sub-sea Wireless."
Scientists the world over, Marconi included, declared it
an utter impossibility to communicate by wireless with

it.
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How One Evening's Study
Led

to

a $30,000 Job

A Simple Method of Mind Training That Any One
Can Follow With
HOPE

I

Day

By a Man Who Made Formerly No More Than a Decent

Living

nothing that was in it, we have not added
one particle to our experience if we make a
mistake and forget about it, we are apt to
make the same mistake again, so our experience did not help us. And so on, in everything
we do. Our judgment is absolutely dependent
on our experience, and our experience is only
as great as our power to remember.
"Well, I was convinced. My mind was a
'leaky pail.' I had never been able to remember a man's name thirty seconds after I'd been
introduced to him, and as you know, I was
always forgetting things that ought to be
done. I had recognized it as a fault, but never
thought of it as a definite barrier to business
success.
I started in at once to make my

you won't think I'm conceited or

egotistical in trying

to

how

others

tell

I

credit to myself
so simple that I believe any
man can accomplish practically the same thing
if he learns the secret, which he can do in a
In fact I know others who
single evening.
have done much better than I by following

at

It

all.

do no* take the

was

all

same method.
came about in a rather odd manner. I
had been worrying along in about the same
the

It all

as the average man thinking that I was
doing my bit for the family by providing them
with three square meals a day, when an old
chum of mine, Frank Powers, whom I had
always thought was about the same kind of a

way

chap as I, suddenly blossomed out with every
evidence of great prosperity.
He moved into a fine new house, bought a

•

memory efficient, taking up a memory training course which claimed to improve a man's
memory in one evening. What you call my
good fortune to-day I attribute solely to my
exchanging a 'leaky pail' for a mind 'that retains the things I want to remember."

good car and began living in the style of a
man of ample means. Naturally the first

when

thing I did

noticed these things

I

— for

he had said nothing to me about his sudden
good fortune was to congratulate him and
ask him what had brought the evident change

—

finances.
"Bill," he said, "it's all come so quickly I
can hardly account for it myself.
But the
thing that has made such difference in
life
with
article
lately began
an
I read a short
time ago about training the mind.
"It compared the average person's mind to
in

his

my

a leaky pail, losing its contents as it went
along, which if carried any distance would
arrive at its destination practically empty.
"And it showed that instead of making the
pail leakproof most of us kept filling it up and
then losing all we put into it before we ever
reached the place where the contents would
be
of
real
use.
"The leak in the
David M. Roth
pail,
the
writer
Roth first

When Mr.
to
determined
his leaky

would

mind

exchange
for one that

anything
he wanted it to. it was
his
found
because
he
memory to be probably
poorer than that of any
man he knew. He could
remember a man's
not
retain

He
seconds.
2
many things
so
forgot
that he was convinced he
until
succeed
never
could
he learned to remember,
today there are over ten
thousand people in the
United States whom Mr.
Roth has met at different
most of them only
times
whom he can inonce
stantly name on sight.
name

——

Mr. Roth can and has
hundreds of times at dinners and lectures asked
fifty

never
their

or sixty

met

men he has

to

tell

him

businesses
names,
telephone
numbers

and
and then

after turning his

while they changed
seats, has picked each one

back
out
his

by

name,

him
number

told

telephone

and business connection.
These are only a few of
the scores of equally 'mi
possible" things that Mr

Roth can do. ami yet
few years ago he couldn't
remember a man's name
i

twenty seconds.
Why go
around with a mind like
a leaky pail when,
Mr,
Roth says, "What I have
done any one can do."
;,

was

demonstrated,

He

forgetfulness.
showed that

when

memory

fails,
exthe thing
we all value most
highly, is worthless.

perience,

He proved
that a man

me

to
is

only

as good as his memory, and whatever
progress a man ac-

complishes

can

be

laid directly

powers

to his
of retaining

his mi n d
right things
in

the

— the

things that are going to be useful to
him as he goes
along.

"Farther

on

in

the article I read
that the power of
the mind is only the

sum total of what
we remember that
is, if we read a book

—

and

remember
You

I
had reached my decision. On the recommendation of Powers, I got In touch at once with the
Independent Corporation which shortly before had
published the David M. Roth. Method of Memorj
Training. And then came the surprise of my lite.
In ilu- very first lesson of the course I found tiie key
to a good memory. Within thirty minutes after I had
opened the book the secret that I had been in need
of all my life was mine. Mr. Roth has boiled down

;

suddenly changed from a comparative failure to what my friends term a phenomenal
success.
In reality I

From

the First

Results

Powers story set me thinking. What kind of a
memory did 1 have? It was much the same as that
of other people I supposed.
I had nev™
worried
about my memory one way or another but it hid
always seemed to me that I remembered Important
things pretty well.
Certainly it. never occurred to
me that it was possible or even desirable to improve
it, as I assumed that a good memory was a sort of
natural gift.
Like most of us, when
wanted to
remember something particularly I wrote i, down on
a memorandum pad or in a pocket notebook. Even
then I would sometimes forget to look at my reminder. I had been embarrassed as who has not
been? by being obliged to ask some man whom r
had previously met what his name was, after vainly

T

S

'IV?

6

ab

'

e t0

,°
introduce him to others. And,"'!I had
niScfhinftoTtrJf
had my name
requested apologetically, for the same purpose, so
that I knew I was no different than most men in
that way.

I began to observe myself more closely in my daily
work. The frequency with which I had to refer to
records or business papers concerning things that at
some previous time had come under my particular
notice amazed me.
The men around me who were
doinir about the some work n< mvsolf woro no rtif

&W£

K

Ind't-his thZgnTgtve
new significance to the fact that I had been performing practically the same subordinate duties at
exactly the same salary for some three years
I
couldn t dodge the fact that my mind, as well as
most other people's, literally limped along on
crutches, because it could not retain names, faces,
facts, and figures.
Could I expect to progress if
even a small proportion of the important things I
learned from day to day slipped away from me ? The
only value of most of my hard-won experience was
being canceled obliterated by my constantly forgetting things that my experience had taught me.
The whole thing hit me pretty hard. I began to
think about the subject from all angles as it affected
our business. I realized that probably hundreds of
sales had been lost because the salesman forgot

—

—

ease of

it

seemed

like

sponsible didn't remember all the facts bearing on
the situation and thus used poor judgment,
I
know
now that there isn't a day but what the average
business in. in forgets to do from one to a dozen
things that would have Increased his profits. There
a re no greater words in the English language, descriptlve of business inefficiency than the tyyo little
words "I forgot."

benefit by mentioning the "Electrical

Experimenter" when writing

that the

Instead of study the whole tiling
a fascinating game. I discovered that
the art of remembering had been reduced by Mr.
Roth to the simplest method imaginable it required
almost nothing but to read the lessons
Every one
of those seven simple lessons gave me new powers
of memory, and I enjoyed the course so much that
I look back on it now as a distinct pleasure.
The rest of my story is not an unusual one among
American business men who have realized the value
of a reliable trained memory. My income today is
close to $30,000. It will reach that figure at the beginning of our next fiscal year. And two years ago
I scarcely made what I now think of as a decent
all.

—
I

living,
T

I"

my

,

l
,°

??

progress

W

P»« less

^TT« »
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T
I

my unproved memory
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have found
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every business

experience
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secure nation-wide distribution for the Roth Memory
Course in a single season the publishers have put
the price at only five dollars, a lower figure than
any course of its kind has ever been sold before,
and il contairis the very same material in permanent form as ls Blven ln the P ersonal tWOO course,
So confident is the Independent Corporation, the
publishers of the Rotli Memory Course, that once
ou haTe an opportunity to see in your own home
now easy " ls to double yes triple the powers of

^
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are willing to send the Course on free examination
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charges prepaid, at once. If you are not entirely
send it back any time within five days after
you receive it and you will owe nothing,
On the other hand, if you are as pleased as artthe thousands of other men and women who have
all

satisfied

used the course, send only $5 in full payment. You
n0 rislc aid you have everything' to gain so
' ake
mail ,he coupon now before this remarkable offer is
withdrawn.
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some

selling point that would have closed the order.
.Many of our men whom I had heard try to present
a new idea or plan had failed to put over their message or to make a good impression because they had
been unable to remember just what they wanted to
say.
Many decisions involving thousands of dollars had been made unwisely because the man re-

so

method can almost be grasped at a glance. Anil the
farther you follow the method the more accurate
and reliable your memory becomes. Within an hour
I
found tiiat I could easily memorize a list of 100
words and call them off backward and forward
Without a mistake. I was thunderstruck with the

—

—

memory

perfecting the

the principles

^
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Master Electricity By
Actual Practice
The only way you can become an expert is by doing tbe
very work under competent instructors, which you will be
called upon to do later on. In other words, learn by doing.
That

the

is

method

of the

New York

Electrical School.

Five minutes of actual practice properly directed is worth
to a man than years and years of book study.
Indeed,
Actual Practice is the onlv training of value, and graduates
of New York Electrical School have proved themselves to
be the only men that are fully qualified to satisfy

more

EVERY

demand

of the Electrical Profession.

The Oldest and Only

Institution

of

the Kind in America
this "Learn by Doing" School a man acquires the art
Electrical
Drafting; the best business method and exof
in
Electrical
Contracting, together with the skill
perience
to install, operate and maintain all systems for producing,
transmitting and using electricity.
school for Old and
Young. Individual instruction.

At

A

Over 5,000 Graduates are Successful Men
in the Electrical World
No

previous knowledge of electricity, mechanics or mathematics i<
You can begin the course now
sary to take this electrical course.
and by steady application prepare yourself in a short time. You will
he taught by practical electrical experts with actual apparatus, under
actual conditions.

New York

Electrical School

29 W. 17th
Please sew!

me

St.,

New

Let us explain this course to you in person.

York, N. Y.

call,

FREE

and
your 64-page book.

send

now

for 64-page

book

—

bligation to

.

...

(NAM!

(ADDRESS
You

|

New York

'

benefit by mentioning the "Electrical

29

-it's

If

you

FREE

to

can't

you

Electrical School
West 17th Street, New York
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33 Assembled Locomotives on

One Ship

of American' War Engineering Which Enabled Thirty-Three Assembled Locomotives to be Delivered 'Cross Seas in a Single Ship, for Immediate Duty at the Front.

The Enterprise

EVER

persevering American ingenuand the knowledge that "over
there" thousands of our boys were
depending on us folks back home,
to keep our shoulders to the wheel,
ity

makes records of

the seemingly impossible

;

lem to get supplies across seas infested with
mines and submarines, and still a greater
task to move this material with all possible
haste to the points where it would be most
needed. It is well known that the French
railroad system had collapst all it could do
;

of his first cables home was for the urgent
delivery of locomotives, cars and rails. He
made the War Department see the need of
providing these facilities so that the American effort in the Great Cause would not be a
failure.
And so it was that Army officials

1919 byE. P. Co.
In Consequence
In the Early Months of America's Participation in the World War, Locomotives Were Shipt Overseas in Parts.
a Vast Amount of Valuable Time Was Lost in Dismounting and Reassembling the Parts. Later the Scheme Was Evolved of LoadInsert View Shows
ing the Locomotives Intact, as Here Shown, Thirty-three of Them Having Been Sent Over in One Vessel.
Scene Looking Down in Hold. Note Bales of Hay.
1

deeds

actually accomplisht,

read like the

magic of Aladdin's Lamp.

As

a specific instance, let us look at the
railroad situation in France when General
Pershing arrived on the scene of action
with the first vanguard of American troops.
French Atlantic ports were nearly 270 miles
from the fighting front. It was one prob-

was

move

to care for the

French army, and to

thousands of

tons of material
necessary for the successful campaigning of
Pershing's army behind a few creeping
French locomotives left at our disposal was
well nigh impossible.
General Pershing saw the immediate need
for American railroad equipment and one
the

765

undertook the buying and shipping of loco-

The first locomotives sent were
motives.
knocked down.
in great big bulky cases
As yet theydid not dream of sending them
ompletely assembled.
Once these parts reached France they
were put in the hands of a dozen or more
(Continued on page 810)
i
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Five Conversations Over One Wire
Multiplex Telephony and

THE

How

science of telephony since that science was
in a Boston attic in 1875.
Its possibilities lie in the direction of expansion of
long distance service. Physically it can be

story of the development of the
multiplex telephone and telegraph
system reads like that of many
other inventions.
It is a story of
long years of effort to accomplish a
The steam turbine, for exgreat result.
ample, is but recently developed to be practically useful and yet was suggested in
Dr.
principle as long ago as 130 B. C.

born

employed on any open wire telephone line,
but practically it is not advantageous to use
it on any short line, say less than 100 miles
The highly technical equipment
in length.
so costly that it is economically
There is at
available only for long lines.

required

Alexander Graham Bell was experimenting

is

It

Works

now

it

has been carrying messages, which

come

to Baltimore from Washington over
ordinary circuits and these are given

the
to the multiplex for transmission to their
destination.
For some years past the Bell System engineers have sought to make it possible for

anyone
part

to talk to

of

phantom

the

anyone

else in any other
any time.
The
utilizes wires in two
ordinary circuits to pro-

country at

circuit,

which

THE SOUIER WIRED WIRELESS MULTIPLEX

TELEPHONE SYSTEM

vide

a

third

conductor of

TYPICAL VOICE CURRENTFROM

speech, was a
great step tothis
a rd
goal, greatly
expanding the
service possi-

TRANSMITTER

bilities

w

of ex-

long
Then

isting
VC-VARIABIE
1

RADIO FRES
TRANSMITTER

RADIO FREO.
RECEIVER

lines.

CONDENSER.
REPRESENTS STANDARD TELEPHONE SETS
••
RADIO FREQ. SUPERIMPOSING SYSTEM

came transcontinental

'.

•jj

OPTICAL ANALOSY OF MULTIPLEX
SUNLIGHT

/

telephony,

TELEPHONY

IpTEU&MTBEAM
*'OLET
3.UE.

BEEN
VCUOM
MANCC
RED

UNMODIFIED H.F. CURRENT AS
PRODUCED BY AUDIONS

WHITE US'

BEAM AG
REFORMED
FROM e DIFFERENT FREO
ENCY LIGHT
RAYS BY FILTER PRISM

THE ANALYSIS OF LIGHT
BY THE PRISM

Of SlXOlFFECENT
LIGHT RAYS EACH
OF DIFFERENT
FREQUENCY AND
WAVE LENGTH

of the Nation.
the
multiplex system, the engi-

Now, with

NO- 2

DIAGRAM ILLUSTRATING

making a real
neighborhood

neers greatly

SIX COLORS
SEPARATED

BY FILTER

OR PRISM

BACK VIEW OF ONE OF THE MULTIPLEX
RACKS WITH COVERS REMOVED TO
SHOW PARTS OF THE APPARATUS

'(SEE FIG-A}

MODIFIED HIGH FREQUENCY
CURRENT SHOWING COMBINATION OF VOICE CURRENT &
H.F.

'CARRIER "WAVE

enlarge the
service
pacity

eco-

nomically may
be equipt with

the
BETWEEN

all

long lines
which

TELEPHONE
EXCHANGE

LINE

ca-

of

system.

The three

CITIES

transcontinental circuits, for

example, two
of which are
of wire while
one is a phantom circuit,

COMMON TELEPHONE TRANSMISSION LINE. WITH .FOUR VOICE:

when

CURRENTS SUPERIMPOSED ON
HIGH FREQUENCY OSCILLATING CURRENTS

WASHINGTON

-

equipt

with the multiplex system
can carry 10
telephone conversations at
once, instead
of 3 as 'at

PITTSBURG

MULTIPLEX CIRCUIT IN ACTION
SINGLE PAIR OF WIRES WILL NOW

CARRY S TELEPHONE CONVERSATIONS OR 40 SIMULTANEOUS
TELEGRAPH MESSAGES. OR/}
MIXED LOAD OF TEL E PHONE AND
TEL EGRAPH MESSAGES. Ml/L T/PL EX
AND PRINTING TELEGRAPH SPEED
IS NOW 5000 WORDS PEP MINUTE

present.

The

new

system

sends

five voice cur-

rents simula n e o us ly

t

over one
TELEGRAPH

TELEGRAPH

mi a by E. P, Co.
Multiplex Telephony and Telegraphy Is Now an Accomplisht Fact. How It Actually Works Is Here Explained By Analogy
and Picture Diagrams. Five Telephone Conversations Can Be Carried On Over One Pa r of Telephone Wires, While
Telegraph Messages Fly Over the Circuit In Either Direction Simulta neously.

phone

of two wires,

taking each
current as
is

—

present but one installation in service, that
on the Baltimore-Pittsburgh line used in
the recent demonstrations. But for the
great amount of war work that has en-

gaged our attention, the system would have
been demonstrated sooner, and it happened
that the need for more circuits to handle
the traffic between Washington and the
war-work center, Pittsburgh, determined
selection of the place to make the
sufficient
demonstrations.
There were
wires from Washington to Baltimore, but
not enough from Baltimore to Pittsburg.
The multiplex system, therefore, was installed at Baltimore and for several months

the

nary telephone and delivering

it

it

delivered

into

produce a multiplex telegraph in 1872
and three years later, while still working on
that device, he conceived of the telephone
stated Mr. Bancroft Gherardi, acting
chief engineer of the American Telephone
and Telegraph Company.
Now. 46 years after Dr. Bell made these
experiments, the multiplex telephone and
telegraph system has become a reality. The
system is the product of no one man's efforts, but rather the result of the cumulative efforts of several hundred members of
the Bell Telephone System's engineering
It is one
staff, covering a period of years.
of the greatest single contributions to the
to

tele-

circuit

an ordi-

at its desti-

nation, thru another ordinary telephone, exactly as it was formed at the sending point.
These five voice currents travel together
and are sorted for delivery at their destination.
Not a tone or inflection of the speaking voice is changed in passage. This result
is achieved by combining each voice wave
with a high-frequency inaudible carrier current which has characteristics in degrees of
frequency that are entirely different from
those of other carrier currents.
See the
various forms of the voice and carrier currents shown herewith. The carrier current
(Continued on page 826)
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WIRES TO LAMP

The Latest
POCKET

A

Style in Flashlights

flashlight with

its

small one-half or onecandle-power tungsten bulb
- operated
by a small drybattery, has practically become a household article the world
Flashlights are today manuover.
factured by the million, while more
millions of people are daily clamoring for them. Tens of millions of
flashlights were in constant use
during the progress of war-time activities in Europe, and what a great
boon it has been to the soldier can
well be imagined. The accompanying illustrations show a number of
extremely useful and not always

well-known

applications

of

the

pocket flashlight which will prove
of practical use on many occasions.
One of the latest and ingenious

arrangements for
light is that

comprises
for use at
The use of
will prove

shown

utilizing a flashat Fig. 1, which

an illuminated note-fad
night or in dark places.

note-pad
very extensive undoubtedly, and for one thing it may often
prove of assistance in taking notes
at lectures, not to mention a very

ELECTRIC HAT &5H1RT FR0NT
ADVERTISEMENT

CLOCK LIGHT FOR
NIGHTTIME
•

LAMP

SEPARATE PUSH

PUSH SUTTON

v

7

TWIN WIRES

OFFICE SIGNAL SYSTEM

this illuminated

wide application in the Army and
Navy. The illumination is so arranged that no noticeable glow is
seen, but simply the illuminated
square opening over which the paper
A second paper roll is
roll slides.
included, so that a carbon copy can
be kept for record. The case when
closed resembles a kodak.
Figure two shows a self-contained electric light mirror, invented by Mr. H. Gernsback sevThis unique mirror
eral years ago.
has a small flashlight battery placed
On the front
in the hollow handle.
of the handle a push-button is
placed and the wires to the lamp at
the top of the mirror frame are
secreted within it.
Figure three shows the gun-light
which has been quite extensively
exploited, and while we have never
had the opportunity of trying out a
fountain-pen flashlight or a larger
model flashlight attached to a rifle,
we have seen the pistol flashlight
used, and it proves one of the most
deadly combinations imaginable.

All the marksman has to do is to
move the pistol about until the target lies in the center of the sub-

tended flashlight zone and then pull
the trigger. It should prove a fine
thing for hunting down burglars,
rats, cats,

and what

ELECTRIC GUN LIGHT
PEEP HOLE THRU MIRROR

MIRROR

/

SIGHT HOLE

not.

A
tic

recently patented eye-diagnoslamp, known as a retinoscope is

This comprises
a very compact and efficient electric lamp and mirror, as well as
sighting device for the use of op-

illustrated in Fig. 4.

The
ticians in examining the eye.
flashlight battery is contained in the
handle of this efficient instrument,
and the bulb of the flashlight projects a beam of light on to the
small mirror, which is set at an
Thru

angle of 45 degrees.

the cena small
hole which is in line with a sighting tube at the rear of the mirror
frame. It is used in the manner ilter of this mirror there

is

lustrated.

The well-known
known as
is shown at Fig.

bination,

flashlight

com-

the shave light,

Several vadevice are on
the market and it lias proved a
blessing indeed to thousands of sol5.

rieties of this hand}'

diers — officers and dough-boys alike
— who have often had to shave in

dingy or pitch dark dug-outs and
other places of shelter on the battlefield.
In the shave-light device
illustrated

by Fig.

the flashlight
connected by means of a
S,

battery is
small flexible twin-conductor with
a lamp bulb placed over the mirror.
One of the latest and most practical every-day uses of the flash-

See Fig.
application of the
flashlight in this field involves the
carrying of an ordinary tubular
flashlight by the meter reader, but
the illustration herewith shows one
of the newer developments in the
form of a flashlight meter camera.
With this clever device it is only
necessary to place the camera before the meter to be read, the button is prest, several flashlight bulbs
connected in multiple throw a
strong light on the meter dials, the
camera-shutter clicks simultaneously, and (Continued on page 821)
light is in meter-reading.
6.

The

usual

Candling

EGGS
WITH A
FLASHLIGHT
ANOTESTING

HOOD

DOCTOR'S

HEADLIGHT

THE SHAVELIGHT FOR

SOLDIERS AND CAMPERS
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"The Border Wireless" and
"The Hun Within"
RANSOM

STEVE

(William S. Hart),
Westerner, who has been
reared on a ranch in Wyoming, which
was wrested from his parents by a
railroad company, becomes embittered
and revengeful, and taking the law into his
own hands, develops into a bandit, committing several daring robberies at stations belonging to the railroad company which had
despoiled him and brought his aged parents
a

typical

to death.

He

eventually becomes a

fugi-

head and drifts
to Yellow Dog, Arizona, near the Mexican
tive with a price

border.
Elsa Miller

is

upon

a

his

operator at

telegraph

United States.

Steve forces Brandt to kiss
War with Germany is
determines to enlist.
Me calls on Elsa. determined to reveal his
past life to her, and invites her to ride part
of the way with him to Eort Scott
she
plainly evinces her love for Steve.
During their absence Steve's shack is ransacked
by Brandt and Schloss
photographs of
Steve's father with an inscription on the
the American flag.
declared, and Steve

;

:

back, reveals the fact that Steve's real name
is Ransom, and not Allen
which name he

—

assumed

all the time and
wittiest the entire proceeding, kills the German.
Carl is moved
to a comfortable position, and Steve and
Elsa ride to the Mine to prevent the sending of the message, which would mean
the death of General Pershing, surprise the
Germans, and after a fierce battle, take
possession of the wireless apparatus and
succeed in sending out a call for help to
Fort Scott, after which they destroy the
wireless. The soldiers arrive and make the
Germans their prisoners. The charge against
Steve is dismist and the story ends happily
with Steve and Elsa watching the soldiers
lined up for the sundown dress parade.

tween the commanding officer and the telegraph operator, and makes his escape
through a window. He is pursued by the
soldiers but eludes them and takes refuge

Brandt

in

is

direct

cret Service in

New York

omes

communication

of the

German Se-

City.

suspicious

of Brandt,
he and his assistant, Frederick
Schloss, express contempt for the American flag and the fighting abilities of the

when

l

Steve and thus learns that Steve is a fugitive from justice.
Carl reveals the fact
that Steve is on his way to Fort Scott to

quarters for German spies with a cleverly
concealed wireless apparatus by which
messages are transmitted to Mexico and
from
Honduras and then to Ber-

Yon Helm, head

wo men lake their departure, leaving their
man to watch Carl.
Elsa now appears and Carl whispers to
her the nature of the message. The German, hiding behind the bushes, overhears
Carl and is about to shoot him, when

enlist, and Brandt forces the boy to telegraph the commanding officer at Fort Scott
the facts he has discovered
regarding

with

that General Pershing is on his way to
Europe and the Germans are planning to
sink the vessel on which he has sailed. The

is

while in Yellow Dog.
Brandt
sends a telegram to the Sheriff at Willow
Springs, asking for information regarding

Yellow Dog, and the guardian of her
younger brother, Carl. Elsa is on her way
to deliver a message to Herman Brandt at
the Magdelena Mines and is attacked by
Mexican bandits. Sieve rescues and falls
in love with her and decides to remain at
Yellow Dog. Erederick Brandt loves Elsa.
but she is unaware that the Magdelena
Mines have been converted into the head-

lin.

other spy ride by. They go thru his clothes
and find the message, which is translated
with the aid of a code book. Carl, who has
regained consciousness, overhears the translation of the message, the purport of which

Steve.

While awaiting examination at Fort
Scott, Steve overhears the conversation be-

in a wooded canyon.
Elsa learns of the
occurrence, hut this does not shake her
faith in him.
A day or two later, a code
message comes for Brandt, and Carl starts
with it for the Magdelena Mines.
He is
thrown from his horse and is lying unconscious, when Brandt and Schloss and an-

Steve,

N

a

who

has been hiding in the bushes

large

city

I Henry Wagner,
who

left

near
a

New York

lives

German-American

Germany years

previously be-

(Continucd on page 823)
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Located With

Silver

Sound Waves
MOST

probably you will remember
having read some of those entrancing fairly tales in your younger
days, wherein a person happened
to be gifted with such transcendental intellectual powers, that he could for
example stamp his foot on the ground or
simply make a certain sound when the location of gold or silver would immediately
be made known to him. Of course this all
sounds like "Bul-garia" to us nowadays, but
thanks to a twentieth century magician,
Prof. R. A. Fessenden, the brilliant American inventor and scientist, it has become
possible to do this identical thing, i.e., to
project a sound wave, and by measuring its

refracting vein. Hence this new apparatus
is intended for the location of hidden ore
bodies by means of measurements made on
the velocity, direction, reflection, refraction,
absorption and other phenomena of sound
waves transmitted thru the medium containing the ore bodies, which is invariably,
of course, the earth. The inventor claims
that by this means he has been able in a certain test to determine the location accurately of a body of mineral, invisible to the eye,
at a distance of two and one-half miles,
and further, this test was witnest and verified by a number of skilled engineers.
In starting to survey a piece of ground
by this method, in which ore deposits are

H

and I.
bodies are indicated at the points
The oscillograph recording apparatus is
so adjusted that when the sound-producing
K, is deprest, a moderately
strong indication is produced on the photographic records of the oscillographs, R O,
which fixes on the photographic records the
exact instant at which the key is deprest.
Simultaneously a sound wave is emitted
from the oscillator, O, which after being
reflected as at G by the ore body H, or
reflected back as from J, Fig. 2, by the
body I, or reflected as from P by the ore
body I, or refracted as at LL, or possibly
proceeding directly thru the earth as shown
by the dotted lines
N, reaches the inoscillator key,

—

M—

Copyright, 1919, by E. P. Co.
,.,
and
How to _Positively
We'll All Be Rich Thanks to Prof. Reginald A. Fessenden, the Eminent American Scientist, Who Here Tells UsBetween Various Points
Measuring
of the Sound Velocity
Involves
the
Principle
in
the
Earth.
The
Deposits
Ore
ic
Metal
Accurately
Locate
<=
jr
^
in
Each
Case.
Refracted
It
Is
from
Which
and th Determination of the Direction
,

Now

and deflection scientifically by
suitable detecting and recording
instruments, to locate exactly the position of
underground ore bodies, no matter what the
ore may be, whether gold, silver, lead, zinc,
reflection

means of

copper, etc.
As Prof. Fessenden points out in his
patent on this scheme of locating ore bodies,
his invention provides methods and apparatus whereby, being given or having ascertained two or more of the following quantities, i. e., the time, distance, intensity and
medium, one or more of the remaining
For exquantities may be determined.
ample, being given the distance between two
points in a mine, and having determined the
time required by a sound wave to travel
between the two points, it is then possible
to draw calculations in regard to the probable nature of the rock between the two
points
also, if an echo be observed or a
refraction of the sound, it is possible to
estimate the distance of the reflecting or
;

suspected, a space may be laid off about
five miles square, as the accompanying illustration shows. This gives an area of twentyAt each
five square miles under survey.
corner of this square there are driven four
drill holes, A, B, C, D, which are filled with
water. Toward the bottom of these water
filled holes there are placed sensitive sound
detectors, such as microphones or small Fes-

senden oscillators, Di, D : D 3 and Di. These
sound receiving devices are connected to
the secondaries of transformers as indicated, and to oscillographs of the photographic recording type. These oscillographs
employ the quartz-fiber Einthoven galvaIn one of the wells there is
nometers.
placed a powerful sound producing apparatus, O, preferably of the Fessenden oscillaThis is connected thru its
tor type also.
leads, with the primaries of the transformers in the oscillograph circuits and to the
alternating current dynamo, A D, whenHidden ore
ever the key K is deprest.
,

—

D

D: and Di
4
dicators or microphones, Da,
O's,
is recorded on the oscillographs R

and

,

—

2 and 1.
Instead of using the alternator to produce
the sound at the oscillator, O, a condenser
discharge may be employed to actuate a
sounder, the condenser key on being deprest charging the condenser from a battery, and on the key being released and
coming against a second contact, it discharges the condenser thru the sound proThe patent describes
ducing mechanism.
this auxiliary sound producing mechanism.
Since the oscillograph photographic strip
moves along thru the machine with a regular and known velocity, the distance on the
strips between the records produced thru
the transformers whenever the key, K, is
deprest, and the records made by the sound
waves received, whether direct or by reflection, refraction or echo, will indicate
the distance between the drill and holes and
{Continued on page 828)
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Sorting Tobacco Leaves by Electricity
By

MANY

ingenious machines and de-

vices have been invented and are
widely used in the manufacture of

tobacco products and
cquipt

cigar

and

all

modernly

cigarette

fac-

The more
tories bristle with machinery.
striking is the fact that the tobacco growers
and planters have been much neglected by
the genius of inventors.

Thus we

see that

GEORGE HOLMES

ceeded, and the semi-electric "Leaf Tobacco Sizing and Sorting Machine", illustrated here is the result.
This machine
also marks as a milestone the opening of to-

rollers, which stand vertically in the path
of the motion of the clamps. As long as a
leaf is between the contact rollers, a metallic electric contact between the latter is
prevented, but a low voltage circuit will be
closed thru them the moment the tip of the
leaf passes out. As the contact rollers are
co-operating with a series of contact segments arranged at the centre line along the

bacco growing to mechanical development.
In this machine, which is also shown diagramatically, the tobacco leaves are simply
placed upon a feeding belt by an operator
in front of the machine. This belt brings

I

".•

£
'7SEJ

^"~~

^m J

1

S?*^
1...

The Latest Device In the Tobacco Industry Is This Electric Leaf
Sorter.
It Sizes the Leaves as They Pass Along and Deposits Them
in the Corresponding Compartments Below.
tobacco

is

grown today with

same primitive methods as

it

•

Another View of the Electric Tobacco Leaf Sorting Machine. Two
Leaves Can Be Seen Sliding Down Toward the Open Compartments.
The Inventor Is Seen Operating the Machine.
bench, one of these segments will
be swept by a contact brush from
the clamp in circuit with the
rollers.
An electric current will
then pass thru the rollers, said
particular segment and one of a
number of solenoids will attract
its armature and thus open one of
the covers, which can be seen ar-

the

was

100 years ago.
The inventive spirit of our progressive age, which benevolently
gave a helpful lift to almost every
trade and industry and handed so
many labor-saving appliances to
agriculture, past in silence the
extensive tobacco plantations of
America and the world.
Upon the initiative of one of
the biggest tobacco growers in
the world, a Xew York inventor
and engineer, Mr. H. Hartman,
took up the problem several years
ago of tobacco planting and handling right at the farms.
And
what he saw there set him to
thinking.
He soon noticed that
one of the most costly operations
at a tobacco plantation is the
sorting of leaves by their different
length.
Every leaf is taken by

Clomp

Opener^.

Chain..

_Oomp Opener
Chain

Open

Y Cover
Closed covers

box arranged below the open
of a

Now

anyone can

easily

imagine

Steps

End-wise Sectional View of the Tobacco Leaf Sorting Machine.
The Receptacle Doors Are Opened by Solenoids Controlled by
the Sizing Mechanism at the Top of the Machine.

amount of manual

involved in measuring each single
of the many millions grown on an
average tobacco farm. But the tobacco can
not be sold if not sorted into different
leaf

lengths.

After

many experiments

a certain contact segtable will be in circuit

with the contact rollers only at
the moment said leaf passes entirely thru the rollers, and only
that particular cover connected
with said segment will open, as
intermediary relays will at the
same moment interrupt for a predetermined time the connection
between all following segments

So/eno/ds

labor

with three grad-

more and more improved machines,
which Mr. Hartman constructed at his
workshop and laboratory, he finally sucually

According to the length
leaf,

ment on the

into a different box.

the tremendous

ranged under an incline at both
sides of the machine.
At the same time an electromagnetic stop will emerge from
the flat table and, being in the
centre line with the clamps, will
force the latter to open, and to
drop the leaf upon the table, from
where it will be blown the next
moment by comprest air over the
edge of the table and slide by
gravity downward to fall into the
cover.

hand at both ends and measured
and placed according to its length
So-called sun-grown tobacco is
usually sorted or "sized" by two
inches, while shade-grown tobacco, which is used for wrappers,
is
"sized" partly by inches and
partly by two inches.
This work
is done after the leaves havepast thru the "curing" process
and arc brown, soft and pliable.

-***

BbsP^H

.

the leaves below two curved clamp openers
which always open two pairs of clamps,
carried by two endless roller chains moving
under 90° horizontally to the feeding belt
The
a distribution table or bench.
clamps, after having been opened during
motion by said curved openers, grip the
leaves at their stem and pull them over the
table and thru a pair of resilient contact

and their respective solenoids.
There are as many segments and

solenoids as there are different
covers.
The first section, having
five boxes, will receive the five shortest
leaves. If a leaf is longer, no segment will
come into contact in said first section, the
electro-magnetic stop will not appear and the
clamp will carry that leaf into the second
section where the same process will be repeated.
The second section provided with
five boxes of longer dimensions, is an exact

(Continued on page 810)
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Hospital Ship Fitted with Gyroscopic
Stabilizer
you are familiar
PERHAPS
mechanical device known as

with the
a "gyro-

scope", which possesses remarkable
self-centering or stabilizing properties.
The Sperry airplane stabilizer, as well
as the non-rolling ship stabilizer, utilizes
this clever device.
It involves the simple
phenomenon that if you take a heavy steel
or other wheel and spin it at high speed,
then the spinning wheel and its attached
frame will tend to preserve the same plane
of rotation. This is daily demonstrated by
the ordinary bicycle. Hold the bicycle clear
of the ground and have someone turn the

two gyro wheels is 25 tons each.
weight of the two casings is 25 tons

The

THE PHOTOELECTRIC

AND VARIOUS OTHER

The diameter of

the gyro wheels is 9 feet,
and of the casings 12 feet. The bearings
used are standard roller type and selfto 12-inch shafts.
The
to drive the gyro wheel is a 75
H.P. A. C. electric motor in each. The
casing was made absolutely vacuum tight
and the gyros run in 30 inches or nearly

aligning,

fitted

power used

vacuum.
The bearings receive a
continuous bath of oil, pumped at the rate
of 200 gallons a minute, properly screened
and cooled. In 35 minutes the gyro atperfect

SENSI-

TIVITY OF BISMUTHINITE

each.

SUBSTANCES.

A

recent contribution to the Bureau of

Standards scientific papers by Dr. W.
Coblentz summarizes the results of an

W.
in-

vestigation of various substances (1) for
an increase in electrical conductivity caused
by the action of light upon them, and (2)
for photoelectric activity when they were
charged to a negative potential, in an evac-

uated chamber, and exposed to

light.

Pure

<y

The

—

The Two Upper Photos

Principle of the Gyroscope the
Peculiar Property Possest by a Rapidly
Revolving Body of Trying to Preserve
Its
Original Plane of Rotation, Has
Been Taken Advantage of by Naval
and Marine Engineers.
Here We See
the Largest Naval Hospital Ship Ever
Constructed Being Fitted with Stabilizing Gyros to Minimize Rolling at Sea as
Much as Possible. The Final Tests
Showed That the Gyros Reduced the
Rolling Some 90 Degrees.

of the Gyros
Being Installed in the Gigantic Naval
Hospital Ship Are Interesting. That at
the Left Show the Powerful Traveling
Crane Used to Swing the Two 50 Ton
Gyros In thru the Side of the Ship.
The Right-hand Photo Shows a CloseUp of the Two Massive Electric Driven
Gyros, Just Before They Were Swung
Into the Ship's Hull.

Motor Drives Each

A 75 Horse-power
Gyro Wheel in a

Vacuum Tight Casing

II
pedals rapidly. Now try to turn the bicycle
sidewise while the wheels are rotating at
high speed. You will find it very difficult
all because of the law above stated.
Thus
the naval engineers have discovered that by
placing one or more powerful gyros in a
ship, that the ship will not roll to any appreciable extent in a heavy sea.
Hospital
and war-ships are therefore being fitted
with giant electric driven gyros for the
purpose of keeping them on a more even
keel in stormy weather. The improvement
in gunnery from warships so equipt and
stabilized is readily apparent.
One of the accompanying photos shows
Gyro unit Xo. 2 of the twin set just being
transferred by a hundred-ton S-leg crane.
second photo shows a close-up of the
two Gyro units, while the third photo
shows the relative size of the Gyros with
the ship and also the massive traveling
crane used to swing them into the ship.
These Gyros were installed in a Naval
Hospital ship so that the wounded on board
would be subject to the least amount of
rolling, that to the present time is very apparent on all ships, especially in bad
weather. The final stabilizing test with the
Gyros was found to reduce the rolling some
90 degrees, so it can be readily seen that
they do help some.
The combined weight of the unit was 100
tons and the ship was the largest hospital
ship ever constructed.
The weight of the

A

tained a speed of 1,100 R.P.M (working
trial speed of 1,600 R.P.M. was
speed).
attained, the current cut off and the gyros
ran for three and one-half days, gradually

A

dropping

in

speed to "Dead".

The

side of the ship had to be cut away
in order to install the gyros and they were
the time
slid into place by means of skids
required to slide them into place was TYz
minutes. Besides the 75 H.P. A. C. motor
in each gyro, a rotary-converter is used and
another 75 H.P. motor is used to preccss
the gyros from left to right to meet the roll
This last motor is controlled
of the ship.
by another sensitive gyro (small and of
high speed) located on the ship's bridge.
The two gyros were located amidships
;

below medi-centric height and they ran

in

opposite directions to each other; that is,
the port gyro ran clock-wise and the starboard gyro ran anti-clock-wise, both at the
same speed. To reduce the vibration of the
gyros to a minimum they were balanced by
the plug-method and it took several experts two months to balance them, so perTwo
fect must the rotational balance be.
years were required to complete the gyros
and others of larger size are being constructed for super-dreadnought work.
These will enable more accurate aim to
be had in firing from the ship. Gyros of
smaller size are also installed on submarines and destroyers, both classes of installations giving remarkable results.

gallium and silver sulfid were found to
have but small photoelectric activity when
charged to a negative potential and exposed
No change was observed in the
to light.
electrical conductivity of tellurium, boleite,

and mixtures of the sulfids
of lead and antimony, when exposed to
light.
An increase in conductivity was observed in crystals of bismuthinite, cylindrite,
molybdenite, selenium, stibnite, boulangerite, jamesonite, and silver sulfid when exposed to light.
Experiments are described in which some
of these substances were joined thru a battery to the grid circuit of an audion amplifier and a telephone.
The light stimulus
pyrite, silicon,

was interrupted by means of
sectored

a

rotating

used in Bell's selenium
When using a cell or crystal

disk,

as

photophone.
of selenium the fluctuations in light intensity produced a sufficient change in conductivity to cause a musical note in the
telephone.
Similarly, in some samples of
bismuthinite and of molybdenite, a change
in conductivity was produced, which caused
an audible sound in the telephone receiver.
Further experiments are in progress to determine to what extent and for what wavelengths this is a true photoelectric change
(increase) in conductivity, and to what extent it is caused by fluctuations in temperature with a resultant change in resistance
within the crystal.

—
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Deep

Searchlights of the
Wonderful Fish

of the

Ocean Depths, That Carry Their

By
former years, when the depth? of the
still unexplored, it was the
belief that its surface was an
uneven monotonous plain, unenlivened
by precipices and mountains,
hills and valleys. But these ideas
have been thoroly repudiated by

Own

Lights.

BADE

Dr. E.

seas show, at ;i depth of three hundred feet.
of the different colors of the rainbow
at a depth of 1.500 feet many of the rays
can still he found at a depth of 3,000 feet

ocean were
INcommon

1919

all

;

;

numerous expeditions sent out to
investigate and explore, as Ear

of water

is equal to the pressure exerted
by it. This pressure becomes greater the
deeper we go down, and down in the profoundest depths it exerts a pressure of
thousands of pounds to the
square inch.
A result of the
pressure is that the tissues of the

are loosely knit together, and
this enormous pressure is
released by bringing these denizens of the deep to the surface,
the internal pressure of the body
becomes so great that the fish
literally explode.
fish

when

as possible, the conditions existing at the vast bottom of the sea.
The higher parts of the ocean
bed. the gentle slopes, the precipices, and the plateaus, which
connect the extensive levels of
the ocean, are of such an immensity that they can not be compared to anything found on the
land. Deep basins of continental
extent are interrupted by gigantic marine mountains, while table
lands rise from the greatest
depth with almost sheer and per-

EL
:

>'"mHl^

^iiO

Therefore it is no wonder that
the deep sea fish are vio-

when

lently torn from their natural
habitat they are invariably in a
'*"

H,

mutilated condition.
But in these depths of the
ocean, where gloom and semidarkness prevail, the conditions
of life are far different from
those of the surface waters. The
brightly colored algae and sea
weeds, the food of many fish, are
the children of the sun, while the
sinister inhabitants of the profound depths are scavengers,

SBfS^I

pendicular walls.
Only those animals which live
near the surface of the ocean
and which have ventured within
reach of the nets of fishermen,
were known in the last century.
These nets seldom if ever penewhich kill and devour each
W" .^fl
trate more than five hundred
other.
But when speaking of the
feet.
The faint almost infinitesimal
deep sea, a 1,000 foot depth or
light which penetrates this utter
more is to be considered.
darkness is insufficient to light
Altho depths of 12,000 feet are
up the paths of the fish. They
common thruout the ocean, a
do not see their way they only
depth of more than 30,000 feet
feel their way by means of lathas been reached between two
eral organs when they come in
A Wonderful Deep Sea Fish Carrying Its Own Elect ric Light
small islands of the Malay Arthe vicinity of some boulder or
Plant.
This s a Cute Little One by the Name of
Polyipnus
chipelago.
rock.
In this darkness we find
Nuttingi Gilbert."
Three hundred feet below the
the most unique and fantastic
level of the ocean the light is so
forms of life the deep sea fish
diffused that it is gloomy, and at a depth of
Mime of the rays, altho to a much smaller
which live in perpetual darkness. There,
six hundred feet our eye can not detect an
degree, are still present and at a depth of
searchlights play thru the watery night,
infinitesimal ray.
6,000 feet no rays can be detected.
faintly illuminating the vast depths with
Photographic plates sunk in the Sargasso
a cold, death-like glow, a thing man has, as
Light does not play such an important
vet, not created.
role in the existence of animal life as it
This wonderful light is produced autodoes in the existence of plant life. Plants
matically by the fish. Tiny glands secrete the
cannot exist without light. But animal life
lighting fluid, reflectors throw it outward,
can and does exist where semi and total
and one or more lenses magnify and control
darkness prevail. Marine animals living at
its intensity. (See the illustrations herewith.)
a depth of 3,000 feet are usually colored
black. But those which find their existence
{Continued on page 830)
1
just above this dividing line are dark gray
to red in color.
;

—

—

;

—

But far more wonderful than the absence
of light is the fact that animals can withstand the enormous pressure which exists at
these depths. It is a simple matter to estimate the pressure exerted by the water at
various depths. The weight of a cubic foot

2.

1.

2--

-m

3.

4

Luminous

Organ

Valenclennellus: 1
the Lighting Fluid:
Opaque Membrane; 3— Reflector;
Lens.

Glands Which
2

—

of

Secrete

—

•'

Papillary
——Reflector;

Luminous Organ of Gigan tactics: 1
Opaque Membrane; 3
A
Glands Which Secrete the

Feelers: 2

—

—

Light.

Luminous Organ of Chauliodus: 1 — Opaque
Membrane; 2 — Glands Situated In the Inner

— Central Part
— Lateral
Part

Body; 3
A

of the Inner Body;
of the Inner Body.
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THE UPS AND DOWNS OF A
THEATER CHAIR.

(

7E

m/\/
W \f
*

*

said

it,

"the ups and

friends,

ecstasy

going to look

like

when Mr. Frank

—

—

wit 1 by means
tor and screw-gear; 2
chanically driven worms
floor and screw gear 3
:

;

—

of an electric mo-

—by means of meplaced under the
—by means of com-

prest air.

A

,/jIHIZ

our

what

—

cies, to

/K,

—

theaters are
Adsit's
electrical elevated opera chair is adopted
No, you guest
bj our theater managers.
wrong. This is not a phoney patent, but an
honest to goodness U. S. patent. Our artist has endeavored to show several of the
incidents which might and likely will occur
if this invention conies into vogue, and who
for have not
will gainsay that it will not
forty-eight states tried and true gone
This wonclean dry without a whimper?
derful motor-operated theater chair is also
a real boon to the prohibitionist inspector,
for all he has to do is push the button and
the occupants of the chairs will rise "high
and dry'" without a word. Coming down
to the real philosophy involved in the design and operation of this newest theater
chair, we find that the inventor has provided for causing it to rise and fall whenever a person wishes to pass in front of
one of the chairs in order to get to his
seat, to one side or the other, by means
of three distrinct electromechanical agensophical

[•

downs of a theater chair", and
we might add tlie "downs and
for can you imagine in
tips"
your wildest moments of philo-

small electric motor is connected with a
pinion and gear which in turn drive a verThis
tical screw in the base of the seat.
screw registers with an "internal nut" (no,
Ella, not the "nut" in the chair) in the pis-

*:
You Must Not Fail to Visit the Summer Resorts This Year. They Promise to be More Alive
Than Ever Before. For Example Behold This Wonderful Amphibian of the Sea, Air and
Earth. The Inventor Patented and Described Everything But the "Fare." Anyhow, We
Are Going to Take Out "Accident Insurance" Before Starting on a Trip.

—

ton of the chair as the detail illustration
shows, so that when the screw is turned in
one direction, the chair will be raised, and
when it is turned in the other, the chair
will be lowered. The running of the motor
is positively controlled by the push button
placed on the arm of the chair.

AN AMPHIBIAN LAND, WATER
AND AIR HYDROPLANE.

T

^HE accompanying

illustration shows
one of the latest inventions in the
r calm of hydroplanes and this particular species might well be classified as an amphibian of the first

water.

—yes,

As

its

inventor states in his patent,

he has really been granted a patent
by Uncle Sam on this marvelous contraption
his airship may be used in the air,
thru water or upon the land with equal
facility.
The inventor provides in his design for the combination of a lighter than
air or buoyant flying machine with a watertight passenger compartment. Thus he has
given us a vehicle which may be used on
inundated or marine surfaces, and the
vehicle is further provided with wheels, in
such a manner as to move readily over any
ground surface. The machine is fitted with
suitable motors, planes and rudders, all of

—

which are accessible and controllable from
the interior of the enclosed cab of the air-

This remarkable hydroplane should
ship.
prove a great boon to the management of
summer resorts, who are forever on the
watch for something really new and novel.
As our illustration discloses, a great variety of pleasure is afforded the passengers
who embark on a voyage of adventure in
this hybrid airship.

The superstructure consists essentially of
a cylindrical metallic tube having a cigarshaped front end and an outer wall formed
of a number of longitudinal ribs, which are
in turn connected to an inner encircling
band, thus forming a substantial framework for the ballonets or gas bags, which
are used to give the airship the desired
buoyancy. The car attached to the superstructure and ballonet frame at the bottom,
is provided with windows and doors, all of
which may be sealed hermetically from the
interior of the car, so that the car may be
run thru the water, fully submerged, when
desirable or necessary, and in any event the
passengers are assured of a most delightful
trip

among

the fishes.

At the rear end of the

cr.r is

a revolving

screw for propelling the hydroplane thru
the water, while a rudder is also used to
Behold, the Rising and Falling Electric Opera Chair. "It's a Hard Job to Keep the Old Man at
Home Now," Is the Complaint of Some Wives, But Can You Imagine What Show Wifey Is
Going to Have to Keep "His Nibs" at Home by the Fire-side with His Slippers on, When the
10-, 20- and 30-Cent Vaudeville Show Around the Corner Affords Such an Enticing, Bacchanalian and Irresistible Saturnalia as This? Wow! Wow! Three Booms and a Tiger for
Inventor Adsit Cat's it).

control the direction of the airship in its
On top of the balflight thru the water.
lonet superstructure, the inventor places two
masts for the support of a radio antenna
one of which may act as a flag pole. Ar(Continued on page 815)
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Columbus

Tesla Performed the Feat of Columbus
Without Cracking the Egg

of the most farrevolutionary discoveries made by Mr. Tesla is ihe so-called
rotating magnetic field. This is a new
and wonderful manifestation of force
magnetic cyclone producing striking

—a

Egg

March,

Long ago, when
with any speed desired.
Tesla was still a student, he conceived the
idea of the rotating magnetic field and this
remarkable principle is embodied in his fainduction motor and system of transmission of power now in universal use.

mous

In this issue of the Electrical Experia remarkable account of his early efforts and trials as an
inventor and of his final success.
Unlike
other technical advances arrived at thru
the usual hit and miss methods and hap-

menter Mr. Tesla gives

TH£ SMALLER BALLS
REVOLVE. AROUNO THE LAROW
CENTRAL EG&&0TH MOVING
AROUND THC PATH Of THE

REVOLVING MAGNETIC

FIELD

POLISHED

woooer.

PLATPORrt
Placed on

2 PHASE

MAGNET

COILS

2 PHASE
WINDING
MAGNET

n?

51

Copyright. 1019, by E. P. Co.

Illustrating the Polyphase Coil and Rotating
Fig. 3.
Insert:
Detail of Coil Apparatus

Fig. 2.

phenomena which amazed
when they

the world

wireIt re-

shown by him.
sults from the joint action
of two or more alternating
first

currents definitely related to
one another and creating
magnetic fluxes, which, by
their periodic rise and fall
....

_

I.

a two-phase

A.C

circular

core

and

on a table, and this
model measured about two
In making the demonacross.

winding,

rests

particular
feet
strations.

Tesla

applied

as

much

as

200 H.P. from a two-phase alternator
the exciting colls, and so Intense
was the revolving magnetic field created
In the surrounding space, that small
delicately
pivoted
Iron
discs would
revolve In any part of the hall, and a
great many other devices could be

to

simultaneously

ni

i

i

operated

from

this

iiwiiwiiiiiiiiiniiiiiissiimiiiiwiiiiiiii

acenrding to a mathematical
law, cause a continuous
shifting of the lines of
force. There is a vast difference between an ordinary
electro-magnet and that invented by Tesla. In the former the lines are stationary,
in the latter they are
to whirl around at a

ous

rate.

The

Showing

Field Which Caused Copper Eggs
Coil Connections to Different Phases.

to

Spin.

hazard experimentation, the
rotating field was purely the
work of scientific imagina-

Tesla developed and
perfected, entirely in his
mind, this great idea in all

tion.

its

details

and applications

without making one single
Not even the
experiment.

:..,:.':::.:.,.:„'

....

hitherto
unpubllsht
This
photograph Is extremely Interesting as
shows not only "Tesla's Electric
It
Egg" apparatus In the center ol the
background, but also a comprehensive
view of a corner of his famous Houston Street laboratory of a decade ago.
At the left may be seen a number of
Tesla's oscillators or high Ireouency
generators, while In the rear may be
noted a large high frequency transformer of the spiral type, the diameter
of which was a little over nine feet.
The electric egg apparatus comprising
Fig.

Megnetic

first

made

furiattracts

a piece of iron and holds it
fast; the second causes it to
spin in any direction and

magnetic field when thus excited. The.
two-phase A.C.
of
the
frequency
energizing the colls, was varied from
25 to 300 cycles, the best results being
obtained with currents of from 35 to
40 cycles. This laboratory was lighted
bv Tesla's vacuum tubes, several of
which may be seen on the celling, and
The
each of which emitted 50 C.P.
coll resting on three legs and observed
In the Immediate foreground Is the
transTesla
rlmary of a resonant
collected energy from an
f,rmer which
encircling
the
circuit
oscillatory
laboratory, no matter In what position
A low
the transformer was placed.
tension secondary of one or two turns,
of heavy cable (not visible) was provided for stepping down the energy
collected by "mutual Induction," and
supplied the current to Incandescent
vacuum tubes, motors and
lamps,
When the circuit
devices.
other
around the hall was strongly excited,
the secondary furnished energy at the
rate of about thre^-quarters of one
horse- power.
mnmrniiiiiiiiiiii'iiiiiiiiiiiiiM

usual first model was used.
When the various forms of

apparatus he had devised
were tried for the first time
they worked exactly as he
had imagined and he took
OUt some forty fundamental
patents covering the whole
vast region he had explored.

He obtained the first rotations in the summer of 1883
after five years of constant
and intense thought on the
subject and then undertook

—
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the equally difficult task of finding believers
The alternating current
in his discovery.
was but imperfectly understood and had no
standing with engineers or electricians and
for a long tune Tesla talked to deaf ears.
But, ultimately, his pains were rewarded
and early in 1887 a company bearing his
name was formed for the commercial introduction of the invention.
Dr. Tesla recently told the editors an
amusing incident in this connection. He
had approached a Wall Street capitalist
a prominent lawyer—with a view of getting
financial support and this gentleman called
in a friend of his. a well-known engineer
at the head of one of the big corporations
York, to pass upon the merits of
in

Xew

This man was a practical exthe scheme.
pert who knew of the failures in the industrial exploitation of alternating currents and
was distinctly prejudiced to a point of not
caring even to witness some tests. After
several discouraging conferences Mr. Tesla
had an inspiration. Everybody has heard
of the "Egg of Columbus." The saying
goes that at a certain dinner the great explorer asked some scoffers of his project
They tried
to balance an egg on its end.
He then took it and cracking the
it in vain.
shell slightly by a gentle blow, made it stand
upright. This may be a myth but the fact
that he was granted an audience by
is
Isabella, the Queen of Spain, and won her
support. There is a suspicion that she was
more imprest by his portly bearing than

ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER
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prospect
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his
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discovery.

Whatever it might have been, the
Queen pawned her jewels and
three ships were equipt for him
and so it happened that the Germans got all that was coming to
them in this war. But to return
to Tesla's reminiscence. He said
to these men, "Do you know the
.'"

Egg of Columbus
they did. "Well," he
continued, "what if I could make
an egg stand on the pointed end
without cracking the shell?" "If
you could do this we would admit that you had gone Columbus
one better." "And would you be
willing to go out of your way as
much as Isabella?" "We have
no crown jewels to pawn," said
the lawyer, who was a wit, "but
there are a few ducats in our
buckskins and we might help you
to an extent."
Mr. Tesla thus succeeded in
capturing the attention and personal interest of these very busy
men, extremely conservative and
reluctant to go into any new enterprise, and the rest was easy.
He arranged for a demonstration
Fig. 4.
This photograph represents a collection of a few of Tesla's wiresuch as he proposes to use In lighting isolated dwellings all
the following day.
A rotating less lamps,world
from central wireless plants.
The two lamps at either
over the
field magnet was fastened under
corner at the bottom are illuminated, owing to the fact that a high
frequency oscillator was in operation some distance away when this
the top board of a wooden table
were
filled with various gases
photograph was being taken. These tubes
and Mr. Tesla provided a copfor experimental research work In determining which was most efficient.
per-plated egg and several brass
small brass balls were usually employed.
balls
and pivoted iron discs for conHe When the field was energized all the balls
vincing his prospective associates.
would be set spinning, the large one replaced the egg on the table and, to their asmaining in the center while the small ones
tonishment, it stood on end, but when they
revolved around it, like moons about a
found that it was rapidly spinning their
they
until
receding
gradually
planet,
stupefaction was complete. The brass balls
reached the outer guard and raced along
and pivoted iron discs in turn were set spinthe same.
ning rapidly by the rotating field, to the
But the demonstration which most imamazement of the spectators. No sooner
prest the audiences was the simultaneous
had they regained their composure than
operation of numerous balls, pivoted discs
Tesla was delighted with the question "Do
and other devices placed in all sorts of
you want any money?" "Columbus was
positions and at considerable distances from
never in a worse predicament," said the
When the currents were
the rotating field.
great inventor, who had parted with his last
turned on and the whole animated with
portrait of George Washington in defraymotion, it presented an unforgettable specing the expenses of the preparation. Before
tacle.
Mr. Tesla had many vacuum bulbs
the meeting adjourned he had a substantial
in which small, light metal discs were
check in his pocket, and it was given with
pivotally arranged on jewels and these
the assurance that there was more to be
would spin anywhere in the hall when the
had in the same bank. That started the
iron ring was energized.
ball rolling.
Tens of millions of horseRotating fields of 15,000 horsepower are
power of Tesla's induction motors are now
now being turned out by the leading manuin use all over the world and their producfacturers and it is very likely that in the
tion is rising like a flood.
near future capacities of 50,000 horsepower
In 1S93 Mr. Albert Schmid, then Superwill be employed in the steel and other inintendent of the Westinghouse Electric and
dustries and ship propulsion by Tesla's
Mfg. Co. constructed a powerful rotating
electric drive which, according to Secretary
field ring with an egg made of copper, and
of the Navy Daniels' statement, has proved
larger than that of an ostrich, for Dr.
a great success.
Tesla's personal collection at the Chicago
But any student interested in these pheWorld's Fair. This piece of apparatus was
nomena can repeat all the classical experione of the most attractive novelties ever
ments of Tesla by inexpensive apparatus.
publicly shown and drew enormous crowds
For this purpose it is only necessary
every day. Subsequently it was taken to Mr.
to make two slip ring connections on an
Tesla's laboratory and served there permaordinary small direct current motor or
nently for demonstrating rotating field phedynamo and to wind an iron ring with four
nomena. In his experiments it was pracNo
coils as indicated in diagram Fig. 3.
ticable to use as much as 200 horsepower
particular rule need be given for the windfor a short time, without overheating the
ings but it may be stated that he will get
wires and the effects of the magnetic forces
the best results if he will use an iron ring
were wonderfully fascinating to observe.
of comparatively small section and wind
This is the very ring indicated in the accomit with as many turns of stout wire as pracpanying photograph (Fig. 1 ), giving a view
ticable.
He can heavily copper plate an
of Mr. Tesla's former laboratory at 46
egg but he should bear in mind that Tesla's
E. Houston Street, New York. It is shown
egg is not as innocent as that of Columbus.
in detail in Fig. 2, and the mode of windThe worst that can happen with the latter
(Fig. 3).
ing is illustrated in diagram
er over ripe! but the
is that it might be,
Originally the two-phase arrangement was
Tesla egg may explode with disastrous efprovided but Mr. Tesla transformed it to
fect because the copper plating is apt to
the three- and four-phase when desired. On
be brought to a high temperature thru the
top of the ring was fastened a thin circular
The sensible experiinduced currents.
hollowed, and provided
board,
slightly
menter will, therefore, first suck out the
around its circumference with a guard to
contents of the egg thus satisfying both
prevent the objects from flying off.
his appetite and thirst for knowledge.
Even more interesting than the spinning
Besides the Totaling field apparatus Mr.
egg was the exhibition of planetary motion.
ontinued on page 808)
In this experiment one large, and several
story of the

Of course

:

This Illustration shows one of Tesla's high freFig. 5.
quency oscillation generators and a bank of his high frequency lamps lighted by the same. These highly evacuated,
in some
gas filled tubes were operated In different ways,
cases they were connected to one wire only; In other instances to two wires. In the manner of ordinary IncandesOften, however, they were operated without
cent lamps.
any connection to wires at all. i.e., by "wireless energy",
over quite appreciable distances, which could have been
greatly extended with more power. The oscillator comprises
a Tesla high potential transformer which Is excited from a
condenser and circuit controller, as described In his patents
of 1896. The primary exciting element comprised a powerful
electro-magnet actuating an armature, and this circuit was

HO volt. 60 cycle A.C. or O.C. When the
oscillator was put into operation, the Interrupter actuated
by the electro-magnet connected to the 110 volt circuit, became simultaneously the spark gap for the high potential
exciting circuit, which Included this vibrator, spark gap, a
high tension condenser and the primary of the high fre-

connected with

quency Tesla transformer. The lamps were connected to the
secondary of the latter the terminals of which are seen In
the rear of the machine.
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SHALL dwell briefly on these extraordinary experiences, on
account of their possible interest to students of psychology
and physiology and also because this period of agony was of

Similar observations might probably be made in cities where the
consumption of tea is excessive. These delicious beverages superexcite and gradually exhaust the fine libers of the brain. They also
the greatest consequence on my mental development and
interefere seriously with arterial circulation and should be enjoyed
subsequent labors. But it is indispensable to first relate the
all the more sparingly as their deleterious effects are slow and
circumstances and conditions which preceded them and in which
imperceptible.
Tobacco, on the other hand, is conducive to easy
might be found their
and pleasant thinking
partial explanation.
and detracts from the
From childhood I
intensity and concen~DO\ S will be boys, the world over. The Boy Tesla was no
was compelled to conJ-f exception to the universal rule, as this, his second autotration necessary to all
centrate attention upon
original and vigorous
biographical article clearly proves.
myself.
This caused
effort of the intellect.
Mr. Tesla in his own inimitable, delightful way, here paints
me much suffering but.
Chewing gum is helpwith a literary artist's brush his own intimate boyhood in charmto my present view, it
ful for a short while
ing as well as vivid colors.
was a blessing in disbut soon drains the
II <•
have often heard of Tesla, the dreamer. But if he is
guise for it has taught
glandular system and
entitled to the epithet, his early boyhood certainly fails to reveal
me to appreciate the
irreparable
in f i c t s
it.
Tesla did not allow much grass to grow under his feet while
inestimable value of indamage, not to speak
a boy, for he assuredly ivas a strenuous, red-blooded youngster.

I

trospection in the pre-

servation
well

of

as

as

life,

means

a

achievement.

of

The

pressure of occupation

and

incessant

the

You

ment.

^^^^^^=^^^=^^^===^=^^^== -———————

stream of impressions
pouring into our consciousness thru all the gateways of knowledge
make modern existence hazardous in many ways. Most persons
are so absorbed in the contemplation of the outside world that
they arc wholly oblivious to what is passing on within themselves.

The premature death of millions is primarily
Even among those who exercise care

cause.

traceable
it

to

this

common
And
dangers.
is

a

mistake to avoid imaginary, and ignore the real
lies, more or less, to a people
what is true of an individual al
Witness, in illustration, the prohibition movement.
as a whole.
A drastic, if not unconstitutional, measure is now being put thru
this

in

country

prevent

^

about the greatest inventor s early
boyhood. It is doubly valuable because it comes from his own
pen. We promise you an interesting twenty-minutes' entertainwill wish to read all

—EDITOR.

———

revulsion

of the

Alcohol

creates.

small

quantities

excellent

toxic in

action

its

to

for
this

many
way

years,

ing myself

tive fact that coffee,

stinence

chew-

ing

gum and

other

stimulants,

is

when

in

maintain-

sumption of alcohol
and yet it is a positobacco,

an

but

tonic,

absorbed in larger
amounts, quite immaterial as to whether it is taken in as whiskey or produced in the
stomach from sugar. But it should not be overlooked that all
these are great eliminators assisting Nature, as they do, in upholding
her stern but just law of the survival of the fittest. Eager reformers should also be mindful of the eternal perversity of mankind
which makes the indifferent "laissez-faire" by far preferable to
enforced restraint. The truth about this is that we need stimulants to do our best work under present living conditions, and
that we must exercise moderation and control our appetites and
inclinations in every direction.
That is what I have been doing

the con-

tea,

is

it

in

young

in

body and mind. Ab-

ways

to

was not

my

al-

liking

find
ample
I
reward in the agreeable experiences I

but

which

are freely indulged

the

am now making.

tender age, are vast-

Just in the hope of

even

in

ly

more

the

at

national

judging

my

body,

from the

number

of

instance,

recall

A

So,

dur-

I

my

from the published

the

ng

necrologues
Vienna, the

home

coffee drinkers, that

reached

sixty-seven

per cent of the

total.

one or two.

cold

night,

ground slippery,
and no taxi to be
had.
Half a block

in

from heart
trouble sometimes

and
will

short time ago

bitter

of

deaths

I

was returning to
hotel.
It was a

my student
years I gathered
i

precepts

convictions

those

who succumb.
for

converting some to

injurious to

This Photograph Shows in the Background the House in Which Mr. Tesla's Family Resided.
The Edifice at the Right Is the "Real Gymnasium" Where He Studied. The Ecclesiastic
Gentleman Is His Uncle, the Metropolitan of Bosnia, Who Was a Great Statesman and
Who Thwarted the Designs of Austria Upon Serbia at a Critical Period.

behind me followed
another man, evidently as anxious as

myself to get under
(Cont. on pane 839)
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glass bulb of his famous yicLss
interesting study of the great inventor, contemplating the
shortly in the Electrical Experimenter
li„l,t
full description of the invent,,.,, will appear
It was taken specially for tin
This is the only profile photograph of Mr. Tesla in existence!.
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ley cars, but the complete details for the
distribution of the current had not been
fully worked out and developed to any apAbout the only thins
preciable extent.
electrical around this early traffic carrier

Oldest and Newest Styles in
Trolleys

the "bell," and more often than not
was simply a large clapper intended
be yanked with a piece of cord. Horse-

was
this

VERYpoint

interesting indeed from a h
of view are the accompanyiphs, which show respectively the oldest and newest style in trolleys, in the greatest trolley town in the
universe. Brooklyn, X. V., the home of the
ical

passengers tumbled out post haste and
helped the crew (he was a fine fellow) pull
And you paid as
the car off the horse!

you entered, Oh! yes. If you didn't pile up
front and slip your jitney in the fare box,
the driver (he was the whole show) bawled

to

as they
trolleys, or "horse-cars"
used to be called in the good old days, onry
disappeared from the streets of New York
Up to this
about a year and a half ago.
time horse-cars were also used on Hon.-,

drawn

—

ton Street the greatest attraction ever to out-of-town
visitors.
They talked about
them for weeks and weeks
and weeks.

HISTORIC ELECTRIC

SWITCH BOARD
-

AND DYNAMO.
By

Locketz.
switchboard, together with

HE

J.

T>

electric

tor

the 15 kilowatt generain the accom-

shown

panying photograph forms
a very interesting link in
the history of electric light

and

power

development.

This switch-board, as well
as the dynamo, date back
over thirty years and were
used until recently bj a

western railroad when

it

was superseded by modern
.

I
I

I
i
I
I
1

The photoBrooklyn "Rapid" Transit.
graph is of an old horse-drawn car of the
Conductor Buck is seen
vintage of 1889.
standing alongside of the car, and it is interesting to note that the motormen in
those days did not wear uniforms. Shades
If the motorof Frank Julian Sprague!
men of today only wore frock coats like
He would be so busy recipthis one does.
rocating the attentions of the female passengers and passing the tea cups that we
would never get on the job. Well, as we
were saying, this was the latest style car
in

1889.

and what

ductor Buck

also interesting,

is

is still

The Newest and the Oldest in "TrolThe Large B. R. T. Trolley at
leys."
the Top Has Two 45 Horse-power Motors to Propel It, Forty-five Times as
Much as Its Early Predecessor, Shown
Below, Which Boasted of the Prodlgious Amount of 2 Whole Horse-power.

you out properly. When you didn't have
the change, the motorman past you an envelope containing change for your bill, and
you then selected the fare and deposited it
This wonderful mechaniin the fare box.
cal masterpiece had an oil lamp inside it,
so that the driver could see that you actually deposited the fare.
Electricity was a long time finding its
way to trolley roads. The electric motor
was developed at that time sufficiently
to be adaptable for the propelling of trol-

The historic
apparatus.
switch-board and dynamo
have been donated to the
Dunwoody

Institute at

Min-

neapolis.

The
notices

first

thing that

on these old

one
style

switch-boards is that they
A
are made of wood.
wooden switch-board was
right some years ago
all
when 110 or 220 volts potential was considered a fairly "high" one, but nowadays
when we have power developed at such
tremendous voltages as 50.000 to 100,000,
and even as high as 150,000 volts, there is
required a better insulator than wood, such
as marble.

The

15 kilowatt generator will be familone of the famous old
Edison machines of the bi-polar, vertical

iar to electricians as

(Continued on page 808)

Con-

with the B. R. T.

The larger photograph shows one of the
very latest Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company's electric trolley cars, which instead
horse-power, as was
2
of being rated at
the 1889 model, develops the prodigious
amount of 90 horse-power (each car having
two 45 horse-power motors I, or forty-five
Note the great length of the
times as much.
modern electric trolley car and its greatly
increased passenger carrying capacity compared to the old-timer of a generation ago.
N'ow we can speed along home from the
theater or from business in an electric trolley at the rate of thirty miles an hour and
think nothing of it. but thirty years ago our
fathers and grandfathers had to be content
to travel homeward after business or the
by-twice soapa in one of tl
l«oxes on wheels, pulled by two horse-power,
but not always two powerful horses. When
heavy snows came, it would sometimes require six to eight horses to pull the car.
especially if heavily loaded.
But several of our friends recolleci
interesting experiences. For instance when
the horse-car got uncontrollable while deHere's what happened
scending a hill!
many a time; the car knocked the horse
down and ran up
him then the
i

Monthly

i

:

The 15 K. W. Edison Dynamo of
of Historic Interest.
Also of Interest. The Motor and Controller at Left Are of

A Wooden Railway Switchboard
Early Vintage, at the Right,

Is

Modern

Build.
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Harness

to

the Tides
From

time immemorial

men have been

active in trying to evolve methods that will
relieve humanity from physical toil.
The
worldwide campaign for increased efficiency

ing tn the

amount

would be

of energy that

derived from about 300,000,000 tons of coal
worth about $61X1,000,000 a year in the boiler
furnaces.

A new

motor, shown

in

the illustrations, invented
by Mr. P. J. Griffin of
Boston, is designed to
harness the energy of the

submerged

in

a current of

water or

fluids.

The

action of said forces upon the power
producing planes or wings causes it to rotate and hence it becomes a wheel producing motive power on the upper end of an

and generate elecby this means.
The White Coal Motor,
as it is known, is built
on unique principles, being almost devoid of retides

tricity

sistance.
With this simple motor a farmer may
harness the latent power
of the nearest stream

and

generate

his

own

very low
water is
the only power used to
generate the electricity.
electricity at
cost.
Flowing

Air.

Griffin,

the inventhe left

shown on

tor, is

in the

photograph.
inventor makes
use
of
two sets of
crosses, used as arms and
mounted on a concave
shaft.
Secured between
the outer ends of said
arms are a set of Haps or
wings
these wings or
<g) International Film Sen-ice
planes are held in place
Model of the New Tidal Motor and Its Inventor, Mr.
on one of their vertical
P. J. Griffin, of Boston, Who Is Seen at the Left. A Movedges between the outer
Ing Current of Water Works the Device.
ends of said cross arms
by means of a rod (or
is in a large degree dependent upon this
pivot, to make a circle of 358 degrees
same desire to be relieved from physical
from one side of the concave shaft to the
labor and there is a demand everywhere
other or opposite. On account of the above
for cheap power, which can, as everyone
radius these wings or flaps take advantage
knows, be best supplied by water power.
of the same currents in its reverse, identiIt is claimed by Government officials that
cally as that of the forward serving with the
the United States has more than 40.000,000
same continuous motion without any change
horse-power of undeveloped water power
whatsoever of any part of the device.
within its boundaries.
This invention is a cross or disk, not a
If this is true, it
represents an amount of power correspondwheel; it becomes a motor when wholly

The

;

A "RADIUM DETECTOR."
A

new

detector of radioactivity has been
evolved by a California inventor, Mr.
L. M. Karnasch, and it is a highly sensitive scientific apparatus, constructed* on the
principle of an Electroscope, by means of
which it is possible to distinguish radioactive
from others.
substances
It
is
claimed that the presence of radium in quantities less than
100,000.000th part of a pound
can be detected with absolute

the plate and on this wire is placed a small
"indicating flag."
Detection of the presence of Radium is
accomplisht by the use of two of these
detectors placed on a flat surface, preferably a glass top table and at a point of
height, convenient for observation.
The
detectors are placed six inches apart and

-

upright shaft.

merged

in

With this motor wholly subwater the inventor claims 1,500

to 60 square feet of surface of blades
with between a five and six-mile current.

h.p.

Insulating rods, tongs and similar appliances have been so perfectly developed

to-day that linemen often work on charged
wires carrying as high as 40,000 volts with

comparative safety.

dry wool cloth or silk. The application'of
the generator to the detector causes the
latter to

become

actively charged.

After the detectors have become charged,
the small flag raises and stands out in a
horizontal

position.
The substance to be
tested is placed under or near the metal
part of one of the detectors, without touching it. The second detector is
located about six inches away

without

and

certainty.

The Radium Detector

As Will Be Seen, This New Tide Motor Is a
s
or^ °_isk
'* Becomes a Motor When
Sru
f,
Wholly
Submerged in a Current of Water
The Pivoted Wings Are Actuated by
the
Water Current, Thus Turning the Vertical
Shaft, to Which a Dynamo Is Belted.

it

is

any substance near it
used as a check upon

the first detector.
The flags of
both detectors are then observed
for a period of five minutes.
If the flag of the detector near
which the substance or ore has
been placed, drops from the horizontal position with greater rapidity titan the "check up" detector, the substance is then radioactive.
The strength of the
radioactivity can
be approximately determined with this detector by noting the period of
time it takes to discharge the

consists

of two insulating stands, to each
of which is fastened a small

A

"flag."
generator, in the form
of a stick of electrite or hard rub-

ber composition, 2j 4 inches long,
5^8 of an inch in width, and 1/16
of an inch in thickness completes
the outfit.
The detector is
mounted on a small sulfur compound block which forms a 34
of an inch cube. A small piece
of aluminum sheet extends horizontally J4 °f an inch from the
detector. The flags will fall in
cube and has a width of Vz an
At Last! A Real Radiul
Detector
about 8 or 10 minutes when a
t works on the
Principle
inch; it is bent into an 'L shape,
of the "Electroscope."
Radioactive Substances Will Dis.sipate the
weak radioactive substance is
Charge Rapidly on the "Test" Detector, Causing Its Fla g to Fall.
the vertical side of which stands
employed, such as Uranium Nifrom each side of the upright aluminum
an initial charge is imparted to each one
trat, while Carnotit and pitch blend will
of an inch above the top of the cube.
by means of the brisk rubbing of the
cause the flags to fall in from two to three
There is a thin wire stretched taut across
generator stick between a folded piece of
minutes.
,

M

.
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Popular Astronomy
Saturn—The Ringed Planet
By ISABEL M. LEWIS
OF THE

U. S.

NAVAL OBSERVATORY

Very Recent Discoveries Tend to Prove with Irrefutable Evidence That the Rings of Saturn Are Not at All Solid as Has Long Been
Thought. Instead, the Entire Ring System Is Made up of Tiny Little Moonlets, the Largest of Which Is Probably Not More Than
Four Miles In Diameter. These Little Bodies in Their Rotation Around Saturn Revolve as Independent Bodies Floating Free in Space
Without Touching Each Other. Collisions, However, Once in a While Are Bound to Occur. In Our Illustration the Arrow Points to One
of These Little Moonlets, and in Order to Show Its Size. We Have Depicted Upon It the Lower Part of New York City, as It Would
Appear if Viewed from Space about One Mile Above. This Illustration Strikingly Shows the Tremendous Size of the Saturnian system.

NEARLYof

everyone, with the excepa few unusually earthbound individuals, has felt at some
time or other
desire to
i
gaze at some of the beauties and
wonders of the heavens thru a telescope
and the one object that all of us wish to
see. if. perchance, this desire is to be gratified, is Saturn, whose unusual ring system
has so far as we know no counterpart in
tion

ner of the origin of the entire solar system
which it is now agreed could not have followed the course outlined by the Nebular
Hypothesis of La Place. The theory of the
origin of the Rings of Saturn is involved in
the theory of the origin of the solar system
and every theory advanced to explain the
manner in which the solar system came into
existence must satisfactorily explain the
cause of this peculiar appendage of Saturn.

investigator,
a planet

The Planet Saturn. Photographed October
Mt. Wilson 60" Reflector. This
an Actual Photograph of the Planet.

1909 with

Is

that

states

that

no

as
its

satellite

can exist intact within 2.4-)
times the radius of the planet. This
limit is spoken of as "Roche's Limit" and
applying it to the planet Saturn we find
that the rings of Saturn fall within this
limit.
It does not necessarily follow from
of
.

.

.

minute particles of which the
are composed are the shattered remains of one small satellite but rather that
they are the material from which a satellite
might have been formed were it not so close
to the planet. Within "Roche's Limit" the
mutual attraction of the various particles
for each other that would tend eventually to
gather them into one body is overcome by
tidal forces that arise from such close proximity to the huge planet. The stress and
strain of such forces is so great that no
grouping of particles can take place. This
explains, possibly, why the rings continue
this that the

rings

the sky.
All the planets in the solar system with
the exception of the two innermost. Mer-

cury and Venus, are attended by satellites
but Saturn, alone, has in addition to a large
and imposing family of nine moons, three
distinct rings of great dimensions which
form a total mass composed of swarms of
minute particles revolving around the planet.
Why Saturn should be the only planet to
possess such a system of rings has not yet
been explained in an entirely satisfactory
manner, depending as it does upon the man-

There is an interesting law known
"Roche's Law," however, named from

exist

to
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their

members of
solar system

present condition.
The total mass of
the rings is
known to be very
small,
for
they
do not disturb
the
motions of
any of the nearer
and smaller satellites,
tho tiny

Mimas

six

dred miles
ameter is

have

the far

in

distant

past.

The appearance of the rings
of Saturn as
viewed from our
planet
changes
periodically as a
result of the
revolutions of tin-

hunin di-

only

earth and Saturn
around the sun,

which
them

ring.

places
conchanging

in

stantly

interesting

observation was
made a year or
so ago of the
passage of the
rings of the planet between us and
a star.
Tho the
light of the star
was
diminished
to one- fourth of

such

appendages

thirty-one
thousand miles beyond the outer
edge of the outer

An

had

our

may

positions with
reference to each

The rings
the plane of
Saturn's equator,
which is inclined
other.
lie in

twenty-seven degrees to

its

orbit

and twenty-eight

degrees

to the
Earth's orbit.
Since the posiUnderstood That These Rings Are Not Solid, But Are Merely Composed of Small Little
ness
when the
tion of the equalets (See Large Drawing on Opposite Page).
It Will Be Noticed That If All the Minor Planets
rings past before
and Our Own Moon Were Laid Side by Side, They Would Just About Cover the Breadth of
tor remains parSaturn's Rings.
The Moon Is Just Wide Enough to Bridge the Gap Existing between the
it, at no time was
allel
to itself
Outer and the Second Ring.
its light entirely
while the planet
separated from the third or outer ring by a
is journeying around the
eclipsed by any of the particles.
It was
sun it happens
that half the time the earth is elevated
computed that if the diameters of any of
gap two thousand two hundred miles in
width, known as Cassini's Division.
above the plane of the rings and the
the individual particles had amounted to
The
remainder of the time it lies below the
third or outer ring is eleven thousand miles
as much as three or four miles the star
wide and is less bright than the central
plane of the rings. Twice in the period
would have been temporarily eclipsed. An
of Saturn's revolutions around the sun,
ring.
The inner edge of the inner ring is
upper limit for the size of the moonlets
which occupies nearly thirty years, the
but six thousand miles above the surface of
was thus obtained, 'lhe average diameter
earth lies directly in the plane of the
the planet. On account of the curvature of
of the particles is probably much less than
the planet the ring system is invisible from
rings and at this time the rings entirely disthree miles.
appear from view for a short time. The last
The thickness of the ring system is not
the north and south pole of Saturn. As is
disappearance of the rings of Saturn took
the case with the satellites of a planet the
over fifty or one hundred miles, but its
inner particles of the rings revolve around
place in the fall of 1907 and the next disaptotal diameter is one hundred and seventythe planet more rapidly than the outer parpearance will occur in November, 1920. Betwo thousand miles. There are, in all, three
The faint
ticles.
tween these two dates the southern surface
concentric rings (see Fig. 1).
The innermost particles of the crape
inner ring, known as the "crape" ring, is
ring require but five hours for one journey
of the rings remains the visible one. Half
way between the two dates of disappearinvisible in a telescope under four inches in
around Saturn while the outermost parance the rings are tilted at their widest
ticles of the outer ring require one hundred
aperture. According to extensive measureand thirty-seven hours, or nearly six days
angle with reference to the earth and they
ments by Barnard of the dimensions of the
are then seen to the best advantage. They
to complete one revolution.
planet and its ring system the width of this
are now becoming narrower and narrower
In addition to the gap in the rings known
inner ring is eleven thousand miles. Just
and as the date of their disappearance apbeyond the crape ring is the chief, bright
as Cassini's Division several other fainter
proaches they will appear more and more
It
ring, eighteen thousand miles in width.
divisions exist.
If a group of moonlets
like a line of light extending to either side
shades gradually in brightness from its
were to revolve around the planet in the
of the planet's equator. Even in the most
juncture with the crape ring to its most
positions
marked by these gaps their
powerful telescope the rings entirely disapluminous portion at its outer edge, which is
periods of
revolution
would be compear from view for a few hours at the
mensurable with the periods of several of
the satellites of Saturn.
As a result the
attraction exerted on such particles by these
satellites would gradually disturb their motion in such a way as to draw them away
from these positions. It is owing, therefore, to the attractions of the satellites of
Saturn for the moonlets that these gaps in
-''
/
Illttrs ~~-s
the rings exist.
It results from the disturbances produced
in the motion of the moonlets by the other
satellites
of
Saturn that collisions are
bound to occur occasionally among the various particles. When two particles collide
the period of revolution of one or both of
them is reduced and as a result collisions
tend to bring the moonlets gradually closer
and closer to the surface of the planet. The
dusky inner ring, it has been suggested,
may consist largely of particles whose
periods have been continually shortened by
its

normal bright-

In

Order to

Understand

How

Tremendously Large the Saturnian System

jected upon the Rings of Saturn All of the Minor

Planets,

Including the

Is,

Our

Earth.

It

Artist

Pro-

Should

Be
Moon-

collisions.

Saturn may, therefore, lose its ring system in the course of time thru its gradually being drawn down upon the planet by
collisions of the various particles until

Comparative Sizes of the Nine Satellites of
Saturn, Arranged in the Order of Their Distances Outward from the Planets (Reading
from Top to Bottom). Titan Is the Exact
Duplicate of the Planet Mercury in Size, and
Japetus Is Very Nearly Equal to Our Own

Moon

in

Size.

all

of the material is finally swept up by the
planet.
Such a change would probably require millions of years, however, as collisions are probably, on the whole, infrequent.
It is possible that the ring system
of Saturn may have been much more extensive in the past than it is now and other

Shows the Dimensions of the Ball and
1
Rings of Saturn and the Orbits of the Five
Inner Satellites.
Fig.

time
plane.

earth

the

lies

exactly

the

in

same

time that the ball of
(Continued on page 821

It

is

at

this

)
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How Jimmy
l»y

A

S the hands of the big cluck in the
nee of the First National Bank
/
pointed nine, old Mr. Hutchinson
•*- -*: ast
etween the long rows of desks
towards the door of the big burglarproof safe. For the last ten years he had
past along that same isle and at exactly the
same hour. He reached the door and put
,

A

A

I

hand on the huge nickle-plated handle,
which the door was pulled
open.
The great weight was so delicately
balanced that only a slight pull was neceshis

by means of

small

at

1919

March,

Saved the Bank
F.

the

W. RUSSELL
top

ami

bottom

but

which

Heavily flanged
bulged out at the center.
brass rods had been set in these holes and
lain molded around them. These were
protected by a thick layer of concrete which
covered the safe on all sides, excepting the
front.
The current which operated the
clock contacts, was supplied by a small storbattery kept in the safe and charged
e\ cry day.
Mr. Hutchinson's first thought was that
he might have been too soon, for even his
t

"No sir! no sir!"
his breath in gulps.

He

raced on, getting

"1

went there at the
usual time sir, and the door would not give.
I
know I was not ahead of time, for I
waited nearly live minutes and tried again.
all my might, sir."
He paused and looked inquiringly at the
secretary, who had sunk into one of the
large leather arm chairs against the wall,
I

pulled with

Suddenly he
sat gazing at the floor.
got up and looked at his watch, started to
sit down again, changed his mind and be-

and

"Yes, Yes,
to Mr. McGinnis— "That Motor That Draws the Bolts is Exactly in the Middle of the Door, Isn't it?" he Asked.
But What are You Going to do?" Said Mr. McGinnis. All Eyes Were Turned Inquiringly on Jimmy, Who Stood on the Desk
Heard
and
Was
Low
Hum
Door.
Suddenly
a
Against
the
Ear
Glued
Listening
His
and
Intently
With
Holding a Push Button in His Hand
Then a Click Which Was Unmistakable. A Cheer Burst From the Surrounding Bank Attaches Jimmy Had Saved the Bank.

Jimmy Turned
Exactly.

.

.

.

—

but this time it did not
yield to the usual effort; Mr. Hutchinson
applied all his strength to the task, but the
door did not yield an inch. What could be

sary to open

it,

wroi

Mr. Wallace, the president of the bank
wanted an absoh
plar-proof

had

safe, so

.in

I

Electrical Engineer,

which he
had undertaken to deM
claimed would foil the efforts of the most
ambitious cracksman. It had a marvelous
time-lock consisting of five clocks timed to
a hair. These, beginning at fifteen minutes
e different contacts in
that is, the first
a special motor circuit
contact \
at a quarter to eight.
the next at exactly eight, and so on at intervals of fifteen minutes, until the last contact was closed at a quarter to nine, starting
an induction motor which drew the bolts.
The current for this motor was brought
in thru the top of the safe. Two holes had
been made here which were comparatively
:

'.

almost machine-like actions might have for
nee bi en at fault, but no, the huge clock
e the safe by which the time mechanism
was set every evening, showed exactly
was three
twelve minutes to nine.
minutes late already! He tried the door
in in order to be sure that he was in no
way at fault, for he took great pride in his
reputation for punctuality and prompt
and to his mind nothing could be more
humiliating than to be laughed at by some
of the bank clerks simply because of some
thoughtless mistake. But his utmost exerThe giant door did not
re futile.
on of an inch. He proceeded
hurriedly, to keep from being questioned, to
Mr. McGinnis, Mr.- Wallace's
the
tarv. who took charge of affairs when
his chief was away.
i

"Mr. McGinnis," he gasped breathlessly,
"the safe won't open!"

Mr. McGinnis
astonishment.

gazed at him

in

blank

gan to pace the long office thoughtfully.
Mr. McGinnis was a man who had newer in
the experience of anyone, been known to become visibly excited, but Mr. Hutchinson
could see that he was now making a strong
Finally lie came
effort to contain himself.
to a halt before Mr. Hutchinson, and with
bis eyes still on the floor he began
"Hutchinson, that safe must lie opened!
have no idea what can be the matter; I
have no idea how to open it but it must
There are some papers in there
be done.
:

—

I

that

be

must be gotten
practically

enough money

at

by noon, or we will
We can borrow

ruined.
to carry us

thru the day,
but those papers have got to be attended
Mr. Wallace as you know, left yesterto.
day morning for a short cruise on his yacht.
I
do not think he knows of any way to
open it, but it would be best to ask him
and inform him of the situation."
"Ask him? How are you going to ask
him?" inquired the impatient Hutchinson.

—
March,
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Mr. McGinnis looked

at

him reprovingly.

home

thru his
son Jimmy's wireless.
will go and sec
him .it once; you must go with me."
Thej left the building together and hailed
a passing taxi. After giving the direction,
"lie keeps in touch with his

We

Mr. McGinnis settled back in the seat with
the outward appearance of a man without
Mr. Hutchinson sat with clasped
a worry.
hands, and silently shook his head. He had

no

faith in this wireless business, or in fact
in anything, now that the safe which had
always been his pet had failed him. Tin \
stopt on the way, and Mr. Mc< iinnis explained the situation to the Citizens National Bank, securing a sufficient loan to

carry them

thru the day.

The

soon

car

chared the crowded down-town district
and sped along the smooth streets, until
after a short ride it drew up before the
white marble home of the Wallaces.
The door was opened by John, the butler,
who informed them that Jimmy was at
home. He was at that moment in his workshop, or in good American, his "joint."

Was

the gentlemen's business very important? It was. Well John might venture
into those dangerous regions if that was the
case.
John went off slowly showing no
enthusiasm for his task. There were memories still fresh in his mind of electrified
door-knobs that stuck to the hand, and one
rug in particular on which he had shown
He apa surprising amount of activity.
proached the door cautiously and knocked.
"Hello, who is it?" came a voice from
within.

"Mr. McGinnis and Mr. Hutchinson are
down-stairs wishing to see you."
"I can't come down, am too busy

them

to

come on

up."

Jimmy

;

tell

said this last

standing in the open door. He was a tall
slender young fellow, but well built, with
a shock of brown hair, above a pleasant
face.
He was a typical "Bug" always had
a binding-post or a piece of wire in his
pocket, and spent all his time collecting
"junk" or "making somethin."

—

Mr. McGinnis and Mr. Hutchinson were
shown up and entered the room. It was a
regular "joint" all right; wire on the floor,
hung from the ceiling and draped along
the walls, switches nailed up here and there,
and tables and chairs covered with tools and
apparatus. Jimmy swept two chairs clean,
but his visitors remained standing.
"Jimmy," the secretary began hurriedly,
for the first time in many years not pausing to weigh his words, "The bank is in
great danger.
The safe won't open and
there are some very important papers in it
wdiich have to be attended to.
I want you
to call your father, and ask him if there
any
open
You
can
is
way to
it.
get him,

you?"
"What's this, you say, the safe won't
open?" burst out Jimmy, looking dazedly
at Mr. McGinnis.
"Yes, yes, and I want you to ask your
father if he knows any way to open it.
I
say, you can get him, can't you ?"
sure,
of
course,
"O,
just a minute."
Jimmy dashed to his wireless table and
threw in the antenna switch. In a moment
the hum of the rotary gap was being
drowned by the high-pitched spark, as the
call of his father's yacht was being tapt out
rapidly.
After the second trial Jimmy was
answered by the Yacht's radio operator.
Alter a few minutes, Jimmy rose from
the table with a downcast look. The two
men could read his mind before he had
opened his mouth. "He don't know he's
all
excited.
That's natural enough tho.
He's coming right back." Jimmy stood for
can't

—

some time looking

at the floor in a thoughtFinally, as Mr. McGinnis
he called him back. "Wait a
minute, there ought to be some way to open
that safe; sit down and think; there is no
etting excited."

attitude.
started to go,
fid

Mr. McGinnis was far from being ex"There is no use," he said, starting
to go again.
"You know how your Uncle

cited.

—
783

brags about that safe, and he knew what
In
was doing when he designed it. We will
just have to wait and see what happens."
'\d, you have got tin- wrong dope," said
Jimmy, his right hand idly turning the rotor
(revolving member) of a medium size 220
volt induction motor on an adjacent table.
"I'll admit that my Uncle is a bright man,
Let's
but he may have mist something.
see; that storage battery must have gone
simple
wrong because that motor is as
as
they go.
You know an induction motor
has oh! I've got it! maybe?"
Mr. Hutchinson gazed at him in wonder.
Air. McGinnis after his first astonishment
rushed up to him and grasping him by the

tached the two loose cord ends to two m
protruding from the motor, he turned to
Mr. McGinnis "Thai motor is exactly in
tin' middle, isn't it ?" he asked.
"You mean the one that draws the bolts?
Yes, yes, exactly;
remember that from
when your Uncle explained it to me. \\ hal
are you going to
"Roll one of these de^ks over here",
all the answer they got.
he order was
obeyed by half a dozen clerks, who soon
had one of the big flat lops on the requi'red

stammered
what do you mean?"

Just then a little man in great excitement
burst thru the group. "Good heavens!" he
exclaimed.
"So it is true. I couldn't believe it.
What are you doing, James, my

—

shoulder,

"What — what

out,

"Don't bother me," said Jimmy, busily
rolling up a long extension cord, "just tell

—

1

i

I

spot.

By

piling

some large books and

cabinet on top of

this,

the

was soon attained. Jimmy
and took something out of

a

tile

required level

lifted

up his bag

it.

boy!"
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"Little idea of mine, going to try to open
said Jimmy, "don't get excited tho; it

L,

'

it,"

may

"E. E."

The April number of the Elkc- |
Hi trical Experimenter will abound |
m -with new and refreshing articles.
m Among those in preparation there 1

=

B are the following attractive contri- j
jl buttons:
"My Inventions" Xo. 3 of a scries jj
j by Dr. Nikola Tesla. the eminent
electrical scientist.
This paper will jl
jj describe his wonderful disco-eery of j

—

-

the

"Recoiling Magnetic

1 forerunner of

— the K

Field''

Tesla induction jl
j motor, which has revolutionized the j
jj electrical power industry.
"Do Wireless Waves Travel Above %
j the Earth or Thru It?", by Dr. Lee
1 dc Forest. An exclusive feature ar- 1
tide which .you can't afford to miss, j
Electricity
the Hotel Servant of jj
J a Thousand Uses. How it furnishes j
| every conceivable want to th hotel g
guest all at the push of a button.
"New X-Ray-less Photography of
Bones",
Charles
by
Battell
J //;,Looniis.
"Will Man F recce the Earth to j
the

M

g

—

'

—

U

H
H

H

B

J Death? Can He Exhaust the Heat- j
j Giving Radium?" by E. T. Bronsdon. 1
"The 'Noiseless' Phonograph
it 1

^
|

=

don't

annoy

the

neighbors"

—
— by

'Putting It Over' on Fritz. Some
radio and other tricks of the war." by
"

1 K. K. Sammcrin.
"New French and American Anj dions".
"A New Lightweight Commercial

=

Radio Transmitter".
"Experiments in Radio-activity",
j Part III, by Ivan Crawford.

=

g

Thomas Reed.

"Some New Regenerative Vacuum

Tube

Circuits", by

1

_.

\

fj

.

tions

and Answers", "Physics".
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1

me. have you got 220 volts A. C. at the
bank ?"
"Yes, yes," stammered Mr. McGinnis.
"
"Yes, but what
Air. McGinnis obeyed, and Mr. Hutchinson trailed out after him, not having re-

The

yet.
car was
out in front and the two got in. In a moment Jimmy came running down the steps
with a large black bag, which was apparently very heavy. The big car dashed thru

covered his senses as

narrowly missing several bewildered pedestrians and shaving passing
vehicles by the fraction of an inch. As the
car drew up in front of the bank, Jimmy
was out over the door in an instant, dragging his bag along with him.
When the
secretary reached him, he was busily running the extension cord from a near-by
lamp socket to the safe, in the mean time
warding off a swarm of inquisitive bank
clerks.
When he had finished and had atthe

streets,

to

open

it?"

Mr. Wallace

queried dazedly. He had just arrived and
had driven to the bank at top speed.
"Ugh, ugh," said Jimmy. Then turning
around, "Give us a little juice over here.
one of you fellows!"
In the scramble
which followed some one accidently pushed
the button, and the juice was on.
All eyes were turned inquiringly towards
Jimmy, who stood on the desk holding a
push button which was connected to a round
black object on top of the pile of books.
Suddenly, he prest the button and bent his
ear to the door of the safe a low hum was
heard on the inside and then a click, which
was unmistakable.
cheer burst from the surrounding
clerks, and as the desk was rolled away,
Jimmy grasped the big nickle plated handle
and swung the door wide open. But the
mystery was yet to be explained and all
eyes were again turned on Jimmy.
"How did you do it, son? How did you
do it?" gasped Mr. Wallace, looking with
mingled wonder and pride at his young
hopeful.
"Oh, it's nothing!" said Jimmy, "You see
an induction motor has no electrical wire
connection between the field and the armature."
All nodded understandingly.
"And
so I figured that if I used a bigger and more
powerful field, I ought to be able to spin
that armature from the outside; so I just
lined them up and you know what happened.
Simple little thing, isn't it, when
you come to think about it?"
"James, you know that thing that transformer you were longing for in that catalog the other day?
How much does it
cost?" asked Mr. Wallace, as he sat down
and began to fill out a check.
;

A

—

Samuel D. Cohen, j

Besides "Experimental Mechanics", B
I New "Experimental Chemistry Ques-M

1

not work."
"Going to try

(

THE END)

DO IT ELECTRICALLY.
When Milli Ampere first saw Volt
Her charms

past all resistance.
in his heart poor colt
He needed prompt assistance.
And she, tho plighted to old Watt,
Could alternate affection.
So let her eye bolt glances hot,
Right in poor Volt's direction

A

spark coiled

The

current of Watt's wrath flowed stroi
Volt should not meter.
For daughter Poly Phase had long
Hoped that Volt would be su eeter.
And so to Milli Ampere, he
stern note did transmitter,
Requesting she transform, and be,

He vowed

A

If possible, less bitter.
Milli Ampere flirted not,

So

But knew that

To

it

was wise

regulate the rage of Watt
And with him synchronize.
Then Volt with Poly Phase did fuse—
From her he did not roam.
They rectified divergent views
And started a small Ohm.
//'. /". Leggctt. in Western Electric

—

News.

!
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of course be understood that the vessel may
be provided with an oxygen supply tank.
so as to afford an ample supply of oxygen

Submersible Boat Resembles
Sea Monster

T
states

HE

peculiar

one-m.

I

looking

shown

in

submersible
the

accomprimary

view bas lor its
so its inventor, Mr. Worth
R. Barringer, of Denver, Colorado,
to provide a vessel of this characparrying

object,

—

Sleeves

made of rubber or other

flexible material are attached

suitable

on the front

of the body on either side to accommodate
the arms.
These are fitted with suitable
gloves to receive the hands of the operator.
To submerge, the "human fish," a
collapsible tank

arranged on
under side
of the body.
is

the

The tank

is
its

equipt at

lower end with
suitable

valves

and hand-holds.

There

is

also

shores.

We

presume the

sailor carries suf-

box to weather the
voyage, and providing he has the foresight to procure a few dozen choice tea and
bouillon capsules as adapted by the United
States Army for emergency rations, he
Bon
should have a delightful cruise.
voyage
ficient tea biscuits in his

PREDICT AERIAL MAIL SERVICE

tank

All mails between Europe and the United
States eventually will be carried by airplane, according to Lord Morris, who has
championed a movement before a Parliamentary committee for the establishment of
a port of call for Atlantic aerial liners on
the west coast of Ireland.
Already, he says, a regular daily mail service by airplane is maintained between England and France without interruption by
the weather.

to

the collapsible
bellows tank, in
which pipe line
there is placed

a suitable valve.
When it is desired to submerge, the bellows tank is
collapsed,

the

being expelled from the
tank thru suitair

able

valves.

This results in

the displacement of the vessel,

so

will

submerge.

When
erator

ter constructed so as to contain a single occupant and provided with suitable means
whereby submergency of the vessel as well
as its travel thru the water may be controlled by the occupant.
He menti
among other advantages, that it should
prove useful and convenient for submarine

during prolonged submergence of the vesIf there is anything under the heavsel.
ens that this inventor forgot, we have failed
to perceive it in looking over his patent, but
he might have conscientiously attached a
69 cent alarm clock to the rear wall of the
inner compartment so as to arouse the submarine explorer from prolonged slumber,
which might result disastrously in the event
the "ship" became uncontrollable and started
foreign
off on a long journey toward

provided a pipe
connecting the
comprest air

the
upper end of

With a Little Ingenuity Amateur Mechanics Can Construct
One- Man
Submersible Boat of the Type Here Shown, The Arms and Legs Fit
An
into Flexible Rubber Extensions, the Same as in a Diving Suit.
Electric or Comprest Air Motor May Propel the Device.

1919

that

it

the opdesires
to

the

surface,

he

withdraws

his

to

rise

arm from one

of the sleeves and opens a comprest-air
pipe valve from the storage tank into the
collapsible bellows tank, thus expanding it
and causing the vessel to rise, owing to the
increased buoyancy.
Finally, the inventor mentions that it will

BETWEEN EUROPE AND
AMERICA.

BRITISH TANKS CARRY THEIR

OWN "CARPET."

The photograph herewith shows

a giant
This
British tank ready to go into action.
tank is fitted with a new superstructure,
which comprises a rugged steel wire timber
It is used to breach shell-holes,
"carpet."
gulleys and trenches, in making advances
over rough ground. This "carpet" is quickly

unrolled

when needed, and is very effective
The giant caterpillar

on muddy ground.

treads or belts do not grip into the mud
when the carpet is used, and thus one of the
greatest drawbacks to the use of the tanks
This photograph is
has been overcome.
one of the most remarkable taken during
the war and shows British infantry reinforcements accompanied by tanks, all awaiting orders to "get into it." The siimke from
the battle almost obscures the tanks and
men in the background of the picture.

observations and in the removal of submerged mines and for various other similar
and analogous purposes. Also the inventor
claims that his device can be used as a
diving suit, and can be readily donned by

r*!^^^B

the individual.

"The body of the submersible divit
is preferably made of aluminum.
The front
or nose portion of the body is provided with
transparent panes or windows, as shown,
thru which the occupant can see either to
the right or left and forward. Suitable rubber or other flexible water-proof compartments are adapted to receive the lower
limbs of the operator. An electric motor
is arranged to operate a propeller, the motor
receiving its current from a storage or
other battery. But this is not all. The inventor takes Time by the fore-lock and
practises safety first.
He also supplies a
comprest-air motor with a storage tank containing air under high pressure for operating it, all of which is used to drive the
propeller.
Suitable vents are provided for
the efflux of vitiated air as well as air inventilators,
lets or
which are arranged in
the top wall of the body. These vents are
with
suitable
fitted
valves, such as the floatball type, which will automatically close,
he water upon subdue to the pre
mergence.
An electric light bulb is also
arranged in the top of the body, which is
supplied with current from the storage batten-.

''"<

'..I

&

.

1
H

-v.

I

Unhampered by the Heavy

Shellfire, This Re-enforcement of British Infantry Has Been
Brought to the Front ana Are Awaiting Orders to Get into It. One of the British Tanks
with the New Superstructure, Which Is Used to Carpet the Mud Which the Caterpillar
Wheels Do Not Grip, Is Advancing. The Smoke from the Battle Almost Obscures theTanks and Men in the Background of the Picture.

;
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Experimental Physics
By JOHN M. FURIA,

A. B., M. A., (Columbia University)
LESSON NINETEEN

Radio-activity

w

— Experiment

108.

TRAP

a pholographic plate in a
/ piece of perfectly opaque black
paper.
Lay a coin on top of the
paper and suspend a pinch of the
mineral Uranium a little above the
Set this aside for a few days, after

'

radio-active than either Uranium or ThorAfter a tedious and difficult reium.
research she succeeded in separating a few
hundredths of a gram of this hitherto unknown element from several tons of pitchblende. This new element which she named
Radium proved to be a million times more
radio-active than Thorium or Uranium.
Radium has attracted the attention of the
foremost scientists the world over.
Before proceeding with the following experiments let us note carefully the following characteristics of Radium. The Radium
atom is heavier than any other atom. Radium constantly emits three distinct kinds
of rays namely alpha, beta, and gamma
shall refer to by a, /3, and 7 rewhich
spectively, a, p, and 7 rays all affect photographic plates, discharge a charged electroscope and are deflected by magnetic fields,

we conclude that a rays are
streams of positively charged particles
(atoms of Helium) ft rays are negatively
charged particles like cathode rays, i. e.,
electrons and 7 rays are irregular pulses
like X-rays.
properties

;

!

ft both impart electric charges to
bodies they come in contact with. In particular, the a rays are not as penetrating
as the (3 and 7 rays they are deflected by
a magnet in a direction opposite to the direction of deflection of /3 rays and travel
The P
at about 20,000 miles per second.
ravs are like cathode rays and they travel
at" from 50,000 to 180,000 miles per second.
The 7 rays are not deflected by a magnet
but they have greater penetrating power
than either the a or (3 rays. From these

a and

;

The Crookes "Spinthariscope," Which Demonstrates In a Popular Way the Wonders of
Radium. These Can Be Purchased On the
Market.

which time develop the

plate.

A

shadow

picture of the coin such as one would
obtain after exposure to X-rays will
appear on the plate. This is precisely
the experiment that Henri Becquerel,
of Paris, performed in 1896, which
led him to the conclusion that
Uranium is a source of rays that affect photographic plates and which
have the power of penetrating opaque
objects just as X-rays do. The rays
are known as Becquerel Rays, after
their discoverer, and the phenomenon is called Radio-activity. Shortlyafter Becquerel's discovery Madame
Curie, of Paris, assisted by her husband Prof. Curie, made an investigation of all the known elements to ascertain which of them possest this
same remarkable property that
Uranium possesses. She found that
Thorium in any of its compounds
was a radio-active substance (Thorium is the chief constituent of Welsbach gas mantles). During the investigation Madame Curie noticed that
Pitchblende
(the crude ore from
which Uranium is extracted) which
consists of Uranium Oxid to a great
extent, discharged her electroscope
(a test for radio-activity) about four
times as fast as pure Uranium does.
She concluded that the radio-activity
of pitchblende was due to some un-

A

Sensitive Model of Gold-Leaf Electroscope
Suitable for Use in Radio-Active Measure-

ments.

Experiment

The

est

Successiv

in

it

more powerfully

Experiments
scope Used

in
in

electrical

measuring instruments

known and which was

described in the
lesson on "Static Electricity,'' was used
merely as a detector of the presence
This same inof an electrical charge.
strument in a delicate form is used to

One M/<7ion Tons

measure electric currents of very
small magnitudes where other instruis a metal
ments fail. In Fig. 98,
case
a cocoa can serves admirably
in fact an authority on the subject of
radio-activity made the statement
that he secured better results with a

A

(

home-made cocoa can electroscope
than with the fancy priced, highly
polished commercial instruments).
A metal rod E (about 1/32 inch in
diameter
passes thru an insulating
plug D, made of ebonite, amber or

—

known element

109.

goldleaf electroscope, one of the old-

)

F

sulfur.
represents insulaC and
B
tion of the same material as D.
are metal rods like E, bent as
and
in the figure (hairpin with the enamel
scraped off is quite satisfactory).
is a narrow strip of gold or aluminum

G

H

foil about one and one-half inches
long and 1/32 inch wide. (The nar-

Fig.

103

Aim ost Unbelievable is the Fact that the Disintegration
of 1 Gram of Hydrogen Liberates Enough Energy to Raise
1.000,000 Tons to a Height of 300 Feet.

Charging and Discharging the ElectroRadio-Active Measurements.

Fig. 100-A

— Set-Up

rower the strip the more sensitive the
electroscope). To cut the aluminum
or gold foil the following method has
been found best. Place the foil between two sheets of thin paper.
Press the edge of a razor flat against
the "sandwich" and carefully saw
(Continued on page 806)

of Electroscope, Telescope and Scale for
ing Radium Measurements.

Conduct-
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CAPT.

WH.GBULLARD. U.S.N.

PROF REGINALD FESSENDEN.

Manager,

H

NIKOLA TESL A.
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Gernsback

Amateurs Win
Alexander Wireless Bill
By H. GERNSBACK

THE

Alexander Wireless

amendment

Bill

and

its

as reported in our last

On Janissues has been killed.
the
Merchant Marine
15th
Committee and the House of Representatives gave the Administration's movetwo

uary

ment

toward

Government

ownership

public utilities a very definite set back.

A Modern
unanimous vote
to authorize the

it

tabled tin

St.
bill

of

By

George.

which was

to take
all radio sta-

tions.

As our readers will remember from our
January issue the bill was sponsored and
urged by Secretary Daniels. Repesentativc
Bankhead made a motion to table the bill
and Chairman Alexander characterised the
He
proposed plan as "a hopeless task."
added: "In view of the sharp differ
of opinion both in the Committee and in
the House on this subject, it would be

bill

testing letters, which not only reached Mr.
Alexander's committee but every Congressman and Senator of the United States as
well. This unparalleled unity of the American amateurs had an instantanous effect in
Washington, and even before the hearing
started, a number of amendments, all of
which favored the amateur more or less

thru at this ses-

sion."

As our readers will remember from our
January issue, the original Alexander bill
proposed to make all wireless stations Government owned, and the present wireless
law, the act of 1912 was to be changed to
such an extent that the amateurs were to

Yes, Mr. Alexander,

Navy Department

and operate permanently

impossible to put the

Is Killed

We

Cannot

Tell a

Lie,

He

Did

timinated entirely from the Radio field.
bill and our views thereof
were printed in full in our January issue.
Vs this issue, however, did not appear on
the news-stands until the 15th of December,
and inasmuch as the hearings on the bill
an a few days earlier before Mr. Alexmittee at Washington, the
andei
Electrical Experimenter sent out some
tters I" amateurs apprising them
of the impending measure. This movement

The Alexander

immediate result, and official Washton was deluged with a storm of pro-

had

its

It

© 1919 byE.

with His Little Pen.

P. Co.

were rushed thru, printed and distributed.
There were at least three amendments of
which wc have record. One of them, the
last one dated December 11 was printed in,
Before the bill
full in our February issue.
v. as
definitely killed, however, we had information which tended to show that the

Government was not ready to make wireAs
less a Government ownership affair.
far as the amateur was concerned we were
not at

all

disturbed, for

"As a matter of

we

said

:

things
(Continued on page 835)
fact

as

stand
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W.ar

Invention

The Rogers Underground Wireless
(Special Interview to the Electrical Experimenteb

I

By H.
(Associate

^X/infteld Secor
Member Institute Radio Engineers.)

invention which has been termed the greatest American war achievement is the Rogers underground and sub-sea radio system. The Rogers
system does away entirely with aerial wires, and it is only a matter of months now before all aerial wire systems the world over will be pulled
down. Wonderful things have been accomplisht by the new Rogers underground system, chief of which is the total elimination of static and
the increase of the loudness of received signals, which is often as high as 5000 times the usual strength. Interference, too, is done away with
almost entirely now. The Rogers invention is of tremendous importance and revolutionizes our previous ideas on wireless to an extent
never dreamt of before. We urge every one interested in radio to read the accompanying authoritative article which discloses the full technical
data on the new system for the first time in any periodical.

An

THE

greatest invention in the
of wireless telegraphy
since Marconi first placed

Baltimore and Washington, also in
New York, back in 1880. These
were seen by the writer and are
wonderful pieces of mechanism.

field

commercial

radio-communi-

cation on a firm basis by his
historic experiments in Italy, and
later in England, is without a shade

The Rogers laboratory, which
comprises several large rooms, is
ined on all sides with glass cabinets
containing
electrical
apparatus
which he has invented from time to
time thru his studious career.
A
novel and original high frequency
generator was another of the de-

this latest triumph of
research the "Underground
and Sub-sea Wireless", conceived
and developed to a working stage
by an American scientist and invenMr.
Harris Rogers.
tor, James
Rogers is known as a second Edi-

vices that
writer.
It

son, among his towns-people in
Hyattsville, Maryland, where he has
lived for many years, and now the

a

whole world acclaims him.

current.

of

doubt

—

radio

>llllllllllll!ll!llllll!l!lllinilll!l[>l!lllllllllllllllllllllllllll

Revealed

Is

It

greatly

interested

the

employed a jet of water
shunted by a large capacity, the
stream of water being connected to
high

source

potential

of

direct

High frequency currents

lllll!IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIOIIIIIII»ll»IIIIIIIIIIIIIIII!lllllllll!ll!llllll!liltllllllllllll[lll

Now That

Top

Photo
Shows Antenna
Wires Being Placed in River by

the

Had

Been
Undersea
Powerful
Using
a
Wireless During the War. The
Instruments and System Were
Invented by James H. Rogers,
of Hyattsville, Md., and were
Adopted by the Navy Depart-

Inventor Has Found that His
System Works Just as Well
Under Water as Thru the Earth.
All of the High Power Stations
in the World, from Nauen and
Lyons to Honolulu, Are Heard

ment as an Invaluable Addition
to the Wireless System of the
Navy. The Two Lower Photos

Center and Lower Views Herewith. The Author of This Article Also Heard the Transatlantic

Navy

Department

Mr.

in

Mr.

Assistants.

The

Rogers' Laboratory at
Md., Shown in the

Hyattsville,

Stations Coming in Loud and
Clear. Mr. Rogers' Invention Is
the Greatest in the War and Is
so Recognized by the Govern-

Show

the Inventor, Mr. Rogers,
His Laboratory at Hyatts-

in

Rogers'

ville.

ment.

niiiiiiimiiiffiiimiiniiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Who
James

Mr. Rogers?

is

of any range up to the limil
of audibility, or about 30.000
cycles per second, could be
readily obtained with this

Rogers,
practically unknown a few
years ago in radio circles,
except by a few select radio
men who were investigating

his

Navy

Harris

invention

for

Department,

The writer
apparatus.
merely cites these facts to
substantiate the standing of
Mr. Rogers in the scien-

the

has

practically become overnight the center of all attractions in the field
of
science.
Mr. Rogers is a
son of the confederacy and
a veteran of the great Civil
War. He has followed electrical
since

tific

other

Hundreds

of
inventions

electrical

have been made by this
modest genius of the quiet
little

Maryland

town

of

Hyattsville. and the principal outstanding fact of all
of his work is that he can
show you a working model
of each of these inventions,

experimenting ever
and has been a strong

devotee of radio telegraphy
since Marconi performed
his first experiments in this
new branch of applied
science.
He is a refined,
cultured southern gentle-

unlike many other inventors
whi se id< as exist only on
paper, and which often fall
down, miserably, when actually built

man who makes you feel at
home at once an invariable

and

tested.

In this connection it i* interesting to consider for a
moment that not one of the
new wireless "static and interference preventers" proposed to the government
radio experts during the
war. proved practicable in
the least.

;

attribute of all of the truly
great. Mr. Rogers wasoneof
the first inventors of the
"printing telegraph" and his
full-sized working
models
saw actual commercial service on a circuit between

field.

Photos by International Film Strvice

CopjTleht-lPlD-by E. P. Co
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Marconi Recently Stated
Entirely New Field to Submarines and Ship Communication.
On a Recent
to Intercept Radio Messages, but the Rogers Invention Has Upset All This.
the
German
Station. At Depths
Nauen,
American
8
Feet
and
Picked
Up
Off
the
Coast
to
a
Depth
of
Test a U.S. Subsea Boat Submerged
Transmission to Submarines Has Also Been
of 21 Feet Stations with Wave Lengths over 12,000 Meters Were Easily Picked Up.
Accomplisht.

The Rogers Undersea Wireless Opens Up an
that Submarines Had to Come to the Surface

Mr. Rogers as
Official recognition of
the one and only original inventor of "Unround and Sub-sea Wireless Communsoon forthcoming, and lure it
These two official letters of
tuition of Mr. Rogers' wonderful and
Unionizing invention represent but a

,

ication," was
is
in brief.

IB
Hyattsville, Md.,

January

13, 1919.

Dr. Nikola Testa,

York

City,

Dear Dr. Testa:

X. Y.

have just read with great interest your artiele in the Electrical
Experimenter.
For years I haze
/

In reply to pour question regarding the originator (if the underground radio system, you are
advised that Mr. .1. H. Rogers of Hyattsville, Md.,
was the originator of this system. There have been
other claimants to methods of underground radio
Ming, but none were useful, within the Navy
Department's know ledge to the extent of heing a
valuable asset to the general scheme of radio comThe introduction uf Mr. Rogers' reations.
ceiving system marked the beginning of the use of
receiving, to great adrials
for
undei
vantage over raised aerials, and has been valuable
Navy during the war."'

been a firm believer in the theory
that far distant aerials were actuated thru the medium of the Earth
and not thru the ether above, and it
is a source of great satisfaction that
so illustrious a personage as yourI
self lias held to the same belief.
hate never met a scientist who would
entertain such a proposition until I
demonstrated to them results ded in the enclosed paper, illustrating one of the ways I have
found for utilising the energ
and forcibly described by
you. I am. nevertheless, conft
by some who '..ill not give up old
'llld

do

me

.

Rear Admiral Strother Smith, then Capt.
Smith, wrote Mr. Rogers on December 7,
1917:
"it

I

hat

of

,dd you chance to be in

any time

at

gratified
ry and
tained.
I

I

it

the

I

vice that

Wash-

I

received
from radio engineers of high repute in all
parts of the world, congratulating him on
tl

The Navy Department
his masterly work.
has just permitted information on the
Rogers system to l>e given out, and howwell they kept their secret during the World
has

to

'ut

can

i:

'

apt.

submitted

the

who

Hooper.

'

Bill

iiwilii

To

the

American Radio
Amateur
:

WITHIN
peace

the next

few months

will be declared and the
amateur will he allowed to operate
Thanks to
his station as before.

Mr. James H. Rogers, it will not,
however, be necesary for you to
pui up an aerial again at least not
for receiving. Elevated aerials will
be a thing of the past, and well
they may.
But ordinarily the amateur would
not lie permitted to use the underground aerial system on account of
Mr. Rogers' fundamental patents.
The writer, however, in conversa
with Mr. Rogers, prevailed
tion
upon him to allow amateurs the

—

free use of his revolutionary, as
well as epoch-making invention.
Air. Rogers thru the ELECTRICAL
Expf.rimkntkr therefore wishes to
announce that he personally has no
objection il amateurs use his
It should be und
tern privately.

that the inventor only
permission to amateurs as such,
and that this permission, of course,
lues not extend to firms or COrpo
rations or to individuals engaged in
commercial Ratlin work.
We wish to congratulate our
readers upon this important decision of Air. Rogers, who certainly
deserves the everlasting gratitude
of all American Radio Amateurs.
-1

1

this

II.

Gernsback.

called into con-

These

officers

thoro Study of the system and found
Capt. Hooper ordered it init practicable.
stalled at Xew Orleans first and since then
it has been employed at Belmar, X. ).* and
other stations.

made

decade Mr. Rogers has been studyradio subjects, and long before the
United States entered the war he had experimented with the problem of ridding
aerial communication of this static atmospheric electricity.
He disagreed with all
authorities who believed that the air, and
I'm- a

ing

Rear Admiral (then Cap-

Strother Smith,

sultati

I

<

!

Secretary
tain)

thi

into actual practise.
ideas presented yu\i

patent applications.
Daniels then

Harris Rogers.

War. during which time

I

iy small percentage are valuat least a year's work to get
will givt
lasting benefit to the sertake pleasure in serving."
.

I

to feel that

worth

is

Roger, system

very small fraction of

it

to

The Navy Department Interested.
Thru Dr. George H. Lamar and Senator
Blair Lee the discovery and the status of
the patents were brought to the attention
Secreof Secretary Daniels of the Xavy.
inquiry into Mr.
tary Daniels ordered
Rogers' claims, which showed that his invention worked, and requested Secretary
Lane to give special consideration to pend-

'cry sine
J.

[Hitting

in

able and

will be highly
OU visit my labwitness the results ob-

(Signed)

the

many thousand

the

realize that

me

have
in bringing the result of your
Xavy Department and assisting

gnat pleasure

a

is

ore

great honor of writing a few lines
upon the scientific feature I would
deem it a great favor.

it

tested and heard the new system work
thru salt water, which he at first thought
absolutely impossible.
Below we give the two letters of official
recognition by the Navy Department of
Mr. Rogers' accomplishments, which are all
that we ha\ e space for.
In response to an inquiry from Clarence
I. Owens, director general of the Southern
ommercial Congress, Admiral Griffin, U.
S. N., chief of the bureau of steam engineering, wrote under date of December
II. 1918, as follows:
1

—

theories.

been in use by the Navy Department, may
be judged by the fact that radio men everywhere are amazed at this feat. The distinguished radio savant Prof. George W.
Pierce of Harvard University, congratulated Mr. Rogers heartily when he first

a

At the time of writing this article the

Trans Atlantic Receiving Station is
the Rogers underground antenna.

still

B

employing

not the earth and water, was best suited
for wireless communication.
\t first Mr. Rogers used the earth alone
for sending messages to amateurs stationed
Using an audion bulb, he then
near by.
burii d a wire from his laboratory and heard
Further
Philadelphia and other stations.
experiments were conducted at a laboratory

—
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near

he

which

Another

Bladensburg,
h e calls
"Mount Hooper," in
honor of Commander

of

Hooper of

the Navy,
excellent service in adapting the invention to
needs of the
the

very
too, as

Ropers

stated that messages could be received and sent from

how

when

submerged

of

officials

the

mind

that the energy liberated at the base of an

aerial was propagated thru the earth

Washington,

when

more

was

it

reasonable to suppose

coni declared at a
banquet given in his
in

former be

To Mr. Rogers'

Bureau of Standards
were not alone in this
belief, as no less a
personage than Marhonor

better

infinitely

for the transmission
of any form of electric current.

unanimously declared
to be impossible and
the

:

must the

was

it

logical it was,
you will agree

held that if the
outer crust of the
earth is a conductor,
and the surrounding
atmospheric envelope
is an insulator, then

first

submarines

the

in

it.

idea
theo-

He

Navy Department.
Mr.

his

early

retical aspect of
radio - communication
was as follows, and

who rendered

When

proved

has

as well as thru the
ether above, and that
an elevated aerial, at
great distance, would
Another View of Mr. Rogers in His Laboratory. Note the Glass Instrument Cases and
be actuated by them
submarine to come
in the Background May Be Seen His Early Printing Telegraph Model.
as effectually as if
to the top in order
the waves reached the same point thru
ground?" He became so obscest with this
to catch the ether waves."
when the waves thru
the
ether above
To demonstrate more clearly the underconundrum that he finally asked several
the earth reached the base of the aerial
ground system and to show how it could
prominent radio savants this question.
the potential of the plate would be raised
What do you suppose the answer was?
be used in trench warfare, Mr. Rogers
and lowered and the aerial would accordconstructed an underground station, wholly
"It is dissipated in the form of heat in the
Thus was his basic
ingly be energized.
But still Mr.
inclosed beneath the surface of the earth,
ground," they answered.
and original idea conceived and settled upon.
Rogers thought they were wrong and now
there being no visual existence of it outthat

wireless

was used on submarines, "it was
necessary for the

;

Mr. Rogers'

side.
This place
in Prince Georges
county was visited

by

some

very

radio amateurs

noted men. including Dr. Abraham,
the head of the

French

first

with the underground wirenearby
less
to

trial

began about seven
years ago, but his
theory of the reason why it must

Scientific

Commission, who,
upon entering the
cave at
Mount
Hooper exprest
his amazement

work was formulated over ten

and remarked,

years

ago.

ther,

he

tured

Germans

Furconjec-

that

much

Pater-

power would
be required to
propagate a wave

not, of the French
Scientific Commis-

or current thru the
earth's conducting

sion and the radio
representative of
France, also heard
his native stations
talking and exprest equal satis-

crust,

"the

less

can't get us here."

Lieutenant

faction,

which

for

one thing has
smaller

geometdimensions,
than to propagate
rical

it thru the insulating atmospheric

pleasure

and amazement.

envelope alone.

How

Conceived the Underground System.

See Fig.

asked Mr. Rogers
just how he came

of
other radical ideas
were entertained
for several years
by Mr. Rogers, and
in the course of
time he has found

He

The Theory

A number

form the idea
the
"Underground and Subto
of

sea

He

Radio."

from

that

that his ideas

his very first

study of the

correct

method of transmitting radio sig-

worked

tenna,

the

ques-

—

itself to

how

mind "If 50
units of power are
past into the
aerial,
then what
becomes of the

his

equal

amount

energy
passes

into

the

it

pened.

of

which

it

And now

the radio experts
far and wide are
holding a post
mortem inquest on
their theories and

constantly

presented

!

were

— it

worked!

nals by means of
an elevated an-

tion

of

Operation.

The writer

explained

1.

Various Arrangements

of the

Rogers Ground Aerial System, Including the Submarine
water" Antenna.

'Under-

all

hap-

To

start

with, Mr. Rogers
stated, "special
credit is due the
gentlefollowing
men, who have re-

(Cont. onpage&22)
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Invented the Audion

I

By

Dr.

LEE

de

FOREST

Written exclusively for the Electrical Experimenter

THE

first conception of a detector of
Hertzian waves which should employ
the medium of heated electrodes or
heated gas came to me as follows
In the summer of 19CX) 1 was experimenting on a new type of electrolytic

self

my

strongly upon

tin 'light

was

that

I

attention.

My

first

had discovered a new

form of detector of Hertzian waves, of extraordinary sensitiveness, and was, naturally, much enthused, as any young investigator would have been under similar circumstances. But upon closer investigation
of this novel phenomena I found that when
the door of the closet was closed, or almost closed, the effect of the spark upon
the gas burner ceased
This proved conclusively that I was dealing with sound
waves coming upon a sensitive flame and

obvious, and I sought for other
obtaining the necessary heated

heated

The

electrodes.

electric

means of
gas
arc

and
first

!

First State In the Development of the
Audion by Dr. Lee de Forest. The Aerial
and Ground Were Connected to Two Electrodes Placed in the Flame of a Bunsen

The

not with electrical waves.
The delusion lasted, however, long enough
to force upon my mind the conviction that
heated gas molecules were sensitive to high
frequency electrical operations, and I determined to investigate further at my first opportunity and actually discover evidence to
substantiate my theory. I was unable to do
this until the fall of 1902 or '03 when I
I
returned to my gas mantel experiment.
first attempted to investigate the new detector phenomena by using two needles of
steel, or platinum, placed close together in
These
the incandescent Welsbach mantel.
Pot.

NS S79J32

-

anticipated that while
detector, it would be
exceedingly irregular and noisy in the telephone receiver. This was found to be the
fact.
The battery fed the arc thru the
primary of the transformer, in the secondary of which was connected the telephone
receiver, and, altho at times the looked for
response to electric waves was thus obtained, the noise in the telephone receiver
from the arc was so deafening that the idea

suggested

this arc

doing this work at night in my
room in Chicago. The receiving apparatus
was placed on a tahle beneath a Welsbach
gas burner. A spark coil which I was using
detector,

my source of oscillations was located in a
One night I
closet about ten feet distant.
noticed that whenever I closed the switch
of the spark coil by means of a string runtable to the
ning across the floor from
coil, there was a decided change in the illumination from the Welsbach burner. The
light from the gas mantel increased very
as

my

Osc
Tronsf

and resumed its normal low
brilliance as soon as the sparking ceased.
This phenomena continued and imprest itperceptibly

itself.

I

would be a

was abandoned.

1

The next

me was
Fig. J

Later the "Third Electrode" Resolved Itself
Which Was Placed Between the
Filament, Where It Could Act
with the Highest Efficiency. In This Form
It Has remained Practically the Same to the
Present Time.

824,637-1306.

Find the "Third Electrode" Placed

Condenser.

Audion

A

Into a Grid,

Audion

We

isot

Burner, with Successful Results.

Pot.N*

Here

Inside the Bulb, Where It Logically Belonged, as Dr. de Forest Points Gut. Fig. 4
Shows the First Use of the "Stopping"

Winq and

to a dry batI was, howtery and telephone receiver.
ever, unable to obtain any appreciable current between the two electrodes in the
mantel. I then investigated the flame of a
Bunsen burner and soon found a point in
the outside envelope of the flame w here an
appreciable current did pass between the
two electrodes, making a soft fluttering
sound in the telephone receiver. (See Fig.
Then,
1, Patent No. 824,638, issued in 1906.)
connecting one electrode to an antenna and
the other to the earth, J heard for the first
time signals in the telephone receiver; signals which represented clearly the sound of
Here at last was
the transmitting spark.
actually demonstrated my earnest belief in
the existence of this new detector principle.
next step was to enrich the gas flame
by putting a lump of potassium or sodium
salt in the flame directly below the two
platinum electrodes. This increased ionization caused increased flow of battery current, and a corresponding increase in senI did consitiveness of the new detector.
siderable work then with various types of
Bunsen burner arrangements for permanently enriching the gas flame, etc., and set
up a laboratory type of flame detector which
was actually used in 1903 for receiving signals from ships down the Harbor of New

plan which suggested itself to

to use incandescent filaments in

an

This arrangement as
enclosed chamber.
well as the gas detector, was illustrated in
ray patent No. 979,275, which bears the first
date of November 4, 1904. This patent ap(Continucd on page 817)

two needles were connected

{

~<IP^=sr

-^

:

1H*

»' Bat

Cold
electrode

My

•lllllh

B' Bat
Phones
fig.

5

Here the Placing of the Two Heated Elec-

Vacuum Bulb

Is Carried Out, as
Adoption of the Cold
"Wing." This Device Works Equally Well
with Both Electrodes Hot, Thus Disproving
Any "Rectification" Theory.

trodes

Well

In

as

a

the

Final

York.

The inconvenience of supplying a source
new detector was, of course,

of gas for the

First "Three Electrode" Audion Had a
Piece of Tinfoil Wrapt Around the Outside
of the Bulb a Principle Frequently "Rediscovered," as Was the de Forest Electromagnetic or Coil Electrode. Fig. 4.

The

—
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Gigantic 1,400 K.W. Radio Station
at Lyons, France
ONE

of the most powerful wireless
designed is that now
nearing completion at Lyons,
France, and we are indebted for
the following description of this
remarkable and extremely high power radio
station, representing the very latest advances in radio engineering, to Dr. Lee de
Forest, the well-known American radio
engineer and scientist who has recently returned from a trip thru Europe.
Dr. de
Forest stated
that apparently
stations yet

huge antenna pointing toward the south.
The aerial conductors at the station end
are fan-tailed together as shown and a large
twisted cable forming the lead-in, leads
down thru a cupola on top of the building,
underneath which there is a large and very
elaborate circular antenna switch
from
which lead separate connecting aerial wires

to the various transmitting apparatus, several distinct types of which are installed in
this station.

densers

and provided

and

with

that the engineers were apparently having

connecting
them

carte

blanche,
for there seems
to be no limit
to the apparatus installed,
and in contemplation for
installment at

A

or

parallel, as

are very interesting as they
are huge af-

at

Lyons

lies

of

Paris,
about half

fairs,

each

spiral

being

composed

of

many turns of
heavy copper

and
way

strip,

the

di-

mensions of the
strip being 8
inches wide by
Yi, inch thick.
The convolutions of the
helix in each

between Paris
and Marseilles.
This station has
been, and is at

the

may

The oscillation
transformers

map shows

southeast

in

be necessary.

powerful
glance

up

parallel
seriesin

series,

station.

the
that

necessary

switches, busbars, etc.,
for

everything

this

are

placed in banks

Lyons

mous

formers, pass thru large plate-glass partitions to the

room. The con-

fa-

station,

and equipment there used, will have some
idea of what this apparatus looks like. The
high tension leads from the step-up trans-

oscillation
transformer

being spared in
the design and
construction of

now

i

condenser and

no expense was

this

of the main building there are ^stalled two
150-K.W. spark sets. These are somewhat
similar in design to the well-known Fessenden spark transmitter at Arlington near
Washington, D. C, and those who are familiar with that station and the huge tondenser and tuning transformer dimensions

present

time, handling
all of the offi-

Government radio

cial

case

are

well

supported and
A Plan View of the Powerful New Radio Station Located at Lyons, France. There Are Six Different
traffic
to the and Distinct Forms of Transmitters Installed in Duplicate as Shown. The "Receiving Rooms" Are installed on
L nited States, in a Wing of the Building, Not Shown Here, Running Eastward from the Point Where the 150 K. W. large porcelain
communicating Spark Sets Are Situated. This Wing Includes a Laboratory, Tape Punching Room, Quarters for the insulators, and
T

Personnel and Administration Office.

principally with

the powerful

new

naval radio station at Annapolis near
Washington, D. C. The Lyons station is in
daily communication, and has been in connection with various parts of the Continent,
as well as Africa, different countries of
Asia, and many other far-flung places in all
parts of the globe.

At

first this

may sound somewhat

exag-

gerated, but when the great capacity of this
radio station and the extremely efficient apparatus used is considered, it will seem all
the more reasonable and possible. To begin
with, the Lyons station has a very large
aerial, comprising twenty strands of phosphor-bronze cable stretching away over a
distance of 2,400 feet and supported on eight
steel masts, each of which rises to a height
of 650 feet. The masts are placed about
800 feet apart. It is interesting to note in
this connection, as Dr. de Forest pointed
out. that the engineers responsible for the
design of this station have found that contrary to the generally accepted idea concerning the directive effect of inverted "I."
aerials of this type, that where great distances and long waves are concerned, the
comparative efficiency of transmission in
any certain direction about the antenna docs
not differ appreciably. The general direction of the present antenna is north and
south, as the arrow shown in the plan view
of the station indicates, the free end of the

The lay-out of the station buildings has
been well planned, and the larger building, containing all of the long distance
radio transmitting equipment, is in the form
of a cross. West of the large building there
are two small structures, a small one containing a 3-K.W. high-frequency generator
of the Bethenod (French) type, having a
speed of 6,000 r.p.m. operating at an antenna
The building
frequency of 80,000 cycles:
next to this houses a 150-K.W. arc generator of the Elwell type, and this transmitting set has an antenna lead running to
the central aerial switch in the main station building.
This particular set is of
great interest to Americans, as it is the one
which has been used in transmitting all of
official Government messages to the
United States. It has been operated right
along with a United States naval radio
crew, and has been very busy night and
day.
The powerful arc-oscillation generator has been in use continuously, and has
often been run tiventy-four hours at a
stretch, only shutting down the arc periodically for renewing the electrodes.

the

The following description of the main
station transmitting equipment, which is being installed in duplicate, is given in the
order of its installation, the first apparatus
described being the older.
In the long northerly wing of the station

one of the coils
on each transformer unit is made movable for adjusting
the coupling, or distance between primary
and secondary, in the manner here illustrated.
As will be seen, the movable primary coil is placed on a small truck mounted
on four wheels, which rest on a pair of insulated tracks.
The coupling is changed
whenever desired, by simply pulling on one
or the other of two ropes attached to the
carriage in the manner indicated. When a
change in inductance is to be made in one
of these oscillation transformer windings,
it is accomplished by changing the position
of one of the lead cables connected to the
spirals, the end of the cable being fitted with
massive clamps, which may be fastened at
any point desired on the spiral.
The eastern wing of the main station will
shortly contain two radio frequency alternators, as the plan view shows, one of
these being of the General Electric-Alexanderson design, rated at ISO K.W., and the
other set being of the Bethenod (French)
design, rated at 150 K.W. also. These sets
are tuned and adjusted to operate at an
antenna frequency of 20,000 cycles.
By
means of the cleverly arranged antenna
switch-gear, either of these sets can be connected up to the antenna. Also, when necessary, two such sets may be connected in
parallel to the antenna for extra long range
{Continued on page 817)
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Experiments With Ultra-Violet Light
By
A l.THO

/%
/ ^
*- •-

are

tin-

majority of experimenter?

interested

the subject of
\-Ka\s, little attention ha? been
given to the study of the ultraviolei rays.
These rays have been
asively studied by Finsen and other inin

gators and were found to have a wave
length of about .0002 mm. This is far too

J.

MORRIS,

C.

Jr.

Make two

disks of metal about 5 inches
diameter. Place one of these on top of
an electroscope. Suspend the other about
inch above the electroscope. Now charge
the electroscope with either positive or
negative electricity. Focus the ultra-violet
rays between the plates.
The electroscope
will soon be discharged, due to the ionizing
in

'

of these rays.

Ex

QUARTZ

No.

Y¥«NOTJW

/>

3:

small

e r

i

in c

— Start

n

t

a

induction

coil

and separate

the

secondary

terminals just

beyond

the

sparking

dis-

tance.
Focus the
ultra-violet rays
on the spark gap.
The spark will

now jump

the

due to the
ionizing effects
gap,

Some of the Most Interesting Experiments in All Science Can Be
Conducted with Ultra-violet Light. The Simple Apparatus Required
for Producing These Rays in Quantity Is Illustrated and Described
Herewith. Ultra-violet Rays Will Solve Some of the Great Problems
Future.

short a wave to be seen by the human eye.
but their production is usually accompanied
by manifestations of visible light.
All of the apparatus required to produce
these rays is extremely simple and is to be

found

nearly every experimenter's work1 shows how the apparatus is
connected: C. is an induction coil giving a
spark 1 inch or more in length
L, is a
l.cyden jar or other firm of high voltage
condenser; H, is a coil consisting of 10 or
more turns of heavy wire (a good wireless
helix will do very well) and G, is the genr of the ultra-violet rays.
It consists
of a spark gap whose terminals are comof imn or steel nails.
A convenient
form of generator may be made out of a
short length of card-board tubing, thru
which the nails are driven. A gap of
inch must be left between the nails.
A
small opening must be cut in the tube for
the rays to pass thru. A quartz (not glass)
window may be placed in the opening, if
desired. See photograph. A small spark
gap may be placed at X. if desired.
The following are some simple experiments with the uttra-ziolet rays.
shop.

in

Fig.

;

•

1

%

Experiment

—

.Vs. /:
Secure if possible a
"f willemite (which is a natural
silicat of zinc).
When the willemite is exposed to the ultra-violet rays it will
This
fluoresce with a pale greenish color.
is a test for these rays.
substances besides willeral other
mite will fluoresce when exposed to these
rays,
among these are sodium silicat,
fluorescin, acsculin, sulfate of quinin, also
platino barium-cyanid screens, such as are
used for X-Ray purposes.
Experiment No. z: One of the most
peculiar properties of the ultra-violet rays
is their ability to ionize air; that is. to make
air a partial conductor of electricity.
The
following three experiments demonstrate
this property of these rays

piece

—

—

field

for

_.

(rendering conductive) effects

of the

It represents an uncommon
experiment and one that holds
much promise for the future of science.

the apparatus.

of these rays.

E x [> e r m c n
Take
No. 4:
two small metal
them a short dis-

—

i

t

sheets and separate
tance apart.
Connect these plates in series
with a powerful high voltage battery and a
very sensitive galvanometer or telephone receiver. No current now flows, due to the
resistance of the air gap.
Focus the rays
between the plates and a minute current
will now flow, due to the ionizing effects of
these rays.

—

Experiment No 5: Start the generator
of the ultra-violet rays.
Place a piece of
glass in front of the opening and examine a
piece of willemite.
It does not fluoresce.
Substitute a piece of quartz or of ice in the
place of the glass. The piece of willemite
.

WORKSHOP ACCIDENTS.
well to know what steps should be
taken in the case of the minor accidents
that may happen to handicraftsmen and
experimenters in the prosecution of their
hobbies. These are mostly in the nature of
It

is

•

cuts, scalds,

to

and bruises.

It is a

good plan

keep a lump of alum handy to stop the

bleeding in the case of small cuts. Toilet
alum, sold by druggists, is the best, and is
frequently used by those who shave themselves.

A simple clean-cut wound should be
cleansed in cold water under the tap, which
generally stops the bleeding at the same
time, after which the sides should be
brought together carefully and supported
by strips of sticking plaster held in position
by a bandage.
Wounds inflicted by rusty nails and other
pieces of metal often lead to serious inflamThese ill efmation or blood-poisoning.
fects may be prevented by the following
very simple remedy.
Place a little brown
sugar on a lire shovel and heat until it
smokes, holding the

wound

in

fumes for

minutes.
A few scraps of clean
woolen rag will answer the same purpose,
but sugar is best. Peroxid of hydrogen and
iodin tincture are reliable solutions for
treating wounds which involve abrasions.
Some boracic ointment should always be
kept available in case of burns and scalds
resulting in a raw surface, or a strong solution of washing soda may be used.
Severe burns, and in particular those caused
by splashes of molten metal, are best
treated with raw linseed oil poured over the
burn and covered with a pad of lint.
several

will now fluoresce.
This experiment shows
that glass is opaque to these rays, while
quartz and ice are transparent to them.

—

Experiment \'o. 6: There are certain
substances which are able to transform the
short ultra-violet rays into visible rays of
light.
A Geissler tube is a generator of
these rays and may be used to show the
fluorescence of certain substances. Make a
fairly dilute
solution of sulfate of quinin,
and add a few drops of sulfuric acid. Partially immerse a Geissler tube into the solution and connect with an induction coil
or preferably to the positive pole of a
While the tube is being
static machine.
operated the solution will appear to be light
blue in color.
Other

substances besides quinin will
Some of these are acsculin
(from horse chestnut bark), fluorescin,
and hydroquinon, such as used in photogfluoresce.

raphy.

These are only a few of the many inexperiments which can be performed with these rays. The photograph is

teresting

a picture of the author's apparatus for generating these rays. The study of the ultraviolet rays is exceedingly interesting and
will amply repay the time spent in making

Hook-up of Spark Coil, Condenser, Inductance and Spark Gap for Producing Powerful
Ultra-violet Rays. Fig. 1.

—

Small splinters of steel or wood are often
run into the flesh and cannot he removed
with the lingers alone. In the absence of a
pair of fine pointed tweezers an ordinary
sewing needle may be employed. Heat the
end of the needle, or dip it in peroxid of
hydrogen, iodin, or carbolic acid and water,
to kill any germs on it before touching open
Slip the eye of the needle over the
cut.
protruding end of the splinter, give it a
twist to make it grip, and then raise the
needle when the splinter will come out as
well in

most

cases.

Contributed by

H.

J.

GRAY.

:
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KLUGE

WHEN

the experimenter is conwater stains are commonly used for such.
structing a piece of apparatus,
Water stains are very penetrating, and if
properly made will bring out the grain of
whether it be an instrument cabinet or one of Tom Reed's famous
the wood very beautifully, instead of cloudclocks, he is confronted with the
ing it as most oil stains do.
Their chief
problem of finishing' the woodwork on it,
fault lies in the fact that they raise the
if such there be.
grain, involving additional sandpapering to
often find that this
last process is neglected to a degree where
obtain a level surface, but this is offset by
it is a detriment to the appearance of the
the additional beauty of the finished
instrument, and as "looks is everything" to
product.
the uninitiated, we should give the
matter a little more time and study.
There are a number of general
processes used in finishing a piece of
wood, namely
Sandpapering, Staining, Filling, Shellacking, Varnishing,
SANDPAPERED
Rubbing, and Polishing, in the order
SURFACE OF WOOD
in which they occur.
Each of these
will be treated separately, also any
STAIN
subdivisions which may come under
FILLER
them but we should bear in mind
SHELLACKIh
that it is not always necessary to use
VARNISH
all of them, and so the finisher should
know the exact processes he is going
POLISH
to use before starting any piece of
work. Also, all of the material required should be at hand, so that the

We

:

;

work may proceed expeditiously and
without waste of time.
first

papering
lutely

is

smooth surface and prepare
It

is

wood

above

formula

typical

is

of

aniline

all

stains.

Antique Oak.

making a very thin
should be the antique

The

asphaltum
mixture; the

Dissolve

naphtha.
filler
used

in

tiller.

the wood, if staining has been necessary, and by this we endeavor to level up the surface, and get a
mirror-like smoothness.
It is best to purchase fillers ready-made, as it is difficult to
get the proper consistency. They consist of
very fine silex stone, in a mixture of
half linseed oil and half turpentine,
with the proper coloring matter
added. After the filler has been applied, and its color begins to change
third step

is filling

a dull flat appearance, it is time to
rub it off, using a piece of flax or

to

hemp tow

for the purpose, and rubbing until the surface is quite smooth,
the work should not be allowed to

dry thoroly.
After filling, shellacking is resorted to with hardwoods, in order
to close up the pores completely, and
prevent the sinking

in

of the varnish,

which would otherwise leave tiny
pinholes on the varnished surface.
Pure grain alcohol shellac, either the
mixed

Shellac
or

it

</,

wood

Grain

assumed, of
has already

alcohol

1

pound
pint

After allowing the shellac to dry feu
six or eight hours, sandpaper with
No. 00 sandpaper, being careful of

been planed reasonably smooth, so
that No.
sandpaper is about right
for the job.
sandpaper block about

A

four inches square and one inch thickshould be prepared, taking care that
one of the four-inch surfaces is perfectly flat, with no high corners.
The
piece of sandpaper is placed underneath the block, the surplus sides
turned up, and the sandpapering done
ACROSif the grain. Never sandpaper with the grain, as this produces

J*he

orange or the white, should be used,
in the following proportions

operation, that of sandto give the wood an abso-

for the filling.
course, that the

Amateur

Finishing for the
By

The
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the corners, and also to use but little
pressure, so as not to cut thru the
coat of shellac.
With new sandpaper it is best to rub two pieces together several times to remove the
danger of scratching.

\\ hen applying varnishes a brush
suited to the size of the work should
IN6 A WOOD
be used, and the operation should be
performed in a room temperature of
tiny grooves on the surface, especially
at least 70°, to insure free flowing.
with soft woods.
Altho it is impossible to tell just how
One other precaution should be
to varnish successfully, practise being
noted.
Be careful when sandpapering
the only way to learn, a few simple
close to the edges, they will be
rules may be given.
Apply the varrounded off if you bear down too
This Illustration Shows Clearly the Successive Stage s to
nish with the flat of the brush, along
Be Carried Out in Polishing a Wooden Cabinet.
It
hard.
If desired, a piece of scrap
the grain then rub it out crossways
Must Be Thoroly Sandpapered or Else the Much De ired
wood whose surface is flnsh with the
to get an even application
finally
High Polish Will Be Hard to Attain.
work may be laid up against the
finish it off with the grain.
Care
edge, so that the sandpaper will pass over
In addition to the two classes of stains
should be taken not to skimp on varnish,
to this piece when it reaches the edge of
just mentioned there are the aniline stains
and yet at the same time not to put too
the work. After these operations are comwhich have practically supplanted all the
much on. This is another matter where
pleted, dusting off is in order, and it should
others. When buying colors for the aniline
practise is the only real teacher.
be done thoroly, to remove every particle
stains, it is necessary to name the color, as
After one coat of varnish has been apof dirt from the surface.
aniline black, aniline red, or whatever it
plied and is thoroly dry, the surface is
are next ready for staining the wood,
may be. Some good formulas for each
rubbed smooth, using ground pumice stone
if we desire to change its color in any way.
class of stains are given herewith, these
and a pad of rubbing felt. The finer grades
Remember, however, that staining is only
having been compiled by a cabinet maker of
of pumice stone, as
and FF, are the best,
resorted to when we do not wish to finish
many years' experience, and their accuracy
as there is less danger of scratching thru
it
in its natural state, but have decided
can be vouched for.
Ready-made stains
the varnish.
One should always rub with
either to emphasize its own color, or give it
can be bought almost as cheaply, however,
the grain and not bear down too hard at the
another in imitation of some other wood.
and if time is an asset, these are advisable.
beginning or end of the strokes. Some linMost hard woods are more beautiful in
seed oil should be at hand as rubbing oil.
Mahogany.
Boil
logwood chips in a closed
their own color than they are in a false
the felt being dipt into the oil and then into
vessel with twice their hulk of water for several
dress.
hours; strain, and add a small quantity of chlorid
the pumice stone, a quantity of the latter
There are two kinds of stains in common
n{ tin to give it redness.
Two coats are necessary.
thus adhering to the felt.
Cleaning off
use, and both have their faults and good
Walnut. Permanganat of Potash
1 ounce
should be done at once, using soft cotton
Epsom Salt
1
ounce
points.
These are
Oil stains, in which
waste for this purpose.
Woods having
Water
1
quart
the pigments are reduced to a workable
Dissolve, strain, and apply several coats.
coarse fibers should not be rubbed until
consistency by 'the use of turpentine,
Cherry.
Reduce the mahogany stain for cherry.
two or more coats of varnish have been
Oak.
Asphaltum Gum
naphtha, etc.
and water stains, which, as
% pound
applied, waiting each time until the previTurpentine
I
pint
indicated by the name, use water in prepEbony.
Dissolve extract of logwood in wood
ous coat is dry. This is necessary or the
aration, and hence must use water-soluble
alcohol to the strength desired, strain, and apply.
liber- will come up above the surface, thru
Develop the color by going over the work with a
pigments. The main advantage of the oil
the varnish.
solution of muriat of iron, made by mixing equal
stains is that they do not raise the grain
parts of it and alcohol.
Having rubbed the surface perfectly
of the wood, and do not show the laps of
Yellow. Turmeric Powder
1
ounce
smooth we may now give it a high polish,
the brush strokes upon soft, open grained
pi tit
Alcohol
1
or we may leave it with a '"dead" finish. If
Allow this to stand several days, shaking it often.
woods such as white pine, poplar, etc.
polishing is elected we may proceed in
Strain for use, applying several coats.
Upon hard woods, however, they do not
Aniline Mahogany.
ounce
Bismark brown
penetrate deep enough to be desirable, and
Continued on
Water
3 quarts
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Experimental Chemistry
By ALBERT W. WILSDON
Thirty-Fourth Lesson

SILICON
the central element in the
world, like carbon is in the
animal and vegetable kingdom. Unlike carbon, silicon never occurs in
Next to oxygen, it is
the free state.
the most abundant element. Oxygen is estimated to make up nearly half of the solid
crust of the earth, and silicon to constitute
about a third more. Its occurrence is chiefly

SILICON
mineral

is

The cooled, hardened product is powdered and then washed with dilute HydroAcid to remove the magnesium
The product thus obtained is an
amorphous, brown powder, which, when
chloric
uxid.

heated in air ignites and burns with the
formation of the dioxid SiO :
.

Silicon is insoluble in water and acids,
except hydrofluoric, which dissolves it
readily.

The crystalline variety is prepared by
fusing sodium silico-fluorid with aluminum,
or zinc and sodium:
Na, Si F„

The

+

Na

4

=

Na F

4

+

Si

dissolves in the
fused metal and on cooling crystallizes.
The crystals are separated from the mass
by treating successively with hydrochloric,
boiling
nitric,
and hydrofluoric acids.
Crystallized silicon is also prepared in an
electric resistance furnace from pure silica
sand and finely pulverized foundry coke.
liberated

silicon

C

Si O,. -f 2

=

Si

+

2

CO

Properties.

The

silicon of the silico-fluoric process is
in the form of dark, octahedral crystals,

—

Circular Glass Furnace: A Fire
Clay Pots.
B Openings for Introducing
Blowpipe. C Chimney. D Source of Heat.
E Roof, from Which Heat Is Reflected

A

Fig. 160.

—

—

—

—

Downward.

in combination with oxygen in quartz and
This non-metallic
silicon dioxid (SiO ; ).

oxid

further

often

is

united with
as aluminum

some

make up

their

oxid
oxid, such
AJUOi) to form a silicate. It is, further,
the chief constituent of nearly all rocks,
and consequently, also of the soils which
have resulted from the decomposition of
rocks.
It is also found in ashes of many
metallic
(

having assisted

plants,

to

possessing a degree of hardness, sufficient
They withstand white
to scratch glass.
heat without igniting and resist the action
of all acids except a mixture of hydrofluoric and nitric, which, when hot, dissolves

them

The

slowly.

product of the electric furnace is in the form of crystalline masses
of a dark silver lustre. It is quite brittle
and melts at 1420°C.
silicon

History.

was

separated
and isolated in 1810 by Berzelius in an impure form. Later, in 1823, he obtained the
pure element, by fusing together iron, carbon, and silica (Silicon Dioxid SiOO. Deprepared the crystalline variety in
\ ille
l'hipson in 1864 first reduced it by
sium.
silicon

first

element does not

stated, the

Its affinity for
occur in the free state.
gen is so great at a high temperature
(hat in early ages, when the earth was a
molten mass, the silicon all combined with
oxygen to form silicon dioxid (Silica
SiO:), this later uniting with metallic
oxides to form silicates.

Preparation.

Amorphous

Silicon
equal parts of

is

best

prepared by

powdered and welldried white sand (SiOi) and magnesium.
This mixture is placed in a test tube and
heated with a Bun sen flame. The reaction
mixing

ins with a glowing which rapidly
extends thruout the entire mixture.
Si

O-

+

2

Mg =

Si

+

2

Mg

O.

ried kinds.

Lime (Plate) Glass: This grade is much
cheaper, harder and less fusible than "lead"
glass.
It is either a soda or potash-lime
glass. The soda-lime glass, which is readily
fusible, is the commoner sort, such as is
used where cheapness is desirable, such as
is used for window glass, plate glass, botThe potash-glass, also known as
tles, etc.
Bohemian and Crown glass, is a silicate of
lime and potassium. This kind fuses only
at a high temperature, and is harder, and
withstands the action of water and acids
For this reason it
better than soda-glass.
is used extensively for the manufacture of
chemical glassware, which must withstand
temperatures without fusing.
is used for Leyden jars.
Lead (Flint or Crystal) Glass: Litharge
(PbO) or red lead replaces the calcium
oxid of lime glass. This kind is used for
cut-ware, optical glass, such as lenses and
prisms, being heavy, possessing great luster
and brilliancy.
Replacement of a portion of the lead
oxid by thallium oxid or boron tri-oxid,
causes the refractive property of the glass
The boron
to be increased considerably.
glass is called "strass" and finds use in the
manufacture of imitation gems.
The varied colors of glass are obtained by
the addition of various metallic oxids or
salts.
Blue glass is made with cobaltic
oxid or cupric oxid I'iolet glass, by using
manganese dioxid Red by metallic copper
fairly

Not hiyh/y refractive
to light

Fig.

161.

Highly
refrocfr/e

Illustrating Various
of Glass.

Optical

Properties

Glass.

What a common substance Among the
many necessities of daily life, few manu!

more important than
The importance of this substance
brought home forcibly when we

factured articles are
glass.
will be

Occurrence.

As previously

Thus the
of the sulfates and coal dust.
sulfates are reduced to sulfids, which form
Upon the composisilicates with the sand.
tion depends the degree of fusibility, hardness and refractive powers of the glass.
Thus we must distinguish between the va-

high

Potash glass

Despite the fact that
mineral structure.
this element is so widely distributed, the
element itself has been, until recently, separated from its compounds only with such
great difficulty that it was only a curiosity.
By the present methods of reduction it is
no longer difficult.

Amorphous

much to even for a moment try to
imagine what kind of an existence we
would have without our glass windows. It
would mean that we would have no use for
clocks, as our time would be controlled
Imagine if
solely by the sun and moon.
you can such a superstructure as the Woolworth Building, as well as many others,
practically a city in itself without windows.
It is true that there may have been substitutes, but it is hard to conceive of anything
which would compare with glass.
What is this substance which we could
hardly do without? Generally speaking, it
is an amorphous mixtttre of the silicates of
calcium or lead with those of an alkali
(Potassium or Sodium), obtained by fusing
sand (Silicon Dioxid), lime or lead oxid
The
with sodium or potassium carbonat.
cheaper grade of glass contains instead of
the alkali carbonats a mixture of either one
too

;

;

(Continued on page 831

only mention that without it the sciences
of Chemistry and Physics and all branches
utilizing the microscope and telescope (see
would probably never have been
Fig. 161
advanced to their present elevation. Baci

its allied studies would have
been unexplored, and as a result the lives
many who have been cured by microif
scopic examinations and subsequent proper
treatment would have been sacrificed. Aside
from the fact that it is an everyday necessity, being employed among other equally
important uses, as a container fur the milk
which is delivered in the morning, the
glasses used for drinking purposes; in rural
and in
districts as chimneys for lamps
large cities and dwellings for electric lamp
and gas lighting. It would tax the reader

teriology and

:

Pots

mode
for

of refractory

fire

day

motr/qg g/ass

In MakAre Placed in Refractory Fire
Clay Pots Such as This, and Then
Melted at a Great Heat In a Furnace.

Fig. 159.
ing Glass

The Ingredients Used

—

;
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This department will award the following monthly prizes: First Prize, $3.00; Second Prize, $2.00; Third Prize $100
The purpose of this department is to stimulate experimenters towards accomplishing new things with old aDDaratiid or nH m ,,„i
and for the most useful, practical and original idea submitted to the Editors of this department, a monthly series of nri7« »iii h« 1^,5 „ J"
For the best idea submitted a prize of $3.00 is awarded; for the second best idea a $2.00 prize, and for the third best nrize of si m
article need not be very elaborate, and rough sketches are sufficient.
We will make the mechanical drawings. Use onlv* onp aiiriv
ue,7>f«»ii«*
OI sne et.
Make sketches on separate sheets.

S
,

SECOND PRIZE, $2.00
SIMPLE RECTIFIER MADE FROM
POLARIZED RINGER.
The materials required are a low-resistance polarized telephone bell, two pair
of binding posts, preferably rubber-covered,
about 3" of l i" x J/16" brass or copper
:

Next

cut one piece (Fig. 6) for socket and
solder socket base securely to this, then
wire up, putting wire thru base and soldering top on. For the shade holder cut four
pieces of }4" iron or brass wire and solder
as in Fig. 4.
For the shade cut four

strip, and a plain wooden base, 4" x 3".
and two silver dimes.
Remove the gongs from the bell and
mount it on the base by means of two
oblong blocks of wood, to the ends of
which are screwed the attachment lugs on
the bell; the blocks in turn being screwed
to the base.
Bend up 1" of each brass
strip.
To the upper portion solder half
of a dime, previously filed to a smooth sur-

artistic

glass cut after the pattern of Fig.
or
5,
figured glass may be purchased reasonably
at any fixture shop.
If made of brass
the lamp may be polished and lacquered or

and bungalow.

Contributed by

M.

F.

HOLMES.

THIRD PRIZE, $1.00
A COMBINATION

HOW TO MAKE

VOLT AND AMMETER.

A

combination meter can be made from
a burned out or otherwise damaged winding of a volt or ammeter of the permanentmagnet pocket type.
Remove the old winding and rewind with
No. 26 silk covered or enameled magnet
wire, fastening the negative end to the
shell or negative terminal, and the other
end to the positive terminal. This is the

dimes onto opposite sides of the hammer
see sketch for arrangement of parts. Thesr
two strips must be held down to the base
by a pair of small screws. The two pairs
of binding posts should be placed at opposite ends of the base.
Connect as in
wiring diagram.

brouno'an frame

Silver

quite

expense by cutting out the side of
some such pattern as shown.
These are backed up by pieces of ground
the shade in

given an oxidized copper finish.
Such a
lamp will prove very useful in the camp

Solder the other two halves of the

face.

The shade may be made
at small

The Finished Table Lamp.

dimes

-t€Hj|J|p3-

—

/.?'

Figz

O

IIOVA. c

stand

O-

Simple Rectifier Constructed From Polarized

This

from

rectifier

will

only handle currents

Solder

to 9

3
Bottom

Fig.

—

HOW TO MAKE

A TABLE LAMP
FROM SHEET METAL.
iron, brass

or

copper, as per Fig. 1, solder together and
then cut one piece as in Fig. 3, and fasten
to this.
Then cut one piece like figure
2, and bend as on dotted lines, making a
stand three inches square and twelve inches
high.
Put this thru the opening in the
completed base until it strikes bottom, then
solder securely; cut a hole for the cord
about one inch from the top of the base.

Fig.

5

shode

4

CAMERON.

j*

-

Fig 6
Top ofStand

AUTHORS!!!

Cut Out the Parts for
Making the Table Lamp Here Shown. Copper or Brass Gives a Fine Finish.
It

is

a Simple Job to

pieces (Fig. 5) and solder; then fasten
Yon can glue a piece of felt
to holder.
on the bottom of lamp.
ten-cent can

A

if

Mission

Green enamel

make an

will

color for the lamp,
be used in the den.

attractive

reading, such as for old cells,

etc.

The volt reading is obtained by connecting a resistance (R) of varied size at J,
and terminal V, which is tested by a dry
cell reading approximately l}/> volts.
The amperes are now read by connecting a piece of No. 22 or 24 copper wire
(A.W.) in shunt with the coil at J and
a suitable switch, SW, to the case.
The
proper length may be found by testing with
a cell of known amperage.
Contributed by
L. W.

Shade holder

$3.00

Cut four pieces of sheet

coils,

t__

Fig.

D. C. will be obtained at the other terminals, due to auto-transformer action and
drop due to resistance of contacts. Lubricate the armature pivots.
Contributed by
GEORGE LUNGE.

FIRST PRIZE,

weak current

J'dia/n.

ivire

amperes without dangerously
overheating and operates best on 25 cycle
frequency.
Connect the terminals leading
from the coils directly to the 110 volt A. C.
current; direct current at about 50 volts
1

Details are Here Given for Building a Combination Volt-Ammeter From a Pocket Style
Volt Meter or Battery Gage.

~7~

Ringer.

if

it

is

to

All matter intended for publication
not only by us, but by any
other magazine or newspaper as
well
should be written on one
side of the paper only and in ink.

—
—

If it isn't,

somebody

else

must copy

part of it off on another sheet before it is given to the printer.
iniiiiimiiiuiilr.
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cciucs Formulas
EDITED

HOME-MADE PERISCOPE FOR
READING TEMPERATURES
AND OIL GAUGES.
The submarine commander

lias

found the

periscope invaluable for readily locating en-

''--.,

7

a motion
(Fig. 4).

BY

S.

pulling

like

Once

CERNSBACK
on a

started,

glove-finger,
is not the

there

ARTHUR

slightest difficulty.
Fig. 5 shows the

end of the operation,
with the completed tube coming thru, right
side out. with the seam concealed, and with
the extra flap serving to stuff the tube and
make it plump and round. The conductor,
composed of a dozen braided wires from
your old Ford secondary, is run thru with
the tape needle, and there you are.
Cost
per yard, exactly $0.00.
I have a particular affection for this invention because I had a dollar on it once
about the only dollar I ever did wring
from Science. The stenographer was aiming to replace a broken belt-loop on her velvet coat, and was stumped to know how the
tailor had got the seam inside.
Recognizing my old process, I was explaining it to
her. when the boss came in and bet me a
dollar I couldn't do it. The girl made the
tube, I ran the string, manipulated a second,
and '"Psst .'" thru it went, like a rat two
jumps ahead of the feline.
The boss
handed over his dollar, while the stenographer said something which in polite

—

:

Metal or otter

tube z'souo/v
Optional

clomp

..

such cases will be very turbid and in a state
resembling fermentation.
Contributed by
SCHALLER.

'Bottom m/rror

at45"

NEARLY PERFECT — WHAT
1/1000TH INCH ACCURACY
MEANS.

Such

the perfection of modern machinery- that l/1000th of an inch is a large
error in metal working, tho a sixty-fourth
of an inch was near enough for the craftsman of fifty years ago. Optical goods, like
lenses and prisms can now be made with
surfaces accurate to l/50,000th of an inch
without undue difficulty, and for the most
exacting purposes of scientific research it is
possible to make a flat or curved surface to
an accuracy of one millionth of an inch.

But even such marvelous accuracy as

emy

Easy

In

this

far short of theoretical precision.
If
the most perfect mirror could be magnified
until the molecules became visible, it would
appear anything but flat.
In fact, when
X-rays were discovered this form of radiation appeared not to be subject to regular
reflection like a beam of light falling upon
a mirror. This has since been found to be
due to the fact that the most perfectly polished surface is relatively rough to the exceedingly short waves of X-rays, just as a
sheet of paper is rough to ordinary light,
and so reflects it diffused.
falls

Contributed by

A Peacetime Periscope
Scales

is

to Make Reading of
Inaccessible Places.

H.

J.

GRAY.

PREPARATION OF PYROMORPHIC
vessels

and

obtaining

his

CARBON.

bearings

under war-time conditions, and any

elec-

Pyromorphic carbon

trician or engine room attendant, who has
once used one of these home-made periscopes for reading meters, oil gauges or thermometers in inaccessible places, will never
be without one. To make one of these periscopes, procure a piece of round or square
metal tubing about two inches across. The
tube may be of any length desired. Two
small mirrors of suitable size arc procured at a ten-cent store, and these are
placed at an angle of 45 degrees, one at the
bottom of the tube and the other at the
top of the tube, in the manner shown. The

image of the scale is reflected in the top
mirror, thence down the tube onto the face
of the lower mirror, and then out thru the
opening in the tube to the eye. In some
cases, these meter-reading periscopes are
fitted with flashlight bulb at the top and a
push button and battery on the base of the
tube suitably secured in place, in order that
the gauge may be illuminated.

takes

fire

is

spontaneously.

from lead tartrat. To
tartrat mix solutions of tartaric acid and
lead acetat.
Lead tartrat is precipitated.
This is filtered, washed and dried in tbe

Next an ampoule

air.

is prepared by draw(See diagram.) The
is
now put in the ampoule and
until no more white
fumes are

ing out a test tube.
tartrat

heated
given off. It is then sealed at the constriction before cooling.
After it is thoroly
cooled and if the tip is broken off the substance when sprinkled out will burst into
flame before reaching the floor.
Pst!
Tells

An Alcove
Us

How

Secret!
Our Friend
the Tailors Got the

ladies'

language

is

d !"
Contributed by

I'll

equivalent to

heating, lead tartrat decomposes, leav-

ing lead and carbon. These are in such a
finely divided state that they absorb oxygen
thereby bursting into flame.

—"Well, —

be d

THOMAS

On

Reed

Seam

Inside.

REED.

LIGHTING A BUNSEN BURNER
WITHOUT MATCHES: If a crystal of

potassium chlorat

is

rubbed on the side of a
Finished ampoules

Test tube-.

MAKING FLEXIBLE-CORD

ANOTHER STORM GLASS OR

Xow

1T~

BAROSCOPE.

COVERS.
Cut a strip of cloth, any kind and any
length, half an inch wide, fold it lengthwise as in Fig. 1, with the urong side out
if there is a wrong side, and sew a line of
machine scitch down the side as shown.
Don't try to sew too near the edge.
Next, run a piece of stout twine thru
with a tape needle, as shown in Fig. 2.
When thru, gather the upper edge of your
cloth tube together, as in Fig. 3, and sew
it to the piece of twine.
Don't try to tie
your twine, as that makes rather too large
a knot to start thru easily.
hold the other end of the twine in
one hand (or if your tube is very long, tie
it to a door-knob) and with the other hand
work the puckered end down inside, with

a substance which
It is prepared
prepare the lead

Potassium

Ammonium

nitrat

chlorid
Absolute alcohol

Alcohol

Gr.
Gr.
Fl. Dr.
Fl. Dr.

30
36

6
6

Put the mixture into a bottle 18 inches
and -)4 inch in diameter, and cover
the mouth with a piece of perforated
in length

plaster.
If the weather is to be fair the insoluble
matter will settle at the bottom of the tube,
while the liquid remains pellucid; but previous to a change for rain, the compound will
gradually rise, the fluid remaining trans-

Twenty-four hours before a storm
or very high wind the substance will be
partly on tbe surface of the liquid, apparently in the form of a leaf; the fluid in
parent.

KJ>

X0
Leod tartrate

An

Chemical Experiment
Spontaneous Combustion.

Interesting

of

match box, tiny sparks of flame will
This is due to the combustion of
the phophorous on the box with the oxygen
safety

result.

of the potassium chlorat.

Contributed by

JOE BRENNAN.
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Storage-Battery Ventilation for
Bruce

Pole
Ford)

issued to
of ventilating the battery
the exterior of the shell of

(1.285.659;

A means
cells

to

A

Collapsible Wireless Telegraph

Submarines

submarine whether submerged or
on the surface, and an automatic way
a

(1,285,940;

issued

to

coil encircles this

797

cone thru which
This
is past.

an alternating current

Leon

Choda

kowski)
Atta-Boy, Leon!
Why didn't you
think of this before the war.
Now
we don't need it, thanks to Mr.
Roger's underground radio.
wireless telegraph pole of the collapsi
Me type for elevating the wireless
antenna.
It consists of a flexible
and inflatable bag adapted for arrangement in pole formation when
inflated and carrying wires near the
top.
The device is so made as to
be readily filled with gas and emptied as desired.
means of carrying the gas in tanks with the signal
corp section may be provided for
the filling of the bag, or comprest
air may be used.

conical shape has the effect of gradually reducing the influence of the

is either equal to or a harmonic of
the natural frequency of the oscillating circuit.

Target Apparatus
(1,286,215;

issued

to

Clarence

H.

Brainard)

A

Each plunger

is

so set in the tar-

get that it immediately absorbs all
the kinetic energy of the bullet on
impact and then drops the bullet
into a receptacle.
At the same tune
the movement of the plunger actu-

A

of

accomplishing this object.

Each

one of the cells is closed and a vent
pipe is connected to its interior,
which is arranged to discharge thru
and to the outside of the boat. An
arrangement of inlet and outlet
valves and an air pump regulates the
discbarge of the gases, acid, electrolyte, etc., that may escape from the
cells by accident.
Also a means of
air circulation is provided around
and between the cells for regulating
the battery temperature.

Stabilizer for Flying-Machines
issued to
Frank
(No.
1,286,860,

White)

A

simple appliance to be used
with any type of airplane for auto
matically controlling the balancing
surfaces of the_ machine, thereby re-

Electrolytic Process
(1.282,262;

issued to
Merritt)

Matthew

alternating current on the magnetic
ore, and also prevents it from reachThe finer paring a neutral point.
ticles float away over the edge of the
tank by the overflow of excess water
and are remagnetized, while the
heavier particles settle on the bottom
of the tank.

the aviator to that extent.
It comprises a hollow spherical body
in two sections, with a liquid-tight
joint between the top and bottom.
to contain water or
It
is adapted
other liquid, and is suspended by
lieving

M.

A

new improvement in the manufacture of copper or other metallic
sheets by electro-deposition on a
rotating cathode.
By proper correlation of the proportion of the surface
of the cathode which is immersed.
to the speed at which the cathode
is rotated, the formation of
rough
deposits
on the deposited sheet
caused by liberated hydrogen may be

Also the
reduced to a minimum.
burning of the deposits by the use
of a high current density may be
eliminated, while maintaining that
raoid rate of deposit which results
from a high current density. Also
the coarsely crystalline formation of
the sheet which results from a high
amperage during the deposit, may be
avoided by the use of an oily or
greasy coating over the surface of
the mandrel, which is preferably
treated with mercury.

Means

for

Recording Sounds

(Xo. 1,286,259, issued to Thomas A.
Edison)
This invention relates to an improved method of recording sounds.
Its object is the making of records
Where only a
for talking pictures.
single horn is used to catch the
sound waves a very poor impression
is received on the record and many
of the sound waves are not caught
In this invention the sound
at all.
waves are collected at a plurality
of points which are so separated as
It
to extend over the field or scene.
also intensifies the impulses before
A
they reach the recording device.

number

of microphones and the receivers are connected in series while
the battery and the primaries of the

induction

coils,

corresponding

in

number

to the receivers, are also in
series with each other and the micro-

an indicator by closing a switch
arranged in the path of the moving
plunger, and electrically connected
in the circuit with one or more annunciators, properly numbered.
ates

upwardly extending arms from the
hangers.
The arms are connected
by means of pivots so as to enable
the body to swing in any normal
direction of flight the 'plane might
assume.
Any shift of this spherical
body tends to raise or lower a disc
which floats on the surface of the

and

this shifting disc autoadjusts the planes and
keeps the machine in equilibrium.
liquid

matically

sillie)

An

electrical conductor is
a path for the flow of

used to

form
energy
between earth and clouds. The lower
end of such conductor being connected to the earth and the upper
end having a terminal of electricallv
conductive material.
To secure effective
connection
between earth

Apparatus and Method

Wireless

Therefor
(1,279,850;

issued

to
bilier)

The apparatus
Annealing Metal Wire by

ple,

William

consists

of a

Dusim-

electromagnetic
weight
intended to produce oscilAs a closed circuit condi-

light

Electricity

vibrator

(1,285,887; issued to Herbert Alexander, Wyndham T. Vint and Arthur Imbery)
Annealing and tempering of traveling steel and other metal wire has,
previously been accomplish t by its
being made to form a part of an
electric circuit, the ohmic resistance
of the wire with the requisite amount
current
flowing
automat ically
of
producing the desired heat.
This
invention improves on this process
in that it consists of a means for
the gradual heating of the wire when
first entering the apparatus or after
emerging from a cooling bath therein, or at both stages of the process.
A periodicity of over 25 cycles per
second is of advantage in overcom
ing the tendency to the production

lations.

of any electrolytic
may occur.

Process and Apparatus for Inducing and Stimulating Rainfall
(1,284,982; issued to John G. Bal-

exists at starting the oscillaa high primary potential is
not necessary, and therefore a direct
current source of energy of low voltage is sufficient to operate the apparatus.
It operates most efficiently
when the period of vibration of
the spring of the vibrator is in a selected ratio to the natural frequency
of the oscillating circuit; that is to
say, when such period of vibration

tion

tions,

phones.
The secondaries of the induction coils are in series with each
Therefore
other and the recorder.
no matter on what part of the stage
a performer may be, a recorder will
always be near and enable a com
plete record of the sound waves to
be taken.

Apparatus for Treatment of
Magnetic Ore
(Xo. 1,286,247, issued to Edward W.

phenomena which

A

Davis)
device whereby it

is

possible to

demagnetize magnetite ores, found

in

certain sections of the country.
By
means of this process it becomes
readily possible to quickly classify
the various grades of the ore.
A
hopper having an open top into
which the ore is discharged thru a
spout.
This hopper also has an inclined conical spout leading from it.
_

—A/vws-ao-i V
and clouds

it

is

necessary to

have

the upper terminal consisting of a
great number of fine metallic points.

For

practical

purposes

this

upper

terminal consists of a mat or fabric
sheet of considerable surface, with
a great multiplicity of electrically
conductive points, and its area is
two to ten square yards.
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The photos are judged for best arrangement and efficiency of the appais open to alt readers, whether subscribers or not.
Dark photos preinterest of this department we make it a rule not to publish photos of apparatus unaccompanied by that of the owner.
Address the Editor. "With the Amateurs" Dept.
pav $3.00 prize each month for the best photo.
t-toned ones.

Our Amateur Laboratory Contest
lls.

To increase the

We

"Amateur

Electrical Laboratory" Contest

THIS MONTH'S

WINNER —

GOBRECHT

E. J. J.
$3.00 PRIZE
accompanying photograph shows the laboratory of this month's prize winner. E. J. .1. Gobrecht, who has certainly one of the most interthat we have had submitted for some time. Everything is systematic, ami there is sufficient space to have a place for everything and
At the extreme right may be seen an elaborate switchboard containing several knife switches as well as a specially
everything in its place.
Storage batteries can be charged from
board lamp, testing lamps, telephone transmitter, etc.
made heavy current rheostat, current met
The table in the foreground contains
this switchboard when desired, and several of them may be seen on the laboratory bench in the background.
an electrolytic interrupter operating a spark coil, a pair of home-made Leyden jars and a small Oudin high frequency coil having a primary wound
rheostats
to be seen about the laboratory
and
are
tuning
coils,
loose
couplers
Uaneous
Several small dynamos an
with copper ribbon.
The usual collection of
showing that the owner has been actively interested in the theoretical and practical study of electricity and wireless.
goodly
assortment of tools arc mi
elements,
chemicals,
etc.
A
nails,
wet
battery
screws
and
"miscellaneous" comprises telephone parts, boxes of
Note the beautiful model of a monoplane
hand for the construction of the various apparatus which the author happens to be interested in.
in front of the central window of the laboratory, also the partly constructed model airplane fuselage on the floor just under the
Also do not miss the large sketch of Dr. Nikola Tesla on the rear wall, presumably enlarged and sketched from the supplement
center table.
vcars ago.
There is a phonograph in the laboratory to stimulate ideas at odd moments when
el
given with the "Electrical Ex]
This is a good specimen of what the average American boy can do in making up an attractive and useful
the owner's "think tank" goes dry.
work-shop in which to try out his ideas and supplement his theoretical studies with the actual application of the principles involved. E. J. J,
Gobrecht, Hanover, Pa.

THE

'

1

1

—

HONORABLE MENTION

(1

Year's Subscription to the

"ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER")

— WM. H. MOORE

Among the usual requisites of such a laboratory there are: 1 K.W. high frequency outfit, a Migin.n
herewith contents of my laboratory.
a cabinet. 15.000 meter coupler, together with smaller couplers, 'phones, storage battery and condensers. I also have a motor-generator
I set with
which I charge my own and other batteries. The chemical division I think, is fairly complete. It contains a retort, pipettes, a burette.
Basks beakers and all reagents necessary for any ordinary experiment or analysis. also tripod, ring stand, porcelain crucible, evaporating dishes.
The electrical division contains among
and pestle. U-tube, drying tubes, conical and cylindrical graduates, hydrometers, balance, etc.
other things, several motors, magnetos, etc.. also an arc light, resistance, step-down transformer, telephone transmitter and that inevitable collecCode Records and receive
I
Marconi-Victor
"junk.
also
have
a
set
of
"
only known to the profession as
tion of miscellaneous at
Win. II. Moore, Charleston, W. Va.
at a speed of from 15 to 20 words per minute.

GIVE

—

—
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Science in Slang
From Amber

1.

By Emerson

to Juice

Easterling

ILLUSTRATED BY THE AUTHOR

A

QUEER man

you will find him, Captain A. J. Stokes, deep and studious, yet a man of the world of

and levity.
He has nosed
every port in the seven seas
and has seen the Amazon River looking
It is needless to say he is independeast.
"

sport
into

"I have smoked a carload of Havanas
over this subject," he lit a cigar and lolled
back in his chair "from books and men I
have gained some certain amount of knowledge concerning our 'Juice'.
"Way back in the dawn of History, when
the dim diffused light of the dawning day of
experience made its vague appearance thru
the hydrous canopy that surrounded our
terrestrial abode, the unknown force manifested itself before unseeing eyes. Accord-

——

been possible for such a sagacious female
as the daughter of the Nile to look, and
perhaps confess that you were talking ragtime to her. She might proffer the chatter,
were she in the mood, that as near 'Electricity'

noun

as she could come was the Greek
and the Latin Electrum, and

-qXeKTpov

some authorities, we are not informed of any observations until a Thales
of Miletus, only six hundred years before
Christ, carved his discoveries of the funny
things that amber would do when rubbed.
"Also a bird by the name of Theophrastus, who seemed to be an authority on gems,
noted that when he shined some of his
sparklers on his pant
(oh, excuse me!
That duck wore a tablecloth) that the said
sparkler would attract small objects like
pith balls and lint from his culinary garb.
Besides Thales and Rastus and a very few
other guys who were 'on', old Jupe himself
made the pith balls animated by the frictional performance engendered by lighting to

—

ning.

"Andy Ampere,

"Benny Franklin, the .Lightning-rod Kid."

Amperes Has a

ently wealthy. Yet it is evident that he has
a speaking acquaintance with the more serious things of life, and has thumbed the
pages of History and Science in his speedy

as:

Are Due for

'How Many

Volt?'."

meant to her no more nor less
than AMBER! Here she would probably
jerk an amber dodangle from her enchanting locks and sneer, 'How could this sting
me here!' clapping her jeweled digits on
an also jeweled hip, 'You are dismist from
court.
Lack of evidence!' Whereupon
you would be forced to consider yourself
That was a way Cleo had about
at bay.
her right or wrong.
"Nevertheless you would be right and
Galvani would not be as skeptical as the
No doubt, he would swallow it
Queen.
that they

course of life.
To-night he sat across the fireside from
me at the club. In his hand he held a copy
of a current electrical periodical.
Seeing
this, I ventured to ask, "What have you
framed up in your noggin as being the right
dope on the origin, use, nature and future
of Electricity?"
He looked over at me and smiled a quaint
smile.
"That was just the sort of thing I
was thinking of, the nature and future of
the something we are wont to call 'Electricity'— but how happened you to ask?"

—

whole and believe you outright. Then he
Would more than likely demonstrate his
recent discoveries on the freshly murdered
frogs and calves. Of course, the Bologna
physician was deluded. We all know that a
Prof, from the Pavian University had to

"Oh, I don't know," I replied "I was just
wondering about it myself and I just wondered what you entertained as to it."

—

Whom Thanks

Such Latter-day Questions

;

set the populace right after Doc's assertion

{Continued on page 812)

"Mike Faraday, Who Successfully 'Vamped'
Dame Electra Out of a Bunch of Her Darkest

Secrets."

took so long from Creation
before the old timers 'got hep' to those primary examples, isn't it? But I suppose that
is what the bunch that will be here years
anon will say of we present moderns.
"Of course Cleopatra must have drawn
sparks from the red nose of some enamored
Gaul when she shuffled across the Persian
rug and did a Can-can before the Hun's
grandad, some spicey morning on a winter
visit up in Gallia.
We know that it was
static electricity, but the Egyptian Boss
didn't.
Neither did the Dutchman. As for
that bird
it probably struck him as a severe charm of his friend, Miss Ptolemy,
esq.
Had you been there and slipt her

"Funny

it

—

the 'info' that

'This Tiled Roof— the Hon. W. Gilbert— Is
Guilty of the Term 'Electricity'."

it

was what we have

chris-

tened 'Electricity' that caused the prickling
spark to play betwen Her Royal Ilium and
Dutch's crimson beak, she would have
looked at you as foolishly as could have

WET

Battery Fame. This
"Prof. Volta of
Bird Would Have Invented a DRY Battery
Sure as Nails, Even if He Had Lived in
'Bone-dry' America."

:

:
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fWrHEHRACL
The "Oracle" is for the sole benefit of all electrical experimenters. Questions will be answered here for
the benefit of all, but only matter of sufficient interest will be publisht.
Rules under which questions will
be answered:
1.
Only three questions can be submitted to be answered.
2.
Only one side of sheet to be written on: matter must be typewritten or else written in ink, no
penciled matter considered.
3.
Sketches, diagrams, etc.. must be on separate sheets. Questions addrest to this department cannot
be answered by mail free of charge.
4.
If a qu lck answer is desired by mail, a nominal charge of 25 cents is made for each question.
If the questions entail considerable
research work or intricate calculations a special rate will be charged. Correspondents will be informed as to the fee before such questions
are answered.

!^*

COLLINS-SANCHEZ HIGH FREQUENCY 3-INCH SPARK
APPARATUS.
I.itty.

Wesi

Phila.,

METER LOOSE COUPLER.

10,000
Paul H. Gebser, Roseville, P. T.
f984)
Cab, writes for data on a 10,000 meter
loose coupler.
A. 1.
give below data regarding the
construction of a loose coupler for Kl.(HM)

Pa.,

We

inquires

Q.

In the

1.

November,

1915, issue of

meters
Primary, 8

the Elf.ctkkwl

an

article

Experimenter you publishl
on "High Frequency Currents

and Apparata," by H. \\
2 shows the circuit of
frequency

high

infield Secor.
1

would like
answered

have the following questions
the "Oracle":
(1) The resistance of the
and how to construct it.
Pnm. Coil s turns '<*
OCC orenomeled mog.
mine eocti

ffojj

torn spaced^

magnet

to

Sec coil of *o layers offs%
Bti'enameled'nire mlhone'

\

of4mit waxed
paper between.
layer

No. 24

s. c. c.

EACH!!!

$1.00

Noie

coil

the

is

Kodak toy for

make your
to
itself in a real practitime

W

ll'e are after interesting ...
way.
photographs of out-of-the-ordinary |

p

cal

B
1

jects

radio and scientific suband are willing to pay $1.00 cash j

electrical,

\

aport

full

ODD PHOTOS WANTED AT

in

'.

"\

wound

12"

Collins-Saudis:

a

circuit.

\

wire.

Fig.

wk

.

W
{

Please pf
for every one we can use.
bear in mind that for half-tone re- =
production in a magazine, a photograph should he particularly sharp |
and clear.
Of course, if a subject J

happens

interest

to

us

particularly

have the photo retouched. For the general run of subjects. however, it does nut pay to go
to such expense.
Therefore, please
take pains to properly focus and exyour pictures. It often happens
| that a really mediocre subject well
| photographed wins approval over an
excellent subject poorly photographed.
.-hid don't send us plate or film "negafives"; send unmounted or mounted
| "prints", preferably a light and dark
well,

zee

can

=
=J

|

.Is to what to photograph :
Well,
that's hard for us t,i say.
leave
that up to you. ami every reader now

nindings encased /n don filled with
and deestroA

We

paraffin

has the opportunity
bfp}- coil

to

become

ter of the latest things in the

z

\

1

'

—

—

This High

Frequency

Volts A. C. or D. C.

It

Operates on 110
Produces a 3" Flam-

Coil

ing High Frequency Spark. The Interrupter
Coil Has an Iron Wire Core 5 a" Diameter by
Vi z " Long. Wound with a Coll 2'/2 " Long of
No. 28 D. C. C. Magnet Wire. Outer Diam
eter of Coil 13j".
Vibrator Fitted with 4
Diameter Silver Contacts.
Condenser 5C
Sheets of Tinfoil Z' i "xZ"i ", Placed between
Mica Sheets 6 Mils Thick and Measuring
3" by 4".
'

The capacity of the condenser.
'3) The size of the Oudin coil.
A. 1.
give herewith diagram of the
Collins-Sanchez high frequency apparata.
including the dimensions of the interrupter
magnet, the condenser, and the proportions
of the Oudin high frequency coil, the latter
being besl encased in a wax mould thoroly

We

surroundir

lation.

H

1

a re- I
realm 1

Electricity, Radio and Science.
Hut. please remember it's the "odd,
el or practical stunts" that we are
interested in. livery photo submitted
'in ponied by a brief description of 100 to 150 words.
Give
the "facts"
don't worry about the
We'll attend to that. Unclose
Style.
stamps if photos are to be returned
and place a piece of can/board in the
envelope with them to prevent muti-

1
[

I

LOW VOLTAGE, HIGH AMPERAGE
DYNAMO BRUSHES.
John Voorhecs. Jr., Kennett
(986)
Square, Pa., says
Q. 1. I have a low voltage, high amperage dynamo fitted with copper leaf brushes.
How can I apply carbon brushes?
A. 1. Concerning the replacement of the
copper leaf brushes on your small dynamo
by carbon or woven wire brushes, the appended diagram, we believe, will cover your
requirements very nicely.
Many of these
small dynamos are successfully changed
over in this way. The brush holders being
either of the round or square pattern, should
be clamped or in some way secured to the
brush holder studs on your present rocker
arm. You can obtain the round type brass
brush holders complete with springs and
brushes from any electrical repair shop or
electric fan dealer

|
|

Look around your town and

sec what you

Portable Electric Nitrogen Radiator, as
described on page 464 of November, 1918.
issue of "E. E." I presume the radiator is
simply filled with nitrogen at ordinary atmospheric pressure. I should like to know
if an ordinary hot water radiator could be
converted to one of the above type? Also
would it do if simply filled with air at atmospheric pressure?
I
suppose the efficiency would not be as great as with nitrogen filling.
A. 1.
Witli reference to converting an
ordinary hot water radiator to an electrically heated type, most probably with a little
ingenuity you could do this, but, of course,
it
will not be as efficient as the nitrogen
filled radiator.
There are several electrical
radiators on the market on the principle of
the simple form as you suggest, i.e., comprising nothing more than a suitably protected and insulated electrical heating element, which is caused to either heat up
water with which the radiator is filled, or
in some other way to produce heat in the
ordinarv manner.

:

{

one.
///

England, asks the Oracle Department:
Q. 1. I would be obliged if you would
give me a few particulars regarding the

can find that's inter- |

/'
Hani
Diametrically

Opposite

'
.

Coroan
i>rust>

g! csting.

—

photos to Editor "Odd |
Photos'', Electrical Experimenter, |
W 233 Fulton Street, New York City.

Address

Secondary. /'._. \ 12J-2" wound full No.
c. C. wire for crystal detector.
For use with audion, wind full with one
layer of No. 34 s. c. c. wire.

1

|

\

'

Spring

Ml v

NITROGEN RADIATOR FOR
ELECTRIC HEATING
Harry

I!.

Genders, Wednesbury,

'K'jut

Pigtail connection
ii

Proper Setting of Carbon Brushes on Low
Voltage Dynamo, These Replacing Flat
Copper Brushes Which Did Not Prove
Satisfactory.

When

the round type of brushes are used

(Continued on page 802)
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Test Lesson In
Draftsmanship
us tell you about
the Chicago "Tech"
method. The free

Send for this free lesson which explains
the Chicago "Tech" method of teaching
Draftsmanship by mail. Positions at big
salaries are now waiting for competent men.
Even draftsmen of limited training and
experience are snapped up and paid
you are dissatisfied
If
good salaries.
with your opportunities, learn Draftsmanship. Chicago "Tech" will train you
in the most practical way in the shortest time. Mail the coupon today and

let

show

lesson will

2

:

you how

well
equipped you are to
follow Draftsmanship.

£2^p

Enroll

in the course only if you decide that you
can take it up to advantage. No_ cost,
no obligation on you to make this inSend the coupon.
vestigation.

$25
to $100
a

Week

Draftsmen always command v
good salaries. And now when
American industries are to be called upon to meet vast foreign and increased domestic demands, the opportunities are greater
than ever. This is the time for you to prepare
for a better position— a higher salary.

Come

to the College or

Learn At

Home

Hold you present position while training. Our experts will instruct
you by mail. Only your spare time is required. You are directly under
practical draftsmen and engineers. You are taught exactly the work
required in the drafting room* of big concerns. No time put in on unnecessary studies. This means thorough instruction and early graduation.

Easy Payments
The fees for Chicago "Tech'* Courses are very moderate— and you can pay on easy
And also, you obtain in a few months what it would take
f/g terms.
f several years to acquire by ordinary methods. You can get an early
T

start.
You are soon ready to take a paying position and to quickly
get back the cost of your course. Then keep on earning more.

FREE

.J

Instruments

™-

Every student of the Chicago "Tech'* mail course in Draftsmanship receives
this set of instruments, or a cash credit in case he already has a set. These
instruments are of the same make and sizes as are used by high salaried
experts in drafting rooms of factories, shops, railroads, etc. You use them
"
d
while learning— then take them right into your practical work.

Auto andmechanism—
Gas Engine Course
REPAIR

All about automobile
its construction, operation and
taught by mail. You train directly under the Chicago "Tech" automobile experts. Splendid opportunities open now. Send coupon and get all the facts.

Learn All This in Spare Time
Principles

the

of

Automobile.

Dint made clear about the basic
principles of propulsion— uteam, gas and
electric cars. Power transmission systems
In pleasure and commercial cars, etc., etc.

Gasoline Engines.

All about the
complete coarse in gas

different types. A
engine construction, operation

and

repair.

Power Plants and Transmissions.
Application of power by 4-6-8 12 cylinder
engines. Typesof clutches, gears, drives,
axles, etc.

Carburetors and Fuel Supply
Systems. All methodsdemonstrated.

How

to test. Gasoline and
Foe] values.
air mixtures. Regulation, care and management, etc., etc., etc.

Lubrication

and Cooling

All

about oils and bow to test them. Splash
and circulating- systems Operation in different cars ox plained. Dia&Tanui and tables.
Cool ins system a completely illuatrated.etc.
Batteries. Electrical principles explained. Instructive diagraraaof wiringand
connections. Coils, condensers, vibrators,
etc., etc.

Magneto Ignition. Principles and
and
systems with diagrams. Generation of current. Field. arma tun.-, highand low tension,
Complete in every point.
all explained.
practical operation of various types

Starting and Lighting Systems.
All modern methods. Starters -spark, mechanical, air. acetylene, electric, battry—
shown in detail with diagams and full explanations. Charging.
Motor and gener-

ator adjustments, etc., etc.

Know How to Find and

Fix Troubles

Most complete instruction in auto repair work. Equips you for hich pay or to start a
business. Big demand fur trained repair men md men who know how to inspect cars.
This course makes you proficient. Prepares you to take a job as an expert. Not enough
competent men now available.

ITF"
\\71J
»» I\l
1. 1-i
All this sent

Send the coupon and get catalog and all information
about the Cou-se, the small fee and the easy terms.

on request. Mail coupon now.

!di^\

Send the Coupon

— Now

pays a large salary
and opens the way to advancement. Many executives, general managers and superintendents began as draftsmen.
Other institutions ask you to pay first— and then to find out later how well qualified
you are for this profession. We send you the free lesson first and place you under no obligation at all. Discover your qualifications before you pay anything.

The sooner you are prepared the sooner you will be

The coupon

holding- a job that

__ ^_ __ ___ ___ __ __
__ ___ ____
__
mmmm m
CHICAGO TECHNICAL COLLEGE,
i

will

bringtheTest

Lesson, free. Also information
about the profession of Draftsmanship and detailed facts

about

Chicago "Tech"

methods, the fees,
terms,

etc.

Mark

with X the branch
you are interested in
— or if in doubt about
which course to
take, write a letter
stating facts about
yourself and asking
our advice which
will be freely given.

345 Chicago "Tech" Building, Chicago
Without obligation tome, please send me your FREE Test Lesson and
other interesting literature covering the subject indicated below.
Mark X opposite work in which you are especially interested.
Plan-Reading— Building
Architectural Drafting

n
D
n
O

Plan-Reading— Shop M«n

Machine Drafting

Q

Electrical Drafting

Structural Drafting

Sheet Metal Drafting
Builders' Course

Mail either the couletter today.

pon or

Chicago Technical College
benefit

345

Chicago "Tech" BIdg.
Chicago,

111.

by mentioninp the "Electrical Experimenter"

College or

Home

when writing

to

Study?

State which.

advertisers.

Estimating
Surveying

D Map Drafting
G Autos and Can Engines

—
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Preserve Your
Phonograph Records!

THE ORACLE.

commercial A. C. induction motors below

Steel Needle,

to

ffctly

and has

tup-r tnnn.

its

a

it

lo

hiring

parallel

the record.

C—Sonom

Needle
I

i

v.

and

.y

lengthen

record

the

problem

size.

are about

them so

slot in

hammered down

to retain the plate in position.
The rotor
will revolve in the direction of the plates;
to reverse the direction of the rotor, the
plates should be placed on the other halfprojection of the pole shoe so as to face
in the opposite direction, or else the stator
frame should be reversed in position. All
of the shading plates, of course, must be
placed on the same relative side of the
stator poles in any case.
To reverse the
direction of a motor supplied with a starting winding instead of shading plates, the
leads connecting this circuit to the 110 volt

C.

supply are reversed.

THE ARMSTRONG AUDION
CIRCUIT.
John
(988)
asks for

A. 1. With regard to your query concerning the rewinding of a small 12 pole
A. C. induction motor, we are pleased to
give you the following sugestions on your

mu

tendency

h.p. in

shoe arc then bent over and

starting and running coils?

down,
can no

,i.

owing

J4

and have a

Harry Ostness, River Falls, Wis.,
(987)
asks:
Q. 1. The diagram herewith shows an
induction motor which I wish to wind so
as to operate satisfactorily on 110 volts, 60
cycles, A. C.
Can you give me data for

new.

They

Yt," thick
as to fit over the
half-projection of the pole shoe.
One or
two laminations on either side of the pole

(Continued from page S00)
a sufficient number of them should be employed to take cart of the comparatively
heavy current of these low voltage machines.
Sometimes two or three can be
placed in a row on most of the small commutators. Also a very good brush for this
machine, and one of the very best that the
Editor of this Department has come in contact with in his extensive motor repair experience, is that having a special grafitecarbon brush body about 1J-4" wide by ffl
thick, with a woven wire core or center.

WINDINGS FOR SMALL A.
INDUCTION MOTOR.

A — Ordinary

1919

March,

Q.

1.

for

etc.,

audion

M.

Burrcll, Pittsburgh, Pa.,

Data on condensers, inductances,
"Armstrong" regenerative
the

circuit.

:

I

y^r- rmt

• j-

-

1

-

o* owAirrv

-

To

with you might try winding each
of the stator poles with a coil composed of
four layers of No. 20 D. C. C. magnet wire.

,

tfonon

A. 1.
Herewith is a typical Armstrong
regenerative receiving circuit.
As all dimensions are given in the diagram, we
deem it unnecessary to go into further de-

start

coils are best wound on a form in a
small winding jig or in the lathe, and tied

These

Semi-Permanent Silvered

NEEDLES

Replace steel needles!
They play 50

V

inn limes

lo

marine

without

out,

Use Sonora Needles for melloweconomy, convenience and for Ionizer record

er tone, greater
life.

Load
UtOnm—Sotl
30c. per card of 5
At all dealers or write

Sonant
E.

HU

.oojwf

mm

YC

s 'd/am 4 'long

'st

oooJ

f

3'dfcr^ so
*si see

71

AuOion

BBIOHTSON.
:uc

sec

Use Sonora Needles on
needli

jlnc.
Pr.

Officii:

279 Broad way, i>ept, c
all

.

New York

makes

HH

of iteel

i

CAUTION! Beware
structed

'MO

^Jrjoiioitrapl;

Halts (Contyanu,
GEOBtiE

ye

tails.

of similarly conneedles of inferior quality.

to so voif oof
(flashlight ceils)

Arrangement of Armstrong Regenerative Audion Circuit for Receiving Undamped Signals.
The Dimensions of Inductances and Capacities Are Given in the Figure.

Build Your
A

Own PHONOGRAPH,

Easy With Our Help

/r*#

SAVE
OVER
HALF

Interattlni work
toy dollar, and gives
machine exactly to suit

boon

ft-w

yem a
Wefurnirour Ideals.
tone arms, ease material,
ami

prints

f 'ill

blue

'

your

Ma

Todav
Bluf

for Our Free
Offer.
Axents
for our ready built

Print
:

CHORALEON
703 Mooier BM|

Violin,

.

CO.

EILkai,, led.

Hawaiian Collar

Ukulele, Guitar, Mandolin, Cornet or Banjo
Wonderful new syrtem of teaching note music by mt.il. To first
popi!» In e»i-h lorsiitr. we'll give a $J0saperb Violin. Mandolin.
Ukulele. Gaitir. Hawaiian Guitar, Comet or Banjo absolutely free.
Terr tmall charge for lessons onlr expense. We guarantee access
or do charge. Complete outfit free. Write at once no obligation.

—

SLlUGEnLAHO SCHOOL OF MUSIC.

Dipt.

422,. CHICAGO, ILL

LANGUAGES

QUICKLY
LEARNED
OM ALL PHONOGRAPHS
—

Like Iraroina-a tone and aaea*?." Our Disc Records
retw»i inr c afreet urcrnt and pronunciation ontil you
known, fi-.i'.-if
iruoif Btudy by tbe
,

LANGUAGE-PHONE METHOD

And Rosenthal's Practical Linuistrv
War ha. created unlimited opportunities for
t.r,.. w ho knnw lantruairea.
Prepare new to

.

better ynox position or Increase rour buainea".
U»ed and reemm^nned hy educator. In leading
colleR-.,
Write f.-rbi'.klr.and Fr.^ Trial Offer.

THE LANGUAGE PHONE METHOD

931 Putnam

sometimes wound on a form
manner mentioned, and afterward

are

in

the

taped
with white cotton or linen tape, using narrow tape in this instance, or if only a wide
tape can be obtained, then this should be
split.
The coils may be given a coat of
black asphaltum, but in most cases a piece
of fish paper is placed around the polepiece and the coil then placed over this,
and after all the coils are in place, the
windings are treated with a liberal coat of
orange shellac. All of these running coils
should be connected to give alternate north
and south poles.

Distractions.

Plays any reoottL You can make
building phonograph:
for

by means of four springs, one in each corner of the form so as to hold the coil in
shape.
In repair shop practise, these coils

Building.

2 W. 4*.th St.. N. V

Von

Regarding the starting coils, these may
be composed of about 20 turns of No. 26
D. C. C. magnet wire, wound on a form so
as to slip over one side of the pole-face.
Then all coils are connected up in series
It
to jive alternate north and south poles.
may be said that the running coils and the
starting coils are connected up in two circuits;
the starting coils being invariably
provided with an automatic centrifugal
switch mounted on the shaft of the rotor
so as to open the circuit as soon as the
motor has attained synchronous speed.
In this collection, we believe you will do
very well to try the copper or brass shading
plates

These

which are also extensively employed
are used on a number of the

benefit by mentioning the "F.leetrieal

Experimenter" -ehen writing

ARC WELDING QUERIES.
Wm.

(989)
writes

S.

,

Torrington, Conn.,

Can arc welding be done with
Q. 1.
regular city lighting circuit of 110 volts
A. C. rectified to D. C. ? Would common
iron wire resistance be sufficient or would
a special low voltage transformer be necessary

?

Can oxygen be produced by

*he
of water by 110 volt D. C. ?
Would a solution of acid be necessary to
act as a conductor? Would the oxygen be
pure enough to use for welding, brazing
or burning out carbon in motors?
Could
any useful amount be had?
A. 1. Concerning arc welding you will
find very valuable information on this work
contained In a recent paper by Mr. Horner
on the electric welding of steel ships read
before the Philadelphia Section of the
American Institute of Electrical Engineers.
Copy of this paper can be obtained by mentioning the subject and the author, and
writing to the Secretary, Mr. F. L. Hutchinson, A. I. E. E., 33 W. 39th Street, New

Q.

2.

electrolysis

'

York

City.

Also you will find a very good article on
this subject in the December issue of the
Electrical Experimenter. A typical arc
welding outfit is illustrated and described
therein, including A. C. motor and D. C.
(Continued on page 804)
to advertisers.
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"Humanize"
Your
Talking Machine
you have been using an ordinary reproducer on
your phonograph or talking machine, you have been
missing the real music. You have failed to hear the
beautiful overtones which musicians listen for you
have heard but a poor imitation of the composition
as originally played or sung by the artist. The true
If

—

can not be
not
duced by ordinary reproducers.
tone coloring

It

is

— faithfully

repro-

took ten years of hard study and constant experimenting

to develop and" perfect the one reproducer that does faithfully
bring to life all there is in the record. It is called the

"Music-Master" Reproducer

Ellis

Now

being used by thousands of music- lover owners of talking
machines and every one of them enthusiastic in
praise of its wonderful merits

—

Below we reproduce just a few of the thousands of unsolicited testimonial
Read them they are more convincing than anything we could tell you.

letters

we have

received.

—

What
MR.

My

Satisfied Users

Say

You must hear the "Music-Master"

H. ELLIS.
Milwaukee, Wis.
Dear Mr. Ellis:—
J.

to appreciate its great merit

records played with your "MusicMaster" Reproducer; it brings out certain niceties and details I had
could
not
be
recorded
or
else not reproduced.
decided
Your reproducer certainly is a marvel.
Galli
sang
here with the Chicago Opera
Last week when
Curci
Company it was necessary for me to explain to one of my advanced
students that it was not Galli Curci, in person, singing in your
laboratory next to our "Studios" but one of her records played with
your "Music-Master" reproducer.
This proves that the little invention speaks for itself which should
be very gratifying to you.
Wishing you success, I remain.

to you an adequate idea of how much
device will do to improve the playing
see it
hear it compare the effect
with any and all other reproducers you know of; then you
will understand why every music-lover owner of a phonograph
who hears the "Music-Master" Reproducer wants to own one.

Very truly yours.

matter what style, size or make of talking machine you
have if it uses disc records you can use the Ellis "MusicMaster" and enjoy the real music. The "Music-Master" is
easily put on any machine
it does not harm the records;
in fact it prolongs their life,
because it is much lighter in
weight than other reproducers.

It

is

delightful

to

listen

to

FLEETWOOD

A

A.

—

DIEFEXTHAELER,

Director.

"Music-Master" Reproducer reached me several
days ago and I have tried it out in every shape and form and it
is simply
a revelation, a wonder, a thing of beauty and a joy
forever. I am delighted beyond my fondest dreams. I tried one of
latest Ellis

Caruso's hardest records with the loud steel needle, also my hardest
band records and never a blur or discordant note.
"I spend my spare time enjoying the marvels of the "Music-Master"
and the longer I use it the harder it is to stop.
have never
enjoyed our records as completely."

We

—

One

this

of

wonderful

For

little

enthusiastic user says
"There is more music in my records than I imagined possible
until I discovered it by means of your Reproducer."

machines

all

Plays

Write Today for Full Details
Fill out and mail the coupon below. If you will also enclose
10c in stamps, I will send you a valuable little booklet entitled "Pointers on the Care of Talking Machines and Rec-

ords." But, send the coupon for full details about the "MusicMaster" Reproducer whether or not you wish the booklet.

—

MAIL THIS COUPON NOW!

"The "Music-Master"

Reproducer

brings

out

the

musical

and

H. ELLIS,

tone coloring true to Life."

another

—

P. O.

"The reproduction of the human voice is wonderful and the
rendition of violin as true to the artist's performance as when making
the record even to the down touch of the bow."
Still

—

Ellis

another says

H. ELLIS,
P. O.

882,

send

Milwaukee; Wis.

me

Name
Addr
City

benefit by mentioning the "Electrical

information about

the

enclose 10c in stamps. Please send me you
booklet "Pointers on the care of Talking Ma
chines and Records."

MILWAUKEE. WIS.

You

full

"Music-Master" Reproducer

I

Patentee and Manufacturer

Box 882

Box

Please

"I would not sell my Ellis "Music-Master" for a thousand dollars
unless I first got another equally good."

J.

Records

all

No

Another user says

And

—

—

You must

records.

—

Chicago customer says
"Your

Words cannot convey

Experimenter" when

-writing to advertisers.

.

State

—
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generator, as well as regulating inductances
for controlling the arc voltage, which is
about sixty to seventy volts usually.
A. 2. With reference to producing electrolytic oxygen from water, would advise
that this is done right along commercially,
and full information as to the apparatus
used may be obtained by communicating
with the International Oxygen Company,

Need

Training
Read
This
.Guarantee

New York

City.

This method of producing oxygen (as
well as hydrogen) by passing a direct current thru vats containing water is used in
the lighter or
the Army Balloon Corps
hydrogen gas being used in this case for
filling the balloons while the oxygen is used
for oxy-acctylene welding outfits, flame
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the gas consists
of the water
by adding sodium bicarbonat or sulfuric
acid, and a series of multiple and alternately charged, perforated metal plates are
immersed in the water, one set of plates
being positive and the other negative. Hydrogen gas collects at the cathode or negative pole, and oxygen gas at the anode or
You would do well in this
positive pole.
in increasing the conductivity
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connection to look up any chemistry book
and also refer to some of the back lessons
of the "Experimental Chemistry" course
publisht monthly in the Electrical Experimenter, where this electrolytic apparatus has been described.
The production of the two gases
causes the decomposition of the water
into its constituent elements due to the
passage of current thru the water. The
large electrolytic generator used at the
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You

hundred diagrams of

electrical apparatus covering
every conceivable device with which the every-day
electrician will come in contact with and be called
upon to connect up, including diagrams and connections for various types or bell and telephone
circuits, including the inter-communicating system
so widely used in residences and offices.
One
section deals with connections of telegraph instruments and diagrams are given showing the connections for the electrical writing instrument known
as the "Telautograph."
Other sections deal with
the connections of X-ray and gas lighting apparatus, primary batteries, storage cells, locating faults
on circuits, electric lighting circuits and arrangements for two and three-way switching, house and
office building wiring, theater lighting, etc., etc.
tther descriptive chapters, together with complete wiring connections, are given covering arc
lamps, the Tsernst lamp, the Cooper-Hewitt lamp,
etc.
Recording wattmeter hook-ups are given as
well as "demand meters"; diagrams, also circuits
fur shunt and compound-wound motors, automatic
starters, drum controller connections, street car
hook-ups, electric automobile circuits, direct current and alternating current dynamo and switchboard connections, the action and connection of
motor-generator compensators, transformers, switchboards, ground detectors, storage battery charging
panels with and without boosters, testing of circuit troubles and the use of the Wheatstone bridge,
wiring tables giving the size of wire for various
loads and circuit runs, et cetera. The closing chap(

—

ter treats
lighting.

on

benefit by

electric

signs,

flashers

and display

THE BOY'S BOOK OF SUBMARINES,
by A. Frederick Collins. Cloth covers,
l
illustrated, 220 pages, size 5 x l /
2 inches.
Publisht by Frederick A. Stokes Company, New York. Price $1.35.

A most interesting exploring trip into the How
and Why of the submarine in plain everyday language that we may all read and understand. The
important part _ played by this work is that It
the uninitiated a clear and comprehensive
digest of just how the "terror of the seas" operates
and functions.
From the theory to the completed submarine
each detail is carefully explained as the following
list of contents shows.
The First of the Submarines How to Make and
Work a Model Submarine
a real Submarine
is Made and Works
The Heart of the Submarine
Making and Shooting the Torpedo Making the
Submarine Deadlier The Wonderful "Eye" of the
Submarine The Marvelous Tongue and Ears of
The Crew of the Submarine
the Submarine
the
Submarine Attacks The New Submarine
Chasers, the Last Word in Submarines.
The chapter devoted to the periscope is very
thoro and clearly illustrates the principle on which
Directions are given for the construcit works.
tion of a model periscope much on the line of
those in practical use.
Methods of signaling play an important part in
the successful operations of the under-sea boat
and these various means are given a great deal
Particularly we might mention Radio
of attention.
Semaphore The Submarine Bell and the conductivity or under-water "Wireless" which operates
on a system of copper plates induction coils,
phones and a current source.
gives

—

— —

—
—

—
—How

—

— How

—

—

—

—

THE MAINTENANCE OF WIRELESS
TELEGRAPH APPARATUS,

by Percy

W.

Harris. Cloth hound, pocket size, 4 34
inches by 7J4 inches, 127 pages, illustrated.
Publisht by The Wireless Press,
Ltd., London. Price 90 cents.
A handy pocket manual primarily intended for
the

PATniAi A
PI
tLtL
"™"™^^ I" Kll_»AI_
^*^»fc

to

298 pages, 207 illustrations, size 6**4 x 4J/2
inches. Cloth bound $1.00, leather bound
Publisht by Frederick J. Drake &
$1.50.
Company. Chicago, 111.
This work forms a tried and true friend of the
electrician and wireman.
There are over two

—
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School

eight times that of the hydrogen gas, but
the oxygen gas will occupy only one-half
the space that the hydrogen gas occupies,
since a given volume of hydrogen gas is
approximately one-sixteenth as heavy as
the same volume of oxygen gas, and as a
result the volume of gas collected in the
negative electrode chamber will be practically twice the volume of gas collected in
the positive electrode chamber.

—

L AMERICAN

Balloon

The weight
uses bicarbonate of soda.
of the oxygen gas liberated by a certain quantity of electricity will be about

You've read our Guarantee you know that
training will pave the way for promotion
and better pay— you know you can't hope to

—

DESCRIPTIONS FOR ELECTRICAL
\VORKERS v by Horstmann & Tousley.

(Continued from page 802)
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aboard ship who usually handles

Marconi equipment and as such

it serves its purhas been covered in
many other previous works on this subject so that
a partial list of the contents will serve to give an
General information,
idea of the ground covered.
such as the care of the wireless cabin, taking
Preparing in-'
the apparatus, inspections, etc.
tions for laying up, transmitting apparatus, marine
switchboards and their care, motor starters, converters, keys, transformers, condensers, disc dischargers, receiving apparatus, the care of the
also the replacing of parts, the aerial and its fittings, the lead-in and the care of insulators.
A very complete chapter on the storage battery
is included, which explains how to take care of
marks
the battery while in actual use. also
on storing away the battery if it is to be taken out
contime.
A
brief
length
of
any
service
for
of
cluding chapter treats on the Marconi wavemeter
ship,
the
measurements
aboard
adaption
to
and its
such as the wave length of the transmitted and in-

pose.

Much

of

It is a very neat volume and the author has
evidently done his best to enable the layman and
experimenting youngster to grasp the mysteries of
Deserving of mention is the chapter
the U-Boat.
on how to construct a real live working model that
will make all these principles clear.

MILITARY
UAL, by

.

in its explanations and
presupposes on the part of the reader a previous
knowledge of the theory of radio circuits and apparatus. Similar books have appeared on this Bide
in
'.f the Atlantic which have been much broader
SO tar as the commercial ship radio equipment
is concerned at any rate.

mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing

tbtedly

in

J.

MAN-

been of great aid

to

all

Signal Corps

war and which will find a place
peacetime activities of the Army.
Each and every detail, such as personnel, or-

men during

-

coming wave lengths.
This book is very brief

CORPS

SIGNAL

Andrew White.

Cloth bound.
562 pages, 260 illustrations, size 5 x 7J4
Publisht by Wireless Press, Inc..
inches.
New York. 1918. Price $1.50.
An interesting and practical volume which has

the materia]

the

ganization, drill instruction, various components of
the different branches of a corps are described fully
so that a beginner has a wealth of information at
Nothing is too small to escape mention,
hand.

nothing

is omitted.
A partial list of the contents will serve to give
The Signal Corps' relation
the scope of this work
Government
Aircraft
to the line of the Army
and Administration Commands and Signals
Physical Training Instruction with Arms The
Company Mounted and Dismounted Field Signal

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
Troops — The Wire Companv — The Radio Com
pany — Telegraph Company — Reviews — Inspection
complete chapter
.Manual of the Saber.

A

most

devoted to technical instruction and apparatus
overing fundamentals of electro-magnetism, bat-
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i
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Heat a small quantity of slick sulfur in
a clean evaporating: dish until the sulfur
melts.
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into it.
sulfur to harden.
Repeat this operation
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Ill

Experiment

G.

H

Now

cannot determine the presence of
radio-active substances in a compound or
mixture by chemical means, because these
substances are found in such small quantities.
We may, however, detect their presence as Becquerel did by the use of the
photographic plate or by the use of the
electroscope, by which method Madame
Curie discovered Radium.
(See Experiment No. 108). Let us recall the passage
of electricity thru a liquid.
The liquid
ionizes
similar
of the
greater

is not, H will spring away from
by means of the charged rod

electroscope, i. e., the air is somewhat
ionized, depending upon atmospheric and
other conditions.
Place the electroscope near the stove or
radiator.
find that the natural leak of
the electroscope is the same, i. e., heat does
not cause any additional ionization of the
air.
If however a Bunsen flame is placed

H

We

(Continued on page 808)

TABLE

102.

Uranium- Radium
Kind

and we call it an Electrolyte. In a
manner, a gas ionizes, the velocity
ions in the gas being tremendously

than that of the ions in the electroThis explains the natural leak of the

lyte.

C away to position of figure 99-B.
are insulated from the
Since G and
rest of the electroscope the charge cannot
leave and the electroscope is now charged.
To discharge touch the finger to the bent
rod and bring the rod into contact with
The charge
the gold leaf system H-G.
will pass to the finger and thru the body
to the earth.

bend rod

Series.

of

Period of Half Decay
5,000,000,000 years

Radiation

Substance

a

Uranium 1
Uranium 2
Uranium x
(Uranium y)

P

Ionium

cc

years
days
Wz days
200.000 years
2,000 years
days
3 minutes
200,000

oc

P,

Radium
Radium Emanation
Radium A
Radium B
Radium Ci
(Radium C-)
Radium D
Radium E
Radium F (Polonium)

cc,

7

243/5

P

a
re

P,

7

19y2 minutes

P
P

/2

5 days

7

a

136 days
Series.
13,000,000,000 years

1

rayless

2

P,

7

a
a

...

re

...

cc,

...

P

cc

...

P,

7

Actinium

benefit by mentioning the "lilectrical

years
hours
737 days
3J4 days
53 seconds
1/7 second
103/5 hours
60 minutes
very short
3 1/10 minutes
S'/i

by2

a
P

Series.

unknown

rayless
cc,
re,

years

K> J

.a

Actinium
Radio-Actinium
Actinium x
Actinium Emanation
Actinium A
Actinium B
Actinium C
Actinium D

minutes

1.4

Thorium

Thorium x
Thorium Emanation
Thorium A
Thorium B
Thorium G
(Thorium Cj)
Thorium D

minutes

26-54

o, P, 7

P,

112.

We

system would thereby be disturbed.
We will now proceed with the fundamental experiment of charging and discharging the electroscope. Rub an ebonite
rod or ordinary fountain pen with cat's
fur or flannel or your coat sleeve (or a
Bring this charged
glass rod with silk.)
rod in contact with bent rod B, at the same
time turning B so that it touches the rod
Now by means of the charged rod
G.
charge will travel thru the conductor B to
G and therefore G and the gold leaf, having the same charge, will repel each other.
Since the rod G is rigidly fastened and

Radiothorium
Warren

110.

to the extreme
sensitivity of the instrument, the gold leaf

Thorium
Mesothorium
Mesothorium

166

A

charged slightly and ow'ng

£A

SVPHERMFG.CO.

natural leak of the electroscope.
To
leak, set up a telescope
pointing at the window of the electroscope
as in figure 100-A.
paper scale may be
attached in the electroscope behind the
gold leaf system so that the field of view
of the telescope will appear as in figure
100-B.
Take readings of the telescope at
equal intervals of time and the average
will give a good approximation of the
natural leak.
the

measure the natural

In conducting experiments with the electroscope all parts except the gold leaf system should be connected with the earth;
since any part insulatea is likely to become

the leaf

Build and Fly

111.

After the electroscope has been charged
and allowed to stand awhile we find that
it loses its charge slowly but surely.
The
rate at which the charge is lost, is called

:

between
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a
a

3 9/10
2/1000
36 3/10
2 5/100
454
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Wauldrit

Down

Stay

He

was putting in long hours at monotonous unskilled work. His
small pay scarcely lasted from one week to the next. Pleasures were few
and far between and he couldn't save a cent.
He was down but he wouldn't stay there! He saw other men promoted, and he made up his mind that what they could do he could do.
Then he found the reason they were promoted was because they had
So he made up
special training an expert knowledge of some one line.
training.
kind
of
his mind that he would get that

—

—

He marked

and mailed to Scranton a coupon like the one below. That was his first
He found he
It brought him just the information he was looking for.
could get the training he needed right at home in the hours after supper. From that
time on he spent part of his spare time studying.
step upward.

—

The first reward was not long in coming an increase in salary. Then came another.
Then he was made Foreman. Now he is Superintendent with an income that means
independence and all the comforts and pleasures that
make life worth living.
It just shows what a man with ambition can do. And this
man is only one out of hundreds of thousands who have
climbed the same steps to success with the help of the
International

Correspondence Schools.

What

about you ?

merely to hang on where you are or would you,
too, like to have a real job and real money ?
It's entirely up to you.
You don't have to stay down. You can climb to the position you
want' in the work you like best. Yes, you can!
The I. C. S. is ready
and anxious to come to you, wherever you are, with the very help you

Are you

satisfied

need.

Surely
can't

when you have an opportunity
it.

And

the

obligating yourself in

way

to

(

CORRESPONDENCE

—

Explain, without obligating me,
tion, or in the subject, before
111
BlElectrician
l.l

I

II

1 1.

I

SI,

I

\ 1.1

G Electric Wiring
Electric Lighting
Car Running
B ElectricElectric
Traction
G Heavy
Electrical Draftsman
G Electric
Machine Designer
G
Expert
Telegraph
G
G Practical Telephony
Q MECHANICAL ENGINEER
Q Mechanical Draftsman
maker
G Tool
Q Machine Shop Practice
Gas Engineer

CIVIL IM.IMIli

QSurv eying and Mapping
BHINE FOREMAN ORENGINEEK

ARCHITECT

Architectural Draftsman

B PLUMBING AND HEATING
Metal Worker
B Sheet
Ship Draftsman
Occupation

& Employers
Street

and No
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mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing

to advertisers.

how

which
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City,
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SCHOOLS

BOX 6178, SCRANTON, PA.

means so much, you

hour pass without at least finding
do that is easy without cost, without
any way. mark and mail this coupon.

afford to let another priceless

out about

that

—TEAR OUT HERE.

pINTERNATIONAL

I

I

can qualify for the posi-

mark

X.

O CHEMICAL ENGINEER
3 SALESMANSHIP
H ADVERTISING MAN
Show Card Writer

Outdoor Sign Painter

RAILROADER
ILLUSTRATOR
DESIGNER
3 BOOKKEEPER

Stenographer and Typist
Cert. Public Accountant
Traffic

Management

Commercial Law

GOOD ENGLISH

Common School Subjects
3 CIVIL SERVICE
3 Railway Mail Clerk
J STATIONARY ENGINEER
i

Textile Overseer or Supt.

J AGRICULTURE

Q Navigator
I'miltrv

Raising

AUTOMOBILES

I

I

Spanish

G French

|Q

Italian
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Big Money for Boys

HISTORIC ELECTRIC SWITCH-

BOARD AND DYNAMO.

A

!

Experiment

is a wonderful opportunity right
boys who like electricity. Boys
are ambitious and will train themselves in spare time can step into positions
just as soon as they are ready. Good salaries are offered to start with splendid
chances for rapid promotion.

for

For 27 years the International Correspondence Schools have been training boys for success in electricity and over 200 other subjects.
They will help you prepare right at home for
a position in the line of electrical work you like
best
or in any other work that appeals to you.
Thousands of boys, through I. C. S. training,
have stepped into fine jobs, but never were
opportunities so great as now.

—

I. C. S. help yon. Choose the work you like
coupon below, then mark and mail it today.
This doesn't obligate you in the least, and it will briDg
you information that will start you on a successful
career.
This is your chance.
Don't let it slip by.
Mark and mail this coupon now.
-^
——
^Tt»B out

Let the

best in the

——

mm

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

BOX 6179, SCRANTON.
Explain, without oblijfatinjr

PA.

me, how I can qualify for the
which I mark X.
3 CHEMICAL E\G1\EEK

position, or In the subject, beiore

ELECTRICAL ESGISEUt

^SALESMANSHIP
^ ADVERTISING MAN

Electrician
H Electric
Wiring

Window Trimmer

Electric Lighting
™ Electric Car Running
™ Heavy Electric Traction
Electrical Draftsman
I

Show Card

Wtrle Ma*hlD# IWlcoer

Practical

i

DESIGNER

BOOKKEEPER

Telephony
IL rM.lSEEK

fitenop rapber and

Mechanical Draftsman
Ship Draftsman

Cert. Pub.

,

H
O

I

vpljt

Accountant

Management
Commercial Law

Traffic

Machine Shop Practice
Tool maker
Gas Engineer
CIVIL ENCLNEER
Surveying and Mapping
JUNE EOKFU'VOEEN'.il
"]

Writer

Outdoor Sign Painter

RAILROADER
C ILLUSTRATOR

™ Telegraph Expert

^MECIUM'

ENGLISH
dGOOD
BTiTIOBiBl ENGINEER
CIVIL SERVICE

Railway Mail Clerk
Otfrirfr or Snpt
H Teull*
AlilEU ILTli.fc
LTLKE _
AGUM

ARCHITECT

I

DrsfUnin
I'l. CURING ftlTD HF.aTISG
Sheet Meul Worker
Arebltr-ctaral

i

r

|H Sp
Spanish
Navigator
French
EoultrfrUUlnrlUFr

LJ automobiles

third test for the presence of most
radio-active substances is the "Fluorescence
Effect" which some of them have upon
certain compounds, especially Zinc Sulfid.
Any of the substances which give off alpha
radiations (see figure 102) will cause a
If the
zinc sulfid screen to fluoresce.
screen is observed thru a sufficiently high
power magnifying lens, or microscope
(say ten or fifteen diameters magnification), the continuous soft glow of the zinc
sulfid seen by the naked eye becomes, on
magnification, hundreds of tiny flashes of
light, not unlike the sparks obtained by
Figure
striking flint and steel together.
101 shows the Spinthariscope, which can be
small
is
easily made by the reader.

—

There

—— —

113.

A

ELECTmtr

Ij

It
Ullaa

A

E
metal tube with a hole, S, in its cap.
and F are lenses.
C is the fluorescent
screen on the cap of tube B.
is a small
particle of the radio-active substance.
practical use of the fluorescent effect of
alpha particles is familiar to all of us in

D

the radium paints, luminous dials, et cetera.
These compounds consist of specially prepared zinc sulfid, mixed with about 2,000
parts of radium bromid, or a radio-active
compound having an equivalent of alpharay activity. Altho the period of half decay of radium itself is approximately 2,000
years, see table 102, the luminosity of the
compound falls off, due to the fact that the
zinc sulfid loses its power to luminesce, but
not because the radium gives out. Some
specifications for luminous paint, as for
government work, stipulate that the zinc
sulfid and radio-active substance shall
be mixed in such proportions that the average useful life of the paint will be from
8 to 10 years.
The discovery of radio-activity has given
us a vast field for research and as a result
the physicist has been able to make subatomic investigations. Atoms are constantly

exploding and shoot out as fragments,
the alpha and beta particles.
Altho the
energy liberated by these explosions is
fairly large, no diminution in the weight

Thomson computed that the disintegration of one gram of hydrogen would

J.

Occupation.
Street

J.

energy to raise a million
tons 300 feet.
See Fig. 103. If only this
energy could be trapt, ami recent researi h
shows the pussibility of it, Garfield and his

and No

liberate sufficient

Ctty^
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You

coal-house gang would lose their job, for
use ten tons of dial when one
gram of hydrogen would give an equivaTable 102 gives inlent heating value.
teresting data concerning the radio-active
substances.
In each series the first substance gives the second on disintegration
and the second the third, etc. The second
column gives the kind of radiation given
off by the respective substances and the last
column tells how long it takes for the
substance to disintegrate tc half of UnThis half-period means
original amount.
that after 2,000 years, for instance, onehalf of the substance in question will have
After 4,000 years, one-half
disintegrated.
of the remainder will have disintegrated or
The total life of
disappeared, etc., etc.
pure Radium is computed from this law to
be about 22,000 years.
(To be continued)
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(Continued from page 778)

magnet type with surface wound armatures.
There are quite a number of
field

these generators still in existence in various parts of the country, and in tribute to
their designer, it should be said that they
perform their duty very well indeed, considering the time at which they were built, for
thirty to thirty-five years in the electrical
industry has, we might almost say, wittiest

the entire development of the whole scheme
of electrical generation, transmission and
utilization of power, under the directorship
of such men as Edison, Thomson, Houston.
Tesla, Westinghouse and Sprague.
The wooden switch-board, shown in the
photograph, contains four box-type field
rheostats, and it is peculiar to note that they
are mounted on the face of the board instead of in the rear, as in present day practise.

Photo by Richard Nelson.

THE TESLA EGG OF COLUMBUS.
(Continued -from page 775)
Tesla had other surprises for his audiences,
which were even more wonderful. So, for
instance, the coil on three legs, visible in
the foreground, was used to operate wireless motors, lamps and other devices, and
the spiral coil in the background served to
show extraordinary high potential phenomena, as streamers of great length.

A

of the radio-active substance has been detected after the liberation of the energy.
Present

1919

(Continued from page 806)

quantity of radio-active material will discharge the electroscope very rapidly, showing that radio-active materials have the
ability to IOX1ZE the air.
The larger
the amount of radio-active material the
faster the rate of discharge of the electroscope.
pinch of Uranium Oxid in the
electroscope chamber, will ionize the air so
rapidly that the leaf will fall practically
instantaneous!}

Leai*

March,

EXPERIMENTAL PHYSICS.
near the electroscope, we find that the electroscope discharges rapidly.
The Bunsen
flame ionizes the air very rapidly. A small

now
who

:

u'/ic/i

uniting

ULTRAVIOLET ENERGY AND
ITS USE.

By M.

Luckiesh, Pliysicist, Ncla Research
Laboratory.

Since the discovery of ultraviolet rays,
a century ago, their production
and properties have been subjected to a
great deal of investigation. However, notwithstanding the extensive literature on the
subject we must agree with Sheppard, who
says in his book on Photo-chemistry
"We are only at the beginning of the conscious utilization of the powers of light, as
distinct from the unconscious enjoyment of
them."
Owing to the many unique properties of
these invisible rays, they are extremely valuable in certain scientific investigations,
tests, and industrial processes, and it appears certain, that with the progress of the
development of sources of ultraviolet rays.
and of media transparent to them, the usefulness of ultraviolet energy will be rapidly extended. The problems in which these
unique properties may be utilized are mani-

more than

fold.

—

As to Sources: There are many sources
of ultraviolet energy, but few are powerful
enough

be

to

widely

useful.

The

ideal

which emits a continuous honbanded spectrum of high intensity thruout
source,

the entire ultraviolet region, does not exist.
Some of the sources are here ranked in
order : magnetite arc, old mercury arc, new

mercury

arc,

and carbon

arc.

The

blue flame arc emits ultraviolet energy very strongly. It is a simple matter
to construct an arc which will emit ultrastrongly,
provided handsatisfactory.
An iron rod and a

violet

energy

control

is

may be employed successfully
two poles, however two iron rods
may answer the purpose very well. These
poles may be kept cool effectively by means
of heavy brass or copper sleeves, which
carbon rod
for the

may

be wound along the iron rods as the
are consumed.
Uses of Ultraviolet Rays: Ionization of
air; powerful bactericidal agent: kill germs
in
water; effect upon animal tissue to
bronze the skin.
In industrial processes
such as acetylene and arc welding, which
are attended by powerful ultraviolet energy,
there is a demand for eye-protecting glasses.
latter

to

advertisers.
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At Our Expense

Try It Free

Now

Try This Lesson

SendNoMoney

Take

the ordinary longhand Icltcr sC(*

down-

Eliminate everything but the long

/

This

It is

always

stroke and there will remain

D.

the Paragon symbol for

is

written

downward.

From

JL/ rub out
part— the

the longhand letter

everything except the upper

E

circle— and you will have the Paragon

Write

/ and you
By
will

A.
For the Ambitious

For the Busy
Business Man

For the
Bookkeeper

Young Woman

will

be a hook, and

OF

MERIT

ITS

F. G. Cooper, famous Cartoonist of
Collier's, writes:
"Within a few days
afier receiving your set of lessons 1
made all the notes in my pockel notebook in Paragon Shorthand. I had no
previous knowledge of any shorthand.

Weeks afterward

Shorthand

can read my Para-

I

A

Salesman

a

SECRETARY
"Paragon Shorthand is highly satisI can read my
factory in every way.
writing readily, and I write the system
with perfect ease as fast as one usualmonths

Only two

talks.

after

"It

me one week

took

F

Bruno Bonquis. 1330

But

N. W..
Washington. D. C.
St..

"While employed on the local street
railway lines as conductor, with exceotionally long hours, I managed to
And an hour or two each day to study
Paragon Shorthand, from the lessons
alone and without the aid of any
end of two months I
words a minute on

teacher. At the
was writing 135

position. I
the above railroad company
salary.
Paragon is very
rapid, practical and easy to read after

am with
a

it

Harold W. Hively.

STENOGRAPHERS
"My

and I learned Paragon
Shorthand from the lessons alone,
without any teacher. She is now stenographer to the Kuhn Irrigated Land
Company, and I am with the Westing'
sister

house Co.*'
Clara Trick WiUison,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

(Mrs.)

HON. EUGENE
Boston,

"From your
studv

B.

—

course

I

ESTES

learned

the

—
—

entire

Paragon System of shorthand in seven
days.
Any person of common education can master the Paragon System
and by practice acquire speed. Paragon is ahead of any other system 1
have ever seen."

HIGH SCHOOL

IN

"I received your Paragon Shorthand
Course and have mastered it all in the
rime you said I could, just tlir evenings of seven days, and the evenings
were not very lung as we were liarTesting all the time.
I think it is
the only thing and will recommend it
to other High School Students and
also

Paragon is
High Schools
Ind.,

also being taught in the
of Alton, III., Lafayette.

Johnstown.

Pa..

Atlam.

i

Gs

and elsewhere.

MORE EVIDENCE OF
COURT REPORTING
"I have been the

Official

ITS

"Your system is. Indeed, a
and simple one.
I

short

Shorthand I am able to do any kind
work with as great rapidity as the

mastered

u"

J.

Martian Hamlc-y,

Lake Providence,

it

in

less

than

five

hours.
I am now ready to
practice for speed. Your system
Kin cermiiuy
certainly deserves
ueserves being
Dfing
advertised, and I shall certalnly do my share when OPportunlty offers."

may demand."

La.

You

used in the

it is.

same

the

I
.

|

I

benefit by mentioning the "Electrical

to

young

Shorthand Writers Wanted
Never before has American business felt so keenly the shortage of
capable shorthand writers. Big business houses are looking everywhere
for shorthand writers and are ready
to pay any salary within reason to
get the service they must have. Salaries are steadily advancing
and yet
the demand for shorthand writers has
not been supplied.

Only

$5

Think of

If

You Keep

It

For $5 you can have
a complete education in shorthand, a
life-long help
not only for yourself
but for your wife or children or anyother relative.
You can have exactly the same
course that has been taught fur •!'•
years by its inventor personally by
mail at the regular fee of $25. With
7 lessons and the ingenious self-examination method devised by the inventor you can learn Paragon at
home in seven evenings.
it.

—

SendNoMoney^Try

It

FREE

Try

it at our expense first.
Simply
out the coupon below and mail it
After you receive the Course,
to us.
study it for 7 evenings, and if you believe you can be without this valuable
knowledge any longer, mall it back to
us and you will owe nothing. Send
in the coupon or write a letter today.

fill

Home Study Department,

G01 Broad Street, Suite 350,

J.

Name
Business

Addres

Experimenter" when writing

Two good men
—

cause they could write shorthand
Frank A. Vanderlip, George B. Cortelyou, William Loeb, Jr.. Edward
Bok and other men of highest
achievement.

send

with the distinct understanding that I have 7
days after Its receipt to
either remall the Course
to you or send you $5.00.

offices of the

applies

601 Broad Street, Suite 350, Newark, N. J.

me the
IYou
Complete
Course of
PARAGON
Shorthand

W

Remember how many of the biggest
men in America got their start be-

PARAGON INSTITUTE, HOME STUDY DEPARTMENT
may

and

women.

i

pal

A

—

Newark, N.

J. A.
Wlerslg, Prim
of Luth. Evang. School.
Brighton. Col., writes:

porter tor the Ninth Judicial District
of Louisiana for a number of years,
using Paragon Shorthand exclusively,
Some years ago I learned this system
in
seven
lessons.
With Paragi-n

occasion

And

—

Paragon Institute,

MERIT

Wm.

Court Re-

large circle
(medo), which

silent

Used Everywhere

is
is

You know how

Thousands of young, ambitious men and women who have failed to
learn the old. complicated forms of shorthand have learned Paragon
with ease. They have since become court stenographers, reporters, assistants to business heads and in many cases executives of prominent
concerns and institutions.
Thousands of grateful letters now in our
files attest these facts.
Those printed at the left are typical.

Milo F. Dean.
Fairviuw, Munt.

M,
will

apply for a position
one knows
shorthand and the other does not
the shorthand man wins every time.

A Valuable Accomplishment Quickly Learned

friends."

and you

th e

as a busy executive or as a beginner
in business.

Six prefix contractions
One general rule for abbreviations.

—

/

have^V

with the

Me.

ac ross the

the great Railway Systems.
You have reached the point where
you must know shorthand to do yourself justice and compete with others

Our records show that in addition to the thousands of young men
and women who need shorthand as a help in their business careers,
other thousands business men, professional men, students, clergymen
and literary folk would like to know Paragon Shorthand as a time
saving convenience.
Still others
fathers and mothers
would like to
give their sons and daughters this wonderful advantage in order that
they may be able to be self-supporting any time it may be necessary.
Many of these persons who have not a direct need for shorthand but
want it as an instrument of efficiency and a daily time saver would buy
the complete course of Paragon Shorthand at a popular selling price.

alone— the home

will

meadow,

add

made

and corporations in the
world such as Standard Oil Company,
United States Steel Corporation and

Everybody Can Use Shorthand

Mass.

lessons

O and you

E

is

horizon-

largest firms

IS ALL.
The simple explanations and exercises are divided
into seven lessons, the principles of which one can grasp in one evening.
Speed will develop pleasantly as you make daily use of your
quickly acquired knowledge.
This is the Paragon System.
Thousands have learned the 7 lessons
in 7 evenings.
See for yourself how perfectly simple it is. Stop right
here and study the specimen lesson shown above at the right.
Now you see how easy it must be to learn Paragon and how quickly
one can equip himself with this great modern instrument of Efficiency.

1525 Ottawa Street.
South Bend. Ind.

Now

Med.

Paragon

THAT

written."

is

to Yourself

—in

Twenty-six simple word-signs:

nice

one

You now have 5 of lie characters. Thar«
in alL
Then you memorize 26
imple word fUfiu, 6 prefix contraction* and
and one natural rule for abbreviation'.
That i.aiL

like

The Paragon Alphabet

new matter and obtained a
at

have

the

•re only 26

money, of the old systems.
Now you can have your wish. Because, all that you dreaded is done
away with in the Paragon Method of Shorthand. Instead of committing to memory something like 4000 word-signs and contractions, which
in other systems largely depend for their meaning upon the position
they occupy, you have only 26 word-signs to learn in Paragon. The
entire svstem consists of

WITH RAILROAD

D — thus

so as to add

final

is

o mitted.

efficiency, advancement and increased earning power.
thousands of others you dreaded the long, weary months of
study, the memory tax, the mental strain and the high cost, in time and

beginners

master

to

continue the

Paragon

month was

l

Days

You know how often you have wished that you could write shorthand. You realized what it meant to busy executives and to business

WITH UNCLE SAM
Paragon.
My speed in
SO words per minute."

__

stroke

Now

and

O.

Therefore, _*>wou!d be

7

No Obligation

Positively at

Steno. to Secretary of State of Florida.

initial

longhand/Wwhich

For the

Sent on 7 Days FREE TRIAL

I

learned the first lesson I was able to
write 150 words a minute."
(Miss) Dolly Sparks.

the

remain which

will

of 7 strokes, you use this
tal

Send NoMoney- Just The Coupon

tem."

O

and

Paragon symbol for

is

gon notes. It strikes me that this is
quite a recommendation for your sys-

ly

in

il

stands for

/will be Ad. Add another
at the end thus Jr and you will have
girl's name, Ada. f

For the Alert

Learn Paragon

hook
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Ed
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SORTING TOBACCO LEAVES BY
ELECTRICITY.

Tuhacco Habit

^BANISHED
f"?

in

48 to72 Hours

No craving for tobacco in any form

whenyoubejrintakingTobacco Redeemer. »~
Don't try to quit the tobacco habit un- \f\
aided. It's alosi ng fight against heavy odds \^
and means a serious shock to the nervous
system. Let the tobacco habit quit YOU.
It will quit you, if you will just take

Tobacco Redeemer, according to directions for two or three days. It is a most
marvelouely quick and thoroughly reliable
remedy for the tobacco habit.

I

Not a Substitute I

I

Tobacco Redeemer contains no habitforming drugs of any kind. It is in no sense
a substitute for tobacco. After finishing
the treatment you have absolutely no desire
to use tobacco again or to continue the use
of the remedy. It makes not a particle of
difference how long you have been using
tobacco, how much you use or in what form
you u--e it— whether you emoke cigars,
cigarettes, pipe, chew plug or fine cut or
use snuff.Tobacco Redeemer will positively banish every trace of desire in from 48
to 72 hours. This we absolutely guarantee
in every case or money refunded.
Write today forour free booklet showing
thedeadly effectof tobacco upon the human
system and positive proof that Tobacco
Redeemer will quickly free youof the habit.

Newell Pharmacal Company,

52 1

Dept,

St. Louis,

Mo,

I
I

I

j

"I Would Not Part
with it for $10,000
So writes an

enthusiastic, grateful,'

customer. In like manner testify over|
100.000 people who have worn it. Conserve your body and life first.

ORGANIC

WEAKNESS

AILMENTS

Develops creel,
Brings restful
fort,

of

relief,

com-

'WH IMW

things,

jT^^Ki

30 Days Free
at Our Expense
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ability

to

do

The contact segments on the table are
movable, and the machine can thus be so
finely adjusted that it will not only measure
and sort the leaves by inches as required,
but even up to a quarter of an inch if so
desired.
The machine is driven by an
electric motor, arranged below the table and
not visible in the illustration, and by means
of an electric regulator the speed of the
machine can be regulated to meet the speed
with which an operator is able to place
leaves upon the feeding belt.

ASSEMBLED LOCOMOTIVES ON
ONE SHIP.

(Continued from page 765)
locomotive engineers for assembling and it took the better part of a week
before even one engine was complete. The
locomotives had to be in complete running
order here in the shops, as well as having
the parts of the machine carefully
all
marked before being disassembled on this
expert

All this entailed

p or

diately discust in detail to see if there was
not M>me way by which the complete locomotives could be sent across the ocean in-

strengthens the back; corrects stooping shoulders;
develops lungs, chest and bust; relieves backache,
curvatures, nervousness, ruptures, constipation.
Comfortable and easy to wear.
&
Keep Yourself Fit

Write today for
blank, etc,

HOWARD

and
C.

illustrated booklet, measurement
read our very liberal proposition.
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new discovery that rethe
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on trial.
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you would a broken limb.
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S. Patents.

Catalogue and measure blanks
mailed frw. Send Dime and
address today.

C. E.

BROOKS, 203B

State Street, Marihal), Mich.

/~Send To-day for ther\
"Electrical Worker's Friend"
An

electrical

book of 66 motor

<C*^ 50

^J
M ^

*r
mplete instructions for rewinding ami reconnectm
Special at
Ing AC. motors.
Or write for full particulars of this valuable book.
SON
J.
1524 LOWRIE ST., N.S., PITTSBURGH, PA.
<lr.l\\e

SMITH &

You

The steamships

Feltore, Cubore, and Saneach 468 feet long, with three great
holds and five hatches, the smallest of which
was 33 feet by 37 feet and the largest_39
feet by 37 feet, were then prest into service.
Each ship had a cargo capacity of 11,000
tons and was fitted with electric turbines
capable of driving the ship at a speed of ten

knots.

On May first loading started, and the
holds of the steamer Feltore were floored
off with five layers of railroad rails and
splices to secure a firm foundation and also
Next day a
irotect the hull of the ship.
railroad float came alongside with eight
mbled locomotives ready for the trip.
loco-

motives into the hold of the ship was solved
by requisitioning one of the largest cranes

world

capable of lifting 150,500
The derrick captain took
his stand on the deck of the steamer and by
the use of electric signals directed every
movement of the crane. And so without a
single hitch, each and every one of these
bound monsters of the rails, was lowd and set on heavy oak planks: after
which tons of comprest bales of hay and
bags of oats were packed around them.
And so seven days after the start of this
great trip, there were on the wharves at
Brest, France, 33 large assembled locomotives and tenders, 2,400 tons of rails and
splices, 2,300 tons of hay, 600 tons of oats,
in

the

pounds

in bulk.

1

and

fifty-three

motor

benefit by mentioning the "Electrical

and

:

with a rotary motion, which will give a fine
lustre in a short time.
The better of the two is the slow process.
After the work has been brought to
the dead finish mentioned above, put on an
extra coat of finishing varnish, allow it to
dry, and rub down again with FF pumice
Then rub
stone, cleaning up carefully.
ground rotten stone over the surface with
a soft chamois skin, using a circular motion, and when this is dry, rub it off with
the palm of the hand.
There are several other kinds of polishing, notably wax polishing and oil polishIn wax
ing, which may be used if desired.
polishing the polish is put on at the same
stage that the varnish would have been applied, using any method convenient to get
Perhaps the best
the wax on the work.
way is to warm the wax and apply it with
This gives
a brush, the same as varnish.
an even coat of wax, which is then polished
with a hand cloth. There are a number of
manufactured waxes on the market, any of
which will give the desired results. The
chief objection to wax polishing is that it
mars very easily, but it is also renewed very
easily, hence this is not such a serious objection for many kinds of work.
the most durable of any,
often used for table tops,
counters, etc. The process is very simple,
but heartbreaking.
It consists of applying
either raw or boiled linseed oil upon the
surface, and then rubbing it until a polish is
The polishing is done by means
secured.
of a piece of felt wrapt around a heavy
block, to give it weight.
Oil polishing

and therefore

trucks.

Experimenter" when writing

is

is

This is about all that need be said about
the various processes used in wood finishing, but a brief description of the various
kinds of woods commonly used by the experimenter would not be out of place. A
perusal of the list will often help determine
the kind of wood required for any particular piece of work.
Birch.

tore,

lifting these great

known

are

Dip a
as follows
into a mixture of
half peanut oil (refined cottonseed oil will
do), and half alcohol, and rub the surface

tact.

The problem of

which

as the "quick"
of polishing.

methods
The quick method is
handful of raw cotton

cargoes.

Does away with the strain and pain of standing and
walking; replaces and supports misplaced internal
organs; reduces enlarged abdomen; straightens and

ways,

finishers

the "slow"

—

This was the situation confronting the
Shipping Control Committee on January.
1918.
The locomotive problem was imme-

lws!?^l

It

/•(,'!

two

of

among wood

many

°" D
A "°

health and strength.

Wear

(Continued from page 793)
either

days of extra and unnecessary work espeThose
cially when time was at a premium.
and many other delays occurred so that at
one time there wire thirteen ships loaded
with knocked dozen locomotives in ports in
France waiting for the discharge of their

and

MEN.
WOMEN AND
graceful figure.

All boxes, ten at each side of the machine, are standing on a kind of steps, so
that each one is, according to the incline
of the covers, a little below the foregoing
As the other side of the machine is
one.
but a duplicate, the device being a double
action machine, there are ten boxes for ten
different sizes of leaves at each side, or
20 boxes altogether.

side of the pond.

The Natural
Body Brace
Overcomes

duplicate of the first section, except that
here a permanent stop is provided in the
path of movement, which will prevent any
leaf from returning to the starting point,
but deposit it in the box provided for the
longest leaves.

33
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AMATEUR.

(Continued from page 770)
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as

it

light,

— Black birch takes on a fine polish,

is

so

Its natural color is
close grained.
it is usually stained in imitation of

black walnut or mahogany.
Owing to its
close grain, a filler is not absolutely necessary, but when staining this wood to imitate some other, a properly colored filler
gives it a better coloration.

—

Cherry. This wood is very close grained,
and will take a high polish. It has little
tendency to warp, and because of its close
grain filling is not necessary, and shellacking will prepare it for any of the finest
polishes.

—

Oak. Oak is the "King of woods", and
very useful. It has a medium openness
of grain, and must always be filled before
shellacking. Almost any sort of polish may
be used for finishing oak, one of the most
beautiful being ihe "antique" method, a
formula for which has already been given.
The linseed oil polishing will also make an
excellent and durable finish. There is but
one objection to this wood for wireless apparatus, which has made it unjustly unpopular, and that is that the acid in the
wood has a peculiar effect upon hard rubis

ber panels.

Mahogany.

— If

expense were not an ob-

jection in most cases, mahogany would be
It is
an ideal wood for every purpose.
coarse grained, requiring a filler, but is sus-

(Continued on pane 812)
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Let Us Tell You How
To Make a Big Success in

CHIROPRACTIC
Advanced Science
Mail the coupon below, right now— today— and let us tell you
about the remarkable opportunities there are for ambitious
men and women in this great, new profession of Chiropractic.
You are, of course, aware that drugless healing is steadily
advancing in public favor. Chiropractic has come to the front
so rapidly during the past few years that it is today recognized
as the most advanced, most scientific, and most successful of

drugless healing methods. It is calling to its ranks men and
women from every walk of life — and there is abundant evidence
that they are making good in a big way in this new and

all

Learn At

uncrowded

education in the shortest time consistent with thoroughness,
while you hold your present position. And you can pay on easy
terms. A splendid faculty will personally instruct you in
the basic principles and in the most approved methods for

field.

—

Mail the coupon and we will send you full information tell
you how there is a splendid chance for you to build a successful career as a Doctor of Chiropractic.

Home

The American University method of teaching Chiropractic
enables you to study by mail or in class and obtain a'complete

of Spinal Adjustment

In

Spare Time

relieving Headache, Indigestion, Lumbago, Epilepsy, Pleurisy, Constipation, Rheumatism, Asthma, Neuralgia, Neuritis,
Catarrh, Fevers, Jaundice, Dyspepsia, Paralysis, etc.
No
special preliminary study is needed. You will graduate with
the degree of Doctor of Chiropractic, receive a handsome
diploma and be ready at once to open your office.

$3,000 To $5,000 a Year
Remarkable Free
Charts Offer
We want men and women

seriously intending to take up
professional careers in Drugless Healing to have these charts.
Their actual value is $31.60. But on our offer they come free.
There are 22 in all, printed in colors. Send the coupon below
to get all the facts about our offer.

8

Anatomical and Physiological Charts
(with

Bound Manual Key Handsomely
>

Lithographed in Lifelike Colors.
Original Compendigraphs.
Illustrative Spinal

There are many instances of Chiropracfrom $3,000 to $5,000 a year.
Some upwards of $10,000 Dr. M. D. Moore,
of Kentucky, reports an income of $9,000 a
year. Dr. L. H. Roche, New Jersey, $5,000;
Dr. Hanna, of Florida, over $5,000 yearly.
tors earning

Columns.

Colored Nerve, Pain Area and Concussion Charts.

"Magnificent Charts—Value $31.50— AM
Absolutely FREE.

The success of Chiropractors in many
cases has come so quickly as to be almost
startling almost like the accidental discovery of a gold mine. And yet, it is not
to be wondered at when you consider the
scientific accuracy of Chiropractic methods,
the really remarkable results of a beneficial character in the treatment of both
acute and chronic cases that have been affected through these methods, the rapid
increase in the number of people who show a decided

—

preference for Chiropractic over any other treatment
for their bodily ills and the comparatively few Chironow in the field.

READ
"

What These Doctors
of Chiropractic

Say:

My Charges Are

$25.00 for
13 Treatments"

American University:
My practice averages ten patients a
day, of which many are women. My
charges j>er course are $25 per 13 treat-

Thenumberof treatments varies
from one to two courses in stubborn
Minor cases take from 6 to 10
treatments. I have your school at heart
and will boost it all 1 can.
ments.
cases.

DR. W. H.

WEDELL. M.T.D..D.C.

N.Y.

Recommends Course
Charges $2.00 per Treatment
American University:
I have no hesitation in recommending
your course in Chiropractic to anyone
contemplating such a course, as it is
Heartily

thoroughly practical, well-written, interesting and valuable to the new student
and a valuable adjunct to any drugless
healer. I receive $2 for all treatments.
DR. ANNIE B. McDERMOTT, N. J.

Am

Proud

o! Your Chiropractic
Course"

practors that are

"I

Tour Opportunity

American University:
Our regular price for such work is $2.
Treat on an average of about eight a day,
and give all the way from 12 to 24 treatments, which depends on how obstinate
the case

is.

Some are cured with only

six treatments. I am proud of
have achieved such remarka- five orChiropractic
course.
your
ble successes is there any reason why you
DR. W. H. WOOD, Missouri.
should not do as well or even better?
Why not get out of the rut and qualify now for this splendid profes-

If others

sion that offers such remarkable possibilities for

making you prosperous and independent?

to make money, increase your social standing
in the world, our course in Chiropractic will point the way for the

No matter where you live, if you are ambitious

and be a "somebody"
attainment of your ambition. Never has there been a more opportune time than now. for
never has the demand for competent Doctors of Chiropractic been so great as it is today.

rAMERICAN UNIVERSITY

SEND

Manierre Bidg., Dept. 409

the coupon today. Don't delay. Do not think that your
chances for building a successful career are less than others
whoare succeeding in the practice of this great profession.
Just let us give you all the
facts— then judge for yourelf.
Mailing the coupon places you
to prove to you that
obligation
of
any
kind
whatever.
AH
we
opportunity
under no
ask is the
what we tell you is the absolute truth. We have the facts to prove it— facts which you will find
mighty interesting. Just send the coupon or a post card for our beautiful new illustrated 72-pa^e
book and full particulars of our remarkable Free Charts Offer. Mail coupon or write today SURE.

AMERICAN UNIVERSITY
Yon

Manure

benefit

Bidg.

Dept. 409

Chicago,

111.

Chicago,

111.

Without cost or obligation send me by mail, your new
illustrated, 72-page book and your Free Charts Offer.

Name..

City..
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Learn Telegraphy-Wireless
Right In Your

1

Own Home, in

your spare time

CEH22
.

f\

{Continued from page 810)
polish, which makes it
demand.
Maple. Hard maple is close grained and
requires no filler, but soft maple is just the
opposite and hence is of little value.
It

practice.

This

Same

Outfit

Without

523

West

looks best in its natural color, very light,
is preferably obtained by the use of
white shellac and the very whitest ivory
varnish to be found. Hard maple takes the
finest polish of any of the woods.

JuiT'j.

which

&

$o-oo

3

surface previous to polishing.

—

A—

$0.50
y

Lamp ™"

KNAPP LEADER
Radiates

Novelty Co.
New York

51st Street

—

Black Walnut. This is a dark-colored
wood, rather open grained, requiring a filler
to match its color, but no stain.
One good
coat of orange shellac will suffice to level its
Pine, Poplar, etc.
These soft woods
are open grained and easily worked. Having little beauty of their own they are usually stained, but we should remember that
oil stains are the best to use, owing to the
difficulty of getting an even coat.
Shellac
will do very well as a varnish for these soft
woods, being applied on top of a liquid filler.

Order to-day. Or your dealer can secure it for you. Descriptive
circular and catalog of celebrated Knapp Motors and Electrical
Specialties from 1 Oc up mailed free on request.

Electric

efficiency.

real

In conclusion it is to be hoped that anyone attempting to do wood finishing will do
the wood justice and conscientiously perform all the operations required. Everyone

power-plant

Two Speeds and

Reraise,
Price,

City

Complete.

$3.50

has preferences as to the finish liked best,
but after a study of the foregoing it should
not be difficult to select the right one.

CORE WIRE

FORMER KAISER CONSTANTLY
IN TOUCH WITH BERLIN.

We have been fortunate In securing thru auction several tons of guaranteed pure, double
annealed Norway Iron Core Wire and are selling this wire to "Experimenter" readers

At Pre-war Prices 20cts lb.
This wire U just the thing for ipark colls, transformers, etc., and It Is, of course, a very much
more superior product than the usual Iron wire. We absolutely guarantee the quality.
If you ever thought of building a spark coil, transformer, or similar apparatus, now is the
chance to get the right material for It. As far as we know this is the only lot of Iron Norway Core
Wire in the hands of any dealer at the present time, and none can be gotten until after the war.
We have only two sizes left
26

INCHES

36

Get your wireless stations
In Readiness Now.

blind ditty writer pulled the stunt.

delay.

DUCK'S

big 300 page Wireless and Electric Catalog is now, as it
always has been, the largest and most complete and dependable
Wireless Catalog published. Mailed for 12c in stamps or coin. Not
sent otherwise.

The experienced amateur will tell
in wireless worth while is listed in this catalog.
You are thereby insured against an unwise purchase. It
to see our catalog before buying.
No bigger or
the Beacon Light to guide you right in the selection of your wireless apparatus.
better values are obtainable elsewhere.
Do not write for another. Send for
If you have our catalog No. 11, you have our latest catalog.
a revised price list. It is yours for the asking.
Everything

is

B.

B.

"Then Count Professor Allesandro Volta,
S., enlightened himself with Couronne

de Tasses (no, not demi-tasses) and piles,
and condensing electroscopes, not to speak
of the other heterogeneous paraphernalia
that would make a Hebrew junk dealer itch
in the palms.
Well, Aleck stamped his
cognomen in the pages of electrical history,
as well as on fuse plugs and such other
electrical stuff that has the potential in-

you

THE WILLIAM

SCIENCE IN SLANG
(Continued from page 799)
that it was the inherent what-you-may-callit in the deceased animal and not the contact of the two dissimilar metals on the
nerve and muscle, and the chemical action
created thereof, that caused the amphibious
corpse to do the post-mortem Hula.
"Even at that the Dago doctor opened up
a lot of dope that the terrestrians were
dead to, and laid another foundation rock
for the next of the scientific gang to add to.
And now we have galvanic current instead
of homeric, as would be the case had the

CO., 231 Fulton St., N. Y. C.

Be prepared and avoid

The former Kaiser is believed to. be
constantly in communication with Germany.
It is reported that a wireless station has
been erected on top of Count von Bentinck's castle, and that German airplanes
frequently fly over the estate, dropping
messages.

INCHES

Thickness about No. 21 B and S
If either of these sizes should be too long we advise cutting the wire down yourself by means
of .hears.
It will pay you to do so as real Norway Iron Wire, sold by a few dealers last year,
brought from 40c to 50c a pound. American core wire now sells for from 30c upwards per pound.
As long as the supply lasts we offer this wire as described above to our customers at the very
low price of 20c a pound. Order at once.

ELECTRO IMPORTING

in

—

v-Mltllt

ished base. Two outfits can be
operated at considerable distance
apart for sending and receiving

Knapp

much

will sooty make you an accomplished operator.
Teaches Light and Sound Signals, both Radio
and Morse.
Outfit consists of exceptionally tine
ph Key. Buzzer, 3 Binding Posts. Lamp.
Lamp Socket and Control Switch
- all
mounted on a highly fin-

(liCTt ICSPKIllTliS

AMATEURS.
ceptible of a fine

—

Combination
Wireless -Telegraphy

WOOD FINISHING FOR THE

'

Remarkable opportunities are offered experienced wireless operators and telegraphers. The demand is greater than
the supply
steady positions at increased pay and rapid
advancement are assured.
DEPENDABLE

1919

DUCK CO., 230-232 Superior St., Toledo, Ohio

scribed on

it.

"Here comes along Andre Marie Ampere
and drops the aching public a string of

"NACL" Buzzer and

Signaling Set

—

Clapp-Castham

$5.50

facts tabulating a stack of laws governing
the flow of the 'juice' and propounding with
such effect that we now waltz into the store
and order the fuses that we shot or rather
to replace the ones we shot
by the ampere
unless we buy them by the dozen).

high frequency

i

"So
buzzer

Complete

A VERY

Excellent for practice as key is correct height from table.
Can be used for signalling by flashes over a long distance, also for a test buzzer or flash-light.

L.

B.

SALT, Van Brunt Ave., Dedham, Mass.
benefit by mentioning the "Electrical

goes.

Watt then bounces

and does

Experimenter" when

his act

and

exit.

into the

Then,

are sure he is dead, some favoring gink generally a Prof. names something after him.
In this case it happened
to be the great what-is-it.
So, too, we get
ohms and farads see; Mike's handle was
too long for laboratory use so the printers
just stuck in the first half dozen characters

—

—

—

and
You

it

limelight

when they

COMPACT SET

—

let

it

go
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Likewise we amputated
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the 'a' in Yolta's name when we translated
Yon know
it
into sure-enough language.
we humans that have descended from the
Angles and Saxons got a little more efficient and sawed off the sing-song trailers
some time after Chaucer wrote 'Whyne
that olde Aprille why the its shores sotc'
and sang it like a Swede, and say 'When
the sweet showers of April' just like we say
volt instead of volta.
"Since Bill Gilhert, way hack in the
fifteen hundreds, christened the phenomena
that made amher famous 'Electricity' and
dumped it onto the English-speaking people we have had names, terms, epithets, descriptions, designations,
and appellations
galore for its numerous manifestations yet
with all the wonders of the genii we are no
nearer the solution of the something we
have a fair working
call
'Juice'.
;

We

knowledge of what it is not, and how it
including
various substances
affects
homos.
"Jimmy Clerk Maxwell, the bonny
'Skoatchmahn' (accent on the first syllable),
let loose with a gob of new stuff that have
been pacemakers for a raft of scientific
birds to follow up on. Jim's dope on the
gas and light while not the kind that afhave apparently been
fect the meter men
agreed to in the main even since he gave
the proverbial bucket the fatal rap, and

—

—

argue back

can't

—

Learn Public Speaking

—

now and

rr
en
o
V lessons
|\

at us.

1
"*

"Naturally, as time ticks off, some wise
guy, who has the advantage of the ones
before by being behind, springs new stuff

opportunity

an

offer;

molecules and atoms and ions. The latest
is only a new sprout on the tree of knowl-

never forget

edge.

speaking absolutely
Curie,

when

she got

if

FREE

speech alone

—

Some
all

club or lodge
to address

How

board
meetings
How to propose and re-

of the wise guineas

mapt out as

collid-

spond to toasts

How

and vari-speeded particles of
almost nothing, making up everything we
are acquainted with and a lot that we are
The only difference between the skull
not.
of your dome and the macadam on the
road in front of your house is the differ-

ing,

circling,

How

dinner speeches;
How to converse interestingly
to

How

lessons in effective public

RULE

better

goods
your

New

Easy Method

perfected and taught only by Prof. R. E. Pattison
Kline, former Dean of the Public Speaking Department of the Columbia College of Expression, can be
learned in IS minutes a day. Prof. Kline is one of
the foremost authorities in the country on public
speaking and mental development. Do not let this
chance escape you.

Offer Limited
Send This Free Coupon Now
This Special Offer of

made

strictly

TEN LESSONS FREE

is

for advertising purposes and will be

withdrawn without
and receive

notice.

Write now, before

it

ex-

particulars with enrollment
blank by return mail. No obligations of any kind.
Just tear off and mail this free coupon or a postal
will do.
pires,

full

—

memory
enlarge

your

vocabulary
How to develop

self-

to

confidence
How to acquire a winning personality
How to strengthen your

FREE

LESSONS COUPON
North American

;

will
tion

power and ambi;

How

to become a clear,
accurate thinker;
How to develop your
power of concentra-

—

—

I am interested in your course in Effective Public
Speaking and your offer of ten lessons free. Please
send full particulars. It is understood that this request
places me under no obligation of any kind.

tion;

to be the master
of any situation.

I

benefit by mentioning the "Electrical

Institute,

7443 Manhattan Bldg., Chicago

How

now.
the

write

to sell more
train
to

How

or crowbar.
"Of course we'll not pass old boy Nick
His
Tesla up the 'high frequency kid'.
alternating current stuff and three phase
dope remember that trash the engineers
howled 'It can't be done' at? Funny tho
our best motors are the three phase kind

down

;

letters

How
How

are run over gracelessly by one of those
'noiseless electrics' we may be excused for
giving Mike Faraday the verbal journey to
Dante's pleasure resort for a delightless
season of eternity, for it was old Mike that
made the first electric motor mote. This
old boy had a lot to do with induced currents, and from his inductions and deductions that transformer out on yonder pole
was made a pot instead of an engine boiler

You

a political

to tell entertaining
stories
make afterto

"As we sit over an electric heater we have
hand it to old man Joule. And after we

alternating current flops

make

How

—

"When

to

speech

You
ence in speed or direction or path.
don't need to take that as an insult I could
have used my own head for example, but
my modesty forbids.
to

;

TEACHES YOU.
How to talk before your

Then as a little more of
right.
eternity reels off, converting the present
into the past, the 'fluid' idea went 'fluey',
and we conceived the phenomena as a vibration, of molecules, atoms, ions, and
it

have the vibrations

Ten

act promptly, to introduce our

;

WHAT THE COURSE

finally electrons.

it.

who

and the

generally.

of

to those

how to enlarge your vocabulary ; how to develop self-conothers by the power of your
qualities of leadership ; how to
how to train your memory. Our

conquer fear of others
fidence

lot

A mJLadl&^B

ML

will

you take advantage of

turns out to be almost right in its percentage. The next guy looks a little farther and
hands us a little more of the same thing,
fluid idea

you

course in localities where it is not already known.
We teach you by mail to become a powerful and convincing speaker to influence and dominate the decisions of one man or an audience of a thousand. We
have trained hundreds and helped them to increase their earnings and their popuLearn, in your spare time at home, how to overcome "stage fright" and
larity.

meddling with pitchblende, nearly uprooted the chemical tree of knowledge with
Naturally, as new dope
her 'Radium'.
shows up, we have to show the door to a
lot of the old stuff, but when some guy
slips us something from observation it
to

"Old Ben Franklin got the

tor

particulars of this extraordinary

"The Swedish Prof, who is almost guilty
for the electron theory of matter, does not
blankly contradict the dope now out on

"Of course Madame

quick

Write
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along comes a lot of other by-product

A load of new hypothetics and another load of theories to explain them. You
stuff.

know when you hook up some

VOW*,

„

plants

in

parallel that there enters into the circuit a

K>R CUItlNo THE

you can COMB your hair, you
can CUT your own hair with this
marvelous invention. You can cut
your hair any length you desire, short
or long, and finish the job as nicely
as any barber in one-fourth the time
before your own mirror, with the

condition known as 'harmonics' that juggles the peak around and cuts it off, and
goes negative when the generators are
trying to make a positive impression on the
Alternating current is great stuff and
line.
the guy that can get reactance and impedance kicking right and pull the wattless
current off the line don't need to worry
about such prosaic things as room rent and

HAIR_,

LESS THAN PDICEj

If

-ONE HAIR.CUT-

meal

tickets.

"Steinmetz has this alternating current
stuff pretty well under his hat and can tell
you just what will happen, and when and
If you ask 'Steiny' how he figures it
vt by.
he will tell you with a paper and pencil if
he did not do it in his head but when the
figures run into ten or more columns he
generally reaches for his pencil. With his
calculus he calculates the two-stepping os-

—

;

UTILITY

/

0THIN6" BETTER
SHAVING THE_^/
'

NECK-

j

cillatory currents correctly thru his

Hair Cutter
I

»

POSTPAID
Extra Blades:

Sets. Each
SOc the Doz.

You can keep your

hair well trimmed for a

"Surely we all know what Tommy Edison has done to us in the line of sidewalks
and phonographs, in stock tickers and electric lights, in street railways and chemistry.
That old duck works overtime seven days
to the week and sleeps with his hat and
shoes on, with a copy of Clerk Maxwell's
Yes, Tom is a
dictionary for a pillow.

life-

time with this marvelous invention for actually
leu than any good barber would charge you for
a .ingle hair cut Very easy to manipulate. Use it
the hair,
just like a comb, pushing it through
downward, in the direction the hair lays. It lsimin
possible to leave any "nicks" or "cat steps
your hair, as there is a special Guard that guides
the cutter blade evenly over the scalp.

bright boy.

RIMMING THE
'

headlights and
about,
and less of, the so-called 'electric' force
that causes our incandescent globes to glow

CHILORENS

"To-day,

sidelights

Cut Children's Hair

taking them
at home and save time, trouble and expense of
job is done
to the barber shop. It works so easily and the
soquickly that the children enjoy havingtheir hair cut. lbe
desired
adjustment feature, whereby the blade can be set to cut the hair to any
length-short, medium, or long-makes it possible to do as perfect work as the
barber, not to mention the tremendous saving.

DaTnr
A
o Oareiy
Colota/ ItaZOr
d
AS

You can use the

progenitors

the

all

we know more

history',

fig leaves

"Perhaps

—

some day a man maybe a
along and kick the mud

woman — will come

Utility

YOU CAN USE IT
A SAFETY

holler

Notrouble at all to keep the blades sharp. Just reverse the blade in the
obtainand proceed to strop as with an ordinary razor Extra Blades are always
able and cost only 5 cents each, or 50 cents the dozen.

out from the electrical puddle and let us
see what a 'watt' really is. At least we will
find more things that the mysterious force
may add to our fricis the cause of.
tional, static, dynamic and other present
forms we have so far classified yet more.
High frequency may be the way to it it

AS-^

We

MANY OTHER PURPOSES

—

We

realize that we merely collect
or cause to flow in our set paths the 'juice'
we use, we do not create it. In a way we
are unbelievably crude in our field of electricity.
lot escapes us, a lot leaks, as it
were, and we get the use of a very small
amount for the work we put into it and
get out. Yet it is the most, or one of the
most efficient forms of energy that we now
have at our disposal. Perhaps some one
will stumble on to some other source than
dynamos and batteries for our supply it
may be a sort of collector or etheric accuThru electricity we may overmulator.
The conditions that
come gravitation.

may

There are many other uses for the Utility Cutter that will suggest themselves'
elsewnere it
to you. Ladies use it for removing hair from under the arms and
One customer wrote us that he iouna
is perfectly safe, and cannot cut the skin.
dressmakers say mere
it just the thing for cutting corns, while housewives and
is nothing better for ripping seams and making buttonholes.

our
and bed-

to attract pith balls than

who wore

spreads.

EASY TO HONE AND STROP BLADES
USEFUL FOR

after

on

and the amber

Trimmer as an
ordinary Safety Razor, and it will give
you as good a shave as the most expensive Razor you can buy You can shave
the face or neck, or finish around the temples.
c-

heavy

cigar smoke.

|

not.
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"Sell
Thla i» one of the rare occasion* when yon are able to connect up with a rfalh 01
""?
on Sight" article. Something that ever- man and woman will buj on
"J >uju
it actually M«ca them monev
Agent* are coining money V* by not yoor tlanaBiouea.
package, weighs hot a trifle Write at once for term* on the Trimmer* ana extra
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& COMPANY
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^REMOVING SUPERFLUOUS,
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YOU HAVE A BEAUTIFUL FACE
BUT YOUR NOSE ?

AFTER

BEFORE
alfD aGE attention to your appearance
an absolute necessity if you expect to make the most
Not only should you wlih to appear as
out of life
self-satisfaction
possible,
for your own
attractive
which Is alone well worth your efforts, but you will find
the world In general judging you greatly. If not wholly.
by your "loot*," therefore It pays to "look your beet

IN

THIS DAT

li

u

at

«U tlmes^^

^^ ^ ^

M. TRILETY, Face

\n\ta.. ithleh

till,

you how

Permit no one to tee you looking otherwise: It wlU Injure
Upon the Impression you constantly make
your welfare
Which la to be
rest* the failure or success of your life.
Tbadob
your ultlmato destiny? My new Note-Bhoper.
(Model 24 > corrects now til-shaped noses without operaIs pleasant and
tion. Quickly, safely and permanently.
does not Interfere with one's daily occupation, being worn
I

at night.

to cor red 7u"->ii*fieJ

noicj without cut Ij

Ackerman

Bldg.,

ml lotlijactory

Bills
uhl,

free
'"><"'' motoring. Our EXPERT SERVICE I*I»m- .Is t
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t
with your car ©neartjcle in
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25
one"
$25
to
numr^wlTwofth
"e
MOTOR VEHICLE PUBLISHING COMPANY. 73S Murray Street, New York.
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,

at either.

"Some

scientists

tell

that

us

once our

was a whirling mass

of
Later it concentrated into a rough
luliular mass.
This was known as the
Azoic Age. At this time its minerals and
water were thrown off at a great distance
As these cooled they
in a gaseous state.
formed rings or films surrounding the
Later these rings descended upon
earth.
present

planet

nebulae.

Binghamton N.Y.

Save Auto Repair
y

our heads and saw something we had overlooked since Galvani's 'return shock' on the
Then Marconi and
frog's hind kicks.
others, notably De Forest, boosted the
proposition along, so that now. with the
audion amplifier, we transmit music, both
chin and instrumental, for miles and miles
on thin ether. Whether next we will transmit or merely collect energy for power I
don't know, but I would not be surprised

'

1038

Specialist

make possible are unlimited. Of
course, that is supposition, but 'wireless'
and the World War were all suppositions a
few years ago.
"Speaking of wireless, Hertz looked over

would

the earth, periodically.
Paleazoic
the
thru

mentioning the -Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.

Thus

the earth past

and

Carboniferous

—

—
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epochs, after which fell the remaining
mineral rings, and animal life came into
Then the last canopy, of hunevidence.
dred per cent, proof water descended, and
we had the big washout known as the
"flood*, where a man by the name Noah—
who was his press-agent? made his big
hit with the historians.
"Now these science hypotheticians tell us
that there is yet another ring, an electrical
canopy, that, when it descends will destroyall microbes and other infamous microorganisms Mr. Flu included in the first
Taking that into consideration we
row.
would be a healthier flock of mortals but

—

—

is
;

caused by our minute
and no fermentation means

Mow

would

you
natural
like that?
Besides upsetting the brewers
and what else not
inand
bakers
cluding bacchic celebrations, it would probably upset our present electrical system,
and likewise rules and laws. That is the
Yalian theory of the thing, and there are
whole reams of other dope by other thinkers and numbskulls, but this Valian hunch
hits me as plausible, and a lot of the other
ding-dongs sound to me as if the author
had had one too many under his belt.
"If the ring were to tumble we would be
in the same fix with the antediluvians as
prohibition.

—

to the liquor

question.

The great

liquor

question would no longer be "What drink
will you have?' but 'When will the ring
rise again?'
"By- the way,

815

Howl Increased My Earnings
E»m®2 io*200aDqy/

—

fermentation
friend-enemies

The Remarkable Story of a Young Man's Experience
After Readi)ig a Wonderful Book, as Told by Himself
people say
takes money
SOMEmake
money —others complain
it

to

that they never made money because they never had any luck. When
is up against the stern reality of
making both ends meet, it is natural
to feel that if they only had a little
money, or a little luck, they wouldn't
have to worry about their bread and
butter, and rent, and clothes.

one

A

short time ago I, too, felt that way. I
clerk earning only $12 a week,

was a bill
and I used
future.

to

worry myself

—

sick about

dream —
my
— my weekly in$1,000— more than

To-day it seems like a
financial troubles are over

come

instead

about

is

my

all

I

know how

to spend.
I own two automobiles and have a chauffeur to drive me
around.
children go to private schools.
I have just purchased, for cash, a $25,000

My

my

in
room,"
Stokes hinted as we arose to leave, "And
when
that
ring may fall."
you can never tell
I

;

have a quart

home.

traveling,

go hunting, fishing, motoring and
whenever I care to. I live in a

new kind

of world.

I

AN AMPHIBIAN LAND, WATER
AND AIR HYDROPLANE.
(Continued from page 773)

ranged along the center line of the superstructure on the exterior are a plurality of
planes, which are maintained in the proper
position by means of guy rods. Horizontal
rudders are arranged in opposite pairs, each
consisting of a series of blades mounted
upon central shafts. All of the rudders
and propellers are controllable by the aviator from within the cab. and by actuating
the various rudder and plane controls, it is

thus possible for the operator to cause the
craft to fly on a level keel, or to turn at
any desired angle, either upward or down-

ward.
This amphibious airship is caused to fly
thru the air by means of a pair of powerful propeller blades disposed on opposite
sides of the gas bag frame as shown, and at
the center of the ballonet superstructure.
These propeller blades are driven by the
motor situated within the car by means of
bevel gears. Coney Island and the rest of
the amusement parks threaten to take all of
our spare nickels and dimes this summer,
with such irresistible and fascinating diversions as this before us.

CONCRETE WIRELESS MAST

IN

CHINA.

A

mast of concrete 150 feet above the
wall of the Tartar City, near Chienman,
has been erected for the United States naval
wireless. The column is 18 inches in diameter at the base and 12 inches at the top.
Its weight is approximately 30,000 pounds,
and it includes 2.500 pounds of reinforcing
steel and 160 cubic feet of concrete.
Twelve
guys, fastened to four anchor blocks, secure the mast. The work was completed in
seven weeks.

HARVARD RADIO SCHOOL TO BE
REMOVED.

The naval

radio school in Cambridge, in
which nearly 5,000 sailors are under instruction, is to be removed to the Great
Lakes Naval Training Station by April 1.

You

Possible to

Anyone

Let me say in all sincerity that what I
have done, I believe any one can do. I am
only an average .man not "brilliant"- have
never gone to college
my education is
limited.
I know at least a hundred men
who know more than I, who are better educated and better informed yet not one of
them has made as much money as I have,
their earnings probably averaging less than
I mention this to show that
$50 weekly.
earning capacity is not governed by the extent of a man's education
to encourage
those who have not had the advantage of a
comprehensive education.

—

—

—

—

—

What,
Let

me

then,
tell

is

the secret of

you how

it

came

my

myself to finding out something more about
will power.
Finally I encountered a bookwritten by Professor Frank Channing Haddock. I was astonished to read his statement.
"The will is just as susceptible of
development as the muscles of the body!"
It is almost needless to say that I at once
began to practise the exercises formulated
by Dr. Haddock, and I need not recount the
extraordinary results that I obtained almost
from the first day. I have already indicated
the success that my developed power of will
has made for me.
But it may be thought that my case is
exceptional. Let me again assure you that
I am but an average man, with no superdeveloped powers, save that of my own
will.
And to further prove my contention,
let me say that since Prof. Haddock's lessons, rules and exercises have been published, I have come across hundreds of
other cases where strengthened will power
has brought success and fortune to people
who were failures, has enabled thousands
to overcome drink and other vices, almost
overnight has helped overcome sickness
and nervousness, has transformed unhappy,
envious, discontented people into dominating
personalities filled with the joy of living.

—

What You Can Do
I have been authorzied by the publishers
of Prof. Haddock's methods to say that any
reader who cares to examine his startling
book on will power may do so without sending any money in advance. In other words,
if after a week's reading you do not feel
that "Power of Will" is worth $3, the sum
asked, return it and you will owe nothing.
When you receive your copy for examination you will be interested in the studies on
The law of great thinking; How to develop
analytical power
How to guard against
errors in thought How to drive from the
mind unwholesome thoughts How to develop fearlessness
How to use the mind
in sickness
How to acquire a dominating
personality, and hundreds of other similar
personal power studies.
It is interesting to note that among the
250,000 owners of "Power of Will" are
such prominent men as Judge Ben B.
Lindsey
Supreme Court justice Parker
;

success?

;

about.

;

How

;

Discovered Myself

I

One day, about three years ago, something happened that woke me up to what
was wrong with me. It was necessary for
me to make a decision on a matter which
was of little consequence. I knew in my
heart what was the right thing to do, but
something held me back. I said one thing,
then another I decided one way, then another.
I couldn't for the life of me make
the decision I knew was right.
I lay awake most of that night thinking
about the matter not because it was of any
great importance in itself, but because I
was beginning to discover what teas wrong
with me. Along towards dawn I resolved
;

—

to

make an experiment.

vate

I decided to cultipower, believing that if I did
would not hesitate about making de-

my

this I

will

—
—

that when I had an idea I would
have sufficient confidence in myself to "put
it over"
that I would not be afraid of mycisions

of things or of others. I felt that if I
could smash my ideas across I would soon
make my presence felt. I knew that heretofore I had always begged for success
had always stood, hat in hand, depending
on others to give me the things I desired.
In short, I was controlled by the will of

;

;

\Yu Ting Fang, ex-U.

S. Chinese AmbassaSenator T. B. Calron Gov. McKelvie
of Nebraska; Assistant Postmaster-General
Britt
General Manager Christeson, of
Wells Fargo Express Co.; E. St. Elmo
Lewis Senator Arthur Capper of Kansas,
and thousands of equal prominence.

dor

;

;

;

;

As a first step in will training, I would
suggest immediate action in this matter
before you. Use the blank form below, or
write a lettter addressing it to the Pelton
Publishing Company, 30F Wilcox Block,
Meriden, Conn., and the book will come bv
return mail.
This one act may mean the
turning point of your life, as it has meant

me and

to

to so

many

others.

self,

others.
Henceforth,
a strong will of my

I

determined to have

own

to demand and
command what I wanted.
With this new purpose in mind I applied

benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter"

when

writing

FELTON PUBLISHING COMPANY,
30F Wilcox Block, Meriden, Conn.

examine a copy of "Power of Will"
your risk. I agree to remit $3 or remail
the book in 5 days.
I

will

at

Name
Address
to
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Announcement
The Moorhead

Laboratories,

V

ments.

They

will

a

Vacuum

I

I

the
largest exclusive manufacturers of
Vacuum Valves in the world, have
been busily engaged during the war
in supplying Vacuum Tubes to the
British and United States Govern-

tested

1919

have manufactured and

quantity of these
Bulbs to meet the requirelarge

ments of the amateur and experimental trade as soon as the ban is

i

lifted.

All these Valves are licensed under
the

FLEMING PATENT
the Marconi Company, and
protected by several pending patents.

owned by

We

SB

are the distributing agents of

Moorhead Laboratories, and you
can obtain from us the same high
grade Detector, built to Government
specifications and supplied to the
above mentioned Governments as
the

I

standard equipment.

We

will give you the most prompt
satisfactory service that it is possible to render.

life

and

I

Send your name and address to us, and
will forward you an interesting booklet describing the Moorhead Valves and
other Apparatus for both receiving and

I

we

transmitting.

Yours for

Laboratories

Pacific

510 PACIFIC BUILDING

You

benefit

efficiency

Sales

Department

San Francisco,

by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing

to advertisers.

Calif.

I

.
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Gigantic 1,400

817

K.W. Radio Station at Lyons,
France
(Continued

fri

work, it having been found readily possible
M synchronize two such high-speed radiofrequency alternators at the works of the
leneral Electric Company, some years ago.
North of the main antenna switch platform at the center of the station, there is a
French design of static frequency multiplying system rated at 150 K.W. This set opcrates on the principle of the transformer
frequency-changing principle, as developed
by Joly and Arco.
Next we come to the western wing oJ
the station, and here there are two of the
largest arc oscillation generators ever built.
They were designed by Mr. C. F. Elwell.
formerly chief engineer of the Federal
Telegraph Company of San Francisco, Cal..
who first developed the Poulsen arc system to large powers, and each of these giEither
gantic arcs are rated at 250 K.W.
of these arc generators may be connected
to the antenna thru the central antenna
switch-gear, the lead wire running to the
arc sets terminating in a massive singleswitch,
change-over
double-throw
pole,
about live feet in length, which permits the
instant connection of either set to the
antenna.
Either of these powerful arc sets can be
operated from the 300-K.W., 750-volt, direct-current motor-generator set, shown in
the plan view and situated just west of the
arc apparatus itself. This motor-generator
comprises a three-phase alternating-current
motor, direct-connected to a 750-volt, direct1

current, 300-K.W. generator, which supplies the necessary high voltage direct current for operating the arcs. Dr. de Forest
states that in his opinion, these large arc

generators represent one of the very finest
developments in radio transmitters that
have yet been conceived and perfected.
They have a distinct advantage over radio
frequency alternators in that quick changes
in wave length or frequency can be rapidly
obtained, merely by changing the inductance
and capacity in the oscillatory circuits conThe radio frenected to the arc itself.
quency alternator is very reliable, and develops its full power in a very constant and
reliable manner, but it is difficult, at least
with the present design of this machine, to
obtain with speed and efficiency a considerable change in the range of wave lengths
and frequency, yet as Dr. de Forest has intimated, they are very efficient and desirable
where the proper operating conditions are
available, such as where but one or two
wave lengths only are desired. The arc
generator, on the other hand, is very simple and rugged in design, and requires but
very little attention, even when operated
over twenty-four-hour non-stop periods,
which is often the case nowadays at many
of the Government stations which are using
arc sets, and many of which are in very
successful operation in some of the largest
stations of the United States as well as in
Europe at the present time.
All of the transmitters at the Lyons station operate on long wave lengths, as the
reader will perceive from the antenna frequency values given above, and the undamped wave system is used in all except
The receiving apparatus i^
the spark sets.
very elaborate, and has been installed :"
sound-proof receiving rooms, so as to realize the very highest efficiency in the receipt
of long distance signals. The French radio
engineers are using nothing but three electrode audions in all of their work, and one
of their bulbs will be illustrated and described in the April issue. The French rereiving sets make use of two or more amplifier bulbs, and when necessary a six-stage
amplifier is used, which boosts the strength
of signal received 1,000,000 times. Some of
the clever work accomplished by the French
You

page 791)
Army and Navy radio experts during the
war, with these powerful audion amplifiers
can readily be imagined, and it is a matter
of record that many valuable radio as well
as regular telephonic and telegraphic wire
messages of the Germans were tapt by
French stations equipt with the^e powerful

;);

amplifiers.

for the Lyons radio station is
transmitted for a long distance from a
The receiving aphydro-electric plant.
paratus was built by the Compagnie Generate Radiotelegraphique, whose shops are
near Paris. The detector is, of course, the
They employ a
French type of audion.
six -step audion amplifier, using the same
standard type of bulb both for detecting
and amplifying.
The ground connection of the station
consists of a large number of copper wires
radiating from the station and buried about
two meters (6 l/> feet) below the surface
of the earth. Many of these wires terminate

The power

in

Telephone Men
Use These a

FREE
ACCEPT this free
r\ use these great
week

We

you all four volumes
genuine red morocco
leather, 1728 pages and 2000 pictures, without one cent in advance.

TELEPHONY
AND

TELEGRAPHY

was not filed until the following
February. The drawings, Figs. 2 and 6, of
this patent show the incandescent or glowmembers both in the air, and sealed within
a closed chamber.
It will be noted now that I approached
the general problem of this new type of detector from an entirely different angle from
In the
that commonly supposed to-day.
I

Everything about the telephone is
explained in them in simple and plain
language

— from

— theory — practice — operation

the

modern

first

experimental line to the
and complicated
Not one detail has been

equipment

switchboards.
overlooked.
Every vital fact that you
need to make you an expert is in them.

always employed a battery, and

Free Consulting Service

was what is now unisource
versally called the "B battery."
of electric current for heating purposes was
second, and secondary, so that the vociferous contention of the advocates of the
Fleming valve that the audion evolved from
the Fleming valve, and was originally the
Fleming valve with the "B battery" added
as an afterthought, is entirely untrue.
this original battery

My

It

in

Cyclopedia of

plication

place

free.

will send

bound

(Continued from page 790)

first

and

your own home or shop a whole

INVENTED THE AUDION.

I

offer

up-to-date
books on the telephone in

copper plates.

HOW

WEEK

you wish to keep the books on our
easy terms of $2.00 a month, we will include
FREE a year's Consulting Membership in the
American Technical Society, and you can
have the services of our engineers and experts for one year as often as you wish to
write in
ask for their help on any subject
within the scope of books.
If

—

Send the Coupon Now
Don't send any money.

Just mail the
coupon properly filled out and the books will
come to you at once by express collect. Keep
them a whole week and use them as if they
were your own. Send them back to us if you
want to, but give them a trial anyway, and if
you keep them send us only $2.00. You can
send the balance of the special $12.80 price
the same way
$2.00 each month.
Give yourself a chance to make some
real money
right now. Send the coupon before you turn this page.

was now a very obvious development of

evolution thus far described, to partially exhaust the glass envelope containing
the two incandescent electrodes, or filaments, so as to increase the conductivity of
the space between them.
But Fig. 5 of this patent, showing the
inclosed filament in a vacuum bulb, is interesting from another consideration because
it contains the first embryonic germ of the
It was reallater "grid" or third electrode.
ized from the very first that a certain proportion of the high frequency energy from
the antenna could be lost thru the bypath
circuit supplied by the battery and telephone receiver. In order to prevent this
the arrangement shown in Fig. 5 was tried
out, wherein the local and high frequency
In this arrangecircuits are kept separate.
ment, as actually tried in the gas flame, no
actual advantage was observed, because the
high frequency electrodes were necessarily
some slight distance from the path conducting the direct current, and hence the
effect of the high frequency currents upon
the ions carrying the local current was
the

—

—

American Technical Society
Dept. T-3383

weakened.
During the years of 1904 and '05 my
duties kept me almost continually away
From my laboratory, in travelling about the
country directing the installation of numer-

Chicago, U. S. A.

American Technical Society, Dept. T-3383, Chicago
Please send me a set of Telephony and Telegraphy in 4 volumes, express collect. I will send
you $2.00 in 7 clays and $2,00 each month until I
have paid $12.80. If I don't want to keep the
books I will return them to you in one week and
will owe you nothing.

ous radio stations consequently there was
little opportunity for prosecuting this development work, and carrying out the designs and sketches which I made from time
;

In fact, it was not until 1905 that
to time.
a lamp manufacturer was found to undertake the construction of the various experimental forms of lamps which I had designed as a successor to the flame or arc
detector. I was familiar in 1905 with Prof.
Fleming's work on the subject of the "Edi-
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son Effect" as utilized for the rectification
of liiiili frequency oscillations, or currents.
This was interesting to me only as an evidence of growing activity along lines simI was
ilar to those of my new detector.
familiar, of course, with the phenomena
originally discovered by Edison, and investigated aiid developed by Howell. Fleming,
Wehnelt, et al but from the very first of
my work with radio detectors I always had
in mind a relay, in the true sense of the
word, not a rectifier; in other words, a detector in which the energy of the audible

Mesco Telegraph
Practice

Set

For Learning Telegraph Codes

1919
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j^r-g

Super- Sensitive Microphone

This instrument is offered ^ /
at an extremely low price.
It is excellent for building your
own amplifier. Can also be used in
many experiments where a sensitive microphone is required.

Detectagraph, $15

;

signal

was supplied from a

local

battery.

energy being merely controlled
or released by the incoming signal. It had
always been obvious to me that such a device should be more efficient than any form

This

of rectifier where the signal indication is
effected only by the energy actually received
thru the amenta.
Fig. 1, Patent No. 824.637. is an obviously
practical development of Fig. 5 of my first
In this figure two inpatent, No. 979,275.
candescent filaments are sealed in the glass
bulb, and each lighted from its own "A"
Here, as always, the original sepbattery.
arate "B" battery is shown.

The Practice Set comprises a regular telegraph key. without circuit breaker, a special
high pitch buzzer, one cell Red Seal Dry
Battery, and four feet of green silk covered
flexible cord.

The key and buzzer are mounted on a
highly finished wood base, and three nickel
plated binding posts are so connected that the
set nay be used for nve different purposes.
Price
List No.
342 Telegraph Practice Set. with Bat*3.24
tery and Cord
Weighs 4 lbs. packed.
Price does not include postage.
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local

This figure
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This outfit Is the only reliable instrument which
'•
will enable students to become V"
in the C. S. Naval Service, because il is equipped
a buzzer and miniature lamp enabling the
loth the visual and audible signals

No.

List

52— Practice

Set with Red Seal Bat$ 4 -05
Price docs not Include postage.

Send for the New Edition of
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motorcycle

that
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cost you leas to operate than the more
La at once and secure lowest fac.
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nt opportunity
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STEFFEY MFG.

CO., Depl. E. 5025 Bfown Sl.,Phila.Pa .
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lyist tree.
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"B" battery which was invariably em-

ployed, a genuine relay or trigger action of
he high frequency oscillations upon the
normal current-carrying ions, or electrons,
passing between the two electrodes.

I

LUCKY

of

Headband, Case and Battery.
Send for One Today and
Convince Yourself.

Belaium

is

benefit

$15

instru-

super-sensitive

a

ment which has been developed to meet the demands
for

a

practical

and

efficient

hearing device at an extremely low price. It is equal to
any $35 instrument made and
superior to most of them. The outfit consists of One
8uper-Sensitive Transmitter with cord connector; One
Super-Sensitive Ear Piece with small black cord; One
Black Single Headband
Black Case and Two Batteries.
WRITE TODAY FOR FREE BOOKLET
;

BOISSONNAULT CO.

G.

NEW YORK

26 CORTLANDT STREET
Makers of Super-Sensitive Microphone Apparatu

Not Toys But Real Apparatus
the same as used by all operating companies.
You had better send us your order immediately
to insure prompt delivery, as this equipment
will not last long at these prices.
3 bars, each $3.00
110 Volt Generators
4 bars, each 4.00
5 or 6 bars, each 5.00
.75
Telephone transmitters with arms, each..
50
Good ringers complete with bells, each
75
Telephone receivers, each
50
Condensors, all sizes, each
Real complete common battery telephones,
wall type with 1600 Ohm ringers, each 4.50
1.25
Slightly used dry cells, per dozen
Large, powerful magnets, while they last,

50
each
Please send money-order or cash with your order

ELECTRICAL SPECIALTY COMPANY
128 South Eleventh Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

WANTED
IMMEDIATELY
and land

Civilian wireless

operators

are

in

mand, owing to
ment special

line

great dethe govern-

classification.
classas will quickly qualify
you.
Excellent dormitory facilities for out of town students.

Our

Write for booklet giving full particulars about

The Best Radio School
East Side

Branch
Lenox 6051

in

New

York City

y. M. C. A.
86th St and

L ex ng ton
.

Ave.

New York

ARNOLD NAVY MODEL
LOOSE COUPLER

As everyone familiar with incandescent
lamp or X-ray bulb phenomena knows, the
proportions of current passing between two
being hot)
thermions,
of exhauspreponderance of thermionic conduction over ionic
conduction has been gradually increasing
as the art has progrcst with improvements
in pumps, knowledge of the fine points of
Thus it has always been
exhaustion, etc.
impossible to lay a finger upon a certain
date or upon any audion type of device,
and say, "This marks the distinction between an ionic, or gaseous detector, and a
It is in fact imposthermionic detector."
sible to prove even to-day when audions or
oscillions are exhausted to the highest dehat the conductivity is entirely elec-

electrodes therein (one or both
carried by ions or carried by
depends chiefly upon the degree
The gradual
tion of the bull).

beg to advise my friends and customers
that 1 am back in the Wireless Game at
the old address, where 1 hope to be favored with a visit and your much valued
I

patronage.

N. Y. City

F*>^b"shc,l 1910
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instructors are licensed by U. 9. BOTOrnchool fully equipped ana largest of lis land in
Tuition small and payable weekly,
America
Wasnguarantee to qualify you. Board arid room
iiitnon at reasonahlu rates while tafelnB uw course,
SERVICE RADIO SCHOOL.
Particulars on request.
902 Pa. Ave. N. W.. Washington, D. C.
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J. F.
327 East 119th St.,
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Delecttfrapb

THE $15BMICROPHO
DEAF-PHONE
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The audion in this form one
electrode.
hot and one cold electrode, and the "B" battery connected with this positive terminal
to the cold electrode, was used for some
months, and shows a sensitiv .ness as a detector, superior to that of the electrolytic
detector, and far superior to that of the
had, thanks to
Fleming valve rectifier.

Manhattan Electrical
Supply Co., Inc.
NEW YORK:

who

the patent trial the Fleming valve vs. the
Audion a demonstration was made before
the court where all three electrodes were in
the form of filaments, where each could be
heated to incandescence by a separate battery. The demonstration showed that when
this device was connected up as an audion
that either outside filament could be used
as the "plate" electrode indifferently, and
the signals were of the same intensity
whether two electrodes were cold or all
three hot. The purpose of this test was to
demonstrate beyond all cavil the falseness
of the assumption that rectification plays in
any way an important or essential part in
the operation of the three electrode audion.
Fig. 3 of the above mentioned patent No.
824,637 shows the next obvious step in the
evolution of the audion i.e., doing away
with the unnecessary battery for heating
one of the electrodes. It was obvious, of
course, that so long as the "B" battery was
properly connected so that its positive pole
led to the cold electrode, there was no necessity or advantage in heating this second

—

tery and Cord
Weighs 4 lbs. packed.

interesting to many,

until recently, if even now, have never
heard that an audion of this type works
equally well whether both electrodes are incandescent, or whether one is incandescent
It might be well to
and the other cold.
point out now in this connection that during

CatabtMlati Practice Sel tm leaning the Morse
CeatJKiUl final and AndibU

with

is

instrument
marvelous sensitivity can
be used for detecting secret
conversations. Outfit consists
of Sensitive Transmitter, 25Black
Cord,
Receiver,
ft.

ThiB~ detecting

to ltd

we

March,
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In the spring and summer of 1906 I had
opportunity to spend a good deal of time
on the audion problem, ami was always
Keeping
seeking to improve it- efficiency.
in mind then the disadvantage of directly
connecting the high frequency circuit with
the local circuits, and harking hack to the
four electrode gas-flame detector ahove
mentioned, I sought to keep one electrode
<>f the high frequency circuit distinct from
the two electrodes of the local current.
Obviously the most simple experiment was
to ;,to^ « piece of tinfoil around the outside of the tjlass bulb and connect this to
one end of the secondary transformer of
my receiver. The other end of the transformer was connected to the filament, it
being obviously unnecessary to employ four
electrodes to effect the end desired. Exactly this arrangement, with the third electrode
around the outside of the bulb, is shown
in Fig. 3 of patent No. 841.386, which was
It will probably be
filed in August, 1906.
recalled that this outside electrode has been
very recently "re-discovered'' with considerI also at this time
able eclat and acclaim
wrapt a coil of wire around the bulb, connecting one end of this to the antenna and
the other to the ground, seeking thus to
effect the ionic conductivity between the
inner electrodes by electro-magnetic influence from the high frequency oscillations
passing around this helix. See Fig. 4, pat!

ent No. 841,386.

The arrangement of

BRANDES
Wireless Head Sets
Anticipate the

condenser between the filament connection
and a hypothetical third electrode, which
consisted of the conducting layer of gas located on the interior walls of the bulb,
the other arm of this condenser being the
tinfoil belt outside the glass.
I recognized
also that this was a very inefficient and indirect way of impressing the effect of the
high frequency oscillations upon the conducting medium between the filament and
plate.
The third electrode should therefore
be placed inside the bulb. I immediately instructed McCandless & Company to make
such a bulb.
The first type of this third
electrode was in the form of a plate, located
on the opposite side of the filament from
the "B" battery plate.
This arrangement
showed the increased efficiency and sensitiveness anticipated. It is shown in Figs. 2
and 4 of patent No. 841,387, filed October,
1906. This is the audion amplifier and telephone relay patent. Fig. 2 of this patent
is interesting as showing also for the first
time a third battery ("B") in the external
circuit between the third electrode and the
filament.
T in this figure represents the

high frequency transformer.
In Fig. 4, where this battery is omitted,
is shown for the first time the grid stopping
condenser C. In studying this type of three
electrode bulb, I recognized that the third
electrode was not yet in its most efficient
position. It should be placed directly in the
path of the ionic or thermionic stream,
passing from filament to plate, where the
high frequency electric charges imprest on
the electrode could best affect this stream.
But if placed directly between two electrodes, a solid plate, of course, would constitute practically a complete barrier. Hence
I devised the grid or perforated screen
structure.
In fact, the first audion where
the third electrode was placed between the
filament and plate utilized the wire bent in
grid form which is familiar to every amateur or user of the audion prior to 1914.
This type of third electrode so located
was so marked an improvement over the
preceding three-electrode bulb, that shortly
thereafter a patent was applied for on it.
This was issued in February, 1908, No. 879,532.
See Fig. 1 where the complete receiving arrangement and the grid audion is

ernment
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WIRELESS HEAD SET
TODAY.

better wireless results than you ever had before.
tone of the two Brandes diaphrams make this

possible.
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set is sold under a positive money-back
superior to any other receiver at its price
in clearness, sensitiveness, and range.

guarantee that

it

is

—

a Brandes Head Set today
or send 4c for Booklet
with complete description of Brandes receivers.
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BRANDES,

Wireless Receiver Specialists
Room 814 32 Union Square New York
Complete
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of

E

Inc.
City

Brandes receivers for those in Western States and Pacific
Coast. Catalogue E on request.

Balboa Building

FORD KING

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Radio Amateurs!
Buy parts and make your own sets. Large stock
of radio materials left on our hands because of

canceled Government contracts!

An

opportunity for buying high grade materials
at bargain prices.

Guaranteed Galena Crystals, everything for
knobs, resistances - insulating
materials, condenser plates and parts, Litzendraht and magnet wires, contact points, head
bands.

coils,

switches,

Also Manufacturers of Complete Receivers, Condensers,
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Order
the external tinfoil

belt may therefore be called the parent of
the third electrode.
It showed a decided
improvement in the sensitiveness of the derecognized
I
tector, as I had anticipated.
that by this arrangement I had in effect a

clearly
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The audion remained
six years.

MURDOCK
Radio Receivers

Noted for their extreme
sensitiveness and undependability.

failing

At

the very reasonable
they are the best
receiver value in the
world.
Buy now for present
and future needs.
prices,

Other

Apparatus

this
its

form for
merits be-

came gradually recognized in Europe
well as here, and it was not long before

as
the
little stranger was, like its predecessor, the
two electrode brother with "B" battery,
adopted into the Marconi family, and like
its predecessor re-christened the "Fleming
Valve." As soon as the audion amplifier
had been developed for long distance telephone service by the engineers of the Western Electric Company, and installed on
most of the long distance lines of the A. T.
& T. Co., we find certain English publications adopting it also into the Fleming valve
family; and now after the three-electrode
device has demonstrated its utility as a
radio transmitter of absolutely constant undamped waves and made possible transoceanic telephony, we learn that this big
brother which I first named the Oscillion,
is also the Fleming valve. Not even ''junior"
or "senior" is used to distinguish one from
the other in this rapidly growing Fleming
valve family.

The Electric Safety razor makes shaving a
pleasure. Blade vibrating 7,200 times a minute
cuts the beard smoothly and without slightest
pull or irritation
feels like a gentle massage.
Can be used with or without electric current,

—

All iistrs

Equal Merit
Available for
Experimenters,
Schools, and Colleges.
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Individual

instruction
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general supervision of E. E. Bucher,
Instructing Engineer, Marconi Wireless
Telegraph Co.
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Marcy
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C. E. MILLER, 164 Riverside
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Drive,

Omaha, Nebr.

Dept. 122.

PHYSICIANS

disputed that the engineers of the Western
Electric Company have taken a foremost
position, and much of the present-day efficiency of the detector and amplifier has
been due to their efforts, spurred on as they

THE SKINDERVIKEN
TRANSMITTER BUTTON
Is absolutely unequalled for stethoyour
scope work.
It will improve
present stethoscope fully 50% and en-

were by the difficult demands and specifications of our Signal Corps officers and engineers. It is estimated that there has been
constructed for the U. S. Signal Corps during the war between 200,000 and 300,000
audion and amplifier bulbs, and at least 50,000 small oscillators. In Great Britain wartime production has probably equaled or
exceeded the above while in France we are
informed that during the last two years of
the war, the audion production has averaged about 5,000 per day! The French bulb
is particularly interesting as being efficient
and suitable in all three uses, detector, amFor such purposes, of
plifier and oscillator.
course, a compromise in efficiency was in-

able

you

to

make

and more
Simple to inthe change in

a far better

accurate examination.
stall
you can make
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with every button.
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sacrificed.

Considerable discussion has lately arisen
as to the first use of the audion as an
oscillator or source of alternating current.
This matter is now being thrashed out in a
multiple interference procedure in the U. S.
Patent Office. But the evidence so far in-

DAY ANDEVENINGCLASSES
SEND FOR PROSPECTUS

highly interesting announcements of
President Vail of the A. T. & T. Co., regarding multiplex wire telephony and telegraphy over a single conductor pair, it may
be prophesied that the application of the
audion as a generator of alternating currenta will be fully as useful as that of de-

St.

TRANSFORMER

110 V.
8 Volts

ONLY $1 .00

Secondary

reliable transformer for all experimental work, ringConsumes bo little power It will not
ing bells, etc.
movs ordinary meter. $1.00, postpaid. Cord and plug,
SOo extra.
Transformer No. It*, giving 8. 12 and 18 volts secondOrder from this ad.
ary, wttn plug. $2.00 postpaid.
A,

EMPIRE TRANSFORMER
2214 Sedgwick

Deot # 11

St.,

CO.

CHICAGO

MARKO

and amplifier.
There is, in the writer's opinion, no doubt
but that if the development of radio is not
now made a Government monopoly, it will
not he long before commercial trans-oceanic
tector

BATTERIES
STORAGE
ARE GOOD— TRY ONE
Paul M. Marko

This
telephony will be effected.
work, whether the generator be a bank of
oscillions or a high frequency alternator,
will be made possible only thru the extraordinary amplifying properties of the audion,
when used as telephone repeater or relay.

1402-1412

wireless

&

Co., Inc.

Atlantic Ave.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

[institute
of STANDARD

simplicity of the oscillion transmitter
II
sizes, coupled with the extraordinary- sensitiveness of the "zero beat"
audion detector or amplifier of received
high frequency energy, warrants the belief

The
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dicates that the writer's application of this
proper! v of the audion in the spring ol
l')12, marked the first use of the audion as
a generator of undamped electrical currents,
In view of recent developments, particularly

Chelsea, Mass.
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of these three branches has been somewhat

WM. J. MURDOCK
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The art founded on the three-electrode
audion has grown of late years with enormous strides. The great war has produced
a tremendous intensity of development for
various military purposes and it cannot be

evitable,
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LATEST STYLE IN FLASHLIGHTS.
Continued from page 767)
the entire set of meter dials are instantaneWhen the
ously photographed on a film.
meter-reader .mis back to the office, the exposed roll film is removed from the camera
and a new roll inserted. The film is then
developed and the bills made out from the
record photographed thereon.
Down on the farm we find another interesting use of the flashlight, tho Uncle Josh
will swear that the old barn lantern is much
better, and this is in the testing of eggs for
Several attachfertility
and freshness.
ments have been produced, or one can
I

easily be made from a piece of cardboard,
aluminum or tin, in the shape shown in the

accompanying

illustration, Fig. 7, so that a

strong beam of light is thrown against the
egg. as it is placed in the opening in the
candling screen. In this connection it is interesting to note that by holding a flashlight
bulb against the hand or against the finger
that it is possible to locate foreign bodies
The illumination is very inin the finger.
tense, and will act almost like an X-ray.
Figure eight shows a doctor's head lamp
fitted up in an emergency or for regular
use from a pocket flashlight. The battenis connected with a piece of flexible twincord to the lamp bulb, which is preferably
mounted in a small receptacle secured to a
piece of fiber, and which in turn is wired or
sewed to a strip of elastic webbing.
small buckle can be secured to the free
ends of the webbed band, so as to hold it in
place on the head in any desired position.

A

A

polisht nickel reflector

is

bosom, the arrow in the front of the hat
sign causing the onlooker to glance downward invariably, and at that ps> etiological
the shirt bosom
moment,
lo and behold

—

—

punch, to be sure.

The illustration at Fig. 12, shows a very
ingenious and most useful instrument utilizing the flashlight principle and known as
As the illustration
the inspectoscope.
shows, the inspectoscope comprises a tube
either of fixt length, or else made telescopic, at the lower end of which there is a
mirror placed at an angle of 45 degrees,
while at the upper end of the tube a small
flashlight case and its battery are mounted.
The lamp at the bottom of the tube receives
current thru the metal tube, and the other
side of the circuit is completed thru a single insulated wire leading up to the flashlight battery, the button switch on the battery case being used to light the lamp.
This instrument has been found extremely
efficacious in reading name-plates on motors and other machinery where they happen to be in inaccessible locations, such as
close to a wall, etc.
Many other practical
and ingenious uses of the flashlight will
suggest themselves to the reader, and it is
doubtful if there has ever been any one
invention in the electrical field that has become more universally adapted than the
pocket flashlight.

POPULAR ASTRONOMY.

held in place

A

Any one can install
to install.
such a signal system in a few minutes' time.
Ordinary bell wire or some flexible lamp
cord is used for connecting the two stations together, and the internal connecand quick

tions made to the flashlight battery are
clearly shown in the diagram.
Where two
or more flashlights are used on one desk,
the lenses may be of different colors, so
that the party calling is indicated more
quickly.

Figure ten shows one form of electric
'light.
Of course, most ordinary mortals find the pocket flashlight very useful
about the bedroom, and invariably keep
one under their pillow, so that it is only
necessary to flash it on the clock or watch
and ascertain the time whenever desired,
but in some instances it proves more convenient or desirable to have the lamp bulb
mounted on the clock base as here shown.
li-ise desiring to utilize this scheme can
easily do so, and all that is necessary is the
ordinary flashlight, the proper length of
flexible twin-cord and a push-button, preferably of the pear-shaped variety.
Fipure eleven illustrates one out of about
ten thousand possibilities in electric flashlight advertising

illuminated

and

tie-pin novelties. The
and shirt bosom

"stove pipe"

shown, were not

merely sketched by the
but were actually used for several
years in Xew York City, and tickled the
heart of many a youngster as well as
grown-up.
The man fitted with this illuminated silk hat and shirt bosom was
quite a common figure on Broadway at one
time, and created one of the most novel
surprises progressive advertising ever iniXeedless to say, the best results are
tiated.
obtained with such an arrangement when
the lights are flashed on and off at short
In the present case the hat beintervals.
came illuminated first and then the shirt
artist,

1

red-and-whiteforth
in
all
its
striped-glory, to the effect that "Killemquick's" whisky was the only stuff that had
the "punch"
it did'nt say it was a deadly
blazed

poles,

is

which

and more

best seen.
is

view after

date, the
southern' surface of the rings being invisible and less and less of the southern
hemisphere of the planet being seen until
the rings once more approach their widest

into

opening about seven years
this time on until the earth
in

this

later.

on Signal Engineering
T~HOUSANDS

of miles of railroad must
be equipped with block signal systems. To
superintend these installations and to maintain
the systems now in use thouands of men are
necessary. Golden opportunities are tioio offered*

From

once more
the plane of the rings, after another
is

quarter revolution of the planet, the elevation of the earth above the rings becomes
less and less and the width of the system
decreases in proportion to its length.
It
was this change in the tilt and visibility of
the rings that so perplexed Galileo when he
attempted to make out the nature of these
appendages of Saturn with his crude telescope of insufficient magnifying power. So
great was his bewilderment when the rings
finally disappeared that he cried out in despair that Saturn must have swallowed his
children, according to the legend.
He
finally became so exasperated with the results of his observations that he gave up
observing the planet. The true nature of
these appendages of Saturn remained a
mystery until Huyghens solved the problem in 1655, some time after the death of
Galileo.
In addition to the rings. Saturn has nine
satellites named in the order of their disMimas.
tance outward from the planet
Enceladus, Tethys, Dione, Rhea, Titan,
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Chicago, III.
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Raven awood
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/

of Signaling
Deot. 1793
Station
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Department
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Occupation

ay Full

Prices

^Diamonds
Banking is the
DIAMOND
*^
business of a million
firm
dollar

nearly 3/ 4 century old. WeU.-.
accepting hi^h-gTEide d'amonds.
When loans remain unpaid we
must sell to get our money. Most amaz
I ine bargains proved by customers letu-ra
\ Diamond. Rings. Pins. Brooches, Fend.
1 ant n. etc., at prices we challenge you
to match at 60 per cent more* ~
for absolutely tree examination.
J
security.

I

I

Write

Today
tor
Special

Bargain
Bulletin

\

I

|

Write for JOS. DeRoy Bulletin

Radically different from ordinary catalogs.
Send ynur name today and we will Bend you
dut bulletin of bargainB showing hundreds
nuxeds
of unpaid loana. It is absolutely free.

Jos.

DeRoy & Sons

ollding]
8048 DeRoy EuHdmg

jjTypposiU} Pott OJfUe

Pittsburg,

StSd

SHORTHAND
Learn Easily
Practical
learned.

E.

I.

You

at

Simplified

Home

Shorthand; quickly
attain speed easily

Great savinp in time and expense
Guarantee and SO days' trial given
Home study Many endorsements
Uaedin Government service, in corporations, schools, professional and
business offices, private ose.etc.
Brochure and specimen lesson

FREE.

KING INSTITUTE, ED-300.
New York. N. Y.

Station F,

<

when writing

/
*

f

*

De P L 793 181
.
S
Kavenswood
Ave.—i

no obligations

You

obligation in writing for tbe book.

be discovered with "retrograde"
Two satellites of Jupiter since discovered revolve in the same
direction around their primary.
The satellites of Saturn approximate to
'ontinued on page S23)
•nter'*

/
/

Put your name and ad-

in its orbit.

th

than one- fourth of the

SendtheCoupon /^JTrs"^.

satellite to

mentioning

less

passenger lines in tbe country are equipped with automatic block signal systems— and when yoa read that
the day is fast coming when tbe law will compel railroads to insta'l them, you will realize what remarkable
opportunities are offered to ambitious men in the profession of Signal Engineering. The work is big— broad
—high salaries are paid. $250. 00 a month is an ordinary
salary for a Signal Engineer. Write for particulars.

The last
Hyperion, Iapetus and Phoebe.
mentioned satellite was discovered by W.
H. Pickering in 1899. It aroused great interest at the time because it was the first

(

write for toe free book ou

'lould

Men Are Needed!

:

motion

e

you join the army or cavy before you bare completed tbe
course, further payments will be postponed until you return.
If

Its flattening at the
nearly ten per cent of its
equatorial diameter gives it a decidedly
Ordinarily
oval appearance at this time.
one of the hemispheres of Saturn is partly
or entirely concealed by the rings so that
the oblate form is not so noticeable. After
the temporary disappearance of the rings
in 1920 the earth will pass from a position
below the rings to one above them. The
northern surface of the rings and the northern hemisphere of Saturn will come more

the planet

FreeBook
Every ambitious man
Signal Engineering.

(Continued from page 781)

by the lamp when screwed into the socket,
as indicated.
Another clever use for flashlights is in
the form of a desk signal, and this scheme
It has been tried out
is outlined at Fig. 9.
with great success in several offices.
diagram is given for a three-wire return
call system.
The beauty of the flashlight
call system is that it does not give such a
nervous shock to a person as the ordinary
buzzer or bell, and it is also very simple
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TRANSMITTER BUTTON
NGERSOLL
WATCH CASE

!

Fig

1

SKINDERVIKEN TRANSMITTHE
TER BUTTON presents the

Fig.

latest

stunt.

advance
in
microphones
and
marks a revolution in transmitter construction.
It
works on an entirely
new principle, takes up practically no
room, and marks the end of all telephone transmitter troubles.

diafram about the size of half a dollar,
and by holding the diafram at the side
of the throat, as shown, speech can
be transmitted with surprising clarity.
Fig. 3 illustrates the same arrangement placed on the chest as shown.

The SKINDERVIKEN TRANSMITTER BUTTON can be placed in any

position the transmitter will
and loudly. Fig. 4 shows
an arrangement whereby the Skinderviken button is attached on a thin
wood board at the preacher's pulpit.
His voice is clearly transmitted
so that people hard of hearing can
readily hear the sermon.
Fig.
5
In

and it will talk loudly and
and is at the same time
extraordinarily sensitive.
It was pridistinctly

designed

replace

to

the

old

damaged or burnt-out transmitter.
Simply unscrew and remove the telephone transmitter front, disconnect

shows how a very sensitive Detectophone can be made by placing one

the two inside wires, unscrew and remove the bridge and the old electrode.
There remains only the diafram.
These wires are then connected with
the Skinderviken button, the latter
screwed to the diafram, and after
screwing the old transmitter housing
together again, the telephone is ready

of the buttons in the center of a litho-

graphed cardboard picture, so that
only the small brass nut shows. The large
surface of the picture acts as a big diafram, and the voice is well reproduced.
Fig. 6 shows an interesting stunt, whereby
a hole is drilled in the side of a thin glass
water-tumbler; the sides of the glass thus
acting as a diafram, the voice is clearly
transmitted. Fig. 7 shows a simple match
box Detectophone. The Skinderviken button is concealed inside of the box, only the
small brass nut showing on the outside.
This can be camouflaged as well. This device talks well. Fig. 8 shows how to transmit phonograph music at a distance merely
by drilling a small hole in the phonograph
arm and attaching the Skinderviken but-

for work.

ELECTRICAL

this

talk clearly

position

marily

2 shows another interesting
By attaching the button to a tin

EXPERIMENTER

readers will be particularly interested
in all the different experiments that
can be performed with the Skinderviken Button. Fig.
shows the Skinderviken button attached to the back
of an Ingersoll watch case.
When
speaking towards the inside of the
case, it will be found that the voice
is reproduced clearly and loudly.
I

$1.00
Prepaid
This shows how
attached

ordinary

teli

Itutt"

ton; a very favorite
experimenters.

phone

experiment with

all

Iran nutter.

We have such unlimited confidence in the Skinderviken Transmitter Button that we make the
following remarkable offer. Send us one dollar ($1.00) for which we will mail one button prepaid. If
you do not wish to keep it. return it within five days and your money will be refunded. Boys! send
stamp for booklet No. 4. It gives diagrams and experiments using the Skinderviken Transmitter Button, and prices of telephone equipment.

ALSO ALL KINDS OF TELEPHONE PARTS FOR EXPERIMENTERS
at prices far below the actual cost of

manufacture

TALKING WITH

WATER GLASSi

Fig. 6

Fig. S

Skinderviken Telephone Equipment Co.
r"i:.j..i..
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POPULAR ASTRONOMY.
(Continued from

['age 821

many he

proximately five hundred and twenty-four
days for Phoebe, the most distant.
Like Jupiter, Saturn is marked by belts
parallel to the equator tho they appear more
indistinct than those of Jupiter on account
Saturn
of the greater distance of Saturn.
also resembles Jupiter in its physical comis

largely,

if

not entirely.

gaseous and in the extremely short period
of rotation on its axis which is approxmately ten hours. In more ways than one
Saturn is a very unusual planet. In addition to possessing an enormous ring system it is the lightest of all the planets, its
density being only sixty-three hundredths
that of water,

and

it is

the most oblate,

its

II Shows (On a Scale Reduced Ten Times
From That of Fig. I) the Orbits of the Outer

Fig.

Even on This Reduced Scale It Is
Impossible to Represent the Orbit of Phoebe,
the Most Distant, Which Is Three and SixTenths Times More Distant Than Japetus.
Satellites.

flattening at the poles

and after being educated in Gerreturns home just before Germany
involves the world in war.
Near the Wagner home lives an invalid,
with her daughter, Beth, a charming paThe girl's father at his death
triotic girl.
begs Wagner to watch over Beth and she

protests,

I

those of Jupiter in size and exactly equal
The largest, Titan, is
them in number.
thousand miles in diameter and
three
can he seen with the smallest telescopes.
With a four-inch telescope five of the
satellites can be easily found tho they are
not as interesting to observe as the satellites
of Jupiter because they are on the average
four hundred million miles more distant.
The time they require to make one journey
around Saturn varies from nearly twentythree hours for Mimas, the nearest, to ap-

position which

823

amounting nearly

to

Its equator
one-tenth of its diameter.
more highly inclined to its orbit than is
the case with any other planet, not even
For this
excepting the earth and Mars.
reason its seasonal changes are very great,
in marked contrast to Jupiter whose equator
lies very nearly in the plane of its orbit.
Since Saturn is so far away from the sun
that it receives only one-ninetieth as much
light and heat per unit area as the earth, its
outer gaseous surface must be extremely
cold unless considerable heat is conveyed
to the surface from within its hot interior.
Prof. Lowell concluded from certain observations made at Flagstaff, Ariz., that
Saturn is composed of layers of different
densities and that the inner layers are more
flattened at the poles and rotate faster than
the outer layers. Marked variations in the
color and brightness of the ball of the
planet have been noted from time to time.
In 1916 observers of Saturn described the
planet as pinkish-brown and conspicuously
darker than the brighter portions of the
rings. The ringed planet may now be found
in the constellation of Leo not very far
from the star Regulus at the end of the
It is more than
handle of "The Sickle."
twice as bright as Regulus and of a yellowAs it was in opposition to the
ish tinge.
sun on February 14, it is now most favorably placed for observation, being visible
all thru the night.
is

seems devoted to Karl he offers no protest.
Frank Douglas, a schoolmate of Beth's, is
devotedly attached to her and her seeming
preference for Karl causes him great anxBeth is living in the Wagner home
iety.
and there meets Grippen, a German spy,
who is assisted by Leone, known as the
"Lynx," a German Secret Service agent,
and Krug, a spy, who is a sailor on a transport.
Douglas enters the United States
;

Secret Service as operative and

is

"I'm to be Manager of my Department
starting Monday. The boss said he had
been watching all the men. When he
found I had been studying at home with
the International Correspondence Schools
he knew I had the right stuff in me—
that I was bound to maTce good. Now we
can move over to that house on Oakland
Avenue and you can have a maid and
take things easy. I tell you, Nell, taking
that course with the I. C. S. was the best
thing I ever did."

trailing

Leone.

At dinner, young Wagner takes the oath
binding himself to the service of the Kaiser.
It is determined by Grippen and his agents
to destroy American shipping and when
war is declared by the United States against
Germany, Grippen resolves to destroy
transports conveying troops to France.
Beth is seated in an easy chair one night
when she overhears Leone tell Karl that
Krug has planted a bomb, secreted in a

Spare-time study with the I. C. S. is winning
promotions for thousands of men and bringing
happiness to thousands of homes all over the
world. In offices, shops, stores, mines, mills and
on railroads, I. C. S. trained men are stepping up
to big jobs, over the heads of older men, past those
whose only qualification is long service.

thermos bottle, on board a transport, and
that it has been timed to explode at midnight on the date of sailing of the vessel.
Shocked at this proof of the perfidy of
the man she believed she loves, Beth upbraids Karl, whereupon he binds and gags
her and then conveys her to the mountains
where Grippen's lair is located. Douglas
is trailing the spies persistently and they

There

is

a Job Ahead of

YOU

The boss
When he selects the one to
hold it he is going to choose a trained man with
Get
sound, practical knowledge of the work.
busy right now and put yourself in line for that
promotion. You can do it in spare time in your
own home through the International Correspondence Schools, just as nearly two million men have
done in the last twenty-seven years, just as more
than 100,000 men are doing today.

Some man

is

going

be picked for

to

it.

can't take chances.

He is kidnapt
decide to get rid of him.
and when his senses leave him, the spies
throw him out of an automobile into a
creek. This revives him and he makes his
way with difficulty to the spy rendezvous
where he discovers that Beth is a prisoner.
He eludes the guard and obtains access
to Beth who tells him of the attempt to be
made to destroy the transport. He has a
fierce battle with the guards, but manages
to place Beth in an automobile and start at
full speed to warn the authorities of the
They reach the Wagner
transport's peril.
home after Karl's departure and when the
father hears of his son's traitorous conduct
The telephone
he is frantic with rage.
having been put out of commission by Karl,
Beth leaves for a wireless station near by.
Karl returns home and when his father
mob gathers
upraids him, he shoots him.
outside and Karl is about to be lynched
when a troop of cavalry saves him. He
and Grippen are taken in custody for trial.
Meanwhile Beth and Douglas reach the
wireless station and altho the bomb is to
explode at midnight, the operator at ten
minutes of that hour, has failed to get in
touch with the transport.

The first step these men took was to mark and
mail this coupon. Make your start the same way—
and make it right now.
-TEAR OUT HERE-

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
BOX 6181, SCRANTON, PA.
Explain, without obligating

me, how I can qualify for the
which I mark X.
nOflEHICAL ENGINEER

position, or in the subject, before

FLEflTRIOAL ENGINEER
Electrician
Electric Wiring
Electric Lighting
Electric Car Running
Heavy Electric Traction
Electrical Draftsman
Electric Machine Designer

D SALESMANSHIP
ADVERTISING MAN
D Window
Trimmer
C

d Show Card Writer
Outdoor Sign Painter
RAILROADER
ILLUSTRATOR
DESIGNER

Telegraph Expert

Telephony
MEI'IIAMCAI, ENGINEER

Practical

3 Mechanical

Draftsman
Ship Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice

A

_

Toolmaker
Gas Engineer
CIVIL ENGINEER
Surveying and Mapping
MINE FOKESrNOKENG'R

3 ARCHITECT

U Archltfclnral Draftsman
J PLCMKINO AM> HEATING
3 Sheet Metal Worker

Krug is about to jump overboard to escape the fate he and his confederates have
prepared for the troops aboard the transport, when Beth's wireless message is received and he is apprehended. The bomb is
discovered at one minute of twelve o'clock
and it explodes as it is hurled into the
water.
The elder Wagner recovers from
his wound
their troth.

Got the Job!"

"I

BOOKKEEPER

and Typist
O Stenographer
Cert. Pub. Accountant

Management
Commercial Law

Traffic

GOOD ENGLISH
ENGINEER
Q STATIONARY
SERVICE
CIVIL

Railway Mail Clerk
Textile Overseer or Sopt.

Q AGRICULTURE
Navigator
C

|Q

Snunlib
French

ronltri-RalBlng

!

Automobiles

l_J Italian

Present
Occupatioru
Street

and No.
City-

and Beth and Douglas plight

THOSE PASSIONATE "THREE
WEEKS" AGAIN.

WANTED

Ever read many

electrical advertiseHere's a gem, culled from a South
Carolina newspaper by Seymour Paul, of
the U. S. Field Artillery Depot, Camp Jack-

Age

ments?

—

Railway Mail Clerks

16 to 40
'

$1100 tO $2000 Year

Common Education Sufficient

Franklin Institute
Dept. C101
Rochester, N. Y.

^

son.
Thanks, Seymour, call again. And,
charge.
Sure pay.
Sire: Send me, wit]
say, while we think of it, you ought to see
•/ • «.
i
x>° t.,.<1> sample Railway Mail Clerk
Life
job. .«
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:

"THE BORDER WIRELESS' AND
"THE HUN WITHIN."
(Continued from page 768)
cause of his hatred for Prussian autocracy
and who has become intensely American.
His son Karl, however, whose nature is
cold,

is

pro-German

despite

his

father's

•
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outfit.

The

outfit contains 114 separate pieces
finished articles ready to use at once.

Among

of material

and 24 pieces

of

finished material the following parts arc included:
Chromic salts for lottery, lamp socket, bottle of mercury, cure wire
(two different lengths j, a bottle of Iron filings, three spools of wire,
carbons, a quantity of machine screws, flexible curd, two wood bases,
glass plate, parafflne paper, binding posts, screw-driver, etc., etc. The
Instruction book is so clear that anyone can malic the apparatus without trouble, and besides a section of the Instruction book is taken up
with the fundamentals of electricity to acquaint the layman with all
Important tacts in electricity in a simple manner.
We guarantee satisfaction.
The size nver all of the outfit is 14x9x2%. Shipping weight, 8 CC
Qfj
lbs. No. EX2002 "The Boy's Electric Toys." outtit as described.
the

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTS

The "Electro" Radiotone
HIGH FREQUENCY SILENT TEST
BUZZER

This Instrument gives a wonderful high
pitched MUSICAL NOTE In the receivers,
Impossible to obtain with tiie ordinary
The radiotone is built
test
buzzer.

alone entirely new lines: it is NOT an
ordinary buzzer, reconstructed In some

manner.

Tlie

RADIOTONE

has a single

steel reed vibrating at a remarkably
high speed, iid.lil-.lcd to its must efficient
frequency a1 the factory.
Sard silver eontacts are used to make the instrument last
fine

practically forever.
Yea, the RADIOTONE is SILENT.
In fact, it is so silent that you must
place your ear on top of it to hear its beautiful musical note.
You wilt be astounded at the wonderfully clear, sun cycle noto, Bounding
sharply in your receivers.
To learn the codes there is absolutely nothing
like It.
With the radiotone, a key and one dry cell and
telephone, a
fine loan
bad.
Two or more Buch sets In series will afford do
end oi pleaaure for Intercommunication work. Sf ipping Weight
lb.

ANY

I

Radiotono as described

each

$.90

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTS

The "Electro" Telegraph
but a practical,
telegraph outfit,
only sounds bul w irks
like the big commercial lnsiru.
ments.
By studying the code
for 80 days you can become a
first-class
telegraph
ratoi
oi
Buch operators are In big demand now. ointit constats ol
is

not

a

toy,
buflt

honest!)

which

not

>

i

t

\v<

complete telegrai

)

I

mente each measuring 3^ x 2%
x lm i.
All metal parts are high-

EX2002

No.

"rpiIK

BOY'S ELECTRIC TOYS" contains enough material

TO MAKE AND COMPLETE OVER TWENTY-FIVE
DIFFERENT ELECTRICAL APPARATUS without any

JL

iv. -r furnished with the outfit.
other
The box contains
the following complete Instruments and apparatus which are already assembled
solenoid,
Student's chromic plunge batteryj compass-galvanometer,
telephone
nough various parts, wire, etc., are furnished to
make the following
Electromagnet, electric cannon, magnetic pictures, dancing spiral, electric
hammer, galvanometer, voltmeter, hook for telephone receiver, condenser,
sensitive microphone, short distance wireless telephone, test storage battery,
shocking coil, complete telegraph set, electric riveting machine, electric buzzer, dancing fishes, singing telephone, mysterious dancing man. electric jump*
ing jack, magnetic geometric figures, rheostat, erratic pendulum, electric
butterfly, thermo electric motor, visual telegraph, etc., etc.
This
usl the list, but a great many more apillt actually and effectually.
With the
one hundred experiments that
book which v
ran be
this outfit are li
Illustrated
with superb Illustrations,
No other materials, goods or BuppIIes sre necessary
rform any
periments or to make any of the 25
thing can be constructed and accomplished Ijv means
outfit, two hands, ami a si-n-w-drlver.
fCnntinucd In next column)
t

ly nickel plated. Including key
lever.
Note hard rubber knob
Teh-graph Code chart, telegraph
Outfit works
blanks and connecting wire comes with set. but no batteries.
«in 2 dry cells
The "Electro" is the onia
(one cell for each Instrument).
Outfit that works both ways, each st&l
;an call; no switches, no extra*.
Nothing to gel out ol order. Guaranteed to please you or mi ney
tf»f
back.
Price Complete as Illustrated (TWO INSTRUMENTS)....
Shlnnlnq Welnht. 2 lbs.

oc
Al.£3
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receiver equipped with a horn, talks so loud that you can hear
over the room, even if there is a lot of other noise.
celvei cap, a tone
By lessening or tighten!)
softest Quality, up to the loudest and highest screaming
Mjiind eari In- had in a lew seconds.
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ADV
Your Rights

Lose

Don't

Before disclosing your invention to anyone send for blank form "Evidence of
Conception" to be signed and witnessed.
A sample form together with printed in-

show you just how to work
up your evidence and establish your rights

structions will

Edited by H.

before filing application for patent.
As
registered patent attorneys we represent
hundreds of inventors all over the U. S.
and Canada in the advancement of inventions. Our schedule of fees will be found
reasonable. The form "Evidence of Conception," sample, instructions relating to
obtaining of patent and schedule of fees
sent upon request. Ask for them, a post
card will do.

GERNSBACK

Department we publish such matter as is of interest to inventors and particularly to
those who are in doubt as to certain Patent Phases. Regular inquiries addrest to "Patent Advice"
cannot be answered by mail free of charge. Such inquiries are publisht here for the benefit of all
In this

—

readers. If the idea is thought to be of importance, we make it a rule not to divulge all details, in
order to protect the inventor as far as it is possible to do so.
Should advice be desired by mail a nominal charge of $1.00 is made for each question. Sketches
and descriptions must be clear and explicit. Only one side of sheet should be written on.

NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS

merit.

Questions on Patent Advice are answered in
department every month, and naturally
each question must take its turn. We have received so many letters during the past months
that it is absolutely impossible for us to answer
them all in the "Experimenter." Thus, for instance, the answers appearing in this issue are
of letters going back as far as July, 1918. We
would therefore urge our correspondents to bear
this in mind, and if an answer is wanted quickly,
correspondents should make themselves acquainted with the rules printed above.

[ANCASTERffl&ALIM

We

believe a patent can be obtained on a
this kind.

device of

Electro-Magnetic Screw

hollorv handle

Magnet

for

U.S.PATENTS

flash light boflery

NAM IDEAS PAY

measuring distances. Our correspondent states
the case correctly that both of these methods are
intricate and usually require some calculation and
Our correspondent further distoo much time.
closes the construction of his instrument which has
a scale working like an ordinary meter, so that
the resistance can be read off directly without the
necessity of calculation, etc.
While there are direct reading ohm-meters
A.
on the market, the device in question certainly has
unusual merit; and if it can be marketed cheap
enough, say for anywhere from fifteen to twenty
dollars, we believe that there is a big market for
think a patent can be
such an instrument.
obtained.

Our

facilities for

securing patents

enable us to give prompt and reliable service at reasonable rates.

An Electro-magnetic Screw
contained Battery

Driver with SelfHandle.

Inventors are invited to write to
us regarding questions appertain-

in

magnetic screw driver."
The sketch shows the
idea which consists of a screw driver with electromagnet, the latter being energized by a battery
held in the hollow handle.
Current is supplied to
the magnet by means of a switch ring.
Our ad-

We

Combination Cork Screw and Cork
Extractor.
(316) Dan Lingo, Huntington, Ark., submits
an idea of a combination cork screw and cork
extractor, and our illustration shows the idea,
which consists of a handle, cork screw on one
end and beaded wire ends with the ring, at the
The modus operandi is shown in Fig.
other side.
With a device of this kind as is wellNo. 2.
known the cork can be extracted very readily once
it was pushed inside of the bottle.
A. The idea is a good one, and while there is
of course nothing new as far as the two utensils
are concerned, the combination of the two into
one is undoubtedly a good feature. To our mind,
if the wires could be pushed inside of the handle,
out of the way, it would be an added feature of

Rmgforegufafe
d/mens/ons cfiv/ns

C

(317) Vernan Clements, Elmwood, Nebraksa,
ubmits a clever device which he terms an "electro-

for

:

D.

Driver.

Resistance Measuring Instrument.

i

BLDG.,

WASHINGTON,

(305) John E. Wheatley, Roachdale, Ind., has invented a device for measuring resistance directly.
The device was designed to replace the voltmeterammeter resistance circuit and Wheatstone bridge

Beaded
ends

OURAY

255

this

ing to securing patent protection.

prompt attenSend sketch for preliminary

All matters receive
tion.

is asked.
A.
This at first blush seems a good idea, and
the screw driver is only used for a few seconds
at a time, which it probably would, it possibly will
work satisfactorily, for the magnetism is only
used to pick up a screw and hold it long enough
until the latter is set; then the current is supposed
to be turned off.
say supposed, but it probably
never is.
The user would most likely forget to
turn off the switch, with the result that the small
battery would run down very shortly, and this is
where the trouble lies.
Otherwise, however, we
see no fundamental objection.
are not quite
certain if a patent can be obtained, as it seems to
us we have seen a similar idea once before.
Search in the patent office would, to our mind,
amply repay our correspondent.

vice

examination.
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NORMAN T. WHITAKER
Lawyer and Engineer

Trolley Wheel.

Washington, D. C.

480 Whitaker Bide.
(308) Russell A. Adams, Battle Creek, Mich.,
has sent sketch and description of a trolley wheel.
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supposed to stay on the wire, a solution
of by inventors.
Our correspondent
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tight
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objectional
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feature
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using

side
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shoes,
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Several other inj
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are
win
lown in this
A.
Nothing fundamentally new is contained in
this idea, and our opinion is that inventors should
["here
ear of trolley wheel improvements.
are literally thousands of such patents, and nol one
of them to our mind has ever been adopted by anj
of the traction companies.
For many reasons the
trolley

Grippe
Cold
in the

railway people seem to think that the old
It
is the sam<
copper wheel is still the best.
as
the old-fashioned telephone receiver, which has
been on our telephones for the past generations.
While thousands upon thousands of patents real
good ones, too have been issued, for some reason
or other, the old receiver is still on the job and
probably will be for many years to come. Our advice to inventors is to leave trolley wheels alone,
and guide their ingenuity and inventiveness into
other and more productive channels.
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But how do these five telephone currents
pass over the circuit simultaneously without

RICHARD B. OWEN, Patent Lawyer
164 Owen Building, Washington, D. C.
2276-S Woolworth Blag., New York City

becoming

INVENTORS: Send

us sketches or a
model of your invention and a description of the device for advice
in regard to the best way of obOur practical
taining patent protection.
experience covers a period of twenty years. Our
hand-book on patents is sent free on request. All
communications strictly confidential. Write us today.
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up,

you

ask.

"Imagine,

blended, but when you look at it thru colored glasses, each picture may be disThru red
tinguished from the others.
glasses the red photograph is shown, thru
blue glasses the blue photograph comes up
most clearly, and so on."
There are several other analogies in
physics, which will bring out the working
action of the control and filtering of these
"carrier" currents.
First there is ordinary
sunlight.
A beam of thU white light is
made up of a composite bundle of six
primary colors, each color representing a
different and distinct vibration frequency
of the ether particles. Thus we find that
the beam of white light is first produced or
formed in the sun, where many different
chemicals are in a state of combustion
each with a spectrum color of its own all
combine and form white light the sun's
These composite rays, combining six
rays.
predominating ether wave frequencies or
colors
red, orange, yellow, green, blue,
and violet (not to mention a host of other
intermediate shades of colors with their
corresponding and distinct frequencies*),
are transmitted thru the intervening ether
Now, if we take a glass
to our earth.
prism, see figure "A," and pass a beam of
sunlight (white light) thru it as shown,
then we will see the composite colors corresponding to the different frequencies projei ted on the sheet at the left, in the order

Washington, D. C.

—

—

named.
A second phase of

this

experiment,

fa-

miliar to every' high-school boy, is that of
the "synthesis of light", illustrated at fig>". Here we have a beautiful analogy
to the multiplex telephone which can be
easily demonstrated. A beam of white light
of many frequencies, is past
sunlight
thru the first prism, but as it emergi s after
being filtered by prism Xo. 1 the separated
frequencies (colors! are recombined by
)

(

prism Xo.

2,

and formed into

a "composite

of transmission", such as that which
traverses the telephone wire when the five
telephone currents are applied to it.
simple diagram for duplex telephony
by the Squier's system is lure shown.
Major-General G. O. Squier proposed his
multiplex telephone and telegraph system
He applied wireless currents to
in 1911.
wire systems atrd thus it was called Squier's
His invention had the
"wired wireless".

medium
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•See Wood's "Physical
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mixed

for example," said Air. Gherardi, "a composite photograph, in which each of five
subjects is photographed in a different color,
one red, one blue, one green, one orange
and one violet. In the composite picture
the colors as well as the features are

PATENTS

4287 Talbert Bldg.

all

Women's Aches and

Rheumatic and Sciatic Pains

(Continued from page 766)
thus gives the voice wave an identity of its
own and at the end of the journey the
waves are sorted and directed into their
proper channels to be delivered as formed
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germ

of the present multiple telephone in it.
a number of high frequency
generators (radio telephone transmitters)
connected across the common telephone system, one way being shown, and a corresponding number of tunable radio receiving station^ connected across the same pair
of wires. Thus each radio frequency current (30,000 cycles and higher, so as to be
inaudible) would be picked off the line and
past thru its own particular and properly
The universal operating
tuned receptor.
audion type of
characteristics
of
the
vacuum relay as devised by Dr. Lee de
Forest solved the problem of making such
a system adaptable to the use of the public.
Credit for the pioneer work accomplish^
by these men is given in the signed statement announcing the successful solution of
the multiplex telephone problem addrest to

There were

i

|

Can YOU Honestly Ask.]

Any Girl To Marry ~Vbu ? j
CAN you

marry any girl, without making her the
victim of the meanest kind of deceit a man is capable of?
Are you fit to be a husband, fit to make
the girl you love the mother of children who will inherit
traits of body and mind?
Think, and think hard,
before you ask her to give her body and soul into your
keeping, unless you are FIT. You know what the Law
of Heredity is
there's no beating it: what
are
when you become a father your children
bound

YOUR

—

Make

:

consequential impotency, get rid of these handicaps;
don't take the risk of passing them on, in an exaggerated
form, to the helpless little children you will bring into
the world. You can't commit a worse
than to
make a sweet, pure, trusting girl the mother of weak,
ailing, defective children who will be a sorrow to her and
a reproach to you as long as you both live.

CRIME

Now

"Furthermore, while working in entirely
different fields and with a different objective, Dr. Lee de Forest a number of years
ago invented a wireless device known as
the audion which by our improvements and
adaptation we have made an important part
of our system."
We all know', or at least have heard, that
there are ranges of frequencies, both electrical and mechanical, that are beyond the
limits of perception by any of our five
senses.
But telephone engineers have
found out that currents of high frequency,
for example, obey the same laws as currents of low frequency, and they have
found out further that these high frequencies have a particular liking for circuits
specially dimensioned to receive them, and
that each particular high frequency, or
range of high frequency, if given a chance
to choose between a number of different
circuits, will select the one best adapted to
its needs, and travel down it in preference
to all other circuits.

possible by the multiplex
method to utilize a single pair of wires for
five conversations, while two pairs of wires,
which heretofore bad a maximum of three
conversations with the aid of the "phantom," may now be multiplexed to carry tt-n
simultaneous conversations. This amounts
to an increase of more than threefold in
the telephonic carrying capacity of the wires
as compared with the best methods previly known to the art, and an increase of
fivefold in the capacity under conditions
where the phantom circuit just alluded to
it

is

Yourself Fit to Be a Father

you are skinny, undeveloped, weak, watery-blooded,
build yourself up before you marry, so your children
will not be rickety imitations of yourself.
If you are
dyspetic, bilious, constipated, or the victim of any other
chronic ailment, such as youthful errors, vital losses and
If

"From

the earliest days of both the telephone and the telegraph, there have been
almost numberless attempts by inventors,
scientists, and engineers to develop methods
for the multiplex transmission of messages.
It was while working on the problem of
multiplex telegraphy that Dr. Bell had his
of the
first conception of the structure
the organization,
original telephone.
which is continuously working to perfect
the telephone and to extend its usefulness,
has accomplisht not only multiplex telephony, but also multiplex telegraphy and
has solved the telegraph problem upon
which Dr. Bell was working over forty
years ago.
"While hetetofore no substantial practical results had been obtained notwithstanding the efforts which have been directed to this problem, some proposals
made by the earlier workers in this particular field have naturally proved suggestive
in the successful solution of the problem.
I
have in mind particularly a suggestion
made by Major General George O. Squier,
Chief Signal Officer of the United States
Army, about ten years ago and which at the
time attracted very general attention.

YOU
ARE

to be.

Hon. Albert S. Burleson, Postmaster General, Washington, D. C, by Theodore N.
Vail, President of the A. T. & T. Co., on
December 11, 1918, which includes the following citation

Now
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Have Healthy, Happy Children
it: you can make yourself healthy, strong,
vigorous, full of LIFE and the joy of living, and capable
of transmitting that health and strength and happiness
to children who will be full of rollicking fun, a comfort
and a blessing to you and to the girl you marry. No
matter how low down you have got in the human scale,
and no matter how you got there,
BACK, if you go about it the right way.
I don't care how much druggist's dope or patent piffle
you may have tried without success three hundred years
ago the greatest brain in England wrote "Throw Physic
and Shakespeare knew, as every doctor
to the Dogs"
knows today, that physic isn't the kind of food that
makes men strong and vital, that fills them full of overflowing life and energy and spirit.

You can do

YOU CAN COME

;

—

—

I
KNOW: I've tried it, not only on myself and I am called the strongest man in the
today but also on thousands of miserably ailing, weak, downcast, discouraged men,
suffering from early indiscretions, vital losses and other troubles, that are the result of these
ailments, who found their first ray of hope and comfort and quirk improvement in the system of
Strongfortism thai I teach. I wiil help YOU. as 1 have helped them, and as I am helping other
men in every quarter of the civilized world today. I will show you how to shuttle off your ail-

—

world

ments, how to develop your muscles, reinsteady your
organs,
vigorate your vital
nerves, clear your brain; how to become, in
and take
Man
inn
cent
per
a short time, a
the place in the world you ought to hold.

j,

($£

Mr.

Send for My Free Book

Lionel Strongfort, Newark.
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called
book
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life's

Strength and Mental Energy." It
ynu all aboul Strongfortism, show you how
thousands of men who had lost their grip
were able '" become red-blooded, vigorous
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citizens again, and point out the wa
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3imple, easy, natural, quick wa
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The new multiplex system makes use of
alternating currents whose frequencies ocbenefit by
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Get Strong in Nature's

Give old Mother Nature a chance to cure your ailments and build you up, by living in the way she meant
"Dr. Sargent of Harvard, declared that
you to live, and you'll be amazed in a few weeks' time
Strongforl is unquestionably the finest specThere's no guesswork
at the improvement in yourself.
imen of physical development ever seen."
about it, there's no doubt about what she can do for
you; and there isn't any other way: Nature's way is the ONLY way many men on
the ragged edge of being thrown into the everlasting scrapheap of humanity can
EVER get back the health and strength and vigor and vitality of a MAN.
LIONEL STRONGFORT
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cupy a range between the frequencies of
the ordinary telephone currents, which are
those of the human voice, and the lowest
frequencies which are used in wireless
communication. This frequency range has
not heretofore been commercially used. It
is interesting to note that under favorable
conditions the whole range is audible to
many and the lower part of the range is
audible to any one with normal hearing. It
is found that frequencies within this range
are high enough to be used as "carriers" of
ordinary telephone currents and yet with
proper arrangements can be transmitted
over long telephone lines without the large
transmission losses and large interference
between circuits which would be brought in
by higher frequencies.
Each additional circuit in the new system makes use of some frequency within
this range. At the sending end of each circuit the ordinary telephone currents are
made to modulate this "carrier" frequency
by means of an audion tube so that the
amount of carrier frequency sent out on
the line varies with the amplitude of the
ordinary telephone currents.
At the receiving end the carrier current is put into a
demodulating circuit, which includes another audion, and which then gives out the
original telephone current.
The different circuits are kept separate
at each end by inserting in each circuit a
combination of impedances which make up
This transmits the
an electrical "filter."
range of frequencies peculiar to that circuit and stops all other frequencies.
An
important difference should be noted here
between this system and wireless systems
in that in wireless working it has been generally sufficient to send and receive in
"'tuned" circuits.
In the multiplex system,
however, tuned circuits would not be sufficient since each telephone channel occupies a range of frequencies of about 2,500
cycles and any circuit tuned to these comparatively low frequencies would be too
selective to receive such a range in the
proper manner.
Vacuum tubes (audions) are used in the

modulating and demodulating circuits and
are also used as amplifiers in the transmitting and receiving branches and at intermediate points along the line where
necessary to prevent the currents from be-

coming too highly attenuated.
In regard to the increased telegraphic
capacity afforded, Mr. Gherardi slated
"The advantages of the system when applied to telegraphy as well as to telephony
:

We
were clearly shown in our tests.
found that we can combine our system with

the printing telegraph so as to secure the
full advantages of the latter and the full
advantages of the multiplex system in re-

ducing wire requirements. Using our multiplex system with the ordinary hand operated telegraph instrument, connected with
a telephone circuit, we can send from 1,500
When the multo 1,600 words in a minute.
tiplex system is connected with (he printing
telegraph, we can send from 4,000 to 5,000
words in 60 seconds."

GOLD AND SILVER LOCATED
WITH SOUND WAVES.
(Continued from poor 769)
For example, if the distance between the record made on the
O,, by the transformer on
oscillograph, R
depri ssing the key K, and the record made
by the arrival of the sound directly along
the line Q, which would be the first sound

the ore bodies.
Adocted by U. S. Gov't.
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to record itself after the depression of the
then one inch on the
key, is five inches
photographic record corresponds to one
mile in distance, since drill hole A is located five miles from the drill hole D. This
establishes the standard of measurement On
the oscillograph.
for example, if the length between
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9 inches, it is evident that the sound proceeding from O and reflected at P, and
If,
finally reaching D, has traveled 9 miles.
again, the length between the key depression
record on the oscillograph, R Oi and the
record made by the sound sent out from
O, and reflected back from T, Fig. 2, is S
inches, then it follows that the ore body I.
is located approximately 4 miles from the
point A. The ore deposit therefore lies at
the intersection of the sphere described
about O, with a radius of 4 miles, with the
with radius 9
sphere described about
t

—

TheseBooksWillPut
"fait in a Better Job

D

minus 4,
e., 5 miles.
There are a number of ways outlined

829

i.

in

See the Free

Prof. Fessenden's description of his invention, which may be utilized for locating the
exact point on the line of intersection where
the ore bodies are located. As he points
out, it is possible to find this point of intersection by merely determining the time
elapsing between the key depression record
and the echo record made by reflection, say
at J, Fig. 2, together with a determination
of the direction from which the echo is
received.
The extent of the ore body can
be obtained by readings taken by transferring the oscillator O, to the other drill holes
and taking readings on the oscillographs on
sending out sound waves at these drill holes.
Prof. Fessenden also describes special
apparatus for determining accurately the
direction of the sound received, which employs two of his oscillators connected toThis scheme of logether, differentially.
cating ore deposits may sound a little hazy
or improbable at first glance, but the theory
can be readily tried out by means of a small
siren and a reflector or two, together with
some auxiliary apparatus which any electrical experimenter can readily devise, the
difference in such an experiment being that
the sound waves will then be detected, reflected or refracted in air, whereas in applying this system to the locating of buried
ore deposits, the sound waves have to
travel thru rock and soil as well as water,
in which mediums the velocities of sound
propagation varies considerably. The velocity of sound propagation thru water is
about four times as great as that thru air,
or approximately 1,100 feet per second for
air and 4,700 feet per second for water.
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The layman

will find in this book all kinds of
concerning naval affairs such as the
and mountings of naval guns, how
and what ropes arc used for, including the tying
of all kinds of rope knots, discussion oo modem
battleships and other vessels with profile drawings thru the various decks, details concerning
pay of enlisted men and officers, also procedure
in the matter of enlistments, discharges and court
martials, small arms such as the automatic pistol
and high power rifles, etc.
Other sections deal
with the handling of small boats, sails, signals
of all kinds, deck seamanship, the compass, log
and lead, marching formations, artillery marksmanship, etc.
The signal flags for the international cole, etc., are printed in colors.
The book
s well printed and bound, and proves a very good
reference volume on the complete detail of naval
discipline and all of the operations connected with
the handling of naval a (fairs.
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SEARCHLIGHTS OF THE DEEP.
(Continued from page 772)
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light organ contains a number of
tiny glands which secrete the lii;hl-producing fluid and all glands empty into a con-

Each
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published these two books,
over 8,000 of each have been sold.
Ii you are a wireless experimenter, you
can ill afford to be without these two
latest authoritative works, published by
the one concern in America, that
knows what the
"How-to-make-it
Fiend" really wants. In these two hand
books are concentrated the most im-
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portant,

These two 100-page books, each containing from 88 to 90 illustrations, are
sold by us regularly at 25c a piece.
In connection with this most remarkable offer you can now get them
ABSOLUTELY FREE, for a very limited

up-to-date
wireless
instrudirections how to make
them. They are by far the most successful wireless books of the season.
Size of each book is 5x7 inches, substantially bound on a good book paper.
The covers are in two colors.
We
really can not praise these works too
highly.
You will be delighted with
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them.
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Luminous Organ:

(1)

Lenses Which Con-

centrate the Light (2) Glands Which Secrete
the Lighting Fluid. (3) Reflector, In Back of
Which Is Situated the Black Opaque Membrane.

New York

Gentlemen

The action of this fluid can
cave cavity.
be likened to the effect of the liquid in a
wet battery on the electrodes. It acts as a
A further proof of the chemical
stimulus.
action of some of these organs can be
found on certain fish which only produce

On

your absolute guarantee that your two big Wireless Handbooks are just
as described by you, you may send me same FREE. All charges prepaid. You are
to send me these books at once, and enter my name for a full year's subscription
to the Electrical Experimenter, 12 numbers, for which I enclose *$2.00, the
price
of the Electrical Experimenter alone.

when the secreted fluid is in contact
Light can therefore be
with the water.
Other
given off after the fish has died.
species produce their light only thru intercellular action; this of course does not constitute a chemical reaction.
The reflector consists of a silvered or piglight
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tissue, which reflects the light outward.
An opaque tissue situated just behind the reflector prevents the light from
entering the body.
Lenses, which are often present, tend to
concentrate and throw the light forward.
These lenses consist of a transparent carIn
tilage covered with a transparent skin.
addition some fish even have shutters with
which they can turn off their light at will.
Many deep sea rish have in addition to

their principal organ of light many minor
ones, which give the surrounding waters an
iridescent glow.
As the fish swim along
these many varicolored scintillating lights
give off a phosphorescent effect.
These
flickering will-o'-the-wisps of the deep are,
chased by openmouthed terrors that follow
a searchlight at the tip of their own nose.

The lights with all their many shades of
color, patterns, and places of attachment are
primarily used for the identification of the
They are of secspecies and the sexes.
ondary importance in the aid they give for
the search of food, in which case they are
undoubtedly used to attract, dazzle, and enOh yes. They are some
trap its prey.
little Vampires all by themselves.
But in order to see the phosphorescent
glimmer of a fish at a distance, the eyes
have been peculiarly modified. The greatest possible number of rays of light given
off by a point are absorbed by the eye, and
this is effected by either enlarging the eye
as a whole or by enlarging only the lens and
removing the retina to a distance. In this
way the eyes have become cylindrical.
It is not the deep sea fish alone that possess organs of light.
Some varieties of
fish inhabiting the well lighted part of the
ocean have them as well. These, which are
commonly called "lantern fish," emit, at
!

HOW

I

INVENTED THE AUDION.

(Continued from page 820)
that before long the wireless telephone will
be installed on thousands of vessels, sup-

plementing, and in many cases, supplanting
the wireless telegraph.
In addition there
is an enormous number of small vessels
where a wireless telephone installation is

more

As

:

rhythmic intervals, a greenish-white light.
shutter, which is an opaque membrane
similar to that found on a camera, is pushed
or pulled over the light organ. This effec-

A

tually conceals the
eties

rays.

Two

indicative

of

the

growth

of

the

Audion Art, the number of patents issued
on various devices and circuits dependent
thereon, gives a pretty fair key Up to 1912
there had been issued about 20 patents, all
filed subsequent to 1904.
To-day there are
over 100 United States patents on the
Audion Art, and the number is very rapidly growing.
Regardless of what name may
be applied to the device patented, practically
everyone of these patents since 1906 shows
the three electrode bulb.
They may all
therefore be properly described as the outgrowth of the ideas first shown in the
audion amplifier patent Xo. 841,387.
:

—

Pat-m 979,275-

w

iS'O

w

covered near Jamaica.
Our front cover shows three very interesting species of deep sea fish. The fish illustrated at the top is Gigantura chuni. A
Br. The fish in the center with the peculiar
elongated nose-piece is Gigantactis vanhoefWhile the bottom fish is
feni, A. Br.
Stylophtkalmus pardoxus, A. Br.
These are not very large fish, as one
might think, and the illustrations on our
front cover are about half size.
In other
words, the fish are only about twice as large
as shown on our cover. The fish illustrated
at the top is also slightly luminous around
its body, as can be seen.
One of the most
curious of these fish without douht is the
middle fish.
Why Nature should have
equipt it with such a long nose-piece, the
end of which is luminous, is not well understood as yet, as we know very little about
these fish.
The interesting part about the
lower fish is that it has luminous organs
all along its sides, while the eyes themselves
are but slightly luminous. It is curious that
the eyes themselves are not in sockets as is
usually found the case with nearly all other
animals, but that they extend several inches

from the head.
[Editor's Note: The curious deep sea fish
shown on our front cover were prepared
from color drawings made by Dr. Bade
himself. He in turn worked from the actual fish brought from the deep when making his drawings.]
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Let the I. C. S. help you. Choose the work you
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and it will bring you information that will start
you on a successful career. This is your chance.
Don't let itslip by. Mark and mail this coupon now.
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cuprous oxid, or gold; Yellowish-green, by
uranium oxid Green, by chromic or cupric
oxids; Milk or Opal glass is made by the
addition of bone-ash, tin or zinc oxids.
The green color of the common window
glass or bottle glass is caused by the presence of ferrous oxid in the sand this discoloration may be removed by addition of
manganese dioxid in the make-up. This
;

serves to oxidize the ferrous to ferric oxid,
which imparts a yellow tint, being neutralized by the violet produced by the manganese as a complimentary color.
Pure white sand is mixed with the metallic
oxids required, in the proportion
which experience has shown gives the best
results, and some old glass, called "cullet",
is
added to improve the quality.
The
mixture is then put into pots as shown in
Fig. 159. These pots are made of the most
refractory fire-clay, and are placed in a
circular furnace with openings thru which
the workman can dip his long iron blowpipe into the
pots.
Fig. 160
shows such a

in

used is mostly
gaseous, and an
intense heat is
maintained for
hours, till the
substances are

'*

fs

D

completely
fused and
mixed. The

*

J

J^^

glass worker
fig 6

Altho This Patent Bears the Date of 1910, It Was Originally Filed in
1904, and Is One of the Basic Patents in All Audion Development.
It
Shows the First Use of Incandescent Filaments in an Enclosed Chamber, and, Moreover, It Includes at Fig. 5 the First Evidence of the
Third Electrode or "Grid" Conception. Here, as Will Be Evident Is
the First Plan for Separating the Antenna Circuit from the Local
Circuit.

There is an easy, delightful way in
which you can learn right at home in spare
time. For 27 years the International Correspondence Schools have been giving
men and women just the training they
need for success in mechanical engineering and more than 200 other subjects.
Hundreds of thousands have stepped into
good positions through I. C. S. help, but
never were opportunities so great as now.
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Learn at Home!
'T'HE Government and employers every* where are looking for men with mechanical ability. Splendid salaries and
rapid advancement are offered.
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the Malay archipelago at the Sunda islands,
while a third variety has recently been dis-
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surface, swings it around in the air, blowing meanwhile thru the rod, cuts it with

offered throughout the country
right now—

other kinds it is rolled, as window
In order that glass objects will not
break easily, they must undergo a process
of annealing, that is slowly cooled, so that
the molecules may arrange themselves in a
natural way.
still

-many are standing

glass.
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today.
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Commander A. Hoyt Taylor, D.Sc, U.
N. Dr. L. W. Austin, of the Bureau
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is
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S.

extracted.

generous piece,

enough

conduct ex-

to

periments,
such as affecting
photographic
plates thru opaque material (similar to X-Ray

of

Standards; Admiral Strother Smith, U. S.
X. Commander Hooper, U. S. X.; G. H.
Clark, Expert Radio Aid, U. S. X.; Dr.
George W. Pierce, of Harvard University
and Ensign A. Crossley, U. S. X., who has
been actively engaged on the installation of
the Rogers system at the Great Lakes
Naval Radio Station, besides Xcw Orleans,
XT ew London, Conn, (test station, now
abandoned), and Norfolk, Ya.
Like many other great inventions the exact mode of operation is hard to ascertain
and define. The views of Mr. Rogers on
the operation of this wireless system are
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REX WIRELESS OUTFIT
The only dependable

briefly defined as follows:
First, that the
electric energj liberated at the base of an
antenna will be propagated thru the earth

the absence of ctheric space waves
above, if such a condition were possible, and
which in reality dues occur when great distances are signalled over, so he believes.
Second, that the propagation of earth waves
no more depend upon the ether waves above
the surface of the earth than these etheric
space waves depend upon the earth wave's.
Further, ihat Loth waves are propagated simultam -nusly, one above and the other below the surface of the earth, and that at
the initial start each is dependent upon the
other, altho thereafter neither is dependent
Furthermore, Mr. Rogers
the other.
believes that the ether waves gradually die
out in intensity in proportion to the earth's
curvature, and the distance over which they
are propagated, and that at great distances
the ether space waves do not have any appreciable effect upon receiving appliances,
and that these are energized solely by the
energy transmitted thru the earth.

Oepl. T.

(Radium Mineral.)
The American Pitchblende found in Colorado, from which Ra-

the official endorsement and the installation of the buried and submerged antenna."
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the tests and installations made of my
under-ground radio system thru all the
trials and disappointments of its development, even when the system seemed
to prove unworkable.
Their perseverance
and high skill in the radio art has hastened

;

Is the

Aula- Wheel Coaster

which
one handles the AUTO-WHEEL, and
you a beautiful Felt
we'll send
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for

wagon

which it partially combines to form sodium
and aluminum silicates. If on being heated
the ware and glaze expand uniformly the
Flower pots and
glaze will not crack.
other porous pottery illustrate clay that has
been moulded and baked, but not glased.
Bricks are baked clay.

(Continued from page 789)
mained enthusiastic and sincere
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300

coupons for our

every real boy should own an
Auto-Wheel Coaster or an AutoWheel Convertible Roadster because
they're the beat wagons ever built for
work or play. Wheels have roller
bearings, steel axles and tires, and
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being fashioned the porcelain is "tired,"
then glazed and retired.
One mode of
glazing consists in dipping the object into
a powder of feldspar and silica suspended
in vinegar, and then fusing.
Jugs, drain
pans, and coarse earthenware are glazed
by volatilizing sodium chlorid in an oven,
The
which holds the porous material
glaze goes into the pores of the ware, with
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These ground currents travel with the
speed of light and are picked up at the reThe space waves persist
ceiving station.
for an appreciable distance, which accounts
tor air-plane to air-plane and air-plane-toearth radio-communciation, hut it is the
helief of Mr. Rogers that in such long distance radio transmission as hall-way around
the globe (12,000 miles) that it is the ground
wave current that does the work, and that
the free space wave above the surface of
the earth never reaches the station, due to
the high resistance of the atmospheric envelope.
One of the Naval experts present mentioned that it has been found, that the
penetration of the ground wave component
increases with an increase in wave length.
This is an important fact and helps to explain the operation of this new radio system, with its aerials buried in the ground.

He

also

mentioned that "Radio

to

and

"Static**

''Inter-

ference".
Air.

Rogers stated that

his

underground

antenna, in itself, did not solve entirely the
static or interference problem, but it made
the nearest approach to this ideal condition
the goal of all radio engineers than had
ever been accomplisht before. This problem has, thanks to a new arrangement
perfected by Commander A. Hoyt Taylor,
D.Sc, been solved and static and interference hare been practically totally eliminated,
Think
for all-year-around radio service.
Further,
what an advance this means

—

—

!

there is no rise and fall in the signal
strength during the night or day, at any
time of the year, due to the sun's ionization
effect, as is the case where elevated antennae
The U. S. Naval reports
are employed.
and tests made with the Rogers' ground
aerial in comparison with the usual form
of elevated aerial, several of which are appended herewith, show the incomparable
efficiency of this new radio system.
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First we will mention the test which Mr.
Rogers and a naval officer conducted for

The apparatus used in these
the writer.
tests are shown in the accompanying photographs. Thej- included several large tuning
inductances, variable condensers, a onestep audion amplifier (single Audiotron
bulb only!) and two pairs of Baldwin
This ap'phones (telephone receivers).
paratus was connected up to one of Mr.
Rogers' latest buried antennas a single
rubber covered, stranded copper cable, about
the size of a small ignition cable, extending
westward for a distance of 4,000 feet, so
as to be in a plane with the high power
This cable is
European radio stations.
encased in iron pipe (gas pipe), each 20
foot section of which is insulated from the
abutting sections by means of a rubber
hose (garden hose) slipt over the pipe ends
for a few inches. This is buried in a dirt
trench about 3 feet deep, filled in with soil.
The cable is insulated at the free end and
is connected up as in Fig. 2.
The rubber

U
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covered wire alone has been used in all
sub-aqueous tests, and gives fine results
when simply buried in the ground, the decay not being so rapid as probably would
be imagined. This latest aerial in the iron
pipe is a new development and experiments
are still going on with it. It works wonderThe 4,000 foot aerial here defully well.

You

restore your good
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Mars"

or other planets would be impossible, if we
are to believe in the well-known "Heaviside" ionization layer, surrounding the earth
at a height computed at from 30 to 50 miles,
for no etheric wave can pass this layer
without being reflected back to the earth,
or at least restrained within this passageway.
Rogers System Eliminates

7 \*

I
1

•?
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narvon.

reports in connection with the work accomplished with the underground Rogers
system at Belmar state that not a single
word of communication was lost during the
reception of thousands of important official
The station at
messages from Europe.
Tuckerton, X. J., has also bun equipt with
the Rogers underground aerial system and

Italy,

all

"Here's the 'Lyons' station in France."
Mr. Rogers.
A turn of the knob
on the specially calibrated condenser,
and there was "Lyons" (France) sure
enough. Static and interference were unsaid

—

Next

the great stations across the
broad Atlantic, at Nauen, Germany; Car-

heard.

Wales (England); and Rome.
were heard with euual loudness ami
This laboratory station, which has
clarity.
been used by the Navy Department during
the

war. has picked up practically

all

of

the

Powers

in

larger

stations

of

the

Allied

Europe have been copied success-

fully thru the

hours, at this point also.

_'4

Perhaps the most interesting tests of all
are those which were made on submerged

wave length, and finally a test was
made on a short (250 feet in length)
buried ground antenna, adapted to receiving wave lengths of 200 to 800 meters.
Wireless telephone messages were picked
up from Washington, a distance of about

this case was of heavily insulated stranded
cable, stretched from stem to stern as Fig.
The two aerials were
4-A illustrates.

the

submarines

It

is

water!

When submerged

shore.

—

The

aerial

in

8

feet,

the Ger-

man station at Nauen was picked up by
the submarine while lying off the American
coast!
Submarines have, in other official
tests, pi, /.-,'(/ up distant stations when submerged 21 feet, on a wave length <«/ 12,000
meters or greater wave lengths.
One of the naval officers, who has had
much to do with the testing of the Rogers'
system, stated that experience had demonstrated that in fresh water the submerged
antenna may be placed at any depth. Salt
water acts differently, but the aerial may be
submerged any desired depth for wave
lengths above 10.000 meters.
The same officer, who has made a close
study of all American and European work
in radio, explained how the best work ever
done in radio was accomplisht at the Great
Lakes Naval Station, on the shore of Lake
Michigan. Fig. 5 gives the general arrangement of this station. The test station was

—

reception are effected solely byetheric waves.

Referring to Figures 3 and 4, we find
several interesting points. Fig. 3-A, shows
how a double ground aerial is sometimes
Also, as in the case of Mr.
connected.
Rogers' test station, several sets of these
buried antennae are best employed, distributed about the station as shown in Fig.3-B.

Ihe Rogers underground antenna

salt

brought down thru the conning tower and
joined to the receiving apparatus.
A second form of aerial is illustrated at Fig. 4-B,
where the insulated aerial wires are placed
in iron pipes within the submarine.
Here
are the results of some of these tests, which
do not include the transmitting tests to
tlie submarine, from a ground antenna on

most interesting to note
at this juncture, as the Naval tests at Norfolk, Va., on a similar aerial have shown.
that a radio message from an airplane cannot be picked up on the underground
aerial, until the 'plane is directly over the
station.
This would seem to prove two
things first, that the short waves sent out
by the airplane radio set do not penetrate
into the ground very far, if at all, and
second, that airplane radio transmission and
n miles.

in

-

has been used at the Belmar, N. J., station
during the war with most gratifying results, as reported by the Navy Department,
and its successful and unfailing operation
during the twenty-four hours of the day,
resulted in trebling and quadrupling the capacity of this great trans-Atlantic highway
of intelligence communication. The official

service heretofore has been 36 miles. Here
a distance of 600 feet only, separate the
elevated aerial of the main station from
the submerged Rogers antenna terminating
at the test station, B.
Said he, "Now let
the inventors of 'static and interference'

preventers

high power stations on ihe globe, American
stations were then picked up by changing

1919

on the beach and acted as a "remote control" station for the standard station at A.
The shortest distance between a "receiving
and control station" in the naval radio

trot

out

their

show what they can

Submarine Wireless.

the

March,

DO

little

and

pets,

Here's what
this station actually did on schedule service:
Willi 48 amperes, at 4,000 meters wave
length, being radiated in the elevated main
antenna ///,• beach station, ONLY (illtl
FEET AWAY, was picking up Nauen ,<u
12,600 meters, and New Orleans on 5,000
meters, without any interference or statu
all on ihe Rogers sub-aqueous aerials.
These were rubber-covered cables spreading in different directions, any one of which
could be used, and laying 50 feet deep in
the water at their outer extremities.
Imagine such a wonderful performance!
!

—

—

But this is not all. The official tests show
that the station at Cavite, P. I., 8,100 miles
away, was received regularly on the Rogers
sub-aqueous aerials at the Lake Michigan
Station, on schedule service, at 11 A. M.
and 5:30 P. M. daily, the working periods
of that station.
Transmitting On Underground Aerials.
Tests were

made by

the naval experts,

Rogers

as well as by Mr.

in his very first
experiments in transmission from a ground
These were all
or under-wali r antenna.
It is only a matter of properly
successful.
insulating the antenna so that it will not
break down under the high potential apThe early
plied to it by the transmitter.
tests by the inventor were made with a one
inch spark coil to the Bureau of Standards
Radio Laboratory, a distance of seven miles,
the received signals having an audibilty of

2,000,
clear,

i.e..

2,000

readable

times
signal.

the signals at the

the

strength

The

of

audibility

a
of

Washington Navy Yard
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have prepared a pocket-size note book especially for the
man and those who are taking up the study of electricity.
It contains drawings and diagrams of electrical machinery and
connections, over two hundred formulas for calculations, and
problems worked out showing how the formulas are used. This
data is taken from my personal note book, which was made while
on different kinds of work, and am sure it will be found of value
to anyone engaged in the electrical business.
1

practical

1

The drawings of connections for electrical apparatus include
Motor Starters and Starting Boxes, Overload and Underload
Release Boxes. Reversible Types. Elevator Controllers. Tank
Controllers. Starters for Printing Press Motors. Automatic Controllers. Variable Field Type, Controllers for Mine Locomotives,
Street Car Controllers, Connections for reversing Switches,
Motor and Dynamo Rules and Rules for Speed Regulation. Also,
Connections for Induction Motors and Starters, Delta and Star
Connections and Connections for Auto Transformers, and
Transformers for Lighting and Power Purposes. The drawings
also show all kinds of lighting circuits, including special con*
trols where Three and Four Way Switches are used.
The work on Calculations consist of Simple Electrical Mathematics, Electrical Units. Electrical Connections. Calculating
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The transmitting tests at the
1,000.
Great Lakes Naval Station were made at
first with a low power Oscillion Imlli transmitter and later with a Clapp-Eastham hytone set. An elevated amateur style antenna
of two wires was strung up between two
houses 38 miles away. Clear signals were
received with an audibility strength of
The ignition cable used for the
2,000.
aerial finally punctured, but even then the
signals received were four times louder
than the best amateur transmitter could
send on a regular aerial, as tests proved.
was
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U. S. Naval Tests of Underground Reception, at Naval Station,
New Orleans, La., During 1917.
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Impossible to read Arlington on the elevated antenna on account of static interference.
United Fruit Company station of
New Orleans interfered with signals from
Arlington on main antenna, but offered no
interference on underground antenna.
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New York
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we

are not at all excited even about
the amendment of the Alexander Bill for
we have good and sufficient reasons to believe that the Alexander Bill amended has
little chance to become a law."
That our judgment was correct is borne
out by the fact that the bill was actually
Many interesting
killed a month later.
things came to light during the hearings
before Mr. Alexander in the latter part of

today
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In general, (relating to the Rogers' sysinterest lies in the use of
wires buried in the ground, for both the
transmitting and the receiving antenna.
For instance, in receiving, a wire buried
one foot below the surface of the earth
extends for several hundred feet south of
the receiving station, and a similar wire
north, the receiver being located between
the pairs of wires. The ordinary receiver
was used. With this arrangement, signals
from Darien, Nauen, and all Atlantic sta-
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before their arrival several amendments
had already been gotten up and were in
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print.

our intention to belittle the
genuine efforts made by these amateurs who
went to Washington in person to fight for
the cause, but we do not think that in the
testimony given as publisht in the printed
records, anything new was shown or any

Manager

..Certified Public

small and large, professional and
otherwise, had flocked to Washington to
give testimony and to protest against the
Alexander Bill. However, before they arrived in Washington, a flood of protesting
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evidence given that was not already known
by the Committee. It brought out, however, the interesting fact over and over
that the 1912 bill was elastic enough to
cover any emergency as far as the radio
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When we first heard that a new wireless
measure was to be rushed thru Congress,
which if it had actually past, would have
killed American
radio amateurism,
we
took it up ourselves to broach the important news to every amateur on record.
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unfair legislation. Unfortunately, only
about 20,000 amateurs had been registered
with the League, altho it does not cost one
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to write the letters to all the amateurs we
only had 20,000 names of the League, while
the other names were made up from various lists which we had in our office, and
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We wish to take this occasion to urg?
every amateur to fill out the blank printed
at the end of this article and join the League
at once.
// docs not cost a cent to do so,
except three-cent postage with which to
mail this blank. You immediately become
a member, and any important news can then
be transmitted to you immediately without
should be apparent to every
delay.
It
amateur that being a member of the Radio
League of America can only benefit him,
and inasmuch as there are no dues or fees
to be paid, there is absolutely no good reason why every amateur should not be in it.
Peace will soon be declared by the President and then everybody will be allowed
again to operate his or their stations, and
being a member in this well-established
League of national scope and reputation
can only benefit the owner of the radio station.
Then, too, every amateur owes it to
his Government that in time of peril his
services can be drawn upon and his station
used, and only by having a central body
which has all such information can radio

mistake,

which, however, is
people outside of
Washington is that for some curious reason the amateurs at large has always been
looked upon as a boy in his knickers. Even

made by

TearnMechanical Drawing7
\j Ih^ Earn $55 to $100

red-blooded

known

as Radio Amateurs,
cannot be wiped off the earth by means of
a blue pencil.
Such methods might have
had a small chance before the war, but
after what we have gone thru in democratizing the world and freedom for everybody, there never was a ghost of a chance
of the measure succeeding.
Several senators and congressmen voiced their opinion
on this point in no uncertain tones, and we
are certain that if the bill should come up
again during the next few years, which by
the way we doubt, it will experience exactly
the same fate.

Oonfor-

IffflMr

thousand

citizens, better

a great

many

well informed Washington was greatly surprised to receive letters from "young" amateurs 60 and 70 years old, and these "boys"
were just as vehement in their protests as
the young man of 20. Then the amateurs
in uniform were legion, and their parents
nil ed their sons' sentiments, being that the
sons themselves were perhaps in France or
Further, the great horde of
ewhere.
amateurs known as jewelers made them1
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RADIO LEAGUE OF AMERICA,

which was organized three years ago was
formed for just such a purpose, viz., to
keep the amateurs together and to ward

:

Chicago

4510-20 Cottage Grove Ave.

are to be congratulated in

their solitary tight which they put up for
their rights, and we congratulate them upon
their thoro victory.
1 here is, however, one serious point
which we desire to broach, and that is the

believe that our opinion is shared by
those who know the inside facts, that the
Alexander Bill as originally framed was a
hasty measure, because at the time it probably was thought that Government ownership for radio was ripe, and that such a
measure could be rushed thru in haste. The
sponsors of the bill, however, made two
fundamental mistakes
First, the country
was and is not ripe for public ownership as
yet.
Second, it was found that several

upon

for

plaints.

We

lit;

Write

before the new bill came up. Naturally we
are glad to see that our judgment proved
right, for official Washington thought so,
The old law is good enough, it covers
too.
every possible phase of the amateur, and
we do not think that any legislator could
do better than the Radio Act of 1912.
An interesting side light of the disturbed
state of mind of the visiting Washington
radio
amateurs appeared to be their
unanimous holy fear of the United States
They all seemed to be obsest, any,
Navy.
panic-struck that the Navy Department was
out to kill the amateurs, which as a matter
of fact, the Navy, speaking generally, was
not.

tempo-

i

all

is

by Arlington and other powerful Government stations. These amateurs under the
original Alexander bill would have been
killed just the same as their brethren who
pursue wireless more or less for instrtictional purposes, and you may be sure that
these jewelers were loud in their com-

I

parties,

1919

over this broad land, whose busito serve their community by giving them the right time. They also require
daily time signals in their business.
This
lime service w^as given free to them by Uncle
Sam every day by the time signals sent out
located
ness it

is

We

tiling.

^

GET OUR

March,

concerned, and this is a good
had maintained right along and
we stated so in our January and February
issues, that no amendment nor new law
v, .is at all required.
We had no suggestions
to make, the old law was good enough, and
we said so, if any change at all was to be
made, we were for the Padgett bill, which
left the amateur just exactly where he was
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Editor, Electrical Experimenter,
233 Fulton Street,

New

York, N. Y.

Sir:
that on
issue of the
"Electrical Experimenter" you printed certain proposed amendments to a bill for
It

page

has been noted by this
707 of the February

office

Government Ownership of Radio Commun-

On page 735 in an
ication.
"Radio Amateurs Discussed

article entitled
Officially" you

amendment was drafted by
Lieutenant J. C. Cooper, Jr., U. S. X. K. F.
You have evidently been misinformed. 1 he
amendment printed by you was not drafted
by the Navy Department and was not discussed before the House Committee at the
hearings.
The amendment actually drafted by Lieutenant Cooper and discussed before the
Committee appears in the testimony ol
Captain Todd on page 39 of the Official
Report of the Hearings before the House
Committee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries on H. R. 13159, and is as follows:
"Insert after line 6, page 2, the fol-

stated that this

lowing
" 'The term "amateur station" means
a station used for private practice or
experiment in radio communication and
not operated for profit in either receiving or sending radio signals.'
"Insert in line 14, page 2, after 'training-school stations' the following 'and
amateur stations.'
"Strike out the sentence beginning in
line 1, page 3, and ending in line 6, page
3, and in lieu thereof insert the follow:

:

ing:
" 'This section shall not apply to stations belonging to the Government of
the United States or the Government
of the Philippine Islands, or to experiment stations, technical and training-

school stations, and amateur stations,
licensed as provided by the act to regulate radio communication, approved
August thirteenth, nineteen hundred
and twelve Provided, That when such
amateur stations are licensed for receiving purposes only no operator's
license shall be required for the operator in charge of or operating such
station but when such amateur station
for transmitting also the
is licensed
license shall require that the operator
of such station shall hold a license
showing his ability to send and receive
at least twenty-five words per minute
in the Continental Morse code: And
further provided, That the license for
such transmitting station may limit the
power input to one-half kilowatt in
case of amateur stations within one
hundred miles of the Atlantic or Pacific
Ocean, the Gulf of Mexico, or the
Great Lakes, and to one-quarter kilowatt within five miles of a Government
receiving station. Amateur stations so
licensed shall not use any wave length
:

;

MONEY
MAKE
REPAIRING TIRES

exceeding two hundred and fifty meters
nor less than one hundred and fifty
meters except by special authority in
the license contained.'
In order that the information given your
readers may be correct, it is requested that
you publish this letter in your March issue
of the "Electrical Experimenter."
For your further information, there is
being forwarded to you under separate cover a full printed copy of the Hearings
before the Committee.

Very
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respectfullv,

(Signed) E. B.

WOODWORTH,

Commander, U.

S. Navy,
Acting Director Naval Communications.
The amendment drafted by Lieutenant
Cooper was scheduled to run in our February issue. At the last moment, due to
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contains the following 44 chemicals:
Alum A1 2 (S0 4 > 3 (NHjoSO,
Antimony powdered
Sb
Ammonium Aqua
It

.

t

)

(

(NHs+H^O)

Ammonium Carbonate
|NH 4 2 CO,
Ammonium Chloride NH*C1
Ammonium Sulphate

"The Joy of Father and Boy"

)

{

THE

(NH*), SO*

Barium Chloride (BaCl)
Boric Acid <H 3 B0 3

Glycerol

I.

Co.

(

DESCRIPTION OF THE OUTFIT:

(Glycerine)

C 3 H 6 (OH) 3
Hydrochloric Acid (HC1)

The

outfit consists of forty-four (44) Chemicals all C. P. (chemical pure) put up in appropriate wooden boxes, glass bottles, and hermetically closed jars. The acids are put up in
glass bottles, with ground-in glass stoppers and there is a sufficient quantity of chemicals sup-

Iodine (I)
Iron Chloride (FeCl.)
Iron Oxide (FeC 3 )

Lead Acetate Pb (dHaOt).,
Litmus Paper
Magnesium Carbonate

(MgC0 3

plied (mostly one to

to

make dozens

of experiments with each.

See

list

The apparata furnished are all of the best obtainable make and of standard laboratory size
and shape.
list of the 17 pieces of apparata furnished with this outfit is printed also here-

)

A

)

with.

Nickel Chloride NiCl 2 )
Oxalic Acid (H 2 C.O t )
(

The

Instruction book is a real Chemistry Course for the Beginner.
of the Contents are: Division of Matter: This is a Treatise on Elementary Chemistry and deals with the theory of the Elements, Molecules and Atoms, etc.
Chemical Nomenclature. This explains in simple language the derivation of the chemical names of the Elements and their compounds.
There is a chapter on Laboratory Operations; Glass Working; First Aid; Fire
Extinguishers; Experimenters Aphorisms, etc.
Per Cent solutions.
A good part of the book is devoted to
Weights and Measures. The Metric SysConversion of Measure expressed in
system, the English system and the U. S.
parts.

Sodium Bicarbonate

Some

)

Sodium Borate (NaBO;)
Sodium Carbonate (Na-.CO s )
Sodium Chloride (NaCl)
Sodium Nitrate <NaNOs )
Sodium Phosphate
(Na 2 HPO«)
Sodium Sulphate (Na 2 S0 4 )
Sodium Sulphite (Na 2 S0 3
Stannous Chloride (SnCl 2 )
)

Sulphate of Nickel <NiSO«)
Sulphate of Zinc (ZnSO.)
Sulphuric Acid (H.SCM
Tin (Granulated) (Sn)
Zinc (Metal) (Zn)
Zinc Carbonate (ZnC03 )

tem are fully explained.
The following tables are furnished
Symbols and Atomic weights of the Elements.

Poisons and their antidotes.
Technical and common name of chemical
substances.

Formulas for Cleaning various substances,
Measures of Weights, Volume, Capacity
etc., etc.
and Length.
Among the- 100 Experiments are
flour; How to tost soil.
n„u
ike chemical tricks; How to make Invisible and magic taks: How to test
How to make Chlorine Gas and smoke (German War Gas); How to bleach cloth and flowers. How to produce

The following apparata
One
One
One
One
One
One

two ounces) enough

of Chemicals herewith.

Manganese Dioxide (Mn0 2
Mercury (Quicksilver) (Hg)

(NaHC0 3

CHEMICAL LABORATORY

to our friends our new E. I. Co. Chemical Laboratory
which contains real chemicals and apparata to perform real chemical experiments. This outfit is not a toy, put up merely to amuse, but a practical
laboratory' set, with all the chemicals, apparata and reagents necessary to
perforin real work and to teach the beginner all the secrets of inorganic
chemistryWith this outfit we give free a book containing a Treatise in
Elementary Chemistry, useful data and recipes, and 100 instructive and
amusing experiments.

Brimstone (Sulphur) (S)
Calcium Chloride (CaCl s )
Calcium Oxide (CaO)
Calcium Sulphate
(CaSO«2H 2 0)
Charcoal Carbon ) C
Chloride of Zinc (ZnCL.)
Copper Sulphate (CuS0 4 )
Ferrous Sulphate (FeS0 4 )
Ferrous Sulphide (FeS)
(

E.

We present herewith

)

are furnished:
Standard Washbottle

Alcohol Lamp
Conical Glass Measure
Erlenmeyer Flask
Glass Funnel
Delivery Tube
Six Assorted Test-Tubes
One Test-Tube Holder
Ten Sheets of Filter Paper
One Glass Dropper

.„„„.„

t

Oxygen and Hydrogen; How
S

n

r

A Hho" a'!l

to

make chemical

colors;

How

to test

An. Is and Alkalies and hundreds

U

ehemleals have nearly doubled In price, we have decided not

the present.

The price

<r»^

of Interesting

to raise the price of this outfit for

rf-w/"V

is still 5J55.00
Shipping Weight 10 lbs.

One Spoon Measure
Glass Tubing
One book containing Treatise on Elementary Chemistry and 100 Chemical Experiments to be performed
with this outfit.

(Can be shipped by Express only.)
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MY INVENTIONS.

THE ROGERS UNDERGROUND

L IS TEN

WIRELESS.

(Continued from page 776)

(Continued from page 835)
thusa" at sea about
Orleans.

150 miles

from

New

Underground Antenna

Main Antenna

(500' composite)
Static

Sig

Static

Sig.

400

5000

300

15

The "Arethusa" had been

trying to get
thru a naval despatch which could not be
copied on elevated antenna on account of
The despatch
serious static interference.
was taken on the underground antenna, and
every word copied correctly.
At 9 P. M., April 7, 1917, it was possible
to copy signals from Tuckerton with ease,
while static on the elevated antenna made
it impossible to read any arc signals.
The following results were obtained with
spark signals
Three hundred foot wires in parallel, ten
feet apart, a .002 m.f. condenser in series
with primary coil of a Telefunken receiver
to obtain 600 meters.
Sig. Static Sig Static

Date

Station

YV. L.

Aud Aud Aud And
Main
Ground
Antenna Antenna

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

2 Point Isabel

2

Tampa

2 Port Arthur
2 Pensacola
2 Ft. Sam Houston

600
600
600
1200

15

3000
3000

200
150
20
150

100

150

Of
when

particular interest is the fact that
static pre-edits reception on the main
antenna, reception can be continued on the
underground antenna. This has even been
done during a severe lightning storm, when
the main antenna would have been dangerReception is also
ous without grounding.
directional and permits of avoiding interference to some extent by using wire "off
direction" of an interfering station.
Strays
Strays are as a rule practically
absent. Occasional loud cracks widely sep(.Ed. note.
This has
arated are received.
overcome.)
These isolated
since been
strays, altho frequently loud, do not interfere in the least with the reception of
signals.
On two occasions, strays have
risen to an audibility in excess of 5,000
on these separate cracks, but even in this
case, reception of signals, altho a little difficult, was not interrupted.
On these two
occasions it was necessary to ground both
of the (elevated) aerials at the main sta:

tion.

Considering the matter of strays, it can
be said that on four or five occasions during one week, which was one marked by
tremendous storms in the Great Lakes region, that strays rose to an audibility in
excess of 10,000 at the beach station. Even
in this case, however, signals from boats
within 100 miles and from shore stations,
such as Ludington, Milwaukee and Manitowoc, were usually readable, because the
strays while very loud, were nowhere near
as numerous as on the elevated aerial. Durthese periods a messenger

was kept at the
carry up messages to the
main station, which could not receive these
signals on account of the strays.
There seems to be no appreciable advantage in using more than one wire No. 12
beach station

to

—

weather proof insulated.
The experiments at Great Lakes confirm
the work of the Bureau of Standards on
the importance of adequate insulation of
the wire. If the wires are grounded at the
ends, it does not necessarily make much
difference unless they are adjusted to the
optimum wire length but if properly adjusted to this length, grounding of the
wires, either intentionally or accidentally,
produces a diminuation of the signals,
which, however, even with the intentional
grounding of the two ends, still leaves them
50% of their maximum value. Therefore,
while the question of insulation is important, it does not mean that the system will
fail entirely if the insulation becomes faulty.
;

You

benefit by

Suddenly my legs went up in the
air.
In the same instant there was a flash
in my brain, the nerves responded, the muscover.

cles contracted,

swung thru

I

180 degrees

and landed on my hands. I resumed my
walk as tho nothing had happened when
"How
the stranger caught up with me.
old are you?" he asked, surveying me critically.
"Oh, about fifty-nine," I replied.
"What of it?" "Well," said he, "I have
seen a cat do this but never a man." About
a month since I wanted to order new eyeglasses and went to an oculist who put me
thru the usual
creduously as

tests.

He

lookt at

me

in-

read off with ease the
smallest print at considerable distance. But
when I told him that I was past sixty he
gasped in astonishment. Friends of mine
often remark that my suits fit me like
gloves but they do not know that all my
clothing is made to measurements which
were taken nearly 35 years ago and never
During this same period my
changed.
weight has not varied one pound.
In this connection I may tell a funny
story.
One evening, in the winter of 1885,
Mr. Edison, Edward H. Johnson, the President of the Edison Illuminating Company,
Mr. Batchellor, Manager of the works, and
myself entered a little place opposite 65
Fifth Avenue where the offices of the
company were located. Someone suggested
guessing weights and I was induced to step
on a scale. Edison felt me all over and
said
"Tesla weighs 152 lbs. to an ounce,"
and he guest it exactly. Stript I weighed
142 lbs. and that is still my weight.
I
I

ELECTRICIAN
THIS IS YOUR
CHANCE OF A LIFE TIME
I
am Chief Engineer of the great
Chicago Engineering Works. I am in close
official touch with the electrical world.
I
know how badly we need trained electricians who can take charge of important
work as experts. Right now there is such
a need for executive electricians that I am
making a special effort to help meet the
demand. I am publishing this special an-

:

whispered to Mr. Johnson
"How is it
possible that Edison could guess my weight
so closely?" "Well," he said, lowering his
voice, "I will tell you, confidentially, but
:

you must not say anything. He was employed for a long time in a Chicago slaughter-house where he weighed thousands of
hogs every day
That's why." My friend,
the Hon. Chauncey M. Depew, tells of an
Englishman on whom he sprung one of his
original anecdotes and who listened with a
puzzled expression but a year later
laughed out loud. I will frankly confess it
took me longer than that to appreciate
Johnson's joke.
Now, my well being is simply the result
of a careful and measured mode of living
•and perhaps the most astonishing thing is
that three times in my youth I was rendered
by illness a hopeless physical wreck and
given up by physicians.
More than this,
thru ignorance and lightheartedness, I got
into all sorts of difficulties, dangers and
scrapes from which I extricated myself as
by enchantment. I was almost drowned a
dozen times was nearly boiled alive and
just mist being cremated. I was entombed,
lost and frozen.
had hair-breadth esI
capes from mad dogs, hogs, and other wild
animals. I past thru dreadful diseases and
met with all kinds of odd mishaps and that
I am hale and hearty today seems like a

nouncement to secure a certain number of

a Trained Electrician
I don't care

I

I

care

if

you don't know a

/ Train

blessed thing

You by Mail!

spare time will do. No interference with your regular duties. I understand just what you must know and I
have devised a wonderful way of instructing by mail.
satisfaction.

inventor's endeavor is essentially lifesaving.
Whether he harnesses forces, improves devices, or provides new comforts
and conveniences, he is adding to the safety
of our existence. He is also better qualified
than the average individual to protect himself in peril, for he is observant and resourceful.
If I had no other evidence that
I was, in a measure, possest of such qualities I would rind it in these personal experiences. The reader will be able to judge
for himself if I mention one or two instances.
On one occasion, when about 14
years old, I wanted to scare some friends

Absolutely

you now or
once

Wonderful

Not a penny

free.

To

later.

I will give a

Electrical
Outfit

Equipment with

Write

me

at once.

those

wonderful

trical

I

my

cost to
act at
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who

compliments.
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number

me

your

I positively guarantee

Free

An

of sets to be given
a post card or letter.

Drop

free.

^* nu

wi " have to act quick to
get
in
on this opportunity.
Write me today for full particulars.
Drop
me a post card. Write Now.
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'
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CHIEF ENGINEER COOKE,

My

Chicago Engineering Works,

plan was to
dive under a long floating structure and slip
out quietly at the other end.
Swimming
and diving came to me as naturally as to a
mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing

are,

Your

recall these incidents to

with me.

you

greater earnings.

convinced that

who were bathing

or old

about electricity. Just give me a little of
your spare time for a short period and I'll
show you the quick way to success in
electricity.
You can qualify to earn $36
to $100 a week with opportunities for

my preservation was not altogether accidental.
feel

how young

you can read and write and
have a spark of ambition. I don't care
where you live or what you do. I don't

just as long as

;

But as

personally

will

I

wonderful oppor-

MAKE YOU

WILL

/

—

miracle.

men whom

ambitious
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duck ant! I was confident that I could perform the feat. Accordingly I plunged into
the water and, when out of view, turned
around and proceeded rapidly towards the
opposite side. Thinking that I was safely

HEL-MET THE KAISER
to your boy In camp:
the boys will want them.
Anyone against the Kaiser or
Germany should wear this pin.

Send one
all

md

the structure, I rose to the surface
but to my dismay struck a beam. Of course,
I quickly dived and forged ahead with rapid
strokes until my breath was beginning to
Rising for the second time, my
give out.
head came again in contact with a beam.
Xow I was becoming desperate. However,
summoning all my energy, I made a third
frantic attempt but the result was the same.
The torture of supprest breathing was getting unendurable, my brain was reeling and
At that moment, when
I felt myself sinking.
my situation seemed absolutely hopeless, I
experienced one of those flashes of light
and the structure above me appeared before
my vision. I either discerned or guest that
there was a little space between the surface
of the water and the boards resting on the
beams and, with consciousness nearly gone,
I floated up, prest my mouth close to the
planks and managed to inhale a little air,

BE A BOY CHEMIST
Teet water, foodi and other things you use and
near.
Make eoap. Ink. dye; fire-proof cloth and
wood, and work hundreds of useful, fascinating
Perform
experiment* Just like a real chemist.
Ton
weird, puzzli ng tricks of chemical magic.
Outfits contain all
can. with "CHUM CRAFT".
chemicals and laboratory supplied to work each experiment many tim es also a Manual of Instruc"CHEMCRAFT" Is absolutely harmless;
tion.
made by a practical chemist and Is scientifically
correct.

I— $1.50

Chemcraft No.

West

of Mississippi

River and

Canada

in

2—$3.00

Chemcraft No.

—$2.00
—
—

River and in Canada $3.50
Chemcraft No. 3 $5.00
West of Mississippi River and in Canada. $6.00
Be sure you get "CHEMCKAFT." the original

West

of

Mississippi

—

and most complete and scientific chemical outfit
Ask for It by name at your Toy Store, or send
and we will deliver direct prepaid.

price

THE PORTER CHEMICAL
Industrial

W. Washington

Bldo.,

CO.

St.

Maryland

Hageratown

House Lighting Plants
$225 to $2100
Writs

name

giving

Catalog,

for

your electrical dealAgents Wanted.

er

of

Dynamos, Motors
sizes.

all

Motor

and

Battery Charter.-,
Generator Sets.

Hydro- Electric

SI 20.

Which

Generators.
'vant

catalog

?

SPECIAL— H"ltztr-Cabot HO
Hand

Volt

It,

Generators, while
only $5. Order from

this ad.

WATSON ELECTRIC

CO..

Dept.

13.

Gas Bldg. Chicago.

& MILITARY SCHOOLS
ATTENTION

SOLDIERS, CADETS

Service stripes-Cold. Silver. Red, Blue

& Creen

B

||^ per strip .
<Rec.)
-.**" ffcj;
Cold a Silver Sun-Metal or Embroidered
Each
------- -S1.00
Ov.r-se.s C.o« wool Army Ret.
Cull Leitmis -waterproof' IS oz. p. p. Duck_Rea.j Sl.SSpr.
$1.75 pr.
Cuff Leaaincs -Light Color O. D. Duck. 20 oz. (Ret.J
SemipjtSre Flasa 14x14 Inches. Red* White Buntln* 75c pr.
Uniforms. Belu and Insignia. Camping and
Hiking equipment. Cadet, Military School and Boy Scout

mi

plies.

-

.

--.,.

.

Kindl>
postpaid, upon receipt of price.
mention name of school, organization or branch of service.
Cadet Equipment Co.. 727 Tlnton Ave.. New York City

Above

sent,

BIG
I

BUNCH OF FUN

New

Airship

Airships,
r

1

Game

c
with 1fl
III

Chess and****

Board and men.

'.p-se-lu-la. 1 Set

1

Cni-

Dominoes.

13 Other Games. 19 Lessons in
Magic. 12 Money Making Secrets.
Wireless Code. 18 Pictures Pretty
Girls. 3 Puzzles. A New Ford Joke
Book. All for 10c with large Cata-

logue.

American

Toy

Lowell,

Dept. 72
Mass., U.

S.

A.

Feldman's "Geyser"
Electric Water Heater
Irutantaneoat Hot Water

FELDMAN MFG.

CO.

Now York

1500 Ti me. Bldg.

City

HB

Battery Charging
for you in
Others clear $100 to $200 a month extra
So can you. Writ* for- particulars or send $15 first payment for
HB 500 watt Charger on trial under
guarantee.
absolute money-back
profit.

monthly payments
risk. Order today.
Hobart Brothers Company.

Balance

in

9

No

Box 3E.

Troy. Ohio.

POPULARITY FOLLOWS THE3
J

UKULELE, %

If you pt.7iiu.int.drc.fn y Hawaiian music
or latest son*, nn the Ukulele you will l.c
wanted everywhere. Wc teach by mail 20 /
simple lesson-; irivo yoo frecaaenuioe J4^JT
Hawaiian Ukulel-, music. ev.rytmnK— ^\ :*/I .* .'
xtras. Ask u. to Bend the .tory
-Lw.iian mu.ie- Yoo will love It.
No obligation—absolutely free.
ui'
-

-

The Hawaiian

Institute of Music_^-.'

1400 Broadway. Suite 1103, NewYork"^W

You

Same

size as

metal,

black

Price 10 Cents

l$ Voice Thrower 10c
Learn to throw your voice into a TRUNK,
under the bed, out In the hall or anywhere.

FUN

Lots of

a

little

sight.

of

FAILS1
with the

Instrument that

I

was

well.

benefit by mentioning the "Electrical
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mouth out

BOYS or GIRLS can use it. NEVER
A 32-page book on Ventriloquism sent
VENTRILO for TEN Cents.

All the latest Jokes on the Ford auto.
Hundreds of them,
and all good ones. Spring a new one on your neighbors.
Large book xrith colored cover
by mail, 10c.

Devil Resigns to the Kaiser
Everyone
over

reads this book Is wild
Contains the following :
A Letter from

Kaiser's
the Devil to the Kaiser,
Prayer, How Satan Resigns to the
King of Devils, The Kaiser, etc.

Many other stories, jokes, etc., about
me German Emperor. Book mailed
10 cents, postage 2 cents extra.

ROGEN

X-RAY"
Price
10 Cents

nERE.

BOYS,

IS

just what you want.
this Instrument you can
see through clothes, see the
Think of the fun you
fingers.

With

can have with

apparently
bones in your
Sample, by mail,
it.

TEN CENTS.

SKULL RING
Bere

a handsome, up-to-date

is

Ring, representing a Skull and
Has stones in the
Cross-bones.
eves and looks something fright-

Women

ful.

men

for

novelty.

Gee

won't like it, but
boys it is a great
Sample* by mail, I5e.

or

What a Wad

!

This

!

STAGE MONEY
like the GENUINE

is

Looks

STUFF. Some Green backs and
Create a
some Yellow backs.
BIG sensation among your
friends.
The girls will all be
after you when they see 'iewad.

BIG

roll

of 15 pieces by mail,

10 cents.

Own Toy Maker

Boys

and Nine Other Books
Tells

how

to

make

Magio

a

10c

for

Telephone,
Sail
Boat.

Lantern,
Kites,
salts. Electric Telegraph. Pop Gun,
Bed Fire. Galvanic Battery and many
other things.
This book, with nine
other interesting books, mailed for lOo.

ENCHANTED BARREL
The Moat Wonderful Pocket Trick Made

CHANGE A CENT INTO A DIME
Ask your friend

to

drop a dime in Oie barrel.

When he takes it out. Behold
It is a CENT.
You make 9 centa every time you fool them.
1

Never

They cannot get on

to It.
barrel, with directions, only....

falls.

Sample

Any

1IV
0r*-

three of the above articles for 25c
or

any six

Royal Novelty Co.

for 50c

sou¥SV^N co N

n.

BetterYour

[Position

Prepare for a permanent position. lUilway
Traffic Inspectors are always m line for advancement. No age limit only common school
educaUon. Mighty good salary and expenses. A

—

Railway Traffic Inspector safepiunU the lives of
and protects bis company's Interests
an important poaltloQ. He's »aul to travel and

the public

,

observe.
Works only with railroad officials
that's why he's bound to gain a position of trust.
Hundreds needed right now- thousands later. Study
for unly three months— we'll arrango for the
position. Delay nevereecured anvonu a better
poaitloo— ho act immediately. Booklet D 21
tella

all— write today.

Addrena

Standard Business Training inst

These are only two

Experimenter" when writing

who

it.

The Kaiser's Dream,

had torn

virtually all the skin from my left side and
it took several weeks before the fever sub-

sided and

Janitor.

NEW FORD JOKE BOOK 1919

confronted me. I knew that sooner
or later I would be carried down, as it was
not possible for any help to reach me in
I am
time, even if I attracted attention.
ambidextrous now but then I was lefthanded and had comparatively little strength
For this reason I did not
in my right arm.
dare to turn on the other side to rest and
nothing remained but to slowly push my
body along the dam. I had to get away
from the mill towards which my face was
turned as the current there was much
swifter and deeper. It was a long and painful ordeal and I came near to failing at
its very end for I was confronted with a
depression in the masonry. I managed to
get over with the last ounce of my force
and fell in a swoon when I reached the
I

the Teacher,

THE VENTRILO
la

taking hold of the wall with both hands.
The pressure against my chest was great
and I was barely able to keep my head
above the surface. Not a soul was in sight
and my voice was lost in the roar of the
Slowly and gradually I became exfall.
hausted and unable to withstand the strain
longer.
Just as I was about to let go, to
be dashed against the rocks below, I saw
in a flash of light a familiar diagram illustrating the hydraulic principle that the pressure of a fluid in motion is proportionate
to the area exposed, and automatically I
turned on my left side. As if by magic
the pressure was reduced and I found it
comparatively easy in that position to resist
But the danger
the force of the stream.

was found.

fooling

Policeman, Parents, Neighbors, or Friends.

usual.
When I was a short distance
from the masonry, however, I was horrified
to observe that the water had risen and
was carrying me along swiftly. I tried to
get away but it was too late. Luckily, tho,
I saved myself from being swept over by

I

Will wear

:

as

where

Handsome

letters.

seen.

That bathing season was spoiled for me
thru recklessness but I soon forgot the
lesson and only two years later I fell into
There was a large
a worse predicament.
flour mill with a dam across the river near
the city where I was studying at that time.
As a rule the height of the water was only
two or three inches above the dam and to
swim out to it was a sport not very dangerous in which I often indulged. One day
I went alone to the river to enjoy myself

bank,

picture.

Men and women wear
them — causes laughter wherever
for years.

still

BIG PROFITS

of $20 each.

unfortunately mingled with a spray of
Several
water which nearly choked me.
times I repeated this procedure as in a
dream until my heart, which was racing at
a terrible rate, quieted down and I gained
composure. After that I made a number
of unsuccessful dives, having completely
lost the sense of direction, but finally succeeded in getting out of the trap when my
friends had already given me up and were
fishing for my body.

1919

March,
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this tale.

people have often asked me
This I
I began to invent.
can only answer from my present recollection in the light of which the first attempt
1 recall was rather ambitious for it involved
the invention of an apparatus and a method.
In the former I was anticipated but the
Interested

how and when

latter

was

original.

It

happened

in

this

way. One of my playmates had come into
the possession of a hook and fishing-tackle
which created quite an excitement in the
village, ami the next morning all started
out to catch frogs. I was left alone and
deserted owing to a quarrel with this boy.
I had never seen a real hook and pictured
with
it as something wonderful, endowed
peculiar qualities, and was despairing not
to be one of the party. Urged by necessity,
I somehow got hold of a piece of soft iron
wire, hammered the end to a sharp point
between two stones, bent it into shape, and
fastened it to a strong string. I then cut a
rod, gathered some bait, and went down to

Moving Picture Machine

A REAL moving

the brook where there were frogs in abundance. But I could not catch any and was
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All you have to do is distribute these pictures on a special 35c
at home.
offer among the people you know. This wiL take you just a few hours. They
go like hot cakes, everybody wants them. When you have distributed the 12
pictures I will immediately send you FREE and Prepaid this Genuine Moving
Picture Machine Complete with a box of film. Don't miss this wonderful offer.
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sect for that matter.
After that, I believe, I

157 Pleasant Rooms, with Private Bath,
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undertook to take
apart and assemble the clocks of my grandIn the former operation I was alfather.
ways successful but often failed in the

257 Excellent Rooms, with Private Bath,
facing street, southern exposure,

latter.

$3.00
400

PER DAY.

Also Attractive Rooms from $1.50.
The- Restaurant Prices Are Most Moderate.

Baths

600 Rooms

consisted in selecting a tube of the proper
taper from the hollow stalks which were
(Continued on paiic 843)
You

Dept 7443 -ISO N.Wabash Ave., Chicago
want to get a Moving Picture Machine

FREE by yonr easy plan. Please seed me the
/Patriotic Pictured and full details of your

promising field and I have never since been
able to touch a May-bug or any other in-

So it came that he brought my work
to a sudden halt in a manner not too delicate and it took thirty years before I
Shortly
tackled another clockwork again.
thereafter I went into the manufacture of
a kind of pop-gun which comprised a hollow tube, a piston, and two plugs of hemp.
When firing the gun, the piston was prest
against the stomach and the trir: was
pushed back quickly with both hands. The
air between the plugs was comprest and
raised to high temperature and one of them
was expelled with a loud report. The art

FREE

over the country and you
can get it absolutely free
with a box of film besides.

almost discouraged when it occurred to me
to dangle the empty hook in front of a
frog sitting on a stump. At first he collapsed but by and by his eyes bulged out
and became bloodshot, he swelled to twice
his normal size and made a vicious snap
Immediately I pulled him up.
at the hook.
I
tried the same thing again and again
and the method proved infallible. When
my comrades, who in spite of their fine
outfit had caught nothing, came to me they
were green with envy. For a long time I
kept my secret and enjoyed the monopoly
but finally yielded to the spirit of ChristEvery boy could then do the same
mas.
and the following summer brought disaster
to the frogs.
In my next attempt I seem to have acted
under the first instinctive impulse which
to harness the enlater dominated me
I
ergies of nature to the service of man.
did this thru the medium of May-bugs
or June-bugs as they are called in America
which were a veritable pest in that country and sometimes broke the branches of
trees by the sheer weight of their bodies.
The bushes were black with them. I would
attach as many as four of them to a crosspiece, rotably arranged on a thin spindle,
and transmit the motion of the same to a
large disc and so derive considerable "powThese creatures were remarkably
er."
efficient, for once they were started they
had no sense to stop and continued whirling
for hours and hours and the hotter it was
All went well
the harder they worked.
He
until a strange boy came to the place.
was the son of a retired officer in the
Austrian Army. That urchin ate May-bugs
alive and enjoyed them as tho they were
the finest blue-point oysters. That disgusting sight terminated my endeavors in this

pic-

ture machine that
uses the same films as the
big movie theaters all
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MY

INVENTIONS

(Continued from page 841)
did very well with that gun but my activities
interfered with the window panes in our
house and met with painful discouragement.
If I
remember rightly. I then
took to carving swords from pieces of
furniture which I could conveniently obtain.
At that time I was under the sway of the
Serbian national poetry and full of admiration for the feats of the heroes.
I used
to spend hours in mowing down my enemies
in the form of corn-stalks which ruined the
crops and netted me several spankings from
my mother. Moreover these were not of
the formal kind but the genuine article.
I
I

had

was

and more behind me before
and had past thru one

all this

six years old

year of elementary school in the village of
Smiljan where I was born. At this juncture we moved to the little city of Gospic
nearby. This change of residence was like
a calamity to me. It almost broke my heart
to part from our pigeons, chickens and
sheep, and our magnificent flock of geese
which used to rise to the clouds in the
morning and return from the feeding
grounds at sundown in battle formation, so
perfect that it would have put a squadron
of the best aviators of the present day to
shame.
In our new house I was but a
prisoner, watching the strange people I sawthru the window blinds.
Sly bashfulness
was such that I would rather have faced
a roaring lion than one of the city dudes
who strolled about. But my hardest trial
came on Sunday when I had to dress up
and attend the service. There I met with
an accident, the mere thought of which
made my blood curdle like sour milk for
It was my second adyears afterwards.
venture in a church. Xot long before I was
entombed for a night in an old chapel on an
inaccessible mountain which was visited
only once a year. It was an awful experience, but this one was worse. There was a
wealthy lady in town, a good but pompous
woman, who used to come to the church
gorgeously painted up and attired with an
enormous train and attendants. One Sun-

day

had just finished ringing the bell in
the belfry and rushed downstairs when this
grand dame was sweeping out and I
jumped on her train. It tore off with a
I

ripping noise which sounded like a salvo

My

of musketry fired by raw recruits.
father was livid with rage. He gave me
a gentle slap on the cheek, the only corporal punishment he ever administered to
me but I almost feel it now. The embarrassment and confusion that followed are
indescribable.
I was practically ostracised
until

something

deemed me

in

happened which rethe estimation of the comelse

munity.

An

enterprising

young merchant had

or-

department. A new fire engine was purchased, uniforms provided and
the men drilled for service and parade.
The engine was, in reality, a pump to be
worked by sixteen men and was beautifully
painted red and black. One afternoon the
official trial was prepared for and the machine was transported to the river.
The
entire population turned out to witness the
great spectacle. When all the speeches and
ceremonies were concluded, the command
was given to pump, but not a drop of water
came from the nozzle. The professors and
experts tried in vain to locate the trouble.
The fizzle was complete when I arrived at

ganized a

the scene.

ism was

fire

My
nil

knowledge of the mechanand I knew next to nothing

of air pressure, but instinctively I felt for
the suction hose in the water and found
that it had collapsed. When I waded in
the river and opened it up the water
rushed forth and not a few Sunday clothes

were

spoiled.

Archimedes running naked

thru the streets of Syracuse and shouting
Eureka at the top of his voice did not make
You

843

a greater impression than myself.
I was
carried on the shoulders and was the hero
of the day.
Upon settling in the city I began a fouryears' course in the so-called Normal School
preparatory to my studies at the College
or Real-Gymnasium. During this period my
boyish efforts and exploits, as well as
troubles, continued. Among other things I
attained the unique distinction of champion
crow catcher in the country.
method
of procedure was extremely simple.
I
would go in the forest, hide in the bushes,
and imitate the call of the bird. Usually
I would get several answers and in a short
while a crow would flutter down into the

My

shrubbery near me. After that all I needed
to do was to throw a piece of cardboard
to detract its attention, jump up and grab
it before it could extricate itself from the
undergrowth. In this way I would capture
as many as I desired. But on one occasion
something occurred which made me respect
them. I had caught a fine pair of birds
and was returning home with a friend.
When we left the forest, thousands of crows
had gathered making a frightful racket.
In a few minutes they rose in pursuit and
soon enveloped us. The fun lasted until all
of a sudden I received a blow on the back
of my head which knocked me down. Then
they attacked

me

was comtwo birds and was

viciously.

I

pelled to release the
glad to join my friend who had taken
refuge in a cave.
In the schoolroom there were a few mechanical models which interested me and
turned my attention to water turbines.
I
constructed many of these and found great
pleasure in operating them.
How extraordinary was my life an incident may illustrate.
My uncle had no use for this
kind of pastime and more than once rebuked me. I was fascinated by a description of Niagara Falls I had perused, and
pictured in my imagination a big wheel run
by the Falls. I told my uncle that I would
go to America and carry out this scheme.
Thirty years later I saw my ideas carried
out at Niagara and marveled at the unfathomable mystery of the mind.

made

kinds of other contrivances
and contraptions but among these the arI

all

My

produced

were the best!
shot, disappeared from sight
and at close range traversed a plank of
pine one inch thick. Thru the continuous
balists

I

arrows,

when

bows I developed skin on
stomach very much like that of a crocodile and I am often wondering whether it
is due to this exercise that I am able even
tightening of the

my

now

to

digest

cobble-stones

!

Nor

can

Because He Followed His BENT.
Age 28—Salary $2500 a year— General
Manager of the Company his own boss
owns his home married and happy and

done.
My uncle looked at me
almost scared out of his wits and exclaimed "Fade retro Satanas!" and it was
a few days before he spoke to me again.
said than

records, however great, will be
eclipsed but I feel that I could peacefully
rest on my laurels for a thousand years.
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"I followed my bent," says Mr.
That's all.
"I followed my bent."
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lowed his bent.
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each new edition of Electrical Experimenter is a
fresh revelation to you then tackle the job in
Make a real start.
earnest.
Study electricity.
And do it now right on the eve of the big coming
era of reconstruction when thousands of trained
electrical
experts will
be needed at home and

—

abroad.
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"The Rotary Magnetic

— Editor.)

Rohrschneider.

words he suras up his success. Young unknown
of humble birth
reared on the farm and deprived
of scholastic advantages, he entered this school in
1907 and took up the study of Electricity.
And
today at 28 in the work he felt he was fitted for
— he's well on the road to success. Simply because
he answered his instincts.
Simply because he fol-

A

Field."

Light, Power and Manufacturing
of Hustisford, Wisconsin.

isford

(In the April issue Mr. Tesla will dein detail how he conceived one of his
most important and far reaching inventions:
scribe

—

—

prosperous there's the success of Wallace H. Rohrschneider, General Manager
and Secretary and Treasurer of the Hust-

I

my

performances with the
sling which would have enabled me to give
a stunning exhibit at the Hippodrome. And
now I will tell of one of my feats with this
antique implement of war which will strain
to the utmost the credulity of the reader.
I was practicing while walking with my
uncle along the river. The sun was setting,
the trout were playful and from time to
time one would shoot up into the air, its
glistening body sharply defined against a
projecting rock beyond.
Of course any
boy might have hit a fish under these propitious conditions but I undertook a much
more difficult task and I foretold to my
uncle, to the minutest detail, what I intended doing.
I was to hurl a stone to
meet the fish, press its body against the
rock, and cut it in two. It was no sooner
pass in silence
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will find

many remarkable
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Accessories.
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tery, plain facts, results guaranteed.
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back guarantee. Thirty days' trial. AirFriction Carburetor Co., .270 Madison, Dayton,
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the Hair.
Obtained hair growth by an Indian's ointment containing genuine bear oil and
rare plant juices.
Many others have good hairgrowing results. Will send box, postpaid, with
10c.
John Hart Brittain, 150 E 32nd St.,
New York.
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to tnake Toy Soldiers,
and other toys. Homeworkers on small
manufacturers on large scale. Greatest
for industrious people for independent

Enormous demand and
This new American
"American-made toys".
work stands out conspicuously. Factories have
been established, people trained, machinery made
with energy and success. Dealers don't want to
handle any others except "American-made". We
buy these goods all year, paying fixed prices.
Experience or tools not necessary. Hundred and
more made complete per hour. Casting form outBooklet and information free. Toy
fits S3 up.
Soldier Manufacturing Co., 32 Union Square,
future

business.

York.
To Ascertain the Vocation for which you are
best adapted send for Zancig's Revised HoroProf.
scope, Send date of your birth and 25c.
Zancig. 100 West 87th St., New York.
Railway Mail Clerks Wanted— men 16 to 40—
women 18 to 35. $uoo-$i8oo year. Alternate weeks
off. Full pay. Examinations everywhere. Sample
Franklin Institute, Dept. C 26,
questions free.
Rochester. N. Y.
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money. Send stamp for full information.
Exchange, Box 758, Newport. N. H.
Trade 75 Boys Books for Lionel Trains, stand-
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$8

Camera

New York

$4.

City. N. Y.

Have— 1/6 K.W. Motor Generator with starter
18 HP. D.C. motor— $9.
transformer— $40.
Receiving Apparatus— R. Freure, 439a
McDonough St., Brooklyn. N. Y.
SWAP— Electrical instruments for coins. Stamp

&

gets price

list.

Benjamin Kinnick,

Jr.,

Green

-

wood. Ind.
printing press, small engine, and
generator. R. Hedstrom, Tularosa, N, M.

Wanted— Used
32 volt

2th
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Sell: Variables, headsets, spark gaps,
tors, audion s, impedance coils, electrical
etc., etc.
Send stamp for list. Wanted

detecgoods,

— Type-

printing
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S.
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Hawthorne,
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For Sale: Oakmans Wireless outfit sends and
receives messages 8 miles. Complete $6.00. L'sed
Mrs. Barn iff, 1346 Johnson St., Chicago.
Sale:— Tesla Coil $5., also Encyclopedia

weeks.

For

Britannica.

Gillespie,

Woodward

Ave.,

Buffalo.

Penaz, 1224 Geneva
Sell— Hawkins' Guides,
St.. Racine, Wis.
Exchange— 2 in. sending set-mahogany base
4x6 Excelsior press and type, cost $30— dynamo,
Tesla coils, Detectors, Condensers— for Victrola,
olumbia or Edison. Write Dale F. Scott, Denver.
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Sprouls,

Wanted:— One each of volumes Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4,
of the Experimenter.
(Bound or un5
bound). Slate price. C. O. Williams, 20 Midland
Ave.. Detroit, Mich.
Sale: Men's hockey ice skates, screw clamps,
new, never vised, $1.50 cost $2.00. Also No. 24
enameled copper wire 00c lb., any quantity over
lb.
Write for list. Henry Lehmberg, 5116 N.

5

newspapers, magazines. Experience unnecessary;
Press Syndicate, 566 St. Louis, MO.
details free.

in

New

Correspondents.

Weekly,

$25

Premoette

L. Kiinau. Sabula, Iowa.

—

C.

was Bald.

Grand Junction, Colo.
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or Clapp- East ham receivvariable condensers. Have for

drawing instruments.

and

Very Respectfully,

-

R.

tion.
Geo.
Phila., Pa.

circulation.

1

set of

Sale:— Omnigraph reasonable.
Pastime Theatre. Union Hill, N. J.
Sale: — Regenerative Receiver, write for descrip-

cycles.

Easy terms,

V.

camera.

Received one today from
Can you beat that. I'm
Shanghai, China.
enclosing the letter from China.
It's a great life, if you don't weaken.
I wish to
the "E. E."— Some

..;

N.

exchange

AND

ELSEWHERE.

_

II.

ing transformer;

The, letters are still coming in. The
apparatus advertised has long since been
The letters are
Every piece of it,
sold.
from all over the United States,

uld

s

detector,

Wanted: — Radio 5A

swer

subscribe for the
Repairer; 150-page illusdevoted
exclusively
to the care
monthly
trated
and repair of the car. The only magazine in the
practical
and
the
devoted
to
especially
world
mechanical side of motoring. The "Trouble Denumbered
of
five
pages
contains
partment"
questions each month from car owners and
repairmen which are answered by experts on
gasoline engine repairs. $1 per year or 15 cents
Postals
per copy. Canadian subscription $1.50.
not answered. Charles D. Sherman, 48 Windsor
Conn.
Hartford.
Road.
'.'.huki
nnHHumwiinniiiii
iLRiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiMi

Automobde Owners
Automobile Dealer &

crystal

condenser, variable condenser, telephones,
spark coil, gap, condenser and helix. $14.00.
Will exchange for % h.p. A. C. motor; or what
have you ?
Earl C. Brown, 514 Virginia Ave.,
Martinslmrg. W. Va.
For Sale:— Books, Lessons in Practical Electricity, by Swoope, 75c;
Military Signal Corps
Manual, by White, 50c; Single Telephom headsets, 75c;
$35-oo Complete Wireless Set, $17.50;
Co-herer Sets, $2.00;
Electrolytic Interrupter,
Telegraph Keys, 75c; Gravity Cells, 60c.
$1.00;
Other Wireless Apparatus. Address V. L. Hollister, Station A, Lincoln, Nebraska.
For Sale: — New Hoi ton trumpet (cornet type)
B-Flat low pitch.
Cost $80, will sell for $55.
Would take good violin in trade. A. T. Harrison, Albert Lea, Minn.
Sell— Cabinet coupler never used. Price $4.50.
Chemistry set also.
Granville Whittlesey, 130
E. 07th St., New York.
Sale or Trade:— Wireless goods, Transformer
audion, rotary condenser, switches, etc.
Silver
cornet.
Bicycle.
Motor attachment.
Rifle.
Other goods. R. H. Parker, Box 510, Tilton,
fixed

lain,

it

Automobile Repairs.

outfit,

—

stamps.

City.

Sale:— Wireless

For Sale or Exchange: Caxton Printing Press;
'Todd" Protectograph; Goodell- Pratt No. 306
Lathe; Lathe, 9" swing, 27" between centers;
Large Erector Set; Large Electric Train Set.
Would like Wood working machinery, small
screw -cut ting Lathe or what have you? C. E.
Robinson, Portland, Conn.
Sacrifice:
Regenerative audion set combined.
$10.
Write.
"Wireless," 142 Oxford Ave., Buf*

Sirs:

just

stock of slightlyvery lowest prices.

For

N.

Experimenter Pub. Co.,
233 Fulton St., New York.

Electrical

Dear

llIli:illll[IIIIINI!ll!|[|||i:!mill[||||||l||i:ill|||l|||||||||||||nil.:.I.I.IL

— Cont'd

Mentor, Minn.

large

.

Illllllllllllll

Exchange Ads

Greatest, biggest and best collection of modern
money-making ideas printed. 2600 ideas, oppor-

used tires and tubes at
Write for list. Haviland Supply Co., 2306 Seventh

L

IDIIIIlllllllll

Agents Wanted.

Aeronautics.

mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing

111.

Wanted— Motors, any

Small encondition.
gines and machinery. Omnigraph Wireless and
State
lowest
price.
Chas.
goods.
Electrical
Schmuck, 1384 W. 95th St., Cleveland, O.

For Sale— One Wicks Electrician's correspondence course.

$35; cost $68.

John Olsen, 552

Brunswick Ave., Perth Amboy, N.
Swap— Electrical and Mechanical

New

J.

Books for
Jay Pounds,

Wireless or other Electrical goods.
oldwater. Kan.
SanSell— Western Cabinet Telephone, $7.00.
gamo D. C. no V. Wattmeter, $14.00. Fine condition. P. A. Benner, 1328 Central Ave., Alton, III.
Sale or Exchange Two twelve inch spark coils.
Arthur Raycraft, care Ncv. First Nat'I Bank,
Tonopah. Nevada.
f

—

to

advertisers.

——
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Business Opportunities.
Branch Manager Wanted for old established

Chicago concern. We furnish full stock of goods,
ertising matter, and equip store completely,
in good location, all at our expense and pay you

salary, in addition to liberal share
Work can be
of the profits your store earns.
spare
time. No investment or previous
started tn
experience necessary to secure this position. If
you are a hustler and want an opportunity to
In. ike $5,000 to 515,000 a year we want you and
Send me your
will pay you well from the start.

week

.1

application

Como

784,

Mgr.,

S. Levy,
today.
Bldg., Chicago, 111.

Department

Persons interested in a new 500% profit paying
home business send two 3c stamps for particuPhilip Wall,

lars.

How

North Road, Bedford, Mass.
any color, for

to color electric light bulbs,

Six other trade secrets all
Fresno, Calif.
$30 a Week Evenings. I made it with a small
my regular job
continued
mail order business—
Free booklet tells how, 2c postage.
daytimes.
Y.
Cohoes,
N.
Alex. W. Scott,

cents per dozen.

leu

Postoffice

$1.00.

Box

21,

Dollars Yearly in Your Back Yard. No ginseng, mushroom dope. New ideas. Investigate.
Particulars free. Metz. 313 East 89, New York.
Victory— Mechanical Toy Soldier window atSalutes, turns head,
traction.
30 inches high.
Well made,
points with finger, etc., as set.
nicely dressed officers, privates, Uncle Sam, etc.
Does some stunt every
Electrically operated.
half minute or oftener as set, and will salute
soldier and pay no attention to others if de-

Representative wanted in each city and
Write for prices. The John M. Biggs Co.,
Box 324, Chattanooga, Tenn.
"Quick-Action Advertising— How it is Building Business for the Progressive Advertisers of
America"; A little story of RESULTS, told by
the advertisers themselves— not the publisher.

sired.

town.

You will be interested in reading this little
booklet, which we have prepared for prospective
advertisers, a copy of which will be gladly
mailed to you upon request. It tells you how
to talk business with 1,000,000 intelligent, interested and responsive Americans every month

men who know what they want and who have
the money to buy it. Write for particulars and
Wakefield Coutlee, 225
York.
Oil— Others are doing
Income
in
an
Build up
11
Why not you? Today is the opportunity,
it
plan
payment
monthly
loin our easy
today.

rates

West

Douglas

39th Street.

New

NOW—

may mean hundreds

profits.

in

Write

for

in-

National Oil Drilling Co., Dept. K,
formation.
Houston, Texas.
Incorporate your business under the common
No organization tax; no franchise tax; no
law.
Federal corporation tax; certificates not taxable;
stockholders exempt from company debts; do
business anywhere; directors reside where you
Comwish; lowest cost organization possible.

mon Law

Organization Co..

4

Randolph. Detroit,

Mich.

Enter a New Business.
yearly in professional fees

Earn $3,000 to $6,000
making and fitting a
everywhere with all the
trade you can attend to; easily learned by anyone at home in a few weeks, at small expense;
no further capital required; no goods to buy;
Address
job hunting, soliciting or agency.
Stephenson La boratory. 18 Back Bay. Boston.
Make Die-Castings. Sketch, Sample, Booklet,
specialty, openings

foot

R. Byrd,

a n d Proposition, 12c.

Box

Erie, Pa.

227,

new

type
To anyone who will invest a little
take out foreign patents, I will give *&
You can
interest in any patents taken out.
handle your own money. Address Invention. Box
Electrical Experimenter, 233 Fulton Street,
60,
New York.
FOR SALE: $225. Studio outfit (8 x 10) $75.
Small Steam Engine $15. Want Wireless Goods.
Enclose Stamp. Lawrence Johnston. Fairfield. 111.
PLANT Protector and irrigator, tested; fortune
can be made; outright for sale. Cash, or 1/3 cash,
balance cheap unimproved Texas_ land. Write
investigate. J. P. Arnold. Berclair. Texas.

Have

invention

revolutionary

_

of

dynamo.

tiey to

__^^

The Dollar Adding Machine saves

time.

For proof address
Electrical Experimenter,

making money— so can you.
sified

Fulton

Department,
St.,

New York

City.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiminiiiiiiiiiranHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiraiir.

Stammering.
St-Stu-t-t-tering and Stammering cured at
home. Instructive booklet free. Walter McDonnell. 105 Potomac Bank Building, Washington,
-'

lilllllllllll

Books.

What Every Draftsman Should Know. Very
useful booklet. Price 12c postpaid. Wack Booklet Co.,

1943

Patten

St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Formulas, Recipes and Trade Secrets in
double-column, 530-page book, only $1. Postpaid.
lifford Camp Co., 32 Prospect St., Claremont,
N. H.
Free— $5,000 worth of valuable books as premiums. Write for more information and catalogue; it's free. I have many books on Natural
healing, personal magnetism, Clairvoyance, seerHypnotism, Mesmerism, concentration,
ship,
character reading, mind power, etc. Tell me your
wants. A. W. Martens, JX8, Burlington, Iowa.
If You Are Interested in books of New Thought
send for a copy of our catalog. Inland Book*
20,000

I

Inland Bldg., Ft. Wayne, Ind.
two issues of our interesting magazine containing 55 valuable Formulas, Tricks,
Globe Sta. "C",
Illusions, Household Hints.
B ox 7, Montreal, Canada.
Books for Real Live People. Lists free. J. E.
Sheridan 417 E. 151st., New York.

Company,
Send 10c

221

for

.

World-Romic System, Masterkey to All Languages. Six Textbooks, $1.44. French Chart, 37c;
Spanish, 37c; Aviation Dictionary, $1.50. FrenchLanguages,
English Aviation Dictionary, 61c.
143 West 47th, New York.
How to Locate Oil, Minerals and Valuable Substances by Wireless; Scientific Book, $3 postpaid.
Astral Child Publishing Co., Corpus Christi, Tex.

To Get Better Pictures: Read the Amateur
Photographer's Weekly; illustrated; weekly prize
competitions; print criticisms; many unique features; $1.50 per year; three months' trial subAbel Publishing Company, 401
scription 25c.
Caxton Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio.
^__^_

We

have some valuOld E. E. Back Numbers:
able old E. E. back numbers on hand as follows:
1915 Jan., March, April, May, June, July, Aug.,
Sept., Oct., Nov., Dec, price each 35c. 1916— Jan.,
Feb., March. May, June, Sept., Dec, price each
1917 Jan., April, May, Aug., Nov., Dec,
35c.
each 35c. 1918— Jan., 35c; Mar., May, June, July,
1919—
Aug., Sept., Oct., Nov., Dec, each 20.
can fill orders at once upon
Jan., Feb., 20.
have
not
and
if
you
remittance,
receipt of your
these numbers already, now is your chance to
be
snapped
up
probably
will
get them, as they
very quickly. Experimenter Publishing Co., 233
\ork
City.
Fulton St., New

—

—

We
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100

lesson

Cameras, Supplies—Photo Developing.
Clean, Neat, Perfect Kodak Finishing at the

Work

returned the same day resample print and copy of
Catalog on Developing, Printing, Enlarging and

lowest prices.
ceived.

Send

4 lines and 100 envelopes,
Southwestern, 1413-H Berendo, Los

Angeles.

Each, Hammermill Bond, Noteheads and
Envelopes, limit five lines, postpaid, $1.25. Eagle
Press, Stamford, Conn.
100

You

Co.,

350,

__

etc.

Can

Easy to raise or lower. Thoroughly tested.
A. H. Tallyn, Benson. 111.
also be used as toy.

Blacksmith, Listen! Prepare for big wages in
Navy and Arsenal with Toy's Modern Methods
doing hard jobs easy. Forging and making solid
welds, hardening and tempering to a standard,
with colored tempering charts. All for one dollar.
Sample free. W. M. Toy. Sidney, Ohio.
Wanted— Small Gasoline and Steam Engines.
Cash paid for 1 to 4 cylinder light weight Motors.
4 to 10 H.P. Johnston, West End, Pittsburgh,
Pa.

Catch Fish. Descriptive folder containing valuGeorge
information mailed for stamp.
able
Julian. Albany Building. Boston.
"Opportunity Adlets" bring quick results. Our
Other firms are making
100,000 circulation, net.
money— so can you. For proof address Classified
Department, Electrical Experimenter, 233 Fulton
St., New York City.
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiimiimimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimmimi
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For 20 cents 100 various Foreign picked copies
and 25 various British Colonies and 500 mixed
Welch Postage Stamp Co.,
U.S. and Foreign.

__

Hanford, Cal.

Stamps

Different

225

film tor

Fred Onken, 630

25c.

Brooklyn. N. Y.

79th St.,

Coloring, also copy of Photo Craft Magawhich will help you make better pictures.
Photo Craft Co., Box 69. Ann Arbor, Mich.
Any Six or Eight Exposure Film up to Post
Card size developed and printed 10c. or enlargement 8 x 10, your favorite negative, 10c Special

305 All Different really fine Stamps from all
over the world 39c. Magnificent Value. Dayton,
We buy Stamps.
East-Foxboro, Mass.
Free— 61 different foreign stamps to applicants
Airfor our fine approvals, Send 3c postage.
E. W. Spafford, Martplane stamps wanted.

Introductory offer to show high quality work.
Associated Photo Co., Dept. 12, Cincinnati, Sta. A.
Beautiful, Natural Scenery photographs for the
home, 8 x 10, 50c each; 3 for $1.00. C. R. Birch,
124 West 2 nd St., Casper, Wyo.
Six beautiful postal enlargements made from
your small films for fifty cents. The Photqlo
Company, 36 Garrison Road. Clarendon, Virginia.
Superfine Enlargements made from your kodak
pictures. Send negative and 35c for 8 x 12 sam-

ville,

Hand

zine

ple^
—

Save Money by getting my price-list on developing and printing. Mailed free. R. Hedstrom,

Box

M.

184E, Tularosa, N.

N. Y.
Stamps—65 different 5c to approval applicants.
Michaels, 5600 Prairie, Chicago.

stamps

FREE!

Magee

Postage

Frank

3c.

Philadelphia. Pa.
W.
Stamps on approval. Send references.
Berchtold. 6142 Vernon Ave., Chicago, III.
Stamps— 12 different from warring nations. 10c;
Uruguay
10
15c;
foreign coins,
different
10
Toledo Stamp Co.,
Lists free.
stamps, ioc
Toledo, O.
Big value approval packet! Ten cents. Multnnmah Stamp Co.. Portland, Ore.
Stamps: 50 Varieties, Transvaal. Brazil. Peru.

Mail Us 15c with any size Film for development
and 6 velvet prints. Or send 6 negatives any
size and 15c for 6 prints, 8 x 10" mounted enlargements Vic Prompt, perfect service. Roanoke
Photo Finishing Co., 255 Bell Ave., Roanoke Va.
uiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiNi

fine

60
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Nickel,

847

Jr.,

Cuba, Mexico,
U.S.,

stamps.

etc..

1,000

25c,

C.

St.,

and Album,

Stegman,

Cote

5936

60 different

ioc.

List

ioc

hinges,

buy

I

free.

Brilhante,

St.

L ouis, Mo.
Packet Valuable Stamps to Applicants
Free:
Approval— Benj. Forbes, 160 Devilhers—
Pittsburgh. Pa.
50,000 Coins, medals, bills, Indian curios, firearms daggers, spears, antiques. Catalogue free.
Collectors Exchange, 1536 Willington St., Phila-

50%

.

Wireless.
For
Forest

Sale:— Burned
double

step amplifier,
N. Y.

out

wing and
$30.

1127

amplifier

bulbs,

De-

Two

grid, $2.50 each.
Ellicott St., Buffalo,

delphia.
500

Finely

Stamps,

Switch points, Binding posts, Switch levers
and small parts, send 2c for catalogue describing these and other goods. A. W. Bowman &
Co., 23 Church St. (Harvard Square), Cambridge,
Mass.
Bargains:—!!:" Wireless Coils complete, guarAlso Wireless Coils
anteed, 90c, send postage.
without vibrators, 45c, send postage. A. Dubs,
Brooklyn.
N. Y.
Ave.,
Pitkin
1534
miiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiillii

Blue Prints.

Bond Noteheads,

Thomson-Heywood

Efficiency.

in

Chronicle Bldg., San Francisco, Cal.
"Wanted— All kinds of Specialties for mail
order house.— The Jackson Smith Co., 95 Hester
St., Norwalk, Ohio.
Send 10c for a "catnip
Cats crave catnip.
mouse" (a lifelike cloth mouse, stuffed with catMore fun than a "barrel of monkeys." and
nip).
your "kitty" will like it. Address: Percy Ewing,
Decatur, III.
Snow Plow. Removes snow from side-walks,

De pt.

nullum;

Printing.
prepaid. $1.00

—

best song hits
one dollar. Also bargains in Ukaleles. rlavi
New York
Seventh
Ave.,
Supply
2306
land
Co.,
City, N. Y.
Champion Hand Cleaner removes dirt, grease,
grime. Cures chapped hands. 25c per can. (Silver only) postpaid. Gardner & Co.. 22. East 34th
St., New York City, N. Y.
Brush's Pad for Cleaning and Spotting any
garment, etc. C. B. Twyford, 605 Hammel St.,
Akron, Ohio.
Indelible Ink makes Checks, all Documents
Safe; Fountain Pens 100% efficient. Pint sample
No powder. John
25c coin; Quart supply $1.
Acker, 15 East 40th St., New York.
You Can Be a Winner. Gain Power and
Individuality and become what you wish to be,
through our system of Self-Development. PractiSend 10c and birth
cal, positive benefits.
Sketch and first
interesting Personality
for
for

Stamps and Coins.

iiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiniiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiii
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Miscellaneous.
Songs One dozen ol New York's

«|||l!l[|||llllll!lllilllllllllllilll!!:i!lllllllllllllllllllilM

No

Seven colmistakes. Also multiplies. Rapid.
umns. Money back if not satisfied. $1.00! The Crystal Agency. 3 * Crystal St.. Brooklyn, New York.
"Opportunity Ad-Lets" bring quick results.
Over 100.000 circulation, net. Other firms are
233
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Electricians and Garagemen send 25c for bluerints for building and directions for using the
Locates shorts,
V.
test and trouble finder.
J102
opens and grounds in armatures, fields, winding,
12 blueprints
brings
ignitions units and etc. 75c
The Data
of 3 phase A. C. motor windings.
Ohio.
Dayton,
Exchange, P. O. Box 1018,

benefit by mentioning the "Electrical

Experimenter" when writing

States or F01
Philatelic Star. Madison, N.

Mixed United

12c.

V

California Gold, Quarter size. 27c; Half-dollar
Large cent. 1820, and
size. 53c; Dollar
catalogu e, ioc Norman Shultz, Kings City, Mo.
Postage. ,}c.
Stamps—61 all different free.
Mention paper. Quaker Stamp Co., Toledo. Ohio.

We
Keep

$2 to $500 each
Sell Old Money.
hundreds of coins dated before
cents for new
Send
10
I'M Money.
You may have
lue Book, 4x7.

buy and
for
all

illustrati

Com-

Clarke Coin
Valuable Coins, get posted.
pany, Box in>. Le Roy, N. ^
lilllllllllll
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Novelties.

For Sale:— In. ban relies, all kinds for
and professional collectors; specimens
B.
,

lllm ,i

Garber,
urn

City,

I

>hio.
mill
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Continued on page 846
to

advertisers.
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Chemicals

|

:

;
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—Laboratory

Complete, S-'.,".
American Drug &
Chemical Co., Photo. Dept. Gettysburg, Pa.
Experimenters!
Startling:
Chemical
Outfit,
contains chemicals and directions, only two
dimes. X-ray novelty for 8c. Both 25c. Mystic
r--i Vimo St., E. Waterloo. Iowa.
Chemicals and Laboratory apparatus for analytical and experimental work.
Beaker free with ?3
order.
Feb. list >c. Klaus, Eureka, III.

—

_

.

1

,i

;

i-

:

:

,

:

1

.mini,!

,

:

1
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Formulas.
Formulas, $1 postpaid. Oil 4c!
(scar
C. Hanson. Mentor, Minn.
Formulas for Every Purpose.
Krause,
H.
S
Kai Ion
Ihicago.
20.003

*

'.

.
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TriclxS,

Build Your Own Phonographs and manufacture
tlirni
lor pro tit.
Drawing instructions. Parts,
Price List, Blue Prints, etc., complete, sent free
upon request. Write today. Associated Phonograph Co., Dept. E-r, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Build Your Phonograph.
"Perfection" highquality spring and electric Motors, Tone Arms,
Reproducers.
Wonderful results.
Big saving.
New catalog and building instructions mailed
lor ten cents.
Indiana
Indianapolis, Indiana.

Phonograph Supply

Co.,

—

Choraleon Phonographs Special agency proposition selling from your home.
No soliciting or
canvassing. Big profits. Write Eor home agent's
special offer and convincing proof.
We also
supply complete material for building phonographs at home.
Choraleon Phonograph Company.
1

.

:

1 . =

Monger

2603
:

; ; 1

:

!

:

Elkhart, "Ind.

Bldg.,
ii,:!;.-

.

;.:;:

;

:

:
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1

1 .
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Puzzles and Games.

Wonderful sealed envelope reading explained.
instruction, 20c.
Magic Catalogue 5c.
Magic Shop, Ocean View Ave., Los

Plain

Rippey

Angeles, Cal.

Comedy:

Chemical

Something

new.

Boys

stage a chemical comedy.
Amaze, amuse and
entertain your friends.
New magic and trick
chemical formulas united with a clever humorous
plot, keep the audience a- roaring.
Complete
manuscript and formulas 50c. Formulas alone
25c (set of 24).
Send stamps.
Scovill Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.

Ellerin,

I.

3803

Be a

Fire Eater, give exhibitions and earn
money. Directions 10c. Prof. Lindley, 84 Division
St., Elizabeth, N. J.
Tricks, Puzzles, Jokes, Toys, Games, Novelties,
Poll and Cane Racks, Plays, Wigs, Stage Supplies, Escapes and Illusions.
Large 1917 catalog
tree.
Oakes Magical Co., Dept. 549, Oshkosh,

Wis.

Patent Attorneys.

imillllUi
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Phonographs.

;.

1

am

Equipment.

Experimenters— Cor lete outfit, chemicals and
thing needed. Pictures on cloth, T
parent pictures, red and blue pictures. Magic
i

!

;

stage tricks with 500 illustrations. Catatoe,
small catalogue free.
Hornmann
Co.. Sta. 6, 170 Eighth Avenue, New York.
Black Art Hindoo Experiments. 191 q Edition,
25c.
Invisible Ink.
Free Trick. Catalogue each
order.
Linhorst Magic X Shop, St. Louis.
1000

.

:

.

ertisers.

Unheard-of Trial Offer! Inch display or 30classified advertisement ten weeks. $1.00.
Record Advertiser. Box 2E. Houston. Va.
"Quick-Action Advertising— How it is Building
Business lor the Progressive Advertisers of
America"
A little story of results told by
the advertisers themselves not the publisher.

word

:

You

—

be interested in reading this Little bi
which we have prepared for prospective adverrs, a copy 01 which will be gladly mailed to

let

will

you upon request.

you how

to talk busi1.000,000 intelligent, interested and reIt

tells

ness with
sponsive Americans every month — men
what they want and who have tl

Write for particulars
Douglas Wakefield Coutlee,

and

it.

New

285

who know
buy

to

rates
today.
West 39th St.,

York.
tiiiiiiiiiiiiumiiliiliiiiiiilillilllilllHIIHIIIIHUDl

Health.
Enjoy Vigorous Health. My new book "MuscuSend for it today
lar Development" tells how.
Earle Liederman, Dept. A, 203 Broadway,
toe.

New

York.

Tobacco or Snuff Habit Cured or no pay; $1.00
Remedy sent on trial. Superba Co.,
cured.
SA, Baltimore, Md.
Pyorrhea— H. E. Kelty, D. D. S., M. D., pyorif

rhea specialist for 15 years, has developed a successful home treatment for pyorrhea.
Purifying,
healing, preventative.
Full month's treatment
and booklet $1.00.
Circular free.
Dr. 11. E.
Kelty, 106 Cladwin Ave., Leonia. N. J.
Cigarette, pipe or chewing habit conquered.
Nature's method.
brochure.
Edw.
New York.

Guaranteed.
J.

Write for free
Woods, TA-300, Station F,
'
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Motion Pictures
Films

Picture
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Motors, Engines and Dynamos.
Small Motors and Generators: 1000 New Motors

A

and Generators from Bankruptcy Stock,

C,

A.

%

each;

$18.50

H.

P.,

J

-'4
Ii. P. $20.00.
Drives
Machines, Air Brush, etc.
Honest Abe, 528 S. Taylor Ave., Oak Park, 111.
Electric Motors. Let us send you an Electric
motor for your Washing Machine, Drill Press,
Lathe, Coffee Grinder, Air Compresser, Printing
Press on a money back guarantee. Arc [01 [to V
single phase 60 cycle have *4 and y2 H. P. all new;
cheapest place in country to buy a good motor.
S. H. Rhodes, 129 Plum St., Johnstown, Pa.

Washing

'

Electrical Supplies

Any Formulas
Batteries for

1

!

Patents for Sale.
For sale or royalty Patent 1270661 Combination
Seat post and pump for Bicycles and Motorcycles.
11

Reed, Woodcliff Lake, N.

L.
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Letter Specialists.
Business-building letters, advertisements,

cir-

culars, booklets, written at attractive rates. Results guaranteed.
Criterion Service, Dept. 3,

West New York, New

Jersey.
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Song Poems Wanted.
Write the Words for a Song. We write music
and guarantee publisher's acceptance. Submit
poems on war, love, or any subject. Chester
Music Co., 538 S. Pearborn St., Suite 265, Chicago.
1

in.

1

'
:

..'

M;

1

::!::!!!::!.
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For Men
Mr. Shaver:— For a remarkably keen edge, use
"velvashave" barbers compound on your strop.
Calif,
flourstone, lead and soft aluminum no
emery, 2^c postpaid. Velvashave Agency, Box
60, Oakland, Calif.

—

Bldg.. New York.
Inventors
We have a proposition that will
probably interest you.
Inquiries invited.
The
Wakefield Engineering Co., 922-C F St., N. W.,

.*

for

&

15c.

Appliances,
Recharge your dry

Directions

cent.

E. Nicker-

15c.

James

D.
Copyrights.

C.

Lyles,

Patents, Trade -marks and
St., N. W., Washington,

Warren ton. Mo.
While They Last— Dandi toy Transformers, zV2
Send for description.
Eagle

vmti.

Press, Stamford, Conn.

Repairing and rebuilding Galvanometers, Voltmeters, Ammeters on any electrical instruments.
V. W. Bradbury, W'innsboro, La.
Mr. Business-Man— Your advertisement here
will be read by over 100,000 live prospects.
The
»" of the Electrical Experimenter bring quick and positive results.
For proof of what they have done for others address Classified Department, 233 Fulton Street,
New York.

M. F. Miller, Ouray Building,
D. C. Patent Attorney, Mechanical
expert.
Best quality of work

cal

Moderate charges.

Advice

Washington,
and Electriand results.

.1

1

Yon

ELECTRICAL

Inventors: Before offering your patent for sale,
applying for one, write me. My experience
help you.
Established 1900.
Charles A.
Scott, Department "E", Rochester, New York.

may

600 Mechanical Movements, also illustrations
and explanations of 50 perpetual motions. My
book, Inventors' Universal Educator, 4th edition,
tells how to procure and sell a patent for your
new invention. Government and other costs.
Covers the matter from A to Z. 140 pages elegantly bound. Contains noted Court decisions on
Patent cases.
Mechanical Movements greatly
assist inventors— suggest new ideas that might
prove of great aid in perfecting inventions. Tells
now to select an attorney. Has valuable information regarding Patent Sharks, Selling Agents and
Brokers. Price $1. Postage free. Fred G. LWeterich. 603 Ouray Building, Washington, P. C.
Inventors.
Protect your Idea before exposing
it.
Advice Free. Inventor's Patent Service, Park

Row

Building.

New York

tive organization.
HiRiiHiiinniiiiiii

of

Holds ind preserves 1- issues, each of which can
be inserted .»r removed at will, without tools. Will
keep your magazines perfectly for all time or just
preserve them like new till you bind them
111 em
iiemiu.permaMiule nf heavy material, extra
strongly reinforced at thy back ami
covered with handsome green doth,
suitably lettered in gold.
Add postage for 2 lbs.

65c

p^^t 233

fulton St., N. Y,

nently.

Experimenter Pub. Co., Inc.

City.

Inventions Commercialized.
Cash or royalty.
Adam Fisher Mfg. Co.. 205 St. Louis, Mo.
Inventors Market and secure your inventions
through National Institute of Inventors. World
Bldg., New York City.
Membership co-operaMiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiir,

with the
consent of

We

NIKOLA
"UVUljrt

have prepared

a

TESLA

genuine,

handsome

autographed in facsimile hy the
This photograph, taken in
inventor.
December, 1918, was posed especially fur the
design of the February, 1919. issue of
ei
tin
"Electrical Experimenter
Tt shows Tesla
as he is today, holding his famous wirelesslighted globe.
No advertising whatsoever on
this photo, except for the autograph.
Size
about 9 x 12". Ready for framing. A striking
picture of the world's greatest inventor for
your den, library, laboratory, workshop or
radio station.
Sent prepaid in strong cardboard tube. Price 50c.
photograph,
great

.

Telegraphy.
Telegraphy, Wire and Wireless, and Railway
Accounting taught thoroughly.
Unprecedented
demand
exes. Big Salaries. Oldest and
Largest School— Est. 45 years.
Catalog free.
Dodges Institute, Seventh St.. Valparaiso, Ind.
Rt al Estate

School

menter

or

Wanted

Experimenter Publishing Co.

Practical

Lesson

EXPERT™

Experi-

:i:i!liNliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii[iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiNllllim

for

T HE

Electrical

For Inventors.

Instruction
.'

Binder
for the

free.

I

Boys! — Learn Electricity my mail
Instruction— 25c a lesson. Send 25c
No.
and information.
Warrenton
Engineering, Warrenton, Mo.

Handy

Eighth

734

H. P.

Pittsburgh, Penna.
Small Gasoline Engines,

T"

nttiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiJiiittiiJiiiittiiifiiiTirifi>iJiitiiTitt»tiiii]riiTiiT](>TtiiTiJiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiitittiiriiiiiiiiiiiinitiiiiicr

Woolworth

Battery

$30.00.

Charging Sets— Robbins & Myers new- outfits, all
sizes, $30.00 each and up.
Charging, Lighting
and Moving Picture Arc Generators, $10.00 each
and up. Motors for all phases of current. Immediate delivery. Less than J^ regular prii es
Write for late bulletin. Johnston, West End.

Dynamo,

Magic

;

;

Washington, D.

Queen

up.

reel

(2.50

Feature Service, Birmingham, Ala,
\

John M. McLachlen, Atty. at Law. Patents,
Marks. Copyrights, 410 McLachlen Bldg.,
Washington, D. C.
Patents— lees payable in monthly installments.
Send sketch For free report. Books free. Frank
i-'iiller. Washington, D. C.
Patent Your Own Inventions. Save attorney's
fees
we prepare applications furnish full instructions and give satisfaction.
Free in forma
arl Larsen Co., Park Row Building, New
York City.
Millions spent annually for ideas!
Hundreds
now wanted! Patent yours and profit! Write
today for free books — tell how to protect yourself,
how to invent, ideas wanted, how we help you
sell, etc.
212 Patent Dept., American Industries,
Inc.. Washington, D. C.
Fortunes from Patents are made only from
good invention STRONGLY PROTECTED.
a
Send Sketch or model and $5 for thorough search
and honest opinion of patentability.
I
give
personal,
conscientious
and
expert
service.
Lester Sargent, Patent Attorneys, 524 Tenth
Street, Washington, P. C.
Your Idea Wanted.
PATENT YOUR INVENTION. I'll help you market it. Send for 4
free books, list of patent buyers, hundreds of
ideas wanted, etc. Advice free.
Patents adverRICHARD B. OWEN, Patent Lawyer,
tised free.
130 Owen Bldg., Washington, D. C, or 2278-T

logue

!
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Motion

Inventions Patented; Trade-Marks Registered;
Labels, Prints and Publications Copyrighted;
reasonable fees.
Correspondence solicited; detailed
information free; booklets.
Jaynes &
Jaynes, 702 Kellogg Washington, P. C.

Sell

your property quickly

for cash,

no matter
Estate

where located, particulars free.
Real
Salesman Co., Dept. 38, Lincoln, Nebr.

benefit by mentioning the " lilcctricat

Experimenter" when writing

231 Fulton St.

to advertisers.

Book Department

N. Y. City

1

h
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WATCH CAMERA The conjurer's casket^
little largor

Oian a

which itcd«,olyre-

You can carry
tho Expo about hi

ltiiIiI.'ii.

JAPANESE ROSE BUSHES

Apparatus and Olfactions for a Number of Mysiirlau. THoka
Enouoh for an Entlra Evsning's Entertainment

Tho most wonderful and Ingenious Camera mad*

Wonder
of the World
bloom
tho year round.

Eton

ANYONE CAN DO THCM
*»*•' fon mr*nfyln« ynur friend*.

It f«

think

K The [(Unp.

Ona Cant a Piciura
load* tn daylmht
v.ih 16 feipoaure Film*. eo.1.
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cent a picture
m..r
D
Exposure Films also obtain.
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.
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Itl.
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rs wbrro tho NaaJa- Flea Loaa la

$250
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bo
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Revolver
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when

droop
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10 Days Free!

Machine
NOW

your own home you can have wonderful Violet-Ray treatments exeminent physicians and beauty specialists throughout
the country. Now you can rid yourself of headaches, catarrh, constipation,
eczema, insomnia, lumbago, nervousness. Relieve your pain from neuritis, rheuMultiply your bodily health, vitalize your
matism, and other disturbances.
nerves, double or treble your energy by using Violet-Rays. Sleep better, increase
your strength, and improve your appetite and digestion. Soothe your nerves,
reduce or increase your flesh. Tone and strengthen the entire system. Beautify
your complexion! All with Violet Rays!
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does not pound the muscles it is absolutely painless. Violet-Rays administered by the Violetta are wonderful even for infants! Relieve pain and suffering
in every part of the body.
Simple tests
prove that Violet-Rays pass completely
through every part of the body, stimulating every cell and organ. It is electricity
in its highest remedial form.
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Just what you need to know to succeed in ELECTRICITY
electrician, every engineer, every mechanic should know
EVERY
READ THIS PARTIAL LIST OF CONTENTS
about these wonderfully helpful instructive books, which give
in

plain

words a complete working knowledge of

electrical

engi-

electrical problem almost every day.
information you need to help you in your every day work is in

The

neering

phases.

in all its

You run

some new

into

H
AW
KINS
ELECTRICAL GUIDES
These books place

electricity at

your finger ends.

They cover every imaginable

subject, principle, theory, problem, trouble, and way of doing things electrically.
Every subject is indexed so that you can turn right to it. They are a study course
and a reference guide in one, written in plain every day language no wasted words
only what you need to know chock full of up-to-the-minute electrical knowledge.
The guides are a complete course in electrical engineering. They will help you in
every detail of the day's electrical work. You can't ask an electrical question that
Hawkins Guides can't answer.

—

—

—

Pocket-Size Flexible Covers
What

The books are small enough to slip into your coat
pocket handsomely bound in flexible black covers.
You can carry each volume with you until you have

—

Men Say

Electrical

Helped Him Make Good
"It is only right for me to

mastered

recom-

mend

highly the Hawkins Guides, for
they have been of the greatest assistance to me in placing me in my present position as Superintendent of Construction Department of one of Ohkr*a
largest Electrical Companies. I would
like to ste every man have a set of
Hawkins Guides."
Geo. Knecht, Columbus, Ohio.

In the

Naval Electrical Dept.

"The Hawkins Guides are great help
ma in the Naval Electrical Department,
which they cover very thorough"
to

C. J.

ly

C.

8.

Cornell,

Receiving Ship, Brooklyn, N. T.

of the
Hydro - Electric Systems,
and Hawkins Guides were a great help
to me in holding down a responsible
position."
W. E. Swartz. Dunnville, Ontario.

Dunnville

Wireless Operators
have

years— but

worked
I

wish

3,500 pages of actual information
and 4,700 illustrations. Once you see these books and
put them Into actual use you will never again want to be
without them. Try It at our expense,
its

contents.

SEND NO MONEY
—

It will cost you nothing to receive these books
to look
them over ask them all the questions you can think of
use them in your work study them pick up some in-

—

—

—

—
earning

formation that will increase your
ability.
We
will ship you the entire set of 10 volumes entirely FREE.
This is a sign uf our confidence in the guides.
Pure
gold does not object to being tested.
Keep them for
seven days and if you do not decide that you can't get
along without them, return them to us and owe us
nothing.

wireless for ten
I had these books

decide to keep them you only have to pay
$1.00 down and remit the balance of $9.00 on the easy
payment of $1.00 a month till paid for.
Use this coupon to get the books.
It will pay you
many times over.
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Contains 348 pages, 3S8 Illustrations.
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signs

brushes, etc.

Contains 348 pages. 394 Illustrations.
Motor
principles armature
reaction motor
starting
oalculations— brake horsepower selection and installation of
dynamo and motors galvanometers standard cells current
measurement
resistance measurement
voltmeters
wattmeters watt hour meters operation of dynamos operation
of motors, etc.
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—

M &B

No.

Walkenrille,

—

Contains 300 pages. 423 illustrations. Distribution
systems— wires and wire calculations— inside, outand underground wiring— sign flashers— lightning protection—rectifiers— storage battery systems, etc.
Contains 270 pages, 379 illustrations. Alternating
current principles alternating current diagrams
—-the power factor— alternator principles— alternator conside

No. 4

—
— windings,
320 pages. 614 illustrations. A. C. Motors
No 5 Contains
—synchronous
andinduction motor principles— A. C.
commutator motors — induction motors, transformers; losses,
construction,
connections,
tests— converters—
struction

etc.

rectifiers,

6
No. v

etc.

Contains 298 pages. 472 illustrations. Alternating
current systems— switching devices circuit breakers
relays lightning protector apparatus regulating devices
synchronous condensers indicating devices meters power
factor indicators wave form measurement switch boards, etc.
ntatn B 316 pages. 379 Illustrations.
Alternating
7* C°
'
current, wiring power stations
turbines; management, selection, location, erection, testing, running, care and
repair— telephones, etc.
Contains 332 pages. 436 Illustrations. Telegraph
simultaneous telegraphy and telephony
,
,
wireless—electric bells— electric liphtlne— photometry, etc,
Contains 322 pages. 627 illustrations.
Blectrie railways—electric locomotives—car light"
„
^r
ing— trolley
car operation— miscellaneous applications—
motion pictures— gas engine ignition— automnbile self-
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lighting svstems. electrif vehicles etc
Contains 513 pages. 599 illustrations.
a^v.
Elevators—cranes— pumps— air compressors— electric heating
electric welding*.
Soldering and brazing— industrial electrolysis— electro plating— electro-therapeutic
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—X-rays, etc.
Also a complete 126-page ready
reference index of the complete
library. This index has been
planned to render easily ac-
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cessfble all the vast inforrnation contained in the
electrical
guides.
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BE

A

CERTIFICATED

ELECTRICIAN

I

WILL TRAIN YOU AT HOME

A REAL POSITION LIKE THIS— FOR YOU
The country needs thousands of trained. Certificated
and at big pay. It's
Electricians to fill good positions
all a matter of knowing how, and I will teach you by
up-to-date, modern instruction. You can learn at home,
without interfering with your regular work, by my highly
successful method of Home Instruction in Practical

—

Real Opportunity for

YOU

—

—

;

his

neck up.

A

lilectricity.

mind is what gets the big pay. It is this
you need, and I can train you in a few
months.
Are you ambitious to make a real success
then send me the coupon today.
trained
training that

Prepare NOW and be ready
in a few months to earn your

$46

to

Send
TRICIAN,"

—

Electrical Outfit

$100 A WEEK
for this

My book, "HOW TO

BEC(

Book
men on

the

Free

A

new edition of this has just
to splendid success.
I
want every young man interested in
been printed.
Electricity to have a copy, and will send you one,

LUTELY FREE AND PREPAID.

How

I

Train

My

ABSO-

Write me today.

Students

As Chief Engineer of the Chicago Engineering Works
I know exactly the kind of training a man needs to enable
him to get and hold good positions, and to earn big pay.
I have trained hundreds of men who arc holding splendid
electrical jobs.

my

students personal attention and a
complete and thorough training. I give him a SPLENDID ELECTRICAL OUTFIT FREE, and much of the
training is done by actual work.
When my students
graduate and receive their Certificate, they are ready for
a real position. But still more, at any time you wish you
can come to our splendidly equipped Electrical Shops for
special training.
No other school can give you this.
give each of

FREE

every student who answers this ad I am giving a
Splendid Electrical Outfit of standard size Electrical
Tools, Instruments, Materials, etc., absolutely free.
Furthermore, to every Electrical Student I give a truly
valuable surprise that I cannot explain here.

To

(MEAN EXPERT ELEC-

has started thousands of young

way

I

A

Wishing is never going to make your dreams come
You've got to study to learn. A man is worth
true.
possibly $2 or $3 a day from his neck down
and no
more but there is no limit to what he can be worth from

Employment

Service

am

continually receiving requests from employers
to send them trained Electrical men.
I assist my
students to secure good positions. I keep in touch
with them for years, helping and advising them
in every possible way.
I

Write

Now — Don't

Delay

Delay never got you anything.
Action is what counts.
Get

—

started
and get started now.
Write me, or send me the

coupon, right

L. L.

NOW.

COOKE

&*

CHIEF ENGINEER
Chicago Engineering Works

Dept. 23
441 Cass St.

CHICAGO
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